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Abstract 

Use of commercial content at home gained popularity in the 1960s due to the availability of free terrestrial 
broadcast services and reduction in the cost of television sets. The increased amount of time spent watching TV 
programs at home resulted in production of more programs with better quality. However, currently, many people 
are unable to view the programs they would like to watch because setting aside blocks of time to watch programs 
in real time has become more difficult due to increasingly complex demands on their time and because their 
preferred programs are broadcasted at the same time on different channels. This is not an ideal situation for viewers 
or for TV broadcasters and sponsors. As a result, sponsors’ advertisements may not be sufficiently effective and 
broadcaster income from advertising may decline. 

In the 1980s and 2000s, it became possible to digitize commercial content, and new optical storage media, such 
as Compact Discs (CD), Digital Versatile Discs (DVD), and Blu-ray discs, were developed. 

In addition, in the 1990s, independent of the improvement of consumer electronics devices, personal computers 
(PC) became more widely available. PCs allow users to add peripheral hardware and install software programs 
which enables the creation and deletion of data. Consequently, demands for storage media which have large unit 
capacity, high random and sequential access performance, and high speed rewritability have increased. To satisfy 
these demands, storage device manufacturers developed the Hard Disk Drive (HDD). 

In the 2000s, the capacity of a HDD reached a few hundred GBs. Consequently, compared to other storage media, 
in terms of capacity, price per bit, and random and sequential access perforamce, HDDs have become the preferred 
storage media for digital video content. Many device manufacturers have focused on these characteristics and have 
equipped video recorders/players with HDDs. 

Parallel to the evolution and diffusion of such devices and storage media, broadband network platforms and 
Internet services have advanced and spread rapidly. These developments have enabled general users to copy 
commercial content easily without degradation of quality and distribute the copied data to the general public. In 
Japan, the organization of broadcast industry have been concerned about this situation and have specified rules for 
video recorders. These rules stipulate that when digital broadcast content is stored on an HDD, the video recorders 
must encrypt all content with keys specific to particular devices. In addition, content stored on removable media 
must be encrypted with a specific algorithm and keys whose length is longer than a specified value. Moreover, the 
number of times within which contents stored in HDDs in the recorders are permitted to copy to other storage media 
is also specified. 

Thus, technologies to prevent digital broadcast contents from being copied from/to an optical disc more than the 
value specified in the rule were developed. The technologies have the following characteristics: (1) digital content 
is stored on storage media in encrypted form and (2) keys to decrypt the digital contents are also stored on the 
storage media in encrypted form; the keys are encrypted with the datum stored on the read-only area of the storage 
media and so forth. Naturally, arbitrary host devices can read the keys, though they are in encrypted form. Since 
some software programs to decrypt and play the contents were installed in PCs and they did not have sufficient 
robustness against attacks, the keys were taken while they existed on the main memory in plaintext and the contents 
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in plaintext were distributed on the Internet. 
In addition to the problem, the organization of broadcast industry has recently identified fast-forwarding through 

commercial messages (CM) while viewing digital broadcast contents as a problem. This is considered a problem 
because many people can obtain digital video recorders, optical discs, and HDDs easily, and, playing the contents 
stored on the storage media from an arbitrary position is easy if such devices and the storage media are used. 

Considering this context, we address constructing a mechanism to control the use of digital contents stored in 
such storage devices, e.g. HDDs. Due to the mechanism, the number of times of copying digital contents is 
controlled and fast-forwarding through CMs is prevented. Since storage devices, which are embedded devices, play 
a primary role in the mechanism, systems with the functions of the mechanism are more robust than the conventional 
systems to use commercial digital contents stored on optical discs. 

In this research, initially, we specify the type of the payload of a digital content to be controlled by the proposed 
mechanism and the characteristics which form the basis of the mechanism to control the use of the digital content. 
The payload includes multiple main knitting parts and CM parts. The characteristics are as follows: (1) the payload 
of a digital content is divided into multiple blocks, each of which we refer to as Block Units (BU), (2) a datum, 
which we refer to as an Individual Usage Qualifier (IUQ), including a key and a usage rule which does not include 
experience of the use of some other blocks is assigned to each BU, (3) a special storage space, which we refer to as 
qualified storage (Q-Storage), to/in which unauthorized host entities cannot freely write and read data, is 
implemented in addition to a normal storage space with large capacity, which we refer to as normal storage (N-
Storage), (4) each BU is stored in N-Storage in encrypted form and transferred between two entities as it is, (5) in 
cases where assigning a rule to force sequential play to continuous multiple BUs is necessary, the rule is described 
in data, which are independent of the payload of the content and IUQs and we refer to as a Sequential Play Qualifier 
(SPQ), (6) IUQ and some elements of SPQ necessary to be protected, which we generically refer to as a Usage 
Control Object (UCO), are stored in Q-Storage. 

Based on the above, to achieve the control, we have constructed the following mechanisms and schemes. 
 
1. An authentication mechanism between a host entity and a storage entity or two storage entities, building virtual 

private channels based on the authentication, transfer of core data including keys to encrypt/decrypt the contents, 
which need to be protected, through the virtual private channel, and recovery of core data in cases where the 
data are lost 

First, we review the representative methods to decipher the messages in encrypted form and explain the methods 
which we need to pay attention. Next, we explain that UCOs should be encrypted doubly with two different keys 
with the algorithm of a symmetric key cryptosystem, taking the result of the analysis and the performance of the 
processors into account. 

Next, we assume two types of the configuration of a system consisting of the entities, imagining the scenes where 
the system is used. In the first configuration, two storage entities are connected through a bridge entity, e.g., a PC. 
In this configuration, the bridge entity only transmits requests which require a storage entity to execute specific 
processes to the storage entities and bridges the transfer of data between them. Since it is considered that transfer of 
the contents and UCOs bi-directionally is not demanded frequently in the case, we therefore restrict the direction to 
transfer UCOs to one way. In the second configuration, a host entity and a storage entity are directly connected, and 
the contents and UCOs are frequently transferred bi-directionally. A video recorder is a representative example of 
such systems. 

Based on the policy on encryption of UCOs, we construct two sets of five sequences of the processes in detail. 
Each set is constructed so as to fit the configurations. We describe each sequence of the processes and the two sets 
as stage, unidirectional transfer mode, and bidirectional transfer mode respectively. The roles of five stages are (1) 
to mutually authenticate two entities and share temporal keys to encrypt UCOs when the entities are connected for 
the first time; (2) to mutually authenticate two entities and share temporal keys to encrypt UCOs in cases where the 
entities have been authenticated in the past; (3) to share a new temporal key between two entities, encrypt UCOs, 
and transfer the UCOs in encrypted from between the entities; (4) for a host entity or a bridge entity to obtain some 
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elements of UCOs which are permitted to transfer through the public channel; (5) for the source entity and the 
destination entity to check whether the target UCO is stored or not and for the source entity to restore the UCO on 
the logical sectors where the UCO was originally stored, if the UCO does not exist either in both entities. 

We construct the stages for two modes so that they have the following characteristics. In the unidirectional transfer 
mode, (1) an entity can build multiple virtual private channels with multiple entities in parallel; (2) the source entity 
and the destination entity are fixed; (3) any kinds of devices can be the source entity and the destination entity; (4) 
both the source entity and the destination entity record the progress status to the log, while they execute the stage to 
transfer UCOs. In the bidirectional transfer mode, (1) an entity can build a virtual private channel with an entity at 
a time; (2) both entities which have completed execution of stage for authentication are permitted to be the source 
entity; (3) an entity is a host entity, at leastl; (4) only a host entity records the progress status to the log, while the 
entities execute the stage to transfer UCOs. 
 
2. A mechanism to manage storage space, in which methods to place the payloads of the contents and newly 

introduced metadata to achieve the control are specified 
We construct the methods to manage the locations where IUQs, rules forcing for some BUs to play sequentially 

(SPRs) described in an SPQ, and the metadata related to SPRs are stored, and to associate an IUQ and SPRs with a 
BU in encrypted form. Typically, the location of stored data is managed by a file system, because the storage space 
is accessed by various application software programs. Since it is more adequate to use a file system which has 
already been implemented on various systems and enhance the function appropriately than to develop a new file 
system in terms of ensuring sufficient stability and performance, we employ UDF. UDF is publically available and 
has been implemented on Windows and Linux system software programs. 

In UDF, it is permitted to associate metadata called Named Stream with files and directories. Then, we define five 
Named Streams associated with the payload of a restricted content, and one Named Stream associated with the 
system directory. The characteristics of the Named Streams are as follows. 
PBInfo: Includes ordinal numbers assigned to E-BUs and the values of the identifier assigned to each IUQ 

(IUQID). PBInfo associates each IUQ with each E-BU, and is associated with the payload of a target  
content. 

IUQLInfo: Includes the values of address assigned to each logical sector in Q-Storage, where an IUQ is stored, 
and the values of IUQID. Host entities know the location of logical sectors where IUQs related to E-
BUs are stored by referring to PBInfo and IUQLInfo. IUQLInfo is associated with the payload of a 
target content. 

SPRInfo: Includes SPR*s. An SPR* consists of an SPR and an identifier assigned to the SPR (SPRID). SPRInfo 
is associated with the payload of a target content. 

HLInfo: Includes the values of address assigned to logical sectors in Q-Storage, where pairs of a hash value of 
an SPR* and the value of address assigned to a logical sector in N-Storage, where the SPR* is stored, 
are stored. HLInfo is associated with the payload of a target content. 

PPILLInfo: Includes the values of address assigned to logical sectors in Q-Storage, where the random numbers 
interpolated into BUs are stored. The Named Stream is associated with the payload of a target restricted 
content. 

QSBMInfo: Includes the data which shows whether each logical sectors in Q-Storage is used or not used. The 
Named Stream is associated with the system stream directory placed in N-Storage. 

The processor in the storage entity compares two hash values. One is stored on a logical sector, which is designated 
by the value of address described in HLInfo, and the other of which is the value which the processor directly 
calculates directly using SPR*, in cases where a user select an SPR. If the hash values differ, the processor 
determines that SPR* has been tampered, and the storage entity does not transmit the requested IUQ. Thus, playing 
BUs along the tampered SPR is prevented. 

If BUs are forced to play sequentially, the processor in the host entity extracts the random numbers interpolated 
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into BUs from BUs and the host entity transmits them to the storage entity after playing the BUs. Then, the processor 
in the storage entity compares them with the values described in the list including random numbers and judges 
whether the playing target BUs is completed or not. Due to the mechanism, it is ensured to play BUs sequentially. 
 
3. A BU encryption scheme and a method to associate IUQs with BUs in detail 

Referring to the method to encrypt digital contents specified in AACS, we construct the concrete a method to 
encrypt and decrypt BUs with the AES-128 algorithm. The algorithm has been authorized by the U.S. government 
and is used in AACS for Blu-ray Disc, FileVault for MacOS X, and Encrypting File System for NTFS file system 
in Windows. In the work, we specify that BUs are encrypted so as to satisfy the following characteristics: (1) the 
size of a BU is approximately 150 MiB; (2) one BU is a continuum of elemental block units, the size of each of 
which is 1.5 MiB; (3) each elemental block is a continuum of 512 sub-elemental blocks, the size of each of which 
is 3,072 bytes; (4) each sub-elemental block is encrypted in chains with CBC mode and an initialization vector is 
applied to 512 sub-elemental blocks in an elemental block; (5) an initialization vector is calculated using a fixed 
value included in each IUQ and an ordinal number assigned to each elemental block; (6) positions where it is 
permitted to split a BU are limited to the boundary between two adjacent sub-elemental blocks, (7) the IUQ assigned 
to the original BU which is split is duplicated, each IUQ is assigned to the first half and the second half of the BU, 
and values to specify the elemental block and the sub-elemental block at the split position are registered to the IUQ. 

The size of a BU, i.e. 150 MiB, makes it easy to conform to a rule specified by the Japanese broadcast industry. 
The rule is that a portion of the payload of a Japanese digital broadcast content, which requires more than one minute 
to play at normal speed, must not exist in both source device and destination device while the portion is copied. The 
value is obtained by multiplying 60 seconds by 2.5 MiB/s, which is the average bit rate of the content distributed 
by Japanese digital broadcast service. The size of a sub elemental block, i.e. 3,072 bytes, is divisible by 192, 512, 
and 128, which are the sizes of a transport stream packet and a timestamp in Japanese digital broadcast service, a 
logical sector of N-Storage in conventional storage devices, and the key length in the AES-128 algorithm. Due to 
the mechanism described in the literature (7), re-encryption of sub-elemental blocks around the split position 
becomes unnecessary. 
 

Finally, we estimate the time required by users to execute some typical operations, assuming the performance of 
the cryptographic engine, the time for the processor in the entity to compare two bit strings, and the interval time 
between two consecutive requests which a bridge entity or a host entity transmits. For this estimation, we assume 
that the storage entity is an HDD, and the content is Japanese digital broadcast contents. The results show that the 
video will be rendered on the display as intended. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview of Social Context around Access Control to Commercial Contents 

Watching video contents at home became popular worldwide with the advent of TV broadcast services. Initially, 
programs could only be viewed in real time. Today, the rate of real-time viewing has been decreasing [1] due to the 
commercialization of various storage medium and the development of network infrastructures and various Internet 
services. The ability to record digital content allows people to watch TV programs at any time [2]. 

It has been the facts that the contents which ordinary people mainly enjoy have features that the others authorize 
usage of them. This applies to TV programs and other types of content. However, unrestricted use of them is not 
necessarily permitted even if a person obtains tangible media. The person is forced to use them within the usage 
permitted in the rules which usage authorizer specified. This is an obligation specified in copyright law. To enforce 
such restrictions, a technology to control use must be employed. 

When such technology is employed, usage which is officially permitted or unofficially tolerated will be restricted 
to some extent. Therefore, such technology will not be widely accepted if users do not feel that the time and money 
required to acquire and configure the systems are reasonable and that operational performance is acceptable. If the 
technology is not widely accepted, content utilization may decline. We must be aware of this possibility when we 
apply such technology to consumer electronics devices, such as TV sets and peripheral devices. Considering the 
points, it is inappropriate to adopt some technologies, which are categorized as broad “access control technology”, 
receives high evaluation on robustness, and have a good operational experience as “usage control technology” for 
commercial digital contents, if they have the following features. The reason is simple - wishes of usage authorizers 
are that the contents are widely used. 
 Basic policies and achievable control do not coincide with the intent of usage authorizers. 
 Technologies are not applicable to consumer electronics devices in terms of the structure. 
 Considerable expense is required to modify the conventional technologies to satisfy the first and second features. 
 Users must pay high license fee to use devices if a technology is applied. 

On the other hand, if profits decline due to widespread unauthorized usage, the incentive to create attractive 
commercial contents will decrease. Therefore, technologies to control the use of the contents should have properties 
to prevent usage steadily, which is not permitted on the rules assigned to the contents. 

In next section, we survey the history of the use of commercial content, the issues associated with the use, and the 
evolution of storage media, focusing on the storage media which have been developed to store commercial contents. 

1.2 Evolution of the Use of Commercial Contents and Storage Media 

The use of commercial content at home gained popularity in the 1960s due to the advent of free terrestrial 
broadcast services and the price reduction of television. Due to the increased amount of time spent watching TV 
programs at home, more TV programs of higher quality were produced. However, many people were unable to view 
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the TV programs which they had wanted, because setting aside particular blocks of time became more difficult due 
to increasingly complex demands on their time and because their preferred programs are broadcast at the same time 
on different channels. This is not an ideal situation for viewers, TV broadcasters, and sponsors. As a result, sponsors’ 
advertisements may be less effective and broadcaster income from advertising may decline. 

Consequently, research organizations and consumer electronics device manufacturers have addressed 
development of technologies that enable TV programs to be recorded and viewed independent of the broadcast time. 
In the 1970s, two well-known standards, i.e., Beta and VHS, were developed. Their primary characteristics are as 
follows. 
 Physical memory medium: tape-shaped films applied with ferromagnetic material 
 Method to write data: magnetizing ferromagnetic material appropriately with a head, moving the film forward 

at the constant rate (approximately 1-3 centimeters per second) 
 Method to read data: detecting the transition of magnetization direction with the head and moving the film 

forward at the constant rate (same as writing data) 
 Shape of the storage medium: cuboid enclosing tape reels 

The first, second, and third items are effective for price reduction of a storage medium, and to simplify the designs 
of recorders and players for TV programs. The fourth item enables people to carry the media easily. Moreover, 
manufacturing cost is also low because the storage media do not contain complicated mechanisms. Due to these 
characteristics, such devices and media were widely adopted in the 1980s. This storage medium is called the 
videocassette. 

Beta and VHS are technologies based on analog signal processing. It is a well-known fact that systems based on 
analog signal processing avoid quantization errors; however, such technology is sensitive to noise, recording all 
information to the storage media is impossible, and posteriori integration of multiple types of data, such as video, 
audio, still picture, and text is difficult. Thus, the development of technologies has focused on the reduction of loss 
of information when writing/reading data to/from storage media and transferring the data on the channel. 

These tape-shaped storage media were sufficiently inexpensive for for ordinary people; however, they exhibit at 
least three disadvantages. 
(1) Low random accessibility 

Writing data to the storage medium is performed by magnetizing a ferromagnetic material. Consequently, the film 
length exceeds 200 meters for the data, which takes 120 minutes to play at the normal speed. Therefore, users must 
fast forward or rewind a lot for cue. It is not technically impossible to design players and videocassettes, which can 
complete such operations within a few seconds; however, it is enormously difficult to realize this with inexpensive 
consumer electronics devices. 
(2) Low editability 

Splitting and concatenating data are difficult because data are stored sequentially on the tape-shaped films. 
Moreover, some information is lost when the data are moved or copied to other videocassettes. 
(3) Low retention ability 

If videocassettes are left untouched for a certain period, the magnetization direction is copied between contiguous 
films. This causes quality degradation of the data stored on the film. 

These disadvantages were not seen as problems in the early days because the convenience and the advantages 
provided by videocassette recorders/players were remarkable. However, such situations had changed and the above 
three characteristics have been recognized as the problems, as users became used to manipulating the devices and 
the amount of contents which they owned increased. In particular, augmentation of the owned contents made users 
demand measures to reach target parts of such content rapidly. Such demand increased because such disadvantages 
existed with compact cassettes, which were developed prior to videocassettes, and compact cassette 
recorders/players were primary developed to store audio data. 

We can also point to vinyl records and laser discs, which were used to store audio data and video data respectively. 
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The meaningful characteristics of such storage media were that they did not have the disadvantage described in (1). 
However, such storage media have other disadvantages, which made it difficult to offer new convenience and 
functions. One disadvantage was that, due to the physical characteristics of the storage media, users could not record 
data to the media and the physical size is too big to carry. The other disadvantage was that the data were stored as 
analog signals. 

Digitalization of commercial content and the development of new storage media for such content were advanced 
to counter these disadvantages. Compact Disc (CD), Digital Versatile Disc (DVD) [3], and Blu-ray disc [4], which 
were respectively commercialized in the 1980s, the latter half of the 1990s, and the 2000s, respectively, are the 
representative examples. Their significant characteristic is that data stored on the “optical” discs are read from the 
discs without physical contact. Read operations are accomplished by irradiating a laser beam from an optical pick-
up to the disc and detecting the status of the reflection. 

On the other hand, personal computers (PC) spread rapidly in the 1990s independent of the improvement of the 
consumer electronics devices. PCs have the following characteristics, which differs from the conventional consumer 
electronics devices. 
 The architectures are built on the digital technology. 
 It has rich user interfaces with which users can easily process data compared to conventional consumer 

electronics devices. 
 Users can introduce various hardware parts and software programs posteriori to execute what they want. 
 Interface of the system software programs is disclosed to the public and anyone could develop application 

software programs. 
Storage media are generally required to have high random accessibility and high speed rewritability to realize the 

features of the second and the third items. In the early 1990s, while the use of PCs was spreading, CDs were the 
storage medium available to ordinary people. CDs had the largest capacity, and it was possible to read data randomly 
with the highest speed at that time. However, CD was not utilized as primary storage media on PCs because the 
rewritable type was commercialized after the read only type was commercialized. On the other hand, Floppy Disks 
(FD) were initially utilized as primary storage media on PCs because they had rewritability, though the capacity per 
a disk, both random and sequential accessibility fall short of that of CDs. 

In time, these disadvantages had to be addressed as the performance of PCs improved and used application 
software programs and the amount of the stored data increased. As a result, demands for storage media with greater 
capacity, rewritability, and high random and sequential access performance naturally increased. 

Hard Disk Drives (HDD) are storage devices, which were developed to satisfy the requirements. HDDs are called 
storage devices and not mere storage media because they include processors and controllers. The mechanism for 
writing/reading data to/from HDDs is similar to that of FDs and the drives for FDs; however, HDDs differ from 
FDs and optical storage media as to three characteristics in the following at least. 
 Magnetic disks on which data are stored, motors to rotate the disks, heads to write and read data, and processors 

to control all of them are installed in a metal chassis with the standardized form. 
 The rotational speed of the disks is much faster than that of FDs. 
 The physical and the logical interfaces, with which external host devices write/read data to/from HDDs, are 

standardized1 [5][6][7]. 
 Each standard specifies physical and logical interface architectures. 
 As for the measures to access disks in HDDs, only a measure through the interface conforming to the standard 

is offered to users. That is, users need to destroy the device physically and precisely, if they directly write/read 
data to/from the disks. 

 AT Attachment technology (as of 2015, the physical specification complies with Serial ATA [6] and the 
logical specification complies with ATA-AST, ATA-ACS etc. [5]) is the standard most widely applied to 

                                                        
1 Most commonly used PC’s interfaces are compliant with the standard of AT Attachment [5][6]. 
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HDDs in PCs. Its notable characteristics are as follows: (1) a host device connected to an HDD always must 
transmit requests2 with parameters to the HDD according to the specification, (2) as to the direction of data 
transfer for a request is only one. Accordingly, it is impossible for a host device to transmit a request, which 
requires a storage device to transmit data to the host device, with data. 

The characteristic described in the second item has become possible by the the first item, which is to place all the 
mechanical components into a metal chassis. This made disk rotations and head float more stable. Moreover, the 
characteristic described in the first item enabled the performance of random and sequential writing/reading of data 
to/from HDDs to be higher than that of optical storage media and FDs. 

The first item and the third items made it impossible to write/read data to/from disks in HDDs without using the 
interface of HDDs and not conforming to the specified protocols. This characteristic allows to design the inside 
architecture including the capacity freely and apply newly developed technologies, if only the interface is designed 
to comply with the specification. As for optical storage media and FDs, designers cannot freely determine the 
capacity of each storage medium, because standardization of the format of the logical memory space is required for 
the storage media to be interoperable for various drives. Moreover, the characteristics of the optical storage media 
and FDs also require take time to introduce new technologies to the conventional standards and release the new 
products to market, because introduction of the new technologies must be agreed upon among the developers. 

The above three characteristics boosted the capacity of HDDs. As of 2015, the maximum capacity of an HDD 
reached more than 20 times of that of a Blu-ray disc, though the average capacity of HDDs was less than 10% of 
the capacity of a CD when HDDs were beginning to be used as primary PC storage media in the 1990s3. In addition 
to the capacity characteristic, simplicity of the ATA architecture advanced the use of HDDs as primary PC storage 
media, because the time required to design an ASIC to be installed in HDD products was comparatively less and 
the development cost was therefore comparatively low due to this simplicity. 

In contrast, HDDs have not been applied to certain types of devices, due to at least two stubborn characteristics. 
These characteristics are related to structure. Portable music players and cell phones are the typical examples. The 
first characteristic is that HDDs are not highly shockproof. The second characteristic is that it is difficult to 
miniaturize HDDs. The first characteristic stems from the fact that the flying height of the heads in HDDs is only a 
few nanometers, and the second characteristic stems from the fact that some mechanical components, such as the 
motors to rotate disks, heads, and the arms to move the heads, and must be enclosed in an HDD. 

Therefore, many portable devices have gradually been equipped with a new interface for cartridge type 
semiconductor memory devices, in which flash memory [8] and processors are fixed on a printed circuit board. 
CompactFlash [9] and SD memory card [10] are representative examples. These storage devices have several 
favorable characteristics, i.e. (1) they are highly shockproof, (2) they are easy to miniaturize, (3) data-reading 
performance is high, (4) they include processors, (5) writing/reading data is only available through a specified 
interface. Characteristics (1), (2), and (3) are due to the lack of mechanical components. Characteristics (1) and (2) 
have significantly advanced application of such storage media in portable devices, which require a capacity less 
than 100 giga bytes (GiB). On the other hand, they have the following disadvantages: (1) cycling capability is low, 
(2) data-writing performance is low, (3) bit price is higher than that of HDDs, and (4) capacity of a unit is less than 
that of an HDD unit, as a result of (3). 

It is presumed that the fundamental characteristics of the internal structure and the facts that main appliances have 
been PCs and HDDs are installed fixedly in PCs have turned the developers’ interests toward improvement of basic 
characteristics, instead of improvement of convenience, e.g. detachability. However, users gradually felt that 
capacity of HDDs over a few hundreds GiB was redundant as long as they used PCs to edit documents and 
spreadsheets. Meanwhile, HDDs are more adequate than other storage media to store digital video data, because the 
size of a content datum is significantly larger than document and spreadsheet datum, and the characteristics of 
random accessibility and bit price outstrip that of others, as described previously. Many device manufacturers have 
                                                        
2 In the ATA specifications, they are called “commands”. 
3 As of 2015, the optical storage medum product with the greatest capacity was a 4-layer Blu-ray disc (BD-R/RE XL; 128 GB). In the first half of the 
1990s, the capacity of a CD was approximately 700 MB. 
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focused on these points, and have therefore rapidly equipped video recorders/players with HDDs in the 2000s. Video 
recorders/players for TV programs are the typical examples. 

When such video recorders/players were initially commercialized, terrestrial broadcast services were based on 
analog signals. Therefore, video recorders digitized the signals by themselves and wrote data to the HDDs installed 
in the recorders. Digitization typically consists of two steps. The first step is simple quantization, and the second 
step is irreversible compression coding. The International MPEG2 [11] standard is the algorithm used extensively 
for such coding. If people desire the quality of digital videos in MPEG2 format to be equal to analog videos recorded 
on videocassettes at “standard” quality, they must digitize them at approximately six mega bits per second (Mbps). 
The total time when the data stored in the recorders at the time are played at the normal speed was approximately 
ten hours, because the capacity of mainstream HDDs at the time was approximately 30 GB. The time corresponds 
to the amount of the time during which three or four videocassettes can record analog content data. This value may 
be quite insufficient, in consideration of the statistics [12]. 

We conclude that many people desired storage media which can store more data from the sales statistics for video 
recorders, in which HDDs with larger capacity were installed [12]. On the other hand, it is preferable to design video 
recorders and HDDs to be scalable in terms of the number of applicable HDDs, because the desired capacity is not 
uniform. 

A well-known storage device example, which includes HDDs and has easy detachability, is USB HDD. The 
interface of the products is USB [13]; however, the interface of HDDs in the case is conventional ATA. Therefore, 
USB to/from ATA converter must be installed in the case. The data transfer rate of the USB interface is surely less 
than that of an ATA interface due to conversion overhead. On devices as video recorders, which must be able to 
transfer video data at high bit rate to/from the storage media, connecting HDDs to video recorders directly with the 
ATA interface is desirable to reduce such overhead. However, it is inadequate to modify the architecture of HDDs 
fundamentally for easy detachability, because the price of such HDDs may appreciate to a level where general users 
cannot purchase them. It is more realistic to develop a highly shockproof case and connectors, on which requests, 
parameters, and data specified in ATA flow, and apply them to the conventional HDDs, because development of 
new LSIs incurs significant costs. 

1.3 Rising Demand for Controlling Usage of Commercial Content and the Current 
Situation 

In the 1990s, parallel to the evolution and diffusion of the devices and the storage media described in section 1.2, 
the following phenomena have been advancing worldwide. 
 Digitalization of commercial video content 
 Rapid advance and diffusion of broadband network platforms and Internet services 
 Rapid advance and diffusion of PCs and various devices with high operability and performance, which are based 

on open architectures 
Such changes have enabled general users to copy commercial content data easily without degradation of the 

quality and distribute the copied data to the general public. In particular, American movie industry has become 
highly sensitive to this situation. Actually, Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) [14], Copy Protection 
Technical Working Group (CPTWG) [15], and Copy Protection Advisory Council (CPAC) have been leading to 
impose the measures to prevent unauthorized usage of commercial digital content. 

Association of Radio Industries and Business (ARIB) [16] established by Japanese broadcast industries has 
supported such actions. In concrete terms, they have forced video recorders to comply with new rules regarding the 
storage of digital broadcast content. It is considered that these rules were introduced because broadcast service was 
digitized in the 2000s and the picture quality of the broadcast contents has improved, compared to that of analog 
technology. 

One of the most significant rules which video recorders must adhere to is “local encryption”, which is to encrypt 
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every broadcast content with keys which only each recorder knows. The encryption algorithm and the key length 
must be selected to satisfy the conditions described in the rule according to a given algorithm [17]. In addition, 
copying content stored on storage medium in a recorder to other storage medium in a usable state is not permitted; 
however, only moving the content is permitted. When the content is moved, it is deleted or invalidated from/on the 
source storage medium, just after copying it to another storage media has completed. 

The purposes of specifying the new rules are to restrict video players, which can play a digital broadcast content, 
to only one, and the reuse of the content. The following sequence is an example of the reuse of a digital broadcast 
content by copying. 
Step 1 Copying data, which are both a digital broadcast content datum and the metadata related to the content 

datum, stored on a storage medium 1 to another storage medium 2. 
Step 2 Moving a digital broadcast content stored on storage medium 1 to storage medium 3 other than storage 

medium 2, according to the specified method. 
Step 3 Copying all data stored on storage medium 2, which were copied from storage medium 1 at Step 1, back 

to storage medium 1. 
It is presumed that the diffusion of devices such as PCs built on open platformd with high performance and rich 

user interfaces, has made unauthorized reuse easy. Thus, it is obviously insufficient to control the use of the content, 
which is copied back to the storage medium 1 based only on metadata. 

The effects afforded by local encryption can be obtained by installing storage media to store the content fixedly 
to recorders and equipping the recorders with no interface, through which the recorders can output the content to 
other devices. However, forsing it is to demand for manufacturers of the recorders and storage media to develop 
custom versions which match the given purpose. In this case, reduction of manufacturing cost of the recorders and 
the storage media becomes difficult, because acquiring volume efficiency is difficult. In addition, this is impractical, 
because the recorders cannot output any content, not only digital broadcast content contents. Accordingly, forcing 
local encryption is a compromise which only partially satisfies the demands of usage authorizers and users. 

In terms of the services offered to users, the current situation where local encryption is imposed degrades 
compared to the era of analog broadcast, in a sense that copying for private use is restricted. The restriction seems 
to go against the precedent4 in 1984. On the other hand, the District Court showed different views on copying 
copyrighted music contents for private use in a case between record companies and a content distributer in 2001 
[19][20][21]. 

Relative to copying Japanese digital broadcast content, the restriction was liberalized. That is, copying less than 
a given number (ten) was permitted. However, this alleviation was controversial [22][23], because such restrictions 
have not been introduced in any other country and the time spent watching TV programs in total time of watching 
videos in Japan is rather higher than that in the other countries [24][25]. 

Considering the situations, it appears significant to assume a copy restriction rule as one of the main usage rules 
and construct a mechanism to control the use of Japanese digital broadcast content by general users according to 
such usage rules. Then, it may be appropriate approach to expand the mechanism so as to control the use of other 
types of commercial digital content, which conforms to the assumption and the usage rules. The work will be 
significant to develop content creation and adjust utilization culture or to solve the exposed problems. 

Incidentally, considering the root cause for specifying such usage rules, devices and storage media, which can 
execute the operations permitted by the rules, must be limited to authorized devices. In fact, the transfer of digital 
broadcast content is permitted only between two devices or a device and a storage medium, which satisfy the design 
rules specified in DTCP [26], CPRM [27], AACS [28], and so forth. However, when locally encrypted content is 
transferred to a device or a storage medium, both format conversion of the transferred content to the other one 
specified by the technology, which is applied to the destination device or storage medium, and decrypting and re-
                                                        
4 Pros and cons of recording analog broadcast content to Beta video cassette and the recorder and using them were disputed in court between the 
manufacturer and the production of the content in U.S. when they were commercialized. The final decision was shown in January of 1984. It says that 
recording broadcast content to video cassettes is within “fair use”. In the Japanese copyright law, copying copyrighted works is permitted if the purpose 
of the use of them is only for private one [18][19]. The view is based on the Civil Code Clause 1. 
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encrypting the content are required. The load of such operations is extremely high, and an article reported that it 
took approximately 60% of the time when a content is played at the normal speed on some embedded systems [29], 
in which installation of high performance processors is impossible in many cases in terms of product price. It is 
difficult to imagine that general users move or copy such content frequently, as long as we take such disadvantages 
on such operations into account, although the aim to permit the unrestricted move and conditional copy is to satisfy 
the demands of general users. Moreover, ARIB perceives the storage media as a “terminal”, and does not permit 
transfer of content stored on the storage media to other storage media. Therefore, users are pushed into a situation 
where they cannot use digital broadcast contents anymore, if devices cannot read the content from the storage media 
due to physical degradation. 

1.4 Goal of the Research 

As a result of surveying the characteristics of storage media and the situations around commercial digital content 
described in section 1.3, we think that devices and storage media should have the following characteristics and 
capabilities relative to the use commercial digital content, including digital broadcast content. 
 Host devices should be equipped with storage media with the three characteristics described on page 3, which 

HDDs have, and high random and high sequential accessibility. 
 Storage media should be easily detachable from host devices. 
 The cost of development and production of host devices and storage media should be comparable to conventional 

ones. 
 As long as host devices and storage media satisfy the specified standards, any device should be able to write/read 

data to/from storage media, not restricted to a particular pair. 
 A system consisting of the host device and the storage media should be able to determine to execute or abort 

requests to use digital content, through evaluation of the requests and the usage rules assigned to the given 
content. 

 Achieving attack to use the digital content in unpermitted methods, which means that the methods are not 
permitted in the usage rules assigned to the given content, is practically impossible. 

A realistic measure for video recorders/players to possess the characteristics described in the first, the second, and 
the third items is to develop new connectors and cases, which would make storage devices similar to HDDs 
attach/detach to/from host devices easily. One representative example is iVDR [30][31], which is an international 
standard. Furthermore, it is adequate to enhance the logical architecture of the internal structure of host devices and 
storage devices, the interface between them, and the management system for stored data, for video recorders/players 
and storage devices to have the characteristics described in the fourth, the fifth, and the sixth item, so that the system 
consisting of such devices can accomplish the requested controls. The primary reason is that developing new 
physical components and installing them in devices are not necessary with the measure. Consequently, in this 
research, we aim to construct a new mechanism to control the use of content, which has the characteristics and 
capabilities as described above and in the following. 
 Not deteriorate usability for general users as much as possible, and profits are not lost for usage authorizers 
 High tamper/pilfer resistance 
 High compatibility with conventional devices and storage devices, as well as high feasibility 

Based on these views, this dissertation is composed as the following. 
In Chapter 2, we specify the type of digital contents controlled by the mechanism proposed in this dissertation 

and adequate structure and components of the system to control the use of digital contents. Specification of the 
structure and the components is achieved through survey and analysis of commercialized products in terms of the 
previously mentioned characteristics. Based on the survey and the analysis, we explain the characteristics of the 
several existing technologies to control the use of digital commercial content and the problems of systems which 
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use such technologies. Based on our analysis, we explain primary policies which should be placed as a base when 
we construct a new mechanism, i.e. storage devices should lead the control, and the architecture of the system to 
which the mechanism to be proposed is applied, in terms of pure technologies and practicality. At the end, we 
explain the position of the research, in terms of the configurability of usage control and the functions to control the 
use of the content which are implemented on the storage entities. 

In Chapter 3, we specify the concrete usage rules to be assumed in this work. Firstly, two rules which function 
currently for Japanese digital broadcast content (section 1.3) are introduced. Next, we specify two additional rules, 
which are not currently applied to Japanese digital broadcast contents, but are presumed useful for developing a 
culture of creating and utilizing commercial digital contents. In the explanation of the usage rules, we propose 
outlines of sequences to exchange messages, in which a storage device leads the control of the use according to the 
given rules. In Chapter 4, we construct a data management mehod in the logical storage space. The data include a 
core datum to achieve the target control of the use introduced in subsection 2.2.5, the payload of a digital content, 
and the metadata to relate the payload of the digital content to the core datum. In Chapter 5, we propose a concrete 
method to encrypt the payload of a digital content using the core datum introduced in section 2.2 to prevent 
unauthorized use of the digital content. We construct this method through the analysis of cryptographic strength in 
terms of the format of the content and processing load when the content is split. In Chapter 6, we propose the 
sequences of processes outlined in Chapter 3, through detailed analysis on the strength in cryptography and 
processing load. The sequences to be constructed are for an initial connection between a host device and a storage 
device or a two storage devices, reconnection between them, transfer of the core datum between them when a digital 
content is moved or copied from the source storage device to the destination storage device or when a digital content 
is played, and recovery of core datum on the source device. In Chapter 7, we estimate whether the proposed 
sequences of the processes are completed within the intended time or not in some typical use scenes. We conclude 
the work in Chapter 8. In all the chapters, we use the terms “restricted content” and “video recorder/player” as 
follows to simplify the explanation, unless otherwise stated. 
 Restricted content: commercial digital video content, to which some usage rules are assigned. Here Japanese 

digital broadcast content is a type of restricted content. 
 Video recorder/player: a device, which has functions to record and play restricted content, and is equipped with 

HDDs as storage media for storing the content and the core data to control the use of the content. 
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Chapter 2 Basic Characteristics of 
Mechanisms to Control the Use 
of the Contents 

2.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 1, we surveyed the social situation relative to the wide use of commercial content, examined the issues 
which have been seen as problems, and recognized the necessity to control the use of the content. After this chapter, 
we address construction of a concrete mechanism to control the use of the commercial digital contents. 

First, we specify the components of the system to control the use of restricted content, surveying the currently 
available products. Furthermore, we clarify characteristics and issues in cases where each component leads usage 
control, parallel to adducing the related technologies. 

After that, we explain the outline of a mechanism which we propose and the position of the research. 

2.2 Characteristics of the Mechanism to Control the Use of the Contents and System 
Components, and Related Works 

Most available devices to use restricted content are built as “combined entity” of three independent entities having 
specific functions. The definition and essential functions, which each entity has, are as follows. 
 Storage entity: at minimum, a storage entity stores data; some storage entities have functions for receiving and 

transmitting the data. 
 Output entity: plays sound via speakers and renders still pictures and motion pictures on a display. 
 Host entity: controls the behavior of the storage entity and output entity connected to the host entity and controls 

data transfer between a storage entity, output entity, or other host entity. 
An embedded device is an entity which provides multiple functions of storage, output, and host entities. However, 

most commercial embedded devices consist of combination of the modularized independent entities, even if they 
outwardly have one body. The reason is that manufacturers can consolidate design and manufacture into some 
selected one, and consequently reduce the cost for them. In light of the facts, it is adequate to assume the three 
independent entities to construct a mechanism, which is highly applicable to the conventional devices. 

In the following subsections, we describe the basic characteristics, core components, and functions which the 
entities have in Table 2.1, Table 2.2, and Table 2.3, focusing on topics related to control of the use. In the tables, the 
terms of “datum/data”, “passive type / active type”, and “usage control information, usage control object” are used 
in the following senses. 
 Datum/data 

Unless otherwise stated, a datum and data are digital. 
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 Passive type / active type 
These types refers to characteristic of entities. A passive type entity can transmit and receive data only if it receives 

messages requesting for target operations transferred from another entity. On the other hand, an active type entity 
can transmit and receive data without receiving such messages. 
 Usage control information and usage control object 

We refer to conceptional information which is essential to control the use of restricted contents, as “usage control 
information”. When a given type of information is useful to control use, but unauthorized use is impossible even if 
the information is pilfered or tampered, the information is not classified as usage control information. A key used 
to encrypt restricted content is a representative example of usage control information. 

We describe a datum, which is a bit string representing usage control information, as a usage control object (UCO). 
Users may be able to use restricted contents in some ways, if UCOs assigned to the contents are pilfered or tampered, 
though such usage is not permitted in the usage rules. An actual bit string with the specified length, which is used 
to encrypt and decrypt a restricted content, is a representative example of a UCO. 

Differences of entities leading the control of the use and the internal structure of the entities affect pilfer/tamper 
resistance of restricted contents and UCOs, concrete mechanism to control the use of restricted contents, and 
difficulties for general users to introduce systems consisting of the entities. We explain about the points in the tables 
in subsections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.3. 

2.2.1 Storage Entity 

Table 2.1  Essential characteristics of storage entity with functions to control the use of restricted contents 

Characteristics  Product 
Example 

Common  Basic functions: Storing the data which a host entity transmited and transmitting data 
which a host entity requestsed. 

 Behavior type: Passive 

 

Individual Independent 
Storage 
Medium 
(ISM) 
type 

 Performance of processors: - (Not installed) 
 Availability of accessing the memory media directly with drives for the 

storage entity: Available 
 Ability to lead the control of the use of restricted contents: Impossible 
 Expandability of the functions to control the use of restricted contents: -

†1 
 Capacity of a unit: Fixed (specified in each standard), smaller than the 

capacity of PI type 
 Performance of writing/reading data: Lower than the performance of PI 

type 
 Components which control the use of restricted contents: - 
 Product price of a unit: Lower than PI type 
 Measure to ensure interoperability for various host entities: 

Standardization of specification for physical characteristics of the 
media and file system format on the media 

DVD, 
Blu-ray Disc  
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Processor 
Inclusion 
(PI) 
type 

 Performance of processors: Lower than the performance of the 
processors installed in host entities†2 

 Availability of accessing the memory media implemented internally in 
the storage entity directly with host devices, which have an interface to 
the storage entities: Not available†3 

 Ability to lead control of the use of restricted contents: Partially 
possible 

 Expandability of the functions to control the use of restricted contents: 
Low†4 

 Capacity of a unit: Variable (increase with the improvement of the 
technologies) and greater than the capacity of ISM type 

 Performance of writing/reading data: Higher than the performance of 
ISM type 

 Components which control the use of restricted contents: Non-volatile 
storage media where software programs and data are stored, processors, 
volatile memory media for work, and software programs to control†5 
the use of restricted contents 

 Product price of a unit: Higher than ISM type 
 Measure to ensure interoperability for various host entities: 

Standardization of specification for physical and logical interfaces and 
file system format on the media 

HDD, 
SD card, 
Compact 
Flash 

 †1 It means that the storage entities cannot lead controlling the use of restricted content. 
 †2 Processors to be installed are selected so that the storage entity can write and read data. 

Therefore, resources for other operations are very little. 
 †3 Making a storage entity execute various processes including writing/reading data to/from 

memory media in the storage entities are accomplished by transmitting a request to the 
interface of the storage entiies before transferring the data. 

 †4 If the functions are realized with firmware programs, it is not necessarily impossible to 
update the functions to control the use of restricted contents posteriori. 

 †5 It is logically possible that the functions are implemented as hardware logic circuits. 
   

(1) Independent Storage Medium (ISM) type 
(1-1) Measures for realization 

As described in Table 2.1, this type of storage entity cannot determine whether to wirte/read data to/from the 
storage medium or abort the operations, because the entity does not have processors. Consequently, a host entity 
needs to lead all operations. 
 Write operation: As for restricted contents, the host entity encrypts the contents, usage rules assigned to the 

contents, and keys to encrypt the contents at the first step. After that, the host entity writes them onto the storage 
medium by maneuvering mechanical elements directly. Before writing the encrypted usage rules and keys, the 
host entity verifies whether the storage medium is permitted to store the data or not. As for free contents, whose 
use does not have to be controlled, the host entity does not encrypt the contents and writes only the contents in 
plaintext to the storage medium. 

 Usage control operation: The host entity controls the use of restricted contents according to that of the following 
methods, after the entity reads the content in encrypted form, usage rules in encrypted form, and keys in 
encrypted form to decrypt the content from the medium, and decrypt them. 
 The host entity recognizes the usage rules and determines whether to transmit the key to decrypt the content 

to another entity or abort the operation with a processor. 
 The host entity transmits the usage rules and the content to another entity mechanically. The receiver entity 

determines whether to execute or abort the target operations based on the usage rules. 
Most commercial products adopt the first method. A mechanism to ensure interoperability of restricted contents 
among the host entities satisfying some specified conditions is applied to such products. 

(1-2) Difficulties on introduction 
 Objects, which must be developed, are actual storage media which have target physical characteristics, function 
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modules having capability to control the use of restricted contents, and drives including mechanical elements to 
write/read data to/from the storage media. The function modules and the drives need to be installed in a host 
entity. We analyze the difficulties on the installation in subsection 2.2.2 in detail. 

 As for difficulties of developing the mechanical elements and the storage media, and cost for the developments, 
there are almost no differences between the two types of storage entities. However, product prices of a unit of 
ISM type storage entities are less than that of PI type storage entities, because they do not have any processor. 
Therefore, the barriers to introducing ISM type storage entities for ordinary people are generally lower than 
barriers to introducing PI type storage entities, in terms of the prices. 

(1-3) Pilfer/Tamper resistance 
ISM type storage entities cannot prevent UCOs in encrypted form stored in itself from being read, due to the 

characteristics described in Table 2.1 and item (1-1). As for the type of storage entities, they do not essentially 
ensure pilfer/tamper resistance of the UCO in the sense. Consequently, pilfer/tamper resistance as a whole system 
mostly depends on the internal architecture of host entities using this type of storage entities. 
(1-4) Related technologies 

Representative examples in this category are DVD and Blu-ray Disc. For the storage media, CPRM [27] and 
AACS [28] are respectively applied as described in section 1.3. The following is the outline of the measure to control 
the use of restricted content in the technologies. 

a. Process at the time of manufacture for storage media (1): A special region is made on each storage medium. 
Physical and logical characteristics of the region differ from the other normal region, and users cannot write 
and delete data stored on the special region. Unique identifier is written there. 

b. Process at the time of manufacture for storage media (2): A key set called Media Key Block is written to the 
normal area. 

c. Process at the time of manufacture for host devices: A key set unique to each device and Media Key Block 
are embedded in each host device. 

d. Operation to write a content (1): A host device creates a key called title key, which is used to encrypt the 
content, encrypts the content using the key, and writes the content in encrypted form to a storage medium. 

e. Operation to write a content (2): The host device encrypts title key with the key set described in the item b 
and c and writes the key in encrypted form to the storage medium. 

f. Operation to write a content (3): The host device creates Message Authentication Codes for the unique 
identifier and the usage rules to detect tampering, and writes them to the storage medium. 

Only host devices, to which the authorized keys described in item c are embedded, can obtain a title key in 
plaintext by executing the operation described in item e in reverse order. 
(2) Processor Inclusion (PI) type 

Writing/reading data to/from this type of storage entity is started when a storage device receives a specific message 
to request executing the target operation with parameters, which a host entity transmits via the interface. The 
parameters include the values of address designating the area where the target data will be written or is stored. 
(2-1) Measures for realization 

Special storage spaces are created in the storage entity at the time of manufacture. Access to the storage media is 
controlled by the processors in the storage entity, not controlled by the host entity. Use of restricted contents is 
controlled through the determination of whether the processors write/read the requested UCO to/from the storage 
media. The processors execute the operations only if the host entity, which transmits the message requesting the 
operations to the storage entity, is authorized one, and the operations are permitted in the usage rules included in the 
target UCO. 
 Values of address designating the areas in the storage space, which a host entity can transmit, are logical one. 

This means that some address map tables relating the values of logical address with the values of low level 
address designating an area directly are stored in the storage entity. Consequently, creating areas, which 
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physically exist but are not accessible freely, is possible5. 
 Write operation: The following processes are imposed to execute when a host entity writes data to the special 

storage spaces. Processors in the storage entity, which receives the UCO, determine whether to execute or abort 
the processes on the requested operation in accordance with the usage rules. 
 Mutual legitimacy verification of the partners before executing the operations. 
 Assigning the UCO including usage rules to a restricted content 

 Read operation: As for reading data stored in the special area, executing mutual legitimacy verification is 
imposed before starting the operation, same as write operation. After the process is completed, the processors in 
the storage entity determine whether to execute or abort the processes on the requested operation according to 
the usage rules in the UCO. 

 Firmware programs or hardware logic circuit to execute the above two operations are implemented to the storage 
entity. 

(2-2) Difficulties on introduction 
 It may be comparatively easy for users to introduce a system consisting of host and storage entities, if the storage 

entity has detachability to the host entity and the storage entity has the functions as described above. The reason 
is that the operations, which users are required to do, are just to obtain the entities and to apply the storage 
entities to the host entities. In this case, in addition to implementing functions to verify legitimacy on storage 
entities, host entities must also have functions to respond to the messages transferred from the storage entities 
and to verify the storage entities. In that sense, difficulties involved in implementing this type of mechanism to 
the systems relate to those to the host entity. We examine these difficulties in the description on host entity. 

 If the functions to control the use of restricted contents on the storage entities are implemented only with software 
programs 6, the barriers to introducing the systems consisting of PI type storage entities and host entities 
conforming to them for ordinary people are generally low, especially in terms of the prices. The reason is that 
developing new hardware parts and implementatiing them are not necessary to build such systems. 

(2-3) Pilfer/Tamper resistance 
 Logical measures to read the software programs from non-volatile memory, which stores programs statically, 

through the interface, and to send the tampered programs or to send parts of the software programs created by 
crackers in the non-volatile or volatile memory through the interface are not usually implemented on commercial 
products. Therefore, it is impossible to make software programs created by crackers work in storage entities with 
only logical cracking methods. 

 Logical measures to write/read data, which are used only in the storage entity, through the interface are not 
usually implemented on commercial products. 

 Designing storage entities with sufficient pilfer/tamper resistance for physical attacks is required, because the 
entities statically stores restricted contents and the UCOs. The physical attacks to be supposed here are to crack 
the chassis of storage entities, take the storage media out of the chassis, and read the data stored on the media 
directly. For this type of attack, the same level of pilfer/tamper resistance with the resistance of ISM type storage 
entities is ensured for PI type storage entities, if the data is encrypted with the keys known only by the processors 
in each storage entity. However, possibility for general users to achieve such physical attacks is extremely low, 
because expensive and special tools are necessary in most cases. Consequently, necessity to ensure the resistance 
is lower than necessity to ensure the resistance for logical attacks. 

(2-4) Other notable characteristics 
 As described in item (2-2), it is necessary for both entities to implement the functions to authenticate the partner. 

Therefore, to ensure pilfer/tamper resistance of a host entity is particularly requisite in cases where restricted 
contents and UCOs are transferred between a storage entity and a host entity. However, it is obviously more 

                                                        
5 The areas where servo information is stored in an HDD are an example. 
6 There may be cases where the functions are implemented with hardware logic, if the performance is not sufficient. 
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resistant to control the use of restricted contents in the way where the storage entity determines whether to 
execute the requested operations or not than the way where only the host entity does. The reason is that the 
opportunities for restricted contents or the keys to decrypt the contents in encrypted form kept in the main 
memory of the host entity in plaintext, to which various application software programs can access, decline. 

 When a storage entity controls the use of restricted contents, designing host devices with less quality of 
pilfer/tamper resistance is acceptable. As a result, complexity of designing a host entity will reduce. For example, 
in cases where the functions are implemented as application software programs, parts which need to be 
obfuscated will narrow, because storage entities lead the control of the use. This will bring the advantages that 
the probability of missing to obfuscate and difficulties on maintenance become smaller. The point is remarkable, 
because some statistics show [1] that young adults tend to consume their time for use of smart phones, tablet 
computers, and PCs longer than for watching TV programs. 

 It is unrealistic to make processors in storage entities control the use of restricted contents on the premise of 
analysis of the payload of the contents. The main reasons are that the throughput of processors implemented in 
the products is generally 10 to 20 percent that of host entities, the resources of the processors are preferentially 
used to write/read data in order for the time taken to execute the operations to be as short as possible. Moreover, 
there are many difficulties on equipping the products categorized in storage entity with batteries and horologes, 
so far. 

 Function elements to control the use of restricted contents are not unique. For example, we can suppose three 
cases at least: a central processor controlling overall behavior of the storage entity controls the use of restricted 
contents, a specific processor different from the central processor does it, and hardware logic circuits does it. 
There may be differences on the performance and manufacturing cost, but not be difference on pilfer/tamper 
resistance. Consequently, it may be advisable to implement the functions to control the use of restricted contents 
with software programs and some processors, unless the required performance cannot be obtained with them. 

 It is concerned that the performance of writing/reading data to/from normal storage space declines, if storage 
entity plays a part of role in controlling the use of restricted contents. Generally, processes to write/read UCOs 
and the related data may consume processor resources, which are conventionally consumed by the processes to 
write/read data. 

(2-5) Related technologies 
Representative products categorized in this type of storage entities are HDDs and SD memory cards. HDDs are 

currently more capable than the others to store and play video content with high bit rate, other than shockproof 
features. The main reasons are that the bit price is lower than that of the others and the data transfer rate to write/read 
data at the interface is higher than that of the others. TCG Storage Architecture [32] is a technology to control access 
to the data on a storage device, and is already applied to some HDD products. The current aim is to prevent someone 
from reading data with physical attacks as described above. Consequently, it is not possible to use the technology 
to prevent crackers from usage not permitted by usage authorizers. 

“Security feature set” specified in ATA-ACS [5] is a technology to control access for entire storage space of 
storage devices, whose interface is compliant with the standards, based on passwords. The technology is useful in 
cases where the owner of a storage device and the usage authorizer of contents stored on the storage device are the 
same, and the usage authorizer wants to prevent the data stored in the storage device from being pilfered. In contrast, 
using the technology for the purpose to control access to contents, whose usage authorizers differ from the owner 
of the storage device storing the contents, is irrelevant. 

UDAC-MB [33] is a technology which can control the use of restricted contents, whose usage authorizers differ 
from the owner of the storage medium storing the content in some aspects. In the technology, storage medium plays 
a part of role in controlling the use of restricted contents. However, it is not currently applied to the devices, such 
as video recorders/players, which are the devices to use digital video contents with high bit rate, in several respects. 
The first reason is that it is built to assume to apply it to a kind of semiconductor memory media MMC™ [34], 
whose transfer rate to write/read data at the interface is approximately 20% of the transfer rate of 2.5-inch type HDD 
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at best. Therefore, manufacturers have to develop implementation architecture for ATA, if they apply it to HDDs. 
The second one is that it is built to apply it for services provided on the internet. According to the reasons, it is not 
necessarily appropriate for systems such as video recorder/players. 

For SD memory cards, CPRM described in item (1-4) is actually applied. SD memory cards are equipped with 
processors inside, and the difference between optical storage media such as DVDs and SD memory cards is that the 
processor controls access to the special region described in item (1-4) a. Other than the points, the semiconductor 
memory is recognized as the same storage entity with the optical storage media. Namely, host entity executes all 
processes to control the use of restricted contents. 

2.2.2 Host Entity 

Table 2.2  Essential characteristics of host entity with functions to control the use of restricted contents 

Characteristics  Product 
Example 

Common  Basic functions: Controlling behavior of entire system including storage entity 
and output entity; transmitting requests and data to other host, storage, and 
output entities; receiving data from other host and storage entities; Analyzing the 
data and converting the structure of them suited to destination entity 

 Lead the control of the use of restricted contents: Possible 
 Behavior type: Active 

 

Individual General- 
Purpose- 
Module- 
Composed 
(GPMC) 
type 

 Performance of processors: Higher than the performance of the 
processors installed in other entities 

 Expandability of the functions to control the use of restricted 
contents: High 

 Components which control the use of restricted contents: Central 
processing unit, main memory, application software programs to 
control the use of restricted contents 

PC and 
application 
software 
program for it 

Specific- 
Module- 
Composed 
(SMC) 
type 

 Performance of processors: Higher than the performance of the 
processors installed in other entities, but generally lower than that 
installed in GPMC type host entity 

 Expandability of the functions to control the use of restricted 
content: Depends on the components†1 

 Components which control the use of restricted contents: Basically 
same as GPMC type; In some cases, application specific processors 
or coprocessors to accelerate processes relating to controlling the use 
of restricted content are used 

Video recorder / 
player for 
digital broadcast 
programs, 
TV with recording 
function, 
Extension board 
for PC 

 †1 If the functions are implemented as hardware logic circuits, the functions may not be 
expandable. 

   
(1) General-Purpose-Module-Composed (GPMC) type 
(1-1) Measures for realization 
 The functions to control the use of restricted contents are usually implemented as one of application software 

programs, and central processing unit actually controls the use. The point is that users are permitted to install 
various application software programs whose use is diversified into a host entity, and the programs is permitted 
to run concurrently on the host entity. The control is accomplished through the operations, which the central 
processing unit execute, to determine whether to transmit the target data to the target entity or not, after 
recognizing the usage rules assigned to the target content. 

 When the destination entity has some processors, the source host entity transmits restricted contents and the 
usage rules in encrypted form assigned to the contents. Processes to share keys to decrypt them are also executed 
between them, after or before the transmission. 

(1-2) Difficulties on introduction 
 Only application software programs need to be developed. Consequently, the development and manufacturing 
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cost is lower than that for SMC type host entities. 
 Installation of the software programs does not require special physical tools of users, and the procedures are 

appreciably communalized. Therefore, barriers to introducing the functions to this type of host entity may be 
lower than those for introducing the fucnctions to SMC type host entities. 

(1-3) Pilfer/Tamper resistance 
Eliminating vulnerability is difficult in many cases, because UCOs are stored in normal storage spaces in a storage 

entity and the software programs execute all the processes to control the use of restricted contents, using the central 
processing unit and main memory. 
 In this type of measure, there is no method to prevent host entities from reading the software programs, analysis 

of the programs, and writing the tampered programs to the storage entity, aside from the degree of readability of 
the programs. The reason is that storage entity is not modified from the conventional one at all. For these reasons, 
methods for obfuscation of the software programs, and storing the programs in encrypted form and decrypting 
the programs during the time to execute them in the processor or on the main memory have been being studied 
[35][36][37]. However, applying the measures to the software programs usually lengthen the time to execute the 
software programs and make maintenance of the software programs more difficult. Furthermore, an opinion, in 
which perfect obfuscation of software programs are impossible, is expressed [38]. For example, articles [39] 
describes that PC systems to which AACS was applied were cracked and the licensing organization of AACS 
implemented countermeasures against it. 

 Software programs to control the use of restricted contents transfer data to other entities through system software 
programs, a file system, and device drivers. In most of the systems, proven system software programs are used 
instead of those, which each manufacturer independently developed, because to ensure stability and high 
performance of them generally tough and takes longer time than to ensure the performance of application 
software programs. Moreover, time to develop system software program generally takes much longer than the 
time to develop application software programs, regardless of the type of host entities. In such system, risks that 
the restricted contents are pilfered or the usage rules are tampered while they are kept in the main memory are 
not necessarily small. The main reasons are that various specifications of the interface for application software 
programs are opened to public to facilitate development of application software programs, and there are cases 
where the application software programs to control the use of restricted contents do not grasp that such attack is 
made on the memory in the architecture. 

(1-4) Other notable characteristics 
 Designers of software programs need to introduce many methods to make the software programs to control the 

use of restricted contents pilfer/tamper resistant, because ensuring pilfer/tamper resistance of the system depends 
on the implementation architecture of the software programs. Increase of the modification points and complexity 
of the software programs causes increase of time for development and the examination items. In the situation, 
risks of missing to apply the measures also increase. 

 The detailed structure of the software programs is not generally publically available to ensure pilfer/tamper 
resistance. Thus, the quality of the resistance may not be uniform. If a product of the software programs are 
cracked, reliability of the technology is damaged. 

 Processes added to make software programs pilfer/tamper resistant may consume significant resources of the 
central processing unit. As a result, total performance of the system may decline. 

(1-5) Related technologies 
 A measure to supplement two disadvantages described in item (1-3) is to design a central processing unit to be 

a secure processor type. The main characteristics of a secure processor are to load operation codes in encrypted 
form from the main memory and operands, and to decrypt them inside the processor [40][41][42]. When the 
central processing unit is a secure processor type, it takes more time to execute a program than the processing 
unit is not a secure processor, because decryption is always executed in the processing unit. Thus, using central 
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processing units with higher performance is necessary to complete the objective processes within the same time 
as normal processor is used. The price of the central processing unit rises exponentially with the throughput. 
Accordingly, using secure processor type central processing unit is currently unrealistic. Even if it was feasible, 
we would have to introduce some kind of measures to prevent pilfering restricted contents and tampering the 
usage rules aside from making central processing unit secure processor type, because bit strings protedcted by 
encryption are operation codes on a secure processor. 

 The similar pilfer/tamper resistance as the case where secure processor is used may be ensured if fixed particular 
regions, where only the software programs to control the use of restricted contents is permitted to access, is made 
in the main memory, and keys to decrypt the contents in encrypted form and the contents are placed there in 
plaintext7. Actually, we are forced to confine the capacity of the main memory installed in host entity, because 
bit price of DRAM, which is usually used as main memory, is actually approximately 100 times of bit price of 
an HDD. The above measure is unfavorable, because it conflicts with the design policy of this type of host entity. 
This type of host entity is generally designed to allocate adequate memory space to system software programs 
dynamically, so that the entity can provide high usability for users. On the other hand, if dynamic allocation of 
a particular region is possible, data can be pilfered when the allocation processes are cracked. 

 Windows Media DRM8 [44] is one of a proven technology to control the use of restricted contents. The 
technology was developed to enable the use of the content on Windows, which is a system software program 
widely applied to PC. The technology has recently been being applied, but the concept to control the use of the 
content is host entity oriented and storage entity is not involved in it at all. 

 For PCs, a technology to prevent the use of unauthorized hardware and software programs was developed in 
Trusted Computing Group [45][32], which is mentioned in item (2-5) in subsection 2.2.1. In this technology, use 
of unauthorized hardware and software programs are prevented by a sequence of the processes to verify their 
legitimacy. The sequence is based on the legitimacy of a specific LSI called Trusted Platform Module (TPM), 
which is pilfer/tamper resistant and includes credential and installed on motherboards. In that sense, 
pilfer/tamper resistance, which the technology provides, lies between pilfer/tamper resistance ensured on a 
GPMC type host entity provides and pilfer/tamper resistance ensured on SMC type host entity provides. 
However, now that enormous hardware and software products are already available, there are so many 
difficulties to operate an organization, which individually examines the structure of products and provides 
credentials to the products satisfying the specified conditions. Moreover, a fact that the organizations are required 
to negotiate with usage authorizers to determine the conditions also makes it more difficult, in cases where the 
contents are commercial digital contents. Therefore, there are PC products, for which the technology is applied, 
but concrete mechanisms to prevent unpermitted use of restricted contents have not been built to date. 

(2) Specific-Module-Composed (SMC) type 
(2-1) Measures for realization 
 A characteristic of this type of host entity that the functions to control the use of restricted contents are usually 

implemented as one of the application software programs and central processing unit actually controls the use is 
the same as the characteristic of GPMC type host entity. The characteristics different from that of GPMC type 
host entity are as follows. 
 SMC type of host entities only have the functions sufficient to accomplish the intended operations. 
 SMC type of host entity do not provide methods and interfaces for users to install application software 

programs freely. 
 The performance of the central processing unit is lower than that installed in a GPMC type host entity in 

many cases due to the following reasons. That is, processes requiring execution of the central processing unit 
are restrictive, required throughput is predictable, and the demands for price reduction are very strong. 

                                                        
7 An example is embedded type semiconductor memory for IC cards [43]. 
8 DRM stands for digital rights management. 
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 There are cases where some of the functions are provided as hardware logic circuits. Regardless of the types, 
measures to transfer restricted contents and UCOs are similar to those described in item (1). 

(2-2) Difficulties on introduction 
 Generally, the prices of early products of this type of host entity tended to be higher than the prices of GPMC 

type host entity products, though the performance is not so high in comparison with GPMC type host entity 
products. The reasons are that development of elements or modules with target functions is necessary, and all 
the elements or the modules and functions necessary to run the host entity must be installed before shipment, 
though volume efficiency is not obtained. 

 In cases where the function elements to control the use of restricted contents are implemented as an independent 
extension board and the extension board is installed in a host entity, the host entity is equipped with processors 
and volatile work memory on the board, aside from a central processing unit and main memory in the host entity. 
As a result, the prices of the host entity products are necessarily higher than that of those implemented as 
application software programs. Moreover, users are required to remove cases covering the host entity products 
to install such board in many cases. It may make users who are not used to use tools hesitate to use the products. 

(2-3) Pilfer/Tamper resistance 
 The interface of the function elements to control the use of restricted contents or the host entity itself opened to 

other entities is restricted. Actually, the interface to access the function elements directly is not usually prepared. 
The characteristic is the same as a PI type storage entity has. In this sense, pilfer/tamper resistance which this 
type of host entities has is the same as that which PI type storage entities have. This measure obviously need to 
develop pilfer/tamper resistant physical components. 

 Note that designing a host entity to allow the installation of new functions after shipment is very difficult. 
(2-4) Related technologies 

Technologies developed by Oma (Secure Content Exchange, Secure Removable Media, and so forth) [46], 
Technologies developed by Marlin Developer Community [47], FairPlay [48] are known as proven technologies to 
control the use of commercial digital content. Oma is a group developing technologies for mobile devices. It 
specifies the procedures to download/back up restricted contents and UCOs from/to remote server to/from mobile 
devices. Marlin Developer Community develops an integrated technology to control the use of restricted contents. 
One of the notable characteristic is that the content becomes usable on multiple devices belonging to a “logical 
domain”, after it is imported to the domain. The characteristic is realized by implementing database engine called 
Octopus and special software programs to each device, and operating them cooperatively. Most of the digital 
television products recently sold in Japan has the function. FairPlay is a technology to control the use of the 
commercial digital content distributed by Apple Inc. In this technology, restricted contents is encrypted and stored 
in each device compliant with the technology, and keys to decrypt content are managed in the servers. Due to this, 
users are permitted to use the content on multiple devices. The available service is similar to that provided by Marlin. 

The above technologies can be applied to both GPMC type and SMC type host entities. However, whichever 
measure is taken, storage entities are positioned as entities just to store data. 

2.2.3 Output Entity 

Table 2.3  Essential characteristics of output entity with functions to control the use of restricted contents 

Characteristics Product 
Example 

Common  Performance of processors: Lower than the performance of the 
processors installed in host entities 

 To lead the control of the use of restricted contents: Partially possible 
 Expandability of the functions to control the use of restricted 

contents: Low, similar to storage entities 
 Components operating to control the use of restricted contents: Non-

Liquid crystal display device 
and plasma display device 
for PCs and Televisions, 
Speaker system 
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volatile storage media where software programs and data are stored, 
processors, volatile memory media for work, and software programs 
to control†1 the use of restricted contents 

 Measure to ensure interoperability for various host entities: 
Standardization of physical and logical interface specifications 

†1 It is logically possible that the function is implemented as hardware logic circuits. 
   

(1) Standard type 
The position of an output entity is similar to a storage entity in the sense that the entity is a type of peripheral 

device connected to host entities. However, only target data for rendering video and still pictures or playing sounds 
and several signals to control transfer of the data are transferred on the interface which this type of entities has, 
whereas requests and parameters are transferred on the interface to storage entities9. Therefore, we do not classify 
an “output entity” into several types. 
(1-1) Measures for realization 
 The functions to control the use of restricted contents are typically implemented as a part of the software installed 

in output entities. When an output entity receives video or audio data and usage rules assigned to the data, the 
processor in the entity recognizes the rules and determines whether to render the pictures on the display and play 
the sounds through speakers or not. 

 This measure cannot directly prevent move and copy operation of restricted contents. Prevention of the use of 
the copied or moved contents is realized by aborting to render the pictures or play the sounds of copied or moved 
contents. To achieve this, flags to show if the content is original one or not need to be inserted into the content. 

 In many cases, the controls described above are realized by the control which determines whether the host entity 
transmits the data or not. 

(1-2) Difficulties on introduction 
Difficulties with introduction are similar to those for a storage entity. The description obtained by replacing a 

storage entity with a host entity in the description of item (2-2) in subsection 2.2.1 corresponds to such difficulties. 
(1-3) Pilfer/Tamper resistance 
 Similar to storage entities, measures to read the software programs and data which an output entity received kept 

in the volatile memory for work in the interface are not typically implemented on output entity products10. 
Therefore, it is impossible for users to read the programs and the data, which must be protected from pilfering 
or tampering, with some logical attacks. 

(1-4) Other notable characteristics 
 Output entities do not generally have functions to store data which they have received statically, and most of the 

products are positioned as “terminal device”. This means that the entities do not have functions to copy any 
content to other entities. Consequently, it is meaningless to transfer the usage rules to control copy to such an 
output entity. 

  It is too heavy for output entities to analyze the data which they received, because the performance of the 
processors installed in output entity products is generally low, similar to storage entity products. Their main tasks 
are to render video and still pictures on the display and play the sounds through speakers as smoothly as possible. 

(1-5) Related technologies 
 Certified Output Protection Protocol (COPP) [49] is a technology to prevent rendering pictures and playing 

sounds on unauthorized output entities. The prevention is accomplished by the processes which graphic 
processor and graphic memory judges whether to receive the data or not through authentication of the software 
programs including drivers, which is going to transmit the data to the processor and the memory. This technology 

                                                        
9 When an output entity is a display device, the entity can receives the screen size data with the picture data. However, the size data is simply additional 
data. The output entity displays the pictures, if the entity does not receive the size data. 
10 It means that the entities under development are not necessarily the case. 
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is developed to apply to the host entities, where Windows is operating as system software program, and has 
actually been being applied. COPP does not have functions to determine whether to render video data or not 
according to the copy control rules, as described in item (1-4). 

 High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection (HDCP) [50] is a technology to prevent digital video data and digital 
audio data on the interface between a host entity and an output entity from being pilfered/tampered. A host entity 
and an output entity, to which HDCP is applied, do handshake between the processors installed in the entities 
and share data secretly. The host entity generates keys with the data, encrypt the target digital data with the keys, 
and transmit them to the output entity. As described above, the aim of the technology is to prevent pilfering/ 
tampering of the target data, and it is therefore unreasonable to use the technology for the purpose to control the 
use of restricted contents. 

2.2.4 Other Usage Control Technologies 

As for digital contents stored in WWW servers, a measure to determine a digital content permitted to access next 
has been proposed [51]. This determination is accomplished based on the elements of the content used in the past 
and the order of the use. The measure aims to change the content to be shown for users flexibly on the servers, based 
on the access history. Ensuring of pilfer/tamper resistance of such servers is beyond the scope of this research. 

Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) [52] employs methods to describe rendering position and 
timelike layout using Extensible Markup Language (XML) synthetically, to render multiple multimedia contents on 
the servers synchronously on a user’s display device. 

Measures as proposed above aim to control access the content which is decentrally stored in the multiple WWW 
servers by a user. The aim obviously differs from the that of the system consisting of three types of entities which a 
user has and to apply the measures to the systems is unreasonable. Consequently, the requirements which are 
necessary to ensure pilfer/tamper resistance of the system where the measure works effectively differ from those of 
the systems consisting of three types of entities. 

Metadata to describe usage rules with XML is also specified in MPEG-21 [53][54]. Its scope is similar to SMIL. 
Therefore, it is impossible to control the use of restricted contents by itself. 

2.2.5 Basic Policies and Architecture 

2.2.5.1 Policies and Characteristics 

To control the use of restricted contents in parallel with preventing unpermitted usages, the following are essential 
matters. They are namely equipping storage, host, and output entities with pilfer/tamper resistant modules having 
functions to keep the contents temporary in plaintext, recognizing permitted usages assigned to the contents, and 
controlling rendering the pictures and playing the sounds. On top of that, it is an essential objective of this 
dissertation to construct a mechanism with higher pilfer/tamper resistance, high usability, and easiness of 
introduction for general users. 

Starting to study a mechanism to achieve the objective, we clarify conceptual measures to render the pictures and 
play the sounds on an output entity according to the usage rules assigned to the target contents. Considering the 
characteristics of entities described in subsection 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.3, we classify the measures to control the use 
of restricted contents and to be realized by comparatively small enhancement of currently available products, into 
three types. The terms of source entity and destination entity respectively means an entity which keeps or stores 
target restricted contents and UCOs and an entity which executes the specified processes after receiving the contents 
and the UCOs transferred from a source entity. 
(1) Control whether to transmit restricted contents in usable state to a storage entity or a host entity or not, by a 

source storage entity or a source host entity 
(2) Control whether to export restricted contents in usable state to an output entity or the other usage-controlled 

domain or not, by a source host entity 
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(3) Control whether to accept restricted contents in usable state or not, by a destination entity 
Generally, in situations where both authorized entities and unauthorized entities exist, mechanisms that only 

destination entity controls the use of restricted contents do not necessarily work well. Such case may occur when 
authorized entities omit the usage rules assigned to the target restricted contents. In cases where a destination entity 
controls the use of the contents, it can be logically achieved, if the contents which the entity receives are encrypted 
and some mechanisms ensuring that only authorized entities can decrypt the contents in encrypted form are provided. 
However, as long as it is possible, methods that a source entity storing the target restricted contents determines 
whether to transmit the contents or not are more advisable than those that an output entity, which actually render 
the pictures and play the sounds, controls the use of the contents, in terms of ensuring high pilfer/tamper resistance. 
The view is based on the characteristics described in section 2.2, which each entity has. The measure is directly 
applicable for the operations to move and copy restricted contents between two storage entities, in which the 
contents in usable state are not actually transferred. Article (1) explains the fundamental view. 

If a source entity is a storage entity, the entity obviously needs to be PI type to control the use of restricted contents 
according to the measure described in article (1). However, performances of the processors installed in conventional 
storage entity products are generally the level that the processors can transfer data at the maximum rate determined 
from some unchangeable physical restrictions such as revolutions of disks per unit time to reduce the product price. 
Consequently, there is a defect that there are not enough resources to execute the processes not done in conventional 
products. Therefore, it is unreasonable to make storage entities recognize the complex structure of the content whose 
size is more than 1 GiB11. Furthermore, from the same reason, while a storage entity keeps the transfer rate 
demanded by the host entity to which the storage entity is physically connected, encrypting the content to prevent 
the content from pilfering on the interface is also unrealistic. 

One solution to such problems is to do as follows. A source host entity writes restricted contents in encrypted 
forms as with general data to a storage entity, and the storage entity determines adequately whether to transmit the 
keys to decrypt the content to a host entity or not when the host entity plays the content. Such a measure would 
practically realize the control of the use. We explain the measure in detail in the later in this section. 

Incidentally, conventional storage entity products are not designed to be able to attach batteries, though they may 
be detached from host entity products, which supplies power to the storage entity products. Accordingly, it is 
unrealistic to make storage entity determine whether to transmit restricted contents in usable state to destination 
entities or not based on the time. Moreover, as described above, we cannot omit usage rules requiring analysis of 
the format of restricted contents, even if the storage entity products cannot accomplish such control [55]. 
Consequently, it is currently almost impossible to assume that storage entities accomplish all types of the control of 
the use relative to rendering the pictures and playing the sounds through the control of the transmission of the 
content. 

Article (2) describes a measure to enable controlling the use of restricted contents based on such usage rules. As 
for export of the content in a usable state to another usage-controlled domain at a host entity, this type of control is 
required in many cases. Here, the term “usage-controlled domain” means a notional domain and the use of restricted 
contents existing in the domain is controlled with a specified mechanism. 

Storage entities do not execute anything as to the control based on such usage rules. Instead, use of restricted 
contents is accomplished by controlling transmiossion from the host entity, which received the content in usable 
state which the storage entity transmitted, to output entity, another host entity, and so forth. However, we must 
recognize that pilfer/tamper resistance as the system may be degraded if this type of controls are primarily used, as 
described in subsection 2.2.2. In the following, we describe the operation by which a host entity transmits restricted 
contents in usable state to an output entity as “play”, regardless of the type of the content. 

It is notable that the relation between a host entity and an output entity essentially differs from that between a 
storage entity and a host entity. This stems from the facts that a host entity is always a source in the relationship 
between a host entity and an output entity, and the performances of processors installed in host entities are higher 

                                                        
11 A standard definition digital video content whose size is 1 GiB takes approximately 30 minutes when it is played at the normal speed. 
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than those in output entities in most cases. Therefore, it is advisable to construct a mechanism to control the use of 
restricted contents between the two entities according to article (1). In this case, host entities do not control 
transmission of UCOs, but control transmission of the content. This means that host entities do not have to transmit 
UCOs to output entities. 

On the control described above, measures to prevent the content in usable state on the interface from pilfering is 
necessary. HDCP and COPP described in subsection 2.2.3 are representative ones which have been being applied 
to actual consumer electronics products, which are either host entities or output entities. Consequently, we do not 
study mechanisms to achieve the purpose in this research. 

Control described in usage rules assigned to restricted contents can be achieved if a source entity controls 
transmission of the content in usable state according to article (1) and (2). This means that a destination entity does 
not essentially have to execute anything on the control. However, as a design concept in parallel with the view, 
applying functions to check the integrity of the response data for the request to every entity assuming to become a 
destination are generally specified in each technology. If the integrity is broken, the destination entity rejects to 
accept the content. Article (3) describes control in such sense and the measure is positioned as supplementation for 
measures (1) and (2). 

To control the use of restricted contents according to the three measures (1), (2), and (3) by enhancing currently 
available devices, we specify the following ten core policies ((1), ..., (10)). It is advisable to construct a mechanism 
to control the use of restricted contents and design each entity according to them. 
(1) Considering the fact that the rate of the time of watching commercial digital broadcast content in Japan is 

higher than that in the other countries [24], we first consider controlling the use of digital broadcast content. 
Since digital broadcast contents are stream type data including some main knitting parts and some commercial 
message (CM) parts for recorders, we naturally assume that the target restricted contents are single files 
including some main knitting parts and some CM parts. On top of that, we do not assume any restriction on the 
methods for users to obtain the contents, as long as they are single files. 

(2) Split a payload of restricted content in plaintext into multiple blocks. On top of that, assign usage rules which 
express restrictions specified by usage authorizer of the content to each blocks, keys KBlocks to encrypt and 
decrypt it, several kinds of data to associate the usage rules and KBlock with a block. The following are the detail 
of the method. 
 Variation policy of usage rules: Introduce two kinds of usage rules having different characteristics. The first 

type of rules is that, which does not include experience of the use of some other blocks and the second type 
of the rules is that which includes it. As for the rules on moving a block and copying a block, it is considered 
that they are the first type. On the other hand, as to the rules on playing a block, it is considered that some 
are the first type and some are the second type. For example, rules which require playing multiple block 
sequentially will be the second type. Based on the view, we describe the first type rule and the second type 
rule as independent usage rule (IUR) and sequential play rule (SPR) respectively. A term UR is used if both 
IUR and SPR are applicable. If the payload of a restricted content consists of multiple parts, to which 
different IURs and/or SPRs are assigned, the payload is split into multiple blocks, which do not have 
intersection, at least. 

 Management policy of IUR, KBlock, and several kinds of the relevant data: An IUR, KBlock, and some other 
kinds of data for a block are treated as a datum. We describe the datum as Individual Usage Qualifier (IUQ). 
The several other kinds of data are useful to manage the IUQ. One of such data is identifier uniquely 
assigned to each IUQ. We describe the identifier as IUQID. 

 Management policy of SPR and several other kinds of the relevant data: SPR and several other kinds of 
data for blocks constituting the payload of a restricted content are managed independently of IUQs, so that 
content providers and distributers can dynamically assign SPRs to such payloads. To each SPR, a unique 
identifier is assigned. We describe the identifier and a pair of an SPR and the identifier for the SPR as SPRID 
and SPR* respectively. Moreover, we describe the several other kinds of data useful to manage an SPR* 
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and a pair of the data and SPR* as SPR* Relevant Object (SPR*RO) and Sequential Play Qualifier (SPQ). 
 Encryption, storing, and policy on transfer of restricted content: An entity generating IUQs encrypts each 

block with KBlock. The entity splits the payload of a restricted content into multiple blocks not only due to 
the reason described in the first item but also in terms of ensuring the strength of the blocks in encrypted 
form in cryptography and the size which is easy for the entity to process. The payloads of restricted contents 
are transferred between the entities and stored in storage entities in encrypted form, other than the cases 
where they are exported to other usage-controlled domain. 

Policy (2) is a core one to control the use of restricted contents according to the measure (1) described at the 
beginning of this division. In the cases where different usage rules are assigned to each part of a continuous content, 
target control can be achieved by the following method: (i) to construct a host entity, so as to have a functions to 
control the use of restricted content according to the measure (2), (ii) to assign a KBlock to entire payload of a 
restricted content, and (iii) to specify range to which a usage rule is applied in each usage rule. However, in such 
control, there is risk that all the usage rules assigned to the content may be useless, if just the KBlock is pilfered. 
Moreover, the KBlock needs to be kept in the main memory in the host entity while the content is used in most cases. 
On the other hand, to design host entity with high pilfer/tamper resistance is difficult and takes long time, as 
described in subsection 2.2.2. The above policy is a realistic one to reduce such risk, because a key KBlockn has only 
to be kept in the main memory while the block n that can be decrypted with KBlockn is used. Conversely, the host 
entity is permitted to erase the key from the main memory when use of the payload n has been completed12. Due to 
the policy, control of whether to transmit the payload of a restricted content or not is substantively achieved by the 
control of whether to transmit KBlocks for the content or not. 

Incidentally, a usage rule is a thing to specify permitted and unpermitted operations on a restricted content. The 
operations may be categorized to those directly related to output entities and not related to the output entities. An 
example of the rules for the first operation is to play the payload of a restricted content, and an example for the 
second operation is for a host entity to write the payload of a restricted content to a storage entity, move or copy it 
from a source storage entity to another storage entity13. 

As for restrictions on the second operations, they are presumed to have the following characteristics, whether they 
are currently being operated or not. That is, conditions to permit moving or copying a block do not depend on the 
state of other blocks or experiences of the operations for other blocks. This is presumable to imagine the following 
situations. Let us consider a situation where the payload of a a restricted content C consisting of a concatenation of 
two blocks C1 and C2 is stored in a storage entity S1, and rendering C2 is permitted only in cases where rendering 
C1 has been completed. Under the situation, to permit moving or copying C2 to other storage entity S2 only in cases 
where moving or copying C1 to S2 has been completed does not only realize essential restriction intended by the 
rule, but also degrades usability. The rules on sequential rendering of the two blocks should be intrinsically 
recognized at the timing when they are rendered. Moreover, if the view is reasonable, a presumption that rules which 
we should assume on the operations of moving and copying the contents are ones on “permitted operation number” 
may be pertinent. 

Based on the above views, it is deduced that describing usage rules on the operations of move and copy of 
restricted contents in IUR in principle is appropriate. When using a block to which an IUR is assigned, the target 
entity needs to determine individually whether to permit to use the block or not according to the rule described in 
the IUR. To do this, it is obviously necessary that KBlock assigned to each block is different and KBlocks are transferred 
with the IURs between the entities. The policy of combined management on IUR and KBlock described in the second 
item is introduced based on this view. 

On the other hand, it is inferred that the variety of usage rules for operations directly related to output entity is 
richer than that for the operations of move and copy. Accordingly, situations where multiple usage rules are prepared 
for a block and they are stored in a storage entity may happen. The policy of construction and the management of 
                                                        
12 Vulnerability on implementation also needs to be eliminated. 
13 Control of move and copy operations on the content which is not permitted to transmit to any output entity is essentially meaningless. Such kind of 
content is not supposed here. 
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usage rules directly related to output entity described in the third item is introduced based on the view. IUR and 
SPR are considered in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 in more detail. 

Next, we specify four policies that storage entity should have on construction of the usage control technology. 
The significance stems from the fact that storage entities statically stores UCOs. From the user’s point of view, it is 
obviously preferable that two types of content, which are restricted contents and free contents, are permitted to be 
stored in a large normal storage space of a storage entity. On top of that, as to use of restricted contents, the purpose 
is achieved if a mechanism, through which only authorized host entities can obtain UCOs for the content, is 
introduced. If the situation is realized, unauthorized host entities can freely obtain contents whose use does not have 
to be controlled from the storage entity. The view is explained more concretely as follows. 
(3) Maintain the characteristics that the conventional storage entity products have as far as possible. That is, storage 

entities have standardized interface and large normal storage space, to/from which any host entity can 
write/read data. In addition to that, we assume that comparatively small special storage space is implemented 
in storage entities. We design the architecture of storage entity so that a host entity writes/read data to/from the 
special storage space only when an authorized entity exists as the partner of the storage entity. In this 
dissertation, we describe the first type of storage space as normal storage (N-Storage) and the second type of 
storage space as qualified storage (Q-Storage). Method to implement Q-Storage is arbitrary as long as the 
characteristics are ensured14. 

(4) Writing/reading data to/from physical storage media, on which N-Storage and Q-Storage are implemented, is 
executed by the continuous data with a fixed size, according to (3). The design policy is actually operated in 
the conventional storage entity products. The unit area where a block of data is stored is often called physical 
sector. For each physical sector, a low level address, which processors in a storage entity recognizes to identify 
target ones, is assigned. On the other hand, storage space, to/from which a host entity can write/read data with 
the interface of the storage entity, is normally subsets of the entire storage space to which the low level 
addresses are assigned. For physical sectors in the storage space that are accessible from the outside of the 
interface, values of logical address to identify target physical sector are continuously assigned over intermissive 
values of the low level address. In some cases, a logical address is assigned to the multiple values of the low 
level address. To avoid confusion, we describe the physical sectors designated by a value of the logical address 
a logical sector. Moreover, we describe logical address for the logical sector in N-Storage and Q-Storage as 
logical address for N-Storage15 (NLA) and logical address Q-Storage (QLA). The size of a physical sector and 
a logical sector of many of conventional storage entity products are same and the value is 512 bytes. Next, we 
specify two policies on writing data to N-Storage and Q-Storage. 

(5) Payloads of restricted contents and free contents are stored in N-Storage. If a target content is a restricted 
content, the payload is stored in N-Storage after it is split into several blocks and encrypted according to the 
policy described in the fourth item of (2). 

(6) Kind of storage, which is permitted to store UCOs, is only Q-Storage. 
 If any of KBlocks are pilfered, restricted contents substantively become free contents. From the reason, any 

KBlocks is always UCOs. Accordingly, IUQs are treated as UCOs and only Q-Storage can statically store 
them, because KBlocks is always transferred between two entities as an element of an IUQ. 

 Restricted contents do not become semi-restricted contents, which means the content is not free contents 
but usages unpermitted by the usage authorizer are partially available, even if the usage rules assigned to 
the content is pilfered, as long as the rule is not tampered. Therefore, if some mechanisms to detect 
tampering for the usage rules and to prevent use according to the tampered usage rule are specified 
independently of the rule, the usage rule is not classified as UCO. In the case, storing the rule into N-Storage 
is permitted. In the other cases, the rule is recognized as a UCO and necessary to be stored in Q-Storage. 

                                                        
14 To implement Q-Storage on memory media where N-Storage is also implemented is allowed. It is absolutely allowed to implement Q-Storage on 
individual memory media where N-Storage is not implemented. 
15 NLA for conventional HDD is called Logical Block Address [5]. 
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SPR* is a datum with the characteristic; thereby all the elements are not necessarily UCO. The details are 
described in Chapter 4. 

Policy (3) is specified not only preventing for an unauthorized host entity to read UCOs, but also preventing for 
the host entity to write UCOs. This means that importing restricted contents, which is not in the usage-controlled 
domain, with an unauthorized host entity to usage-controlled domain cannot be accomplished. The policy has an 
effect to improve integrity of the UCO and trust from usage authorizers. 

Policy (5) enables any host entity to read payloads of restricted contents and free content. However, unauthorized 
host entity cannot obtain any restricted contents in usable state because the entity cannot read any data including 
UCOs stored in Q-Storage. Moreover, the policy provides two benefits on designing storage entities. 
 Use of restricted contents is actually achieved by recognition of UCOs whose size and complexity are much 

smaller and lower than the payload of the content. Therefore, it is expected that low performance processors in 
storage entity can execute the processes. 

 Required capacity of Q-Storage may be much smaller than that of N-Storage. Consequently, if a part of N-
Storage is logically allocated as Q-Storage, reduction of N-Storage capacity is extremely small and advantage 
of PI type storage entity, which is large capacity, is maintained. 

Finally, we specify three policies applicable to any types of entities. 
(7) When a UCO is transferred between two entities to move or copy a restricted content and decryption of the 

payload of the content at a destination host entity, the source entity encrypts the UCO with keys shared 
temporarily between them and transmits it to the destination entity. 

(8) Source and destination entities on transfer of UCOs mutually verify legitimacy of the partner and share some 
data secretly, before transferring UCOs actually. The data are used to encrypt UCOs directly or indirectly for 
transfer as described in (7). We describe the process as “authentication”. The keyd to encrypt the UCOs is 
generated with the data. In the following, a logically protected channel by this type of encryption is described 
as virtual private channel. On the other hand, a channel where data are transferred in plaintext is described as 
public channel. 

(9) Host entities with the functions to transmit requested restricted contents in plaintext or UCOs determine 
whether to execute the requests or reject them according to an SPR assigned to the contents and IURs included 
in the UCOs, when the entities received the requests. 

(10) A mechanism to write a list including identifiers of entities, which have some vulnerability exposed by some 
attacks and analysis, or, whose expiration dates have passed, to every entity after shipment is incorporated into 
authentication. If an entity recognizes that the value to identify the partner entity is in the list, the entity aborts 
executing the processes for the authentication. 

Storage entity designed to follow the above nine policies substantively leads use of restricted contents, in the 
sense that the entity has a right to determine whether to transmit UCOs to a partner entity or not. As of December 
2015, we have not found storage and host device products, which are for high bit rate restricted contents, and to 
which this type of mechanism is applied. 

2.2.5.2 Supposed System Architecture 

In this division, we explain the policies described in division 2.2.5.1 more concretely using Figure 2.1 and Figure 
2.2. Figure 2.1 shows a relation among the BUs of a restricted content, IUQs, and SPQs. Figure 2.2 does the outline 
of block diagrams of a system, which consists of the three types of entities defined in section 2.2. 

The meanings of symbols which are newly introduced in Figure 2.1 are as follows. 
 Block Unit (BU) and Block Unit Identifier (BUID) 

A BU is a block, to which an IUQ is assigned. We assume that the payload of a restricted content is a continuum 
of N BUs. An identifier BUID whose value is unique is assigned to every BU. We describe BUs, to which values of 
BUIDs b0, ..., bN–1 are assigned, as BU[0](b0), ..., BU[N – 1](bN–1). Size of BUs does not have to be uniform. When 
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BUs are transferred between two entities or stored in a storage entity, they must be in encrypted form. The encryption 
is executed in a host entity which originally generates the IUQ. In the following, we use a notation KBU instead of 
KBlock, which has been used in article 2.2.5.1, for a block corresponds to a BU and the notation expresses a role of 
the key more clearly. 
 IURS, IURH, and IUR 

Two kinds of IURs (see the first and the second item of article (2) in p.22), which are IURS and IURH, constituting 
an IUR. IURS and IURH respectively stand for Independent Usage Rule for source entity and host entity. In IURS, 
conditions for a source entity to determine whether to transmit the IUQ including the IURS to a partner entity except 
for an output entity or not are described. In IURH, conditions for a host entity to determine whether to play BUs to 
an output entity or not are described. An IUR included in an IUQ which controls the use of BU[i] is described as 
IURBU[i]. 
 Service Specifier (SS) 

A datum to specify the type of service in which a BU and an IUQ for the BU are created. When SS is specified, 
variation of items described in IURS and IURH is settled. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.1  Relation among IUQ, SPQ and Block Units 
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Figure 2.2  Basic concept of usage-controlled domain and usage control of restricted content led by storage entity 

 Notation on BUs and IUQs 
If a number of BU managed by an IUQ is j in the payload of a restricted content, the BU is described as BU[j]. 

On top of that, if the value of IUQID assigned to the IUQ is k and the value of BUID assigned to the BU[j] is l, the 
BU and the IUQ is respectively described as BU[j](l) and IUQ[j](k, l). 
 Notation on SPR*s 

The i-th SPR*, which includes a condition that playing BU(bk) is permitted according to play experience of BU(bj), 
is described as SPR*i(bj, bk). 

Users cannot accomplish unpermitted use if they obtained only SPRs, because SPR includes only rules on usage 
and does not include KBUs. This means that SPR*s may not be a kind of usage control objects. On the other hand, 
as previously described, mechanisms to detect tampering for SPRs and prevent use according to the tampered SPR 
are necessary to be constructed. Therefore, we specify several kinds of data included in SPR*ROs. Some of them 
are usage control objects, and the rest of them and SPR*s are not usage control objects. The details are studied in 
section 4.3. 

Details of BU, BUID, IUQ, SPQ, and the relation between them are explained in the following chapters. 
The meanings of the symbols used in Figure 2.2 are the following. 

 Central Entity Controller 
A function element to control behavior of entire entity. Main components consisting of the function element are 

central processing unit and a part of system software program. The function element is installed in all entities and 
transmits requests to start or stop a target process to other function elements. The function element does not have to 
be pilfer/tamper resistant. 
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 Usage Control Module (UCM) 
A set of function elements to control the use of restricted contents. Authorized host entities and storage entities 

must be equipped with UCMs in which certificates distributed from a certificate authority to indicate its legitimacy 
is installed. Kinds of the function modules included in a UCM depend on the type of entity. UCMs must be 
implemented to be pilfer/tamper-resistant. In cases where it is necessary or useful to describe that a UCM is 
implemented in an entity “A” explicitly, the UCM is described as UCM[A]. Similarly, in cases where it is necessary 
or useful to specify whether a UCM is implemented in a host entity or storage entity explicitly, the UCM is described 
as UCMH or UCMS. In other cases, no suffix is added to UCM. 

UCMH includes the following function elements. 
 BU Encrypter 

A function element to encrypt BUs in plaintext with KBUs transferred from UCMH Ctrl. 
 BU Decrypter 

A function element to decrypt BUs in encrypted form (E-BU) with KBUs transferred from UCMH Ctrl. 
 Host Entity UCM Controller (UCMH Ctrl) 

A function element to control whole behavior of UCMH. Its internal structure is explained with Figure 2.3 later. 
 Content Importer 

A function element to import restricted contents existing in the other usage-controlled domain to the usage-
controlled domain in which use of the contents is controlled by the mechanism to be constructed in this research. 
 Content Exporter 

A function element to export restricted contents existing in the usage-controlled domain in which use of the 
contents is controlled by the mechanism to be constructed in this research to the other usage-controlled domain. 
 Work Memory 

Volatile memory which keeps the data necessary to be protected temporarily. 
UCMS includes the following function elements. 
 Storage Entity UCM Controller (UCMS Ctrl) 

A function element to control whole behavior of UCMS. Its internal structure is explained with Figure 2.4 later. 
 Work Memory 

The role is the same as the work memory in UCMH. 
Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 show detailed internal structures of UCMH Ctrl and UCMS Ctrl in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.3  UCMH Ctrl 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.4  UCMS Ctrl 

Symbols used in the figures have the following meanings. 
 UCM Controller 

A function element to control behavior of entire UCMH Ctrl or UCMS Ctrl. The function element instructs 
processes to execute to each function element equipped with UCMH Ctrl or UCMS Ctrl. 
 Connection Handler 

A function element to authenticate UCM in a partner entity, and recognize the type of IUQs which UCM in the 
partner entity is permitted to receive. The function element executes the processes before executing the processes 
to transmit and receive UCOs. The type is described in the certificate and we describe it as Acceptable IUQ Type. 

The function element is equipped in every UCM Ctrl. When the authentication is completed, some secret data are 
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shared between two Connection Handlers. In this case, the function elements transfer the shared secret data to UCO 
Transfer Handler. 
 UCO Transfer Handler 

A function element to transmit/receive UCOs. When the function element transmits an IUQ, it compares the value 
of Acceptable IUQ Type and the value of Service Specifier of the IUQ and determines whether the operation is 
permitted or not based on the result. 

The function element is equipped in every UCM Ctrl. 
 Host Usage Rule Manager 

A function element to determine whether to transmit the requested usage control objects to another host entity or 
storage entity by estimating IURS. The function element also determines whether to transmit the requested BUs to 
an output entity or a Content Exporter by estimating IURH, SPR, and IURS or not. On the determination process, 
the function element verifies whether the target usage rules are tampered or not and updates the values of the rules, 
as necessary. 

If the estimation result shows that executing the requested operation is permitted, the function element transmits 
the target UCOs to UCO Transfer Handler or permission to decrypt the E-BU to KBU Transmission Handler. 

The function element is equipped in every UCMH Ctrl. 
 Storage Usage Rule Estimator 

A function element to determine whether to transmit the requested UCOs. On the determination process, the 
function element verifies whether the target usage rules are tampered or not and updates values of the usage rules, 
as necessary. 

If the estimation result shows that executing the requested operation is permitted, the function element transmits 
the target UCOs to UCO Transfer Handler. 

The function element is equipped in every UCMS Ctrl. 
 UCO Creator 

A function element to create UCOs. 
The function element is equipped in every UCMH Ctrl. 

 KBU Transmission Handler 
A function element to keep KBU temporarily and to transmit to BU Encrypter or E-BU Decrypter if it receives the 

permission for transmission. 
The function element is equipped in every UCMH Ctrl. 

 BU Handler 
A function element to execute processes on BU itself. Extraction of some particular data embedded in the BU, 

transmission of BU in plaintext to BU Encrypter, and reception of E-BU from E-BU Decrypter are the primary tasks. 
The function element is equipped in every UCMH Ctrl. 

 UCO W/R Handler 
A function element to write/read UCOs to/from Q-Storage. 
The function element is equipped in every UCMS Ctrl. 

2.2.5.3 Form of Physical Connections among Entities 

To construct a mechanism with high pilfer/tamper resistance and feasibility, we have to discern the picture of 
virtual private channel which a storage entity builds with another entity and construct a concrete sequence of 
processes to build it, through assuming the form of physical connections between the entities. On top of that, we 
have to integrate the sequences of the processes in the logical architecture of the interface equipped on the entities. 

As for the form of physical connections between two entities, we should suppose two types as primitive ones. 
One is a type of connection that a source entity and a destination entity are equipped with the same type of interface 
and they are directly connected with it. An example of this type of connection is seen in a system in which a vide 
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recorder/player and some storage media are directly connected with the interface which they have. Figure 2.5 shows 
the configuration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.5  Direct physical connection between a source entity and destination entity, and transfer of UCOs under 
the connection 

The other is a type of connection that a third entity physically bridges two connections. In this case, the interface 
of the source entity and the third entity is the same. Similarly, the interface of the third entity and the destination 
entity is the same. However, the interface of the first one and the second one do not has to be the same. As for this 
type of connection, there are furthermore two sub-configurations on virtual private channel building. They are 
shown in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.6  Two distinct virtual private channels built between two UCMS Ctrls and a UCMH Ctrl 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.7  A virtual private channel built between a source UCMS Ctrl and a destination UCMS Ctrl through an 
entity bridging them 

Figure 2.6 shows transfer of UCOs with two virtual private channels. In the figure, the host entity located between 
the source storage entity and the destination storage entity builds two distinct virtual private channels for each 
storage entity and the virtual private channel used to transfer UCOs for the purpose of move or copy is switched in 
the host entity. The type of host entities which can transfer UCOs with the type of virtual private channels is limited 
to SMC type, because UCOs in plaintext is temporarily kept in the host entity. Alternatively, building a virtual 
private channel directly between two UCMS in a source entity and a destination storage entity is valuable for cases 
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where UCOs are transferred for the purpose of move and copy between the two storage entities, in terms of ensuring 
pilfer/tamper resistance. In this case, it is surely realistic to assume that some host entity is placed between the two 
storage entities to bridge the data transfer, because conventional storage device products categorized in storage 
entity are passive type as described in Table 2.1. The role of the host entity in Figure 2.7 is just to bridge transferring 
data between the two storage entities, and therefore it is allowed to use a host entity, which is equipped with high 
performance processors, but does not include UCMH with pilfer/tamper resistance, in this case. We describe a host 
entity with the role and the characteristics as bridge entity in particular in the following. 

Through the above consideration, we aim to construct concrete sequences of processes to build a virtual private 
channel adequate for the three types of physical connections. 

Finally, we comment that connecting another host entity with a host entity in Figure 2.5 physically and building 
a virtual private channel between the two host entities are logically allowed, but we do not study this type of 
connection. The reasons are that variety of interface to connect two host entities is wide and some technologies to 
build virtual private channels for major interface has already been developed and actually operative. Marlin and 
OMA cited in item (2-4) in subsection 2.2.2 are typical examples. In the situation where users have already used the 
devices on which the technologies were applied, priority on constructing the sequences of processes to achieve the 
purpose is actually low. 

2.3 Position of the Research 

In section 2.2, we explained the characteristics of entities constituting a system to use restricted contents and 
conventional technologies to control use driven by them. As we mentioned there, some technologies, where local 
or remote host entity controls the use of high bit rate restricted contents such as commercial digital video data, have 
been constructed and actually operated. Technologies that a remote host entity, which is usually a server, controls 
the use of restricted contents have advantages that content distributers can easily trace actual uses and set usage 
rules to the restricted contents flexibly. However, they generally require network environment with bandwidth high 
enough to transfer the content. Therefore, starting content distribution services based on the technologies in regions 
or places where the infrastcture has not been prepared is irreasonable 16. On the other hand, it is a fact that 
unauthorized use and pilfering of the content are achieved by crackers on the systems, to which technologies that 
only host entities have functions to control use and do not require network platform are implemented. Such attacks 
have especially succeeded in cases where host entities are PCs, as described in subsection 2.2.1. 

If use of a restricted contents are controlled by a mechanism, in which a storage entity storing the content controls 
transmission of the contents in usable state to a host entity, possibility to prevent using the contents with 
unauthorized host entities will surely improve. Then, ensuring detachability of the storage entities to host entities 
and interoperability of the content on unspecified but authorized host entities are essential, in terms of assuring users’ 
convenience. However, we have not found any technology having such characteristics so far. This research is 
original in that sense. 

It is necessary to construct the following mechanisms at least in order that a usage control technology has the 
above characteristics. 
 Scheme of managing restricted contents and UCOs for the contents; the purpose is to associate the payload of a 

restricted content with UCOs appropriately 
 Scheme of encryption of the payloads of restricted contents; the purpose is to prevent use of the contents with 

unspecified entities 
 Mechanisms to authenticate entities and to encrypt UCOs for transfer with high pilfer/tamper resistance; the 

                                                        
16 For example, there is a statistics indicating that GDP of China reaches the second grade in the world as of December 2015 and the number of 
population who signed up with broadband service providers exceeded 100 millions. However, it is also reported that bandwidth assigned to each account 
is only about 9 Mbps at the fastest [56]. It is clearly insufficient for people to use high-definition digital video contents whose use is controlled by 
remote servers, because they are provided for users through BOD service. 
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purposes are to limit transfer of UCOs between authorized entities and to protect the transferred UCOs from 
pilfering and tampering 

Since we put the primary objective of this research on constructing mechanisms to control the use of restricted 
contents according to usage rules assigned to the content, we do not study mechanisms to improve convenience, 
which do not relate to control the use of the content at all. 

Figure 2.8 shows technical items, which are necessary to be provided to use restricted contents on a system with 
detachable storage entities and we study in this research. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.8  Items studied in this research 

Figure 2.9 shows a position of this research in the field. The technologies drawn in the figure are mentioned in 
section 2.2. Horizontal axis shows level of involvement in controlling the use of restricted contents by storage entity. 
The right end is highest. At the left end, storage entity is not involved in the control at all and network platform is 
therefore indispensable. Vertical axis shows level of configurability of usage rules assigned to each restricted content. 
The bottom end corresponds to a state where pilfering of data in usable state are prevented, but usage of the data 
permitted in the technologies is not configurable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(1) Specification to describe usage rules; it is assumed that only remote server controls the use of contents and 
no mechanism to keep systems being tamper resistant is specified. 

(2) The technology aims to prevent all data including system software program such as Basic Input Output 
System (BIOS) and Operating System (OS) from tampering and being read by unspecified persons. 
However, it has a basic mechanism for software programs and hardwares to authenticate each other. 
Moreover, it also has a mechanism to install new arbitrary security functions after the base authentication is 
completed. Due to the mechanism, functions to control the use of restricted contents can logically be 
installed to entiies conforming to the technology. In fact, such technology has not been constructed yet. 

(3) The technology aims to prevent the payloads of restricted contents in usable state from pilfering and 
tampering when they are transferred between two authorized host entities and transmitted from the host 
entities to output entities or storage entities. It also has a function to propagate simple copy control 
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information on the payloads to destination host entities. To achieve the purpose, it specifies the following 
items; (a) mechanisms of mutual authentication between two host entities and building a virtual private 
channel, (b) the kinds of interface which authorized host entities are permitted to have, and (c) structure of 
copy control code embedded in the payloads of the contents. 

(4) The technology aims to prevent video and still pictures of restricted contents from rendering on 
unauthorized output entities and pilfering while they are transferred from a host entity to an output entity. To 
achieve the purpose, virtual private channels are built between a particular software program and a graphic 
processor, and, the processor and output entity. 

(5) The technology aims to prevent restricted contents in usable state stored on particular optical storage media 
and semiconductor memories from unauthorized copy. In the technology, storage entities are placed as that, 
which do not lead the control of the use of the contents. 

(6) The technology enables to prevent anyone who does not know passwords from accessing the storage spaces 
in storage devices having ATA interface. The content of the conttol is whether to permit access the storage 
space completely or prohibit the access at all. A person who determines the access policy and sets password 
is a user, not the owner of restricted contents stored on the storage entities. 

  

Figure 2.9  Relationship between the related technologies and the author’s research 

2.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we have introduced “entity” and explained the characteristics of three independent entities, which 
are storage entity, host entity, and output entity, the mechanism implemented on the entities to control the use of the 
content, and the pilfer/tamper resistance which the mechanism provides. As the result of the analysis, we will 
construct the mechanism with the following nine characteristics, the function elements in the three entities, and the 
terms to be used in the dissertation. 
(1) Split the payload of a restricted content in plaintext into blocks, each of which we describe as “block unit” BU. 

On top of that, assign usage rules which express restrictions specified by usage authorizer of the content to 
each BU, keys KBUs to encrypt and decrypt it, several kinds of data to associate the usage rules and KBUs with 
the BUs. To each BU, an “Individual Usage Qualifier” IUQ including an identifier IUQID, a key KBU, two 
kinds of usage rules “Individual Usage Rule for storage/host entity” IURS and IURH, BUID is assigned. To 
impose playing BUs sequentially, an SPR is assigned to a restricted content. It is possible to assign multiple 
SPRs to a restricted content. 

(2) Storage entity has standardized interface, large normal storage space N-Storage, and small special storage space 
Q-Storage. Any host entity can write/read data to/from Q-Storage, only when an authorized entity exists as the 
partner of the storage entity. 

(3) Writing/reading data to/from physical storage media, on which N-Storage and Q-Storage are implemented, is 
executed by continuous data with a fixed size. The design policy follows the conventional storage media and 
devices. 

(4) BUs constituting a restricted content are encrypted and stored in N-Storage. 
(5) Only Q-Storage stores UCOs. 
(6) In cases where UCOs are transferred between two entities, the source entity encrypts them with keys shared 

temporarily and transmits them to the destination entity. 
(7) Source entities and destination entities on transfer of UCOs authenticate the partner and share some secret data, 

before transferring UCOs actually. Some secret data are used to encrypt UCOs directly or indirectly for transfer. 
(8) Host entities with the functions to transmit the payload of a restricted content in plaintext or a UCO, which are 

requested by the other entity, determine whether to execute the requests or not according to an SPR assigned 
to the content or IUR included in the UCO, when the entities received the requests. 

(9) A mechanism to write a list including identifiers of entities, which have some vulnerability exposed by some 
attacks and analysis, or, whose expiration dates have passed, to every entity after shipment are incorporated 
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into the sequence of the processes for authentication. 
On top of that, we define a module with pilfer/tamper resistance which is implemented in authorized entities as 

“Usage Control Module” UCM. In UCM, certificates are installed and a processor referred to as UCM Ctrl is 
implemented. 

At the last section of this chapter, we mentioned the items to be studied in the research and the position of the 
research among the technologies which have already been established. 
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Chapter 3 Usage Rules to Be Assumed and 
Primary Sequences to Control 
the Use of the Contents 

3.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to specify the content of controls to be realized by the mechanism. The work is 
extremely significant and necessary to make the mechanism be practical. 

Based on the view and the core policy (1) in division 2.2.5.1, it is indispensable to construct the mechanism in 
order that both a host entity and a storage entity can control the use of the broadcast contents according to the control 
policy determined by Japanese broadcast industry. Therefore, we firstly explain the control policy. After that, we 
propose two kinds of controls for play, which have not currently been operative but seem to be demanded in the 
future by usage authorizers, when we think of the issues which actually exist for the present. In the explanation of 
them, we also propose primary sequences including message exchanges between a host entity and a storage entity, 
where the storage entity leads the control of the use of the content. 

3.2 Embodiments of the Control of the Use 

We specify that entities to which the mechanism is applied control the use of restricted contents according to the 
following rules described in (1), (2), and (3). A usage rule (1) is specified in a document [17] published by ARIB 
and is currently operated on the use of Japanese digital broadcast contents. On the other hand, usage rules (2) and 
(3) are not currently operated, but they seem to be demanded in the future. 
(1) Restriction on recording of restricted content to detachable storage media 

As of December 2015, video recorders with detachable storage media are imposed to write contents to storage 
devices according to either of two kinds of rules by ARIB [17], if target contents are Japanese digital broadtcast  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.1  Restrictions on recording of the contents specified in Copy One Generation 

Generation = 0 Generation = 1 

Move: Permitted 
Copy:  Not Permitted 
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Figure 3.2  Restrictions on recording of the contentns specified in Dubbing Ten 

programs. The rules are called “Copy One Generation” (COG) and “Dubbing Ten” (D10) [57]. Figure 3.1 and Figure 
3.2 respectively show the restrictions specified in the rules. 

As shown in the figures, the usage rules restrict only copy, do not restrict play, as long as a storage entity is the 
authorized one. Permitted maximum numbers of copy of restricted contents, to which COG and D10 are applied, 
are respectively zero and nine. The value zero means only normal recording and moving them are permitted. The 
rule specifies that a content generated by copy of a D10-applied restricted content must be treated as a COG-applied 
restricted content. As a matter of fact, move of commercial digital contents stored on DVD and CD is not permitted, 
because they are recognized as terminal media (see item (1-4) in subsection 2.2.3). Therefore, we aim to construct 
the mechanism so that host entity can configure permission on move, following the rules on COG and D10. 
(2) Restrictions on the number of play times of restricted content 

Several content streaming services which enables users to watch TV programs after they were broadcasted are 
currently provided by broadcasters [58]. However, there is a problem that platform providers and content distributers 
are being required to invest quite a lot to build, maintain, and expand network infrastructure and server systems 
which can process requests sent from a certain number of users in parallel. 

If users are permitted to store the contents to storage media which they have, the platform providers and the 
content distributers may be able to reduce amount of investment, because requisite bandwidth of network and 
performance of the servers become narrow and low. However, some of the usage authorizers do not want that the 
contents are stored in storage media which users have or want to restrict use of them, if they are stored in storage 
media which users have. A service in which restricted contents are distributed to users for the purpose of trial 
viewing is an example. 

From the point of view, control to limit the number of play times as shown in Figure 3.3, instead of permitting to 
record restricted contents, may be demanded to some extent. Hence, we aim to construct a mechanism by which the 
number of play times of restricted contents can be controlled according to the rule, if the rule includes this kind of  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.3  An example of usage control in which the number of play times is limited 
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restrictions. 
Considering the facts that (i) play is a operation independent of write operations to storage entity, and (ii) the 

control is not currently operated, it is rational to construct the usage control technology so that the technology 
includes a mechanism to control the use of the contents according to the rule described in (1) and (2) in parallel. 
Moreover, on the restriction (2), “no restriction” should be included as an option of restrictions to correspond to 
Japanese digital broadcast contents. 
(3) Restriction of skipping or fast-forwarding of CM parts 

To watch restricted contents skipping or fast-forwarding CM parts is recently becoming a problem [59][60][61] 
[62][63]. It is considered that spreading the style stems from the diffusion of video recorders/players with HDDs, 
which have high random and sequential accessibility as described in page 3. 

It is an undeniable fact that rendering video pictures with skipping or fast-forwarding CM parts is useful for users. 
On the other hand, diffusion of the viewing style extinguishes companies which have a mind to be sponsors. If the 
style goes far, free content distribution service such as digital broadcast may be stopped. Value of digital broadcast 
service for each person is not uniform, but users may dissent strongly if the services are charged. 

Based on the above assumptions, it is considered that to construct the mechanism which can prevent skipping or 
fast-forwarding of CM parts to some extent is necessary. For example, this kind of usage rule may be valuable if 
usage authorizers want to distribute commercial digital contents in the following service. That is, to distribute 
contents with usage rules which prohibits skipping and fast-forwarding of CM parts for free, meanwhile to distribute 
them without the usage rule for a price, even if they are same. Hence, we also aim to construct the mechanism so as 
to have functions to prevent skipping and fast-forwarding of CM parts according to the usage rule. 

Figure 3.4 shows an example of usage rule of this kind. In the usage rule, playing partial payload 0 sequentially 
is required before playing partial payload 1. If all the BUs in the partial payload 0 is played, playing BUs in the 
partial payload 1 randomly is permitted. A relation between the partial payload 2 and 3 is the same as the relation 
between partial payload 0 and 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.4  An example of the rule in which skipping or fast-forwarding of CM parts is restricted 

Figure 3.4 shows a rule which forces to play partial payload 0, 1, 2, and 3 sequentially. In cases where such kind of 
rule is assigned to a restricted content, it is considered that playing partial payload 1 randomly is permitted, if partial 
payload 0 has already been played before starting to play partial payload 2. It is also considered that such kind of 
combined rules are assigned to a restricted content. However, if such a rule is assigned, a characteristic which the 
mechanism needs to have to realize the control is “playing partial payload j (≠ i) becomes possible in cases where 
partial payload i has already been played”. The reason is that it is possible to accomplish the control if the strorage 
entity storing the content remembers the information on partial payloads which have already been played and partial 
payloads which are permitted to play in the case. 
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(4) Other controls of the use by host entity 
As for digital broadcast contents, conditions for host entity to be permitted transmitting the content to output 

entities based on a combination of interface and signals transferred on the interface are specified [17]. However, 
this kind of control needs processes to convert signals on the decrypted content and analysis of the entire content. 
As described in item (2-4) in subsection 2.2.1, it is unrealistic to make storage entity execute such processes. 

A measure to control the use of the content according to the above rules is to specify the format of IURH so as to 
be able to describe the kind of usage rule, and to construct a UCMH Ctrl so as to operate according to the rule. There 
is no need neither to specify the data transferred between a host entity and an output entity nor to establish protocol 
for it. Due to the reason, we do not include the topics in the scope of this research. 

3.3 Control of Move and Copy Based on the Number of Times Led by the Storage Entity 

A usage rule described in article (1) in section 3.2 limits moving or copying KBU stored in a storage entity to 
another storage entity within a certain number. It is considered that a condition to permit writing the KBU to the 
destination storage entity does not include the experience of the use as a part of it. Therefore, demands from usage 
authorizers may be fulfilled, if move and copy of each IUQ is individually controlled. 

Based on the view, it is considered to be adequate that the operations are controlled in the following method. The 
method can ensure high pilfer/tamper resistance on a target KBU and usage rule. 
 Set a number of times, below which moving or copying a restricted content is permitted, to IURS when a host 

entity creates an IUQ. 
 Two UCM Ctrls in a source entity and a destination entity mutually authenticate and build a virtual private 

channel between them. The source entity transmits target IUQs through the virtual private channel or aborts the 
transmission. The source entity determines whether to transmit the IUQ or not by evaluating the conditions and 
the values described in IURS. 

 A UCM Ctrl in a source entity updates the value appropriately depending on the operation which it executed, 
every time it is completed. 

As for COG-applied restricted contents, recording them to a storage entity and moving them stored in a storage 
entity to another storage entity are only permitted. That is, copying the contents stored in a storage entity to the 
other storage entities is not permitted. Figure 3.1 shows the policy. As for D10-applied contents, it is practically 
permitted to record ten COG-applied contents to a storage entity per content. That is, it is permitted to copy a content 
stored in a storage entity to the other storage entities ten times with move operation. The first item describes a 
method to accomplish the control. To do this, it is necessary to specify some elements in IURS to which kinds of 
restrictions and values for them are set and transfer IUQs for BUs constituting the target content to destination 
storage entity through the virtual private channel built between the two storage entities. Broadcast industries 
currently demands to apply either COG or D10 to each content. Accordingly, we specify elements in IURS so that 
the rule on either COG or D10 is settable. The construction policy makes processes which UCMS Ctrl executes 
simpler and facilitates designing the software in storage entities. 

Table 3.1 indicates the values which UCM Ctrl in each entity sets to IURS for the rule at each point. Figure 3.5 
and Figure 3.6 show outlines of two sequences of processes to transfer IUQs. The Figure 3.5 shows a sequence in 
which IUQs are securely transferred for the purpose of moving or copying a restricted content from a source storage 
entity to a destination storage entity. The feature is that a bridge entity, which does not have a UCM, mediates the 
sequence and a virtual private channel is directly built between the two storage entities. Figure 3.6 also shows a 
sequence whose purpose is the same as Figure 3.5, but there is a difference on virtual private channels. One of them 
is built between the source storage entity and a host entity, and the other is done between the host entity and the 
destination storage entity. 

In the figures, a label action (data (; purpose)) is assigned to each arrow. As for “action”, one of the following is 
set: “Request”, “Read”, “Write”, and “Transfer”. “Purpose” is added only in cases where “action” is “request”. The 
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values set to “Purpose” is either “Read” or “Write”. 

Table 3.1  Values set to PGN and PCN in IUQs for COG and D10-applied BUs 

Entity Role 
Action Applied 

usage rule 

Values of PGN, 
PCN in IURS Descriptions 

No. Items PGN†1 PCN†2 
Host Creator 1 Transmit COG 1 0†3 - 
  2 Transmit D10 Invalid 9 - 
 Receiver 3 Receive COG 1 0†3 - 
  4 Receive D10 Invalid N1 N1 must be less than 10. 
 Trans- 5 Transmit (to Storage) COG 1 0†3 - 
 mitter 6 Transmit (to Storage) D10 Invalid N2 N2 must be less than 10. 
Storage Receiver 7 Receive COG 1 0†3 - 
  8 Record COG 0 0†3 - 
  9 Receive D10 Invalid N3 N3 must be less than 10. 
  10 Record D10 Invalid N3 See No. 9 
 Trans- 11 Update COG Invalid 0†3 - 
 mitter 12 Transmit COG 1 0†3 - 
  13 Update D10 Invalid N4 – N5

†4 N4 is the value set to PCN at the 
time when the entity receives the 
request. N5 is a requested value, 
which the entity received. 

  14 Transmit D10 Invalid N5 – 1†4 As for N5, See No. 13 
†1 Permitted Generation Number 
†2 Permitted Copy Number 
†3 Setting PCN to zero essentially makes copying such IUQs to another entity impossible. 
†4 It is interpreted that N5 is the number of child IUQs, which will be created from the source IUQ. Under 

the interpretation, setting PCN of the IUQ, which the source storage entity transmits, to N5 – 1 is 
necessary, because whether to permit playing the BU managed by the IUQ or not is determined 
independent of the value of PCN. That is, there may be cases where playing the BU is permitted after N5 
– 1 child IUQs are created from the IUQ and PCN in the IUQ is therefore set to zero. This is the reason 
why PCN of the child IUQ is set to N5 – 1 in cases where the source storage entity receives a request to 
create N5 child IUQs. Accordingly, N5 is subtracted from N4 in the source storage entity. 

       
The following are supplemental explanations on the usage rules described in Table 3.1. 

 Permitted Generation Number (PGN) 
PGN is set to permitted generation number of the child IUQs, which is generated from an IUQ. Here, we specify 

an exception – in cases where PGN is set to the maximum number, the permitted number of the generation on the 
IUQ is not limited and PGN of the generated IUQ is set to the same value. When a storage entity receives a request 
to read an IUQ whose PGN is zero for the purpose of copy, the entity rejects the request. If the purpose of the request 
is move or play, the storage entity transmits the requested IUQ and updates the state of the IUQ, which the storage 
entity stores, according to Table 3.1. 

If UCMH Ctrl recognizes that the restriction of COG is applied to a BU which the host entity received, the UCMH 
Ctrl sets PGN to one, invalidates PCN, and transmits the IUQ (No. 1, 5). The state of an IUQ in cases where a host 
entity receives them from another entity is naturally the same with those of No. 1 and 5 (No. 3). 

When the destination storage entity receives the IUQ, UCMS Ctrl in the storage entity subtracts one from the value 
of PGN (No. 7, 8) and writes the IUQ to Q-Storage. On the contrary, if a storage entity receives requests to read 
such IUQs for the purpose of move, UCMS Ctrl adds one to the value of PGN kept in UCMS

1 after reading the 
IUQs from Q-Storage, and transmits the IUQs to a host entity or the bridge entity which transmitted the requests 

                                                        
1 To be exact, the phrase “the value of PGN kept in UCMS” is “the value kept in the work memory in UCMS”. However, we simply describe it as it is, 
if it is obvious. Similarly, in cases where UCM Ctrl loads data into the work memory in UCM, we describe that as “UCM Ctrl loads data into UCM”. 
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(No. 12). When the transmission is completed, the UCMS Ctrl invalidates the IUQs stored in Q-Storage as long as 
the value is not the maximum number (No. 11). 
 Permitted Copy Number (PCN) 

PCN is set to permitted number of copies generated from an IUQ. Similar to PGN, in cases where PCN is set to 
the maximum number, permitted number of copies on the IUQ is not limited and PCN of the generated IUQ is set  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.5  Outline of a sequence of processes to transfer IUQs for the purpose of move and copy between two 
storage entities mediated by a bridge entity, where UCMS Ctrl in the source storage entity determines whether to 

transmit the IUQ or not based on the value of PGN or PCN 
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to the same value. When a storage entity receives a request to read an IUQ whose PCN is zero for the purpose of 
copy, the entity rejects the request. If the purpose of the request is move or play, the storage entity transmits the 
requested IUQ and updates the state of the IUQ, which the storage entity stores, according to Table 3.1. 

If UCMH Ctrl recognizes that the restriction of D10 is applied for a BU which the host entity received, UCMH 
Ctrl sets PCN to nine, invalidates PGN, and transmits the IUQ to a destination storage entity (No. 2, 6). The state 
of an IUQ in cases where a host entity receives them from another entity is naturally the same with those of No. 2 
and 6 (No. 4). 

When the destination storage entity receives the IUQ, UCMS Ctrl in the storage entity writes the IUQ to Q-Storage 
as it is (No. 9, 10). 
F3.5-1: Two UCMS Ctrls in the source storage entity and the destination storage entity execute the 

specified sequence of processes for authentication and share Ktr. 

F3.5-2: Central Entity Controller in the bridge entity transmits requests, which requires the Central 
Entity Controller in the storage entity to read target E-BU and transmit them, to the storage 
entity. 

F3.5-3, ..., 6: Central Entity Controller in the source storage entity loads the requested E-BUs from N-
Storage to the work memory in the entity and transmits them to the bridge entity. The bridge 
entity transmits them to the destination storage entity. Central Entity Controller in the storage 
entity writes them to N-Storage. 

F3.5-7, 8: A bridge entity transmits requests to the source storage entity, which requires UCMS Ctrl to 
transmit target target IUQs. 

F3.5-9, 10: UCMS Ctrl in the source storage entity loads the requested IUQs from Q-Storage into UCMS 
in the entity, judges whether transmission of the IUQs for the requested purpose is permitted 
or not, by evaluating the values of PGN or PCN in IURS and comparing the values of the 
IUQIDs with the values of Acceptable IUQ Type, which UCMS Ctrl received in F3.5-1. If the 
result is “permitted”, UCMS Ctrl creates two kinds of IUQs in UCMS according to Table 3.1 - 
one of which is for transmission and the other is for updating the original IUQs stored in Q-
Storage. 

F3.5-11, ..., 14: UCMS Ctrl in the source storage entity encrypts the IUQs with Ktr for transmission. After 
that, UCMS Ctrl overwrites the original IUQs, which is stored in Q-Storage, with the IUQs 
created at F.25-10. When the process is completed, UCMS Ctrl and CECS transmit the E-
IUQs to the bridge entity. 

F3.5-15, 16: The bridge entity transmits the E-IUQs which the entity received to the destination storage 
entity as they are. UCMS Ctrl in the destination storage entity eventually receives them. 

F3.5-17: UCMS Ctrl in the destination storage entity decrypts the E-IUQs which the entity received 
with the Ktr. 

F3.5-18, 19: UCMS Ctrl in the destination storage entity checks the integrity of the IUQs and judges 
whether writing the IUQs to Q-Storage is permitted or not. If the result is “permitted”, UCMS 
Ctrl modifies values of PGN or PCN in IURS according to Table 3.1 and writes them to Q-
Storage. 

If a storage entity receives a request to read such an IUQ for the purpose of copy, UCMS Ctrl sets PGN to the 
value included in the request in the UCMS after reading the IUQ from Q-Storage, and transmits the IUQ to a host 
or bridge entity which transmitted the requests (No. 14). When the transmission is completed, UCMS Ctrl subtracts 
(requested value + 1) from the value of PCN kept in UCMS and overwrites the IUQ stored in Q-Storage with the 
updated IUQ, as long as the value of PCN of the IUQ in Q-Storage is not the maximum number. On the other hand, 
if a storage entity receives a request to read an IUQ whose PCN is zero for the purpose of copy, UCMS Ctrl rejects 
the request. In this case, UCMS Ctrl accepts the request if the purpose is move. 
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Figure 3.6  Outline of a sequence of processes to transfer IUQs for the purpose of move and copy between two 
storage entities mediated by a host entity 

F3.6-1: UCMS Ctrl in the source storage entity and UCMH Ctrl in the host entiy execute the specified 
sequence of processes for authentication and share Ktr1. 

F3.6-2: UCMH Ctrl in the host entiy and UCMS Ctrl in the destination storage entity execute the 
specified sequence of processes for authentication and share Ktr2. 

F3.6-3, ..., 11: The processes are the same as those described in F3.5-2, 3, ..., 10 in Figure 3.5. 

F3.6-12: UCMS Ctrl in the source storage entity encrypts the IUQs with Ktr1 for transmission. 

F3.6-13: The process is the same as that described in F3.5-12. 

F3.6-14, 15: UCMS Ctrl and CECS transmit the E-IUQ to the host entity. 

F3.6-16, ..., 19: UCMH Ctrl in the host entity decrypts the E-IUQs which the entity received with the Ktr1, 
reencrypted them with the Ktr2 for transmission, and transmits them to the destination 
storage entity. 

F3.6-19: UCMS Ctrl in the destination storage entity decrypts the E-IUQs which the entity received 
with the Ktr2. 
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F3.6-20, 21: The processes are the same as those described in F3.5-18 and 19 in Figure 3.5. 

3.4 Control of Play Based on the Number of Times Led by the Storage Entity 

The control of the use of a restricted content based on the number of play times proposed in item (2) in section 
2.3 can be achieved by a method similar to that described in section 3.3, as long as the purpose is to restrict the 
number of play times merely below the specified value. The method is that a storage entity controls transmission of 
the requested IUQ as below. 
 Set an element in IURS to the number of play times, below which playing the target restricted content is permitted, 

when a host entity creates an IUQ. 
 UCM Ctrl in a source storage entity and a destination host entity mutually authenticates and build a virtual 

private channel between them. The source storage entity transmits target IUQs through the virtual private channel 
or aborts processes for transmission, based on the result of evaluation of the value of the element in IURS. 

 UCMS Ctrl in the source storage entity subtracts one from the value of the element in IURS stored in Q-Storage, 
every time it is completed. 

 UCMS Ctrl executes the above processes independent of experiences of playing the other BUs. 
It is considered that obtaining users’ understanding is difficult if the value of the element is reduced without any 

exception. Replay operation seems to be such a case. It is considered that playing BUs which have been played does 
not invades usage authorizers’ rights, if the operation is permitted without reducing the number as long as some 
specific conditions are satisfied. An example of the conditions is that a host entity which played BUs keeps IUQs 
to decrypt the E-BUs on its volatile memory and the data shared secretly through the specified authentication. Based 
on the view, an idea that the numbers of play times included in IUQs are reduced when a storage entity transmits 
the IUQs, and, the number of transmission of IUQs which a storage entity actually executed and BUs which a host 
entity actually played may be different seems rational. Admitting the idea brings an advantage that processes to 
control play along the rule is facilitated. We therefore construct a mechanism similar to that for move and copy 
described in section 3.3, for controlling playing BUs. 

In the mechanism, the number of play times is reduced even if a host entity which received the IUQs does not 
actually played the BUs at all to which the IUQs were assigned or played only a part of the BUs, which does not 
satisfy a condition for completion of playing the BUs2. To avoid the situation, we construct a component mechanism 
to recover the value of the element to the original one in a source storage entity as long as some specified conditions 
are satisfied. 

Table 3.2 indicates the values to which UCM Ctrl in each entity sets the element in IURS for the rule at each point. 
Figure 3.7 shows the outline of a sequence of processes to transfer IUQs to accomplish the control. 

Table 3.2  Values of PPN in the IUQ for a BU, whose number of play is limited 

Entity Role 
Action Vale of PPN in IURS Descriptions 
No. Items PPN†1  

Host Receiver 1 Receive 0  
  2 Transmit (to Output) Not applicable  
Output Receiver 3 Receive (from Host) Not applicable  
Storage Transmitter 4 Update N1 – 1 or N1 N1 is the value at the time when 

the entity receives the request.  
1 is subtracted from N1 if N1 is 
less than the muximum number. 

  5 Transmit 0  
†1 Permitted Play Number 

                                                        
2 An example is that playing first half of a BU is the condition to recognize that the BU has completely been played. 
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The following is a supplemental explanation on the usage rules described in Table 3.2. 

 Permitted Play Number (PPN) 
PPN is set to permitted number of play times on an IUQ. PPN plays the role of the element described above. 

Similar to PGN, in cases where PCN is set to the maximum number, permitted number of play times on the IUQ is 
not limited. When a storage entity receives a request to read an IUQ whose PPN is zero for the purpose of play, the 
entity rejects the request. However, if the request is for the purpose of move or copy, UCMS Ctrl accepts it3. When 
a storage entity receives a request to read an IUQ, in which PPN is set to a value greater than one and less than the 
maximum number, for the purpose of play, UCMS Ctrl generates an IUQ by copying the IUQ stored in the storage 
entity in UCMS and overwrites the value of PPN with zero (No. 1, 5). When the transmission is completed, UCMS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.7  Outline of a sequence of processes to transfer IUQs for the purpose of play between a storage entity 
and a host entity, where UCMS Ctrl determines whether to transmit the IUQ or not based on the value of PPN 

                                                        
3 In fact, UCMS Ctrl determines whether to execute the requested operation or abort according to the specified operation rule. 
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Ctrl subtracts one from the value of PPN in UCMS and overwrites the IUQ in Q-Storage with the updated IUQ (No. 
4), as long as the value is less than the maximum number. Then, UCMH Ctrl does not evaluate the value of PPN. 
F3.7-1: UCMS Ctrl and UCMH Ctrl execute the specified sequence of processes for authentication 

and share Ktr. 

F3.7-1*: UCMH Ctrl and a tamper resistant controller in an output entity execute a specified sequence 
of processes for authentication and share KHO. 

F3.7-2, ..., 10: The processes are the same as those described in F3.5-2, 3, 4, 7, ..., 12 in Figure 3.5, except 
that the Central Entity Controller in the bridge entity is replaced with that in the host entity. 

F3.7-11, 12: UCMS Ctrl create E-IUQs by encrypting the IUQs with Ktr and CECS transmits the E-IUQs 
to the host entity. 

F3.7-13, 14: UCMH Ctrl in the host entity decrypts the E-IUQs which the entity received with the Ktr and 
determines whether playing the BUs is permitted or not by evaluating the values in IURH. 

F3.7-15: If the result of the evaluation at F3.7-13 is “permitted”, UCMH Ctrl decrypts the E-BUs with 
the KBUs included in the IUQs. 

F3.7-16, 17: UCMH Ctrl encrypts the BUs with KHOs and plays them. 
  
If a BU is a part of the payload of a digital broadcast content, a host entity generates an IUQ where PPN is set to 

the maximum number, because play operation is currently not restricted at all. 
When a storage entity receives such an IUQ, UCMS Ctrl in the entity writes the IUQ to Q-Storage as it is. 
Figure 3.7 shows an outline of a sequence of processes to transfer IUQs for the purpose of play according to the 

usage rule as described above. 

3.5 Control of Sequential Play Led by the Storage Entity 

A method to force playing some BUs sequentially and to permit playing the other BUs randomly as described in 
article (3) in section 3.2 is accomplished by making UCMH Ctrl and UCMS Ctrl execute the following four processes 
at the adequate steps in the sequence shown in Figure 3.7. The first and the second processes are those which should 
be executed around F3.7-17, and the third and the fourth processes are those which should be executed around F3.7-
8. 
 UCMH Ctrl recognizes that a BU has actually been played. 
 The host entity transmits “play experience evidence” (PEE) on the BU to the storage entity through the virtual 

private channel. 
 UCMS Ctrl evaluates whether the BU has really been played or not. 
 UCMS Ctrl determines whether to transmit the requested IUQ to the host entity or not, referring to the rules 

described in the selected SPR and the result of PEE evaluation. 
The above processes realizes “playing partial payload j (≠ i) becomes possible in cases where partial payload i 

has already been played”. Figure 3.8 shows an outline of a sequence of processes to transfer IUQs for the purpose 
of play according to the SPR. 
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Figure 3.8  Outline of a sequence of processes to control playing BUs according to an SPR led by a storage entity 
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F3.8-1, 1*: The processes are the same as those described in F3.7-1 and 1* in Figure 3.7. 

F3.8-2: Central Entity Controller in the host entity transmits requests, which requires the Central 
Entity Controller in the storage entity to read and transmit the lists of all the restricted 
contents and SPRs, to the storage entity. 

F3.8-3, ..., 6: Central Entity Controller in the storage entity reads the lists and SPR*s from N-Storage and 
transmits them to the host entity. The host entity transmits all the SPRs to the output entity 
and the output entity renders them on the display. 

F3.8-7: A user selects a restricted content and an SPR for the content. UCMH Ctrl in the host entity 
recognizes the rules described in the SPR and the value of SPRID for the SPR. 

F3.8-8, 9: UCMH Ctrl transmits a request to the storage entity, which requires UCMS Ctrl to load the 
SPR* into UCMS and recognizes the rule. 

F3.8-10, 11, 12: UCMS Ctrl loads the SPR and SPR*RO from N-Storage and Q-Storage into UCMS, verifies 
them, and recognizes the rules described in the SPR. Here, we assume that a rule shown in 
Figure 3.4 is described in the SPR. 

F3.8-13, 14, 15: The processes are the same as those described in F3.7-2, 3, 4 in Figure 3.7, except that the 
target E-BU is E-BU[i]. 

F3.8-16, 17 Central Entity Controller in the host entity transmits requests, which require UCMS Ctrl to 
read IUQ[i], to the storage entity. 

F3.8-18 UCMS Ctrl load IUQ[i] into UCMS. 

F3.8-19 (1), (2), UCMS Ctrl executes the following: 
 Judge whether to transmit the IUQ[i] or not by evaluating the value of IURS. If the result 

shows that transmitting the IUQ[i] is permitted, UCMS Ctrl continues to execute the 
process. If the result show that the action is not permitted, UCMS Ctrl aborts the process. 

 Recognize IUQ[i].BUID, which is the value of BUID included in IUQ[i] requested at 
F3.8-17. 

 Recognize which BUs have already been played, in terms of BUID. 
 Recognize a BU, whose value of BUID is IUQ[i].BUID, is included in a partial payload: 

Case 1 (The BU is in Partial Payload 0): BUID[0] ≤ IUQ[i].BUID ≤ BUID[j – 1] 
Case 2 (The BU is in Partial Payload 1): BUID[j] ≤ IUQ[i].BUID ≤ BUID[k – 1] 
Case 3 (The BU is in Partial Payload 2): BUID[k] ≤ IUQ[i].BUID ≤ BUID[l – 1] 
Case 4 (The BU is in Partial Payload 3): BUID[l] ≤ IUQ[i].BUID ≤ BUID[N – 1] 
where, BUID[n] expresses the value of BUID for BU[n] 
In case 1 or 3, UCMS Ctrl checks reception experience of PEE[i – 1] or PEE[k – 1]; if 
UCMS Ctrl has not received the PEE, UCMS Ctrl aborts the process. if UCMS Ctrl has 
already received the PEE, UCMS Ctrl continues to execute the process. 
In case 2, UCMS Ctrl checks reception experience of PEE[j – 1]; if UCMS Ctrl has not 
received the PEE, UCMS Ctrl aborts the process. if UCMS Ctrl has already received PEE 
the PEE, UCMS Ctrl continues to execute the process. 
In case 4, UCMS Ctrl checks reception experience of PEE[l – 1]; if UCMS Ctrl has not 
received the PEE, UCMS Ctrl aborts the process. if UCMS Ctrl has already received PEE 
the PEE, UCMS Ctrl continues to execute the process. 

F3.8-20, 21 UCMS Ctrl and Central Entity Controller in the storage entity transmits the result of F3.8-19 
to the host entity. 

F3.8-22, ..., 29: The processes are the same as those described in F3.7-7, ..., 14 in Figure 3.7, except that the 
target E-BU and IUQ are E-BU[i] and IUQ[i] respectively. 

F3.8-30, 31, 32: The processes are the same as those described in F3.7-15, 16, 17 in Figure 3.7, except that 
the target BU is BU[i]. 

F3.8-34, 35, 36: In case 1 or 3, UCMH Ctrl creates PEE[i], encrypts the PEE with the Ktr, and transmits it to 
the storage entity. 

F3.8-37, 38: UCMS Ctrl executes the following: 
 Decrypt the PEE[i] in encrypted form with the Ktr, if F3.8-32, ..., 35 are executed. 
 Evaluate PEE[i]; if the result shows that the value is rational, UCMS Ctrl recognizes that 
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BU[i] has actually been played. 
  
The following explanation is a supplement on the above sequence of processes. As shown in F3.8-38, the PEE[i] 

is a datum for UCMS Ctrl to recognize that BU[i] has actually been played. As shown in F3.8-34, ..., 37, PEEs must 
be transferred through the virtual private channel similar to IUQs. Naturally, reference data to verify the validity 
and adequacy of PEEs must be stored in Q-Storage. 
 If the PEE[i] is transferred through a public channel, anyone can pilfer it with bridge entity when it is on the 

channel. 
 If PEEs are transferred from a host to storage entity through public channel, extraction of PEEs from BUs and 

evaluations of the experience of play do not have to be executed in UCMH and UCMS, because any unauthorized 
host and bridge entity can transmit PEEs which some host entity generated or pilfered while they are transferred 
at any time to a storage entity. 

If the problem described in the second item does not exist, we can omit the problem described in the first item. 
Namely, what must be assured is to construct a mechanism where UCMS Ctrl in the storage entity can recognize the 
type of the entity which transmitted PEEs and incorporate the mechanism into an entire mechanism to force playing 
BUs sequentially. To achieve the purpose, we can point to three methods which are immediately conceivable. The 
first one is to transfer PEEs itself through the virtual private channel. The second one is to transfer PEEs through 
the public channel and a hash value of each PEE or a part of the PEE through the virtual private channel. The third 
one is to transfer PEEs and a hash value, which is calculated from each PEE and a datum shared secretly between 
the host and storage entity, through the public channel. Here, we can understand that PEEs will not especially 
provide better operability and higher convenience to users, because PEEs themselves are just random numbers and 
do not include any explicit information such as text data describing characteristics of the content. Accordingly, it is 
not essential to construct a mechanism so that a bridge entity can obtain PEEs. On the other hand, if transfer of 
PEEs from a host entity to a storage entity through the public channel as the second and third methods, crackers can 
get a part of information to achieve known plaintext attack. From the points of views, we adopt the first method, 
not the second and third one. 

Naturally, it is necessary for storage entities to store lists of PEEs so that UCMS Ctrl verifies the legitimacy of 
PEEs transferred from the host entity. According to the policy and a consequence that unauthorized host entities and 
bridge entities cannot get PEEs, we naturally specify the following two rules: 
 Storage space where the list of PEEs are stored must be Q-Storage and providing any measures with which 

unauthorized host entities can get lists of PEEs with the purpose of only getting the values included in the lists 
must be prohibited. 

 When the lists of PEEs transferred between two entities, they must be done through a virtual private channel 
built between them. 

In consequence of specifying the rules, we naturally classify PEEs and lists of PEEs as UCO. In next subsection, 
we explain characteristics of PEEs and a method to transfer them in detail. 

3.5.1 Method for UCMS Ctrl to Understand the Experience of Play 

In fact, conditions to recognize that a BU has been completely played are not uniform depending on usage 
authorizers or the providers of content distribution service as described in section 3.4. In addition to that, we can 
assume situations where a new rule to force playing a set of BUs sequentially, which have already been distributed 
to users with another rule, is created afterward. In whichever situation, it is not rational to assume that the conditions 
are uniform for any kind of BUs. For example, as for the restricted content shown in Figure 3.4, it is presumed that 
conditions of completion of playing the BUs included in the partial payload 0 and 2, which are CM contents, is to 
play the entire BUs, if the restricted content is distributed to users for free. On the other hand, more relaxed condition 
may be assigned to the BUs, if users paid to obtain the restricted content. 

Then, if the content distributers need to create multiple kinds of payloads, to which different rules forcing to play 
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BUs sequentially are assigned, on a restricted content, they are driven to invest time and money to expand storage 
systems, create the multiple payloads, and storing them to the storage systems. 

To avoid the problems, we newly introduce three kinds of data - “played point indicator”, “played point indicator 
list”, and “play completion condition”. On top of that, we specify a sequence of processes, which the UCMH Ctrl  
and UCMS Ctrl execute using the data to check experience of playing BUs. 
 Played Point Indicator (PPI) 

A PPI consists of a tag and a payload. For the tag and the payload, an identifier and a random number are set 
respectively. Both of them are unique to each PPI. The length of a random number is nearly equal to the length of 
KBU. PPIs are interpolated into various positions of a BU. We study about the positions which seem to be reasonable 
later in this subsection. Figure 3.9 shows a BU to which multiple PPIs are interpolated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.9  Multiple PPIs interpolation into a BU 

 Played Point Indicator List (PPIL) 
PPIL is a list including all PPIs interpolated in a BU. UCMS Ctrl in a source storage entity judges whether a target 

BU has surely been played or not by comparing the PPI transferred from a destination host entity and the PPI 
included in PPIL. The condition is specified in play completion condition, which is explained in the next item. 
 Play Completion Condition (cf. section 3.4) 

Play completion condition is a kind of rule included in SPR. It specifies conditions for UCMS Ctrl to recognize 
that a BU has actually been played. Conditions are described with the ordinal number of the interpolated PPI. For 
example, if play completion condition on a BU is n, it is recognized that the BU has been played when a part of the 
BU, which are from the head to the position where n-th PPI was interpolated, has been played. We describe the 
ordinal number as Played Point Indicator Number (PPIN). 
 Sequence of processes to check the experience of playing BUs 

- Generation and interpolation of PPIs into BUs 
Generation of PPIs and interpolation of PPIs into BUs are executed by UCO Creator and BU Handler in UCMH 

which imports a restricted content and generates the BUs. 
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Figure 3.10  Generation and interpolation of PPIs into BUs 

F3.10-1, 2: A restricted content is imported in plaintext from the other usage-controlled domain through 
the Content Importer. After that, Central Entity Controller in the host entity transmits the 
payload of the content to BU Handler. 

F3.10-3: BU Handler divides the payload into multiple BUs. 

F3.10-4, 5: UCO Creator generates random values for PPIs, bunches them as a PPIL, and transmits the 
PPIL to BU Handler. 

F3.10-6, 7: BU Handler interpolates the random values into each BU as PPIs and transmits the BUs to 
BU Encrypter. 

F3.10-8, 9: BU Encrypter encrypts the BUs with KBU and transmits them to Central Entity Controller. 
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F3.10-10: Central Entity Controller transmits the BUs in encrypted form to N-Storage in the storage 
entity. 

F3.10-11: UCO Creator transmits the PPIL to UCO Transfer Handler. 

F3.10-12, 13, 14: UCO Transfer Handler encrypts the PPIL with the Ktr and Central Entity Controller 
transmits them to Q-Storage in the storage entity. 

F3.10-15, 16: Host UR Manager creates SPR and SPR*RO including non UCO and transmits them to UCO 
Creator. 

F3.10-17: UCO Creator creates SPR*RO including UCOs as necessary. 

F3.10-18, 19: Host UR Manager transmits the SPR and SPR*RO to the host entity interface. Central Entity 
Controller transmits them to N-Storage in the storage entity. 

F3.10-20: UCO Creator transmits the SPR*RO to the UCO Transfer Handler. 

F3.10-21, 22, 23: UCO Transfer Handler encrypts the SPR*RO with the Ktr and Central Entity Controller 
transmits them to Q-Storage in the storage entity. 

  
- Recognition of play experience of target BU by the UCMS Ctrl in case 1 and 3 of F3.8-19 
Recognition of completion of playing a target BU by UCMS Ctrl is accomplished through the sequence of 

processes F3.8-33, 34, ..., 38 in Figure 3.8. We describes the sequence using the data introduced in the above 
descriptions. 
  
F3.8-33: After decrypting the target E-BU[i], UCMH Ctrl extracts n PPIs. Here, it is assumed that n is 

play completion condition described in the selected SPR. 

F3.8-36, ..., 39: The host entity transmits the extracted PPIs as PEE[i] to the storage entity through the virtual 
private channel. 

F3.8-34 UCMS Ctrl recognizes that play completion condition for BU[i] is n and compares the n PPIs 
which the entity received with those described in the PPIL, which is stored in the entity. If all 
the values are equal, UCMS Ctrl recognizes that the BU[i] has actually been played. 

  
As described above, PPIs and PPIL correspond to PEEs and a list of PEEs, which are previously used. 

- Positions where PPIs are interpolated in a BU and the frequency of the interpolation 
If PPIs are interpolated into arbitrary positions of a BU, UCMH Ctrl may not identify a bit sequence found in a 

BU as a tag of PPI in cases where the bit sequence is the same as the value of the tag. To avoid such a situation, it 
is necessary to restrict positions, to which interpolation of PPIs are permitted, to some extent. 

To make the restriction be more practical, we refer the structure of Japanese digital broadcast content data and 
video data stored on DVDs, which are widely used. The format of them is MPEG2 [11] and the data for a second 
consist of thirty pictures. 

Considering a fact that a processing unit of MPEG2 stream is Group of Pictures (GOP) [64][65], it seems 
reasonable to limit the positions where PPIs are interpolated to the intervals of two adjacent GOPs. If the limitation 
is active, it becomes unnecessary to search all the bit sequence in BUs for the value of tag of PPI. 

As for this kind of content, the data for 0.5 seconds consists of one GOP. If PPIs are interpolated into all the 
intervals, it is possible to specify play completion condition with 0.5 second accuracy. Capacity of the data for 0.5 
seconds is approximately 0.25 to 1.5 MiB, because bit rate of digital broadcast content data and the video data stored 
on DVDs range from approximately 4 to 24 mega bits per second (Mbps). Here, we assume that the size of a tag 
and a payload of a PPI is respectively 4 and 16 bytes4. The size of a payload of a PPI is equal to the length of a key 
specified in AACS and DTCP, which is to encrypt the payloads of restricted contents, and a ratio of one PPI to one 
GOP is approximately O(10-3). Consequently, total capacity of PPIs is small enough to be negligible. The view can 
be conceivable when we take the fact that users have accepted HDD products whose actual capacity which users 

                                                        
4 Appropriate length of KBU is studied in section 5.2. However, we mention only the conclusion here - 16 bytes are considered to be sufficient. 
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can store data is 10% less than nominal capacity into account. Furthermore, BUs, which need to be played so as to 
satisfy play completion condition, may be small parts in all the BUs constituting a restricted content as shown in 
Figure 3.4. Therefore, the total size of PPIs is expected to be less than the above estimation actually. 

3.5.2 Basic Policy on Describing Rules in SPR and Management of SPR 

It is crucial to construct the mechanism so as to reduce the management load of the servers which distribute restricted 
contents, to which multiple SPRs are assigned, and be easy to implement the functions to control the use of restricted 
contents according to SPRs. In the sense, the policy on assigning SPQs to restricted contents shown in Figure 2.1 is 
rational. In this subsection, we explain the reason and several characteristics of SPRs. 
(1) Figure 2.1Policy of describing rules in SPR 

We can point to two kinds of methods to describe rules to force playing BUs sequentially in SPR, in which the 
operation is controlled by whether a storage entity transmits the requested IUQs or not. 
 Describe BUIDs of the BUs, which must have been played before a source storage entity transmits an IUQ, in 

each IURS. UCMS Ctrl in the storage entity judges whether transmitting the requested IUQ is permitted or not 
similar to the other rules described in the IURS. 

 Introduce a new datum including only SPR. UCMS Ctrl judges whether transmitting the requested IUQs is 
permitted or not according to the rule. 

There is no difference between the two methods in the sense that UCMS Ctrl interpretes the specified rules and 
determines whether to transmit the requested IUQs or not based on the result. However, the second method is 
considered more advisable than the first one in terms of reusability of IUQs, which is valuable for building and 
maintaining content distribution servers actually due to the following reason. 

If a rule to force playing BUs sequentially is included in IURS of each IUQ, multiple sets of IUQs, any of which 
are for a set of BUs costituting a restricted content, need to be stored in Q-Storage. On the other hand, if the rule is 
described independent of IUQs according to the second method, it is sufficient that only one set of IUQs are stored, 
even if multiple SPRs are stored in the storage entity. Figure 3.11 shows a situation where IUQs are assigned to a 
restricted content, each of the IUQs includes a KBU for one of the BUs in encrypted form constituting the content, 
and multiple rules to force playing BUs sequentially are assigned to them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.11  Relation between IUQs and SPRs 

If the rules are described according to the second method, the number of iterations of the processes to write IUQs 
to Q-Storage shown in Figure 3.6, total size of IUQ, and the size of each IURS are reduced. This will enable to fix 
the size of an IUQ, because estimating the size of an IUQs almost exactly becomes possible. Most of the 
conventional storage device products categorized in storage entity are designed so that operations to write/read data 
are executed every 512 bytes. Especially for an HDD and a host device for the HDD, it is useful that the size of an 
IUQ is less than 512 bytes, because data are transfered on the interface every 512 bytes. Describing more concretely, 
overhead on the processes to prepare data in the interface is reduced and design of UCMH and UCMS may become 
simple. 
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Remarkable point on the method is that UCMS Ctrl rejects requests to read IUQs for BUs, to which the rules are 
assigned, unless any SPR is not selected before the BUs are used. To achieve the feature, it is effective to prepare a 
novel element in every IURS and set the element to a value, which indicates necessity of specifying an SPR before 
transmitting the IUQ. When a storage entity receives a request to read an IUQ, UCMS Ctrl evaluates a value of the 
element and determines whether to execute the requested operation or not. If any SPR has not been selected though 
a value of the element indicates that selecting an SPR in advance is necessary, UCMS Ctrl rejects the request. 

Based on the above view, we specify that SPRs are described and managed according to the second method. 
Moreover, we specify an element in IURS, which indicates whether SPRs are assigned to the BU or not. 
(2) Information used to describe rules in SPR 

It may be useful for users that the mechanism permits transferring SPR*s among multiple storage entities owned 
by different users as shown in Figure 3.12 and the following procedure. It becomes possible if rules are described 
with BUID, but not with IUQID, because it is possible to treat SPQs completely independent of IUQs under the 
policy and the method described in article (1). 
Step 1 Users 1, 2, and 3 independently obtain a restricted content C composed of three E-BUs to which some PPIs 

are interpolated. It is assumed that two sets of IUQs and SPQs for the BUs are prepared in the host entity 
to distribute them. The values of IUQID of the IUQs included in the first set and the second set are 
respectively (I10, I11, I12) and (I20, I21, I22). In this case, KBU[0] included in I10 and I20 are same. The same 
holds for the pairs of IUQs (I11, I21) and (I12, I22), which include KBU[1] and KBU[2] respectively. Moreover, 
the values of the SPRID of the SPQs included in the first set and the second set are respectively S1 and S2. 

Step 2 User 1 obtains the first IUQ set (IUQID = I10, I11, I12) and the first SPQ (SPRID = S1). 
Step 3 User 2 obtains the second IUQ set (IUQID = I20, I21, I22) and the second SPQ (SPRID = S2). 
Step 4 User 1 gives the two IUQs (IUQID = I10, I11) to user 3. 
Step 5 User 2 gives the one IUQ (IUQID = I22) and the SPQ (SPRID = S2) to user 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.12  Available circulation of IUQs, SPQs and BUs for a restricted content 

In cases where rules are described with BUID in SPR, user 3 becomes to be able to use the restricted content C if 
the person obtains arbitrary IUQs including KBU[0], KBU[1], and KBU[2], and an SPR*. Figure 3.12 shows a situation 
where user 3 obtains two IUQs (IUQID = I10 and I11) from user 1, one IUQ (IUQID = I22) and one SPQ (SPRID = 
S2) from user 2. If the rules are described with IUQIDs, it is impossible to provide such services to users. 
(3) Control policy on move and copy of SPRs 

Services, in which storing restricted contents and SPQs statically in some storage devices owned by users is 
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permitted and host devices control to play the content according to the rules described in the SPQs, have not been 
found as of December 2015. Therefore, policy of move and copy on SPQs which usage authorizers have accepted 
are naturally not known. Meanwhile, the fundamental motives to assume the rule shown in Figure 3.4 is based on 
the fact that it is necessary to force watching CM content to some extent to users in order for restricted content 
owners to be able to continue offering commercial digital contents for free. Based on the facts, we specify policies 
on move and copy of SPR as the following, through the consideration described below. 

Here, we assume a case where two SPQ A and B, in which different restrictions on use of BUs constituting a 
restricted content are described, are stored in a storage entity, and the restrictions described in A are stricter than that 
in B. Such cases happen when the usage authorizer permits to distribute the SPQ A with the content as a default rule 
for a sales promotion, but does not permit to distribute the SPQ B for free. In such cases, it is not surely necessary 
to prohibit users from copying SPQ A. On the other hand, as to copying SPQ B, it is natural to think that some 
restrictions are imposed by the usage authorizer. By one definition, COG and D-10 can be candidates, because they 
are the restrictions which are actually in operation. Then, as a first step, we assume that COG is imposed to SPQ B, 
because the control of the use is simpler than D-10, though the restriction is stricter. As described in section 3.3, 
only move operation is permitted after a datum to which COG is imposed is once stored in a storage entity. 

On building of a mechanism to control play according to an SPR, as long as we assume cases where COG is 
imposed to SPRs, it is essential to take the following facts into account. Since any SPRs do not include rules to 
restrict the number of play times, right of the use does not expand if an SPR2 is created through duplication of SPR1 
on the storage entity SE1, where the SPR1 is originally stored. However, if SPR2 is moved from SE1 to another 
storage entity SE2 and playing BUs of the restricted content according to SPR2 is available in the storage entity, the 
situation is substantively the same as that, where SPR1 in usable state5 is copied. Therefore, the mechanism must 
include component mechanism to prevent completing either such copy or play. 

We enumerates characteristics which the mechanism need to have to achieve the above purposes with small 
processing load and consumption of storage space below. 
 Either each SPR or SPR*RO includes a flag, which shows permission on copy of the SPR in usable state. 
 Playing BUs according to an SPR, which is duplicated in a storage entity where the original authorized SPR is 

stored and moved to another storage entity without the specified sequence of processes, is aborted, in cases 
where the flag is set to a value for “copy-prohibited”. 

 Playing BUs according to an SPR, which is copied from another storage entity in defiance of restrictions on the 
operation imposed to the SPR, is prevented by the mechanism, in which the purpose is accomplished regardless 
of existence of the PPILs, which includes the PPIs interpolated into the BUs. The characteristic brings the 
following benefits: 

- It becomes unnecessary to delete PPILs stored in a storage entity SE1, which include PPIs interpolated into BUs, 
when SPRs stored in the SE1, which are for the BUs and to which COG is imposed, are moved to another storage 
entity SE2. 

- It becomes unnecessary to restrict the number of PPILs stored in a storage entity SE1. Namely, playing BUs 
according to an SPR is controlled, as long as a PPIL for the BUs is stored in SE1. The characteristic improves 
efficiency on the consumption of storage spaces for PPILs. On the other hand, since it does not become a problem 
to store multiple PPILs for a set of BUs in a storage entity in terms of controlling playing the BUs according to 
an SPR by adopting the policy, it becomes unnecessary to record log on the progress of the processes to transfer 
PPILs between two storage entities to prevent the PPILs from being lost from both entities. If transfer of a PPIL 
is not completed, the source storage entity is permitted to transmit the PPIL again without checking whether it 
exists at the destination storage entity or not. 

 If an SPR or an SPRID is tampered, it is detected. 
 Some elements of SPR*RO, which are UCOs, are newly introduced. Here, they are tentatively described as 

                                                        
5 Copy of the IUQs to the SE2 is naturally indispensable. 
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SPR*RO.UCOs. The role of them is to prove that an SPR related to an SPR*RO.UCO stored in a storage entity 
are authorized ones. They are used as the following: 

- SPR*RO.UCOs are stored in Q-Storage. 
- As the process of verification at F3.8-12 in Figure 3.8, UCMS Ctrl checks whether an appropriate SPR*RO.UCO 

is statically stored in the storage entity, from which target IUQs are going to be read, or not. 
- Moving and copying SPR*RO.UCOs between two storage entities are accomplished through a sequence of 

processes similar to that shown in Figure 3.5 to transfer IUQs. The differences are that IUQs are replaced with 
SPR*RO.UCO and the flag is evaluated instead of IURS at F3.5-10. In cases where a user merely copies an SPR 
from a storage entity to another one, an SPR*RO. UCO for the SPR is not copied or moved to the storage entity, 
to which the SPR is written. Due to the characteristic, any host entity cannot play the BUs according to the SPR 
stored in the destination storage entity. 

We construct a mechanism having the above functions and characteristics in Chapter 4. 

3.6 Example of the Format of IURS and SPR 

To prepare PGN, PCN, and PPN in IURS and set them to the values appropriately are reasonable methods for 
UCMS Ctrl to determine whether to transmit IUQs or not rightly according to the controls described in section 3.3, 
3.4, and 3.5. Values to be set to the elements follow Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. 

As of November 2015, it is impossible to assert that the control of play shown in Figure 3.4 is really demanded, 
but we describe the structure example of SPR in Table 3.8 regardless of the level of the demand. Before describing 
the structure, we show two automata, which UCMS Ctrl needs to manage to control the operation. 
(1) IURS 

Table 3.3 shows an example of the format of IURS including minimal elements to accomplish the control described 
in this chapter. 

Table 3.3  Example of the format of IURS 

Byte Bit Number 
Point 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 SPRA GCS   PGN/PCN   
1    PPN    

SPRA: SPR Assignment status indicator 
GCS:   Generation or Copy Control Selector; 
          0: Generation Control (COG), 1: Copy Control (D10) 
PGN / PCN: 
          Permitted Generation Number or Permitted Copy Number 
PPN:   Permitted Play Number 
         

The following are explanations on the elements in IURS described in Table 3.3. 
 SPRA 

A value set to SPRA indicates whether any SPR is assigned to the BUs whose independent use is determined by 
the IUQ or not. Values are set according to the policy described in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4  Values set to SPRA 

Value Description 
0b No SPR is assigned to the BU whose independent use is determined by the IUQ. 
1b Some SPRs are assigned to the BU, whose independent use is determined by the IUQ. 
  

If a request to read an IUQ, where SPRA is set to 1b, for the purpose of play and any SPR is not loaded in UCMS 
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or the request does not satisfy the rule described in the SPR, UCMS Ctrl in the source storage entity rejects the 
request. If the purpose of the request is either copy or move, UCMS Ctrl executes the operation. 
 GCS 

A value set to GCS indicates whether transmission of the IUQ is determined according to the rules on PGN or 
PCN. The selection is exclusive as described in section 3.3. GCS is set to a value according to Table 3.5. 

Table 3.5  Values set to GCS 

Value Description 
0b A value set to PGN/PCN is for PGN. 
1b A value set to PGN/PCN is for PCN. 
  

 PGN/PCN 
PGN/PCN is set to the value according to Table 3.6. 

Table 3.6  Values set to PGN/PCN 

Value Description 
GCS PGN/PCN  
0b 00h – 01h Values described in row on “Permitted Generation Number” in Table 3.1. 
 02h – 3eh Not used†1 
 3fh It is permitted to create any generation from the IUQ. 
1b 00h – 09h Values described in row on “Permitted Copy Number” in Table 3.1. 
 10h – 3fh Not used†1 
 †1 If a value within the range is set to PGN/PCN, the UCMS Ctrl recognizes that the IUQ is invalid. 
   
If usage authorizers permits to copy IUQs unlimitedly and intends to limit the use of the BUs only on the host 

entity, an UCO Creator to create original IUQs sets GCS and PGN/PCN to 00h and 3fh as respectively. 
 PPN 

A value is set to PPN according to Table 3.7. 

Table 3.7  Values set to PPN 

Value Description 
00h – feh Values described in Table 3.2. 
ffh Number of play times is not limited (NMax, Table 3.2) 
  

(2) SPR 
Figure 3.13 shows a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) to control playing BUs in partial payload 0 described 

in Figure 3.4. The DFA is described using the following symbols. 
States: QBUID = {Z, q0, q1, ..., qj–1, E} 
Alphabet (input symbols): ΣBUID = {xin | xin = 0, 1, ..., j – 1} 
Start state: q0 = Z 
Accept state: FBUID = qj–1 

In the figure, alphabet are described not using the value of BUID (BUID of BU[0], BUID[1], ..., BUID[j – 1]), 
but using the index of each BU to simplify the figure. In actual storage entities, UCMS Ctrl manages the DFA based 
on the values of BUIDs. 

The DFA for the partial payload 2 is the same as the diagram, except that state QBUID = {Z, qk, ..., ql–1, E}, alphabet 
ΣBUID = {k, k + 1, ..., l – 1} and accept state FBUID = ql–1. 
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Figure 3.13  Automaton to control playing BUs in partial payload 0, which UCMS Ctrl needs to manage 

Figure 3.14 shows a DFA to control playing BUs according to the rule described in Figure 3.4. The DFA is 
described using the following symbols. Similar to Figure 3.13, alphabet is described using the index of each BU. 

States: QBUID = {Z, q0, q1, ..., qj+l–k–2, E} 
Alphabet (input symbols): ΣBUID = {xin | xin = 0, 1, ..., N – 1} 
Start state: q0 = Z 
Accept state: FBUID = qj+l–k–2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.14  Automaton to control playing BUs shown in Figure 3.4, which UCMS Ctrl needs to manage 

Table 3.8 shows an example of the format of SPR. It includes an element Unrestricted Copy Availability Indicator 
(UCAI). We specify the element according to the policy described in article (3) in subsection 3.5.2. That is, the flag 
showing whether to permit copying the SPR or not is not included in SPR*RO, but in SPR. 

Table 3.8  Example of the format of SPR  

Byte Bit Number 
Point 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 UCAI  Number of partial payloads  
1 CT0  Play Completion Condition  
2         
...    FBUID0    
33         
34 CT1   RFBUID1    
35 CT2   RFBUID2    
...   ... (Similar to Byte Point 34)   

UCAI:      Unrestricted Copy Availability Indicator for the SPR 
               0: Copying SPR is permitted, 1: Copying SPR is prohibited 
CTi:         Control Type for partial payload i 
               0: Playing BUs sequentially is forced, 1: Random is permitted 
FBUID0:  Value of the first BUID of the first partial payload 
RFBUIDi: Relative value of the first BUID (from FBUID0) of the partial 
payload i 

 Z qj-1 
0 

xin ≥ 1 

xin = 0 xin ≤ 1 xin ∈ ΣBUID 
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where, 
  L  = (j – 1) + (l – 1) – k 
     = j + l – k – 2 

 q0 

Regular transition 
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xin ∉ ΣBUID 
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3.7 Summary 

At the beginning of this chapter, we explained the methods to control the use of restricted contents, which the 
mechanism aimed to achieve. Among them, we explained the rules on moving and copying restricted contents from 
a storage entity to another storage entity are Copy One Generation (COG) and Dubbing Ten (D10), which were 
actually imposed to Japanese digital broadcast contents. Then, we mentioned that we assumed Japanese digital 
broadcast contents as restricted contents, taking the fact that the contents are widely watched in Japan into account. 
Furthermore, we assumed other two types of control on playing the digital video contents, which were potentially 
demanded. The first one was relevant to the number of times of playing the content, and the second one was relevant 
to playing the content sequentially. On the second control, playing some parts of the content does not become 
possible, as long as playing the other parts of the content, which are located before the parts of the content, is 
completed. We assume the second control for users to force watching CMs and to prevent sponsors from vacating. 

In the latter half of this chapter, we explained the following. 
 Primary sequences of processes to achieve the above controls. In the sequence, storage entities play the essential 

role on the control so that the system has high pilfer/tamper resistance 
 Characteristics of the data, which are necessary to be introduced to execute the sequence of the processes 
 Example of the structure of the data including rules for the controls 

We have constructed the sequences of the processes in terms of the conceptual views. The detailed sequences 
need to be constructed so as to adapt the methods to transfer the messages and data, which fit the architecture of the 
interface implemented on the actual storage devices and the host devices and internal structure of them. We address 
the problems in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 4 Mechanism to Manage Storage 
Space 

4.1 Introduction 

Generally, processes to manage consumed and unconsumed storage spaces and determine the space to write the 
target data is needed by every application software program without exception. Function elements to execute such 
processes should be implemented as an element of system software program. We can point to the advantages on the 
development policy. That is, taking difference of hardware into account becomes unnecessary when developing 
application software programs, and, simultaneous access to an area in the main memory equipped in a host entity 
by multiple application software programs is compatibly processed. 

Fundamentally, users can tamper any kind of data stored in N-Storage. However, the fact that such tampering does 
not enable usage, which is not permitted in IUR and SPR, should be recognized. The reason is that UCM Ctrl in a 
source storage entity rightly determines whether to process a request to read data transferred from a destination host 
entity based on the result of the authentication of the host entity and evaluation of the IURS included in the requested 
IUQ and the specified SPR, when the source storage entity receives the request. Then, the IUQ which the destination 
host entity receives may not that, which the user actually needs to play a BU1, if the data is tampered. However, as 
long as the transfer of the requested IUQ does not violate the rules described in IUR in the IUQ and the selected 
SPR, the usage of the BU, whose indendent use is controlled by the IUQ, is not prohibitted. In that sense, it is 
reasonable to make Central Entity Controller in host entities or bridge entities manage this kind of data. 

On consumer electronics devices categorized in host entity such as PCs and digital televisions, file system 
manages such data. Conforming to the goal of the research described in section 1.4, the data should be managed by 
file system in the mechanism. Theoretically, we can develop a new file system optimal to manage the data and apply 
it to the system software programs of a host entity and storage entities. However, asking users to install the newly 
developed file system is extremely difficult in most cases, because installing the software program may make the 
system unstable and decrease the performance, though it does not provide services which users directly feel valuable. 
In terms of the development, there is a problem that it experientially takes long time for the newly developed file 
system to operate stably and show sufficient performance, though high quality is required from the first shipment. 

Based on the view, it is more advisable to adopt a file system which has already widely been used and to modify 
it by introducing some new concepts and data needed in the mechanism than developing an original new one, to 
facilitate to apply the mechanism to conventional devices. 

We can point to Universal Disc Format (UDF) [66][67] as a preferable candidate, because UDF has already been 
included in major system software programs and has a good track record. For example, it is specified that the format 
of logical storage space on DVD and Blu-ray Disc need to comply with the format specified in UDF. Moreover, 

                                                        
1 It is fundamentally possible to read all the data stored in entire storage space one by one and to execute objective processes with the data, if the areas 
where the data is stored is unknown. However, it is obviously unrealistic in the current situation where capacity of a storage entity has already reached 
1 TB on HDD and 100 GB on optical discs and semiconductor memory devices. 
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UDF has already been applied to some of the major system software programs such as Windows [68], Linux [68], 
and NetBSD [68]. Furthermore, UDF has an advantage that the details are disclosed to the public. 

Consequently, we decide to use UDF as a base file system. The purpose of this chapter is to establish the following 
three concrete methods on the format specified in UDF. 
 A method to relate E-BUs with an IUQ 
 A method to relate E-BUs with SPRs 
 A method to manage the entire storage space in a storage entity 

4.2 Management of IUQs in a Storage Space 

We assume a situation where N IUQs are assigned to the payload of a restricted content as shown in Figure 2.1. It 
means that the content consists of N E-BUs. The number N is usually specified by each service provider. As for 
Japanese digital broadcast content, a restriction that a part of the payload taking over one minute when it is played 
at the normal speed must not exist in both source device and destination device when it is copied is imposed [17]. 
We describe the imposition as simply “1-minute prohibition rule”. The simplest and the advisable method to satisfy 
the imposition is to set a BU to a partial payload which takes 60 seconds when it is rendered at the normal speed on 
the display of an output entity and assign an IUQ to each BU. The method enables to satisfy the 1-minute prohibition 
rule regardless of the reason, even if an IUQ exist at both source and destination entity at a time. In this case, 60 
IUQs are assigned to BUs constituting a Japanese digital broadcast content which takes 60 minutes to render at the 
normal speed. 

In storage space formatted with UDF, it seems advisable to use Named Stream proficiently to relate an IUQ with 
a BU. Named Stream is a kind of metadata defined in UDF to associate some data related to a file with the file. 
However, we need to pay attention to two kinds of obligation specified in UDF. The first one is that to allocate real 
time data such as video data, which needs to keep minimum transfer rate on the operations to write/read data to/from 
a storage space, as Named Stream is not permitted in UDF. The second one is that UDF files system is specified to 
respond only the size of a file not including Named Streams when application software programs ask that to the file 
system. Intuitively, it is natural to allocate metadata to relate an IUQ with an E-BU as a main file in upper layer and 
to allocate the actual IUQ and BU as Named Streams in lower layer. The second obligation means that the intuitive  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.1  Allocation scheme of IUQs, E-BUs and the metadata to relate them in N-Storage formatted with UDF 
and Q-Storage 
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allocation method is not permitted in a storage space formatted with UDF or a problem that application software 
programs cannot obtain the size of a file occurs if the allocation method is permitted. Due to these reasons, we 
specify to allocate the E-BUs of a restricted content as main files and metadata to relate an IUQ with an E-BU as 
Named Streams. Figure 4.1 shows a method to allocate IUQs, E-BUs and the metadata to relate them according to 
the view in N-Storage formatted with UDF and Q-Storage. 

Symbols used in Figure 4.1 have the following meanings. 
 ContObj[i]: The payload of i-th restricted content stored in N-Storage of the storage entity. It is a concatenation 

of E-BU[0], ..., E-BU[N – 1]. 
 IUQ(IUQID = q): An IUQ which controls the use of a E-BU. We assume that the value of IUQID is q. 
 PlayBackInformation (PBInfo), IUQLocationInformation (IUQLInfo): Named Streams to relate IUQ(IUQID = 

q) with the E-BU. Both of them consist of multiple entries. 
 An entry of PBInfo includes a kind of information designating the E-BU and the value of IUQID (= q). 
 An entry of IUQLInfo includes the value of IUQID and the value of QLA designating the logical sector where 

the IUQ is stored. 
Logically, it is possible to integrate the proposed two Name Streams into one, though we proposed the linkage 

scheme where an IUQLInfo including only position information of an IUQ in Q-Storage, a PBInfo including only 
information relating the IUQ with the E-BU. A PBInfo and IUQLInfo are related with the IUQID. The scheme 
where the two distinct Named Streams are associated with an IUQID is advisable because destruction of the Named 
Streams by the reasons such as sudden stop of power supply is reduced and they can be recovered easily. 

Here, we should carefully determine the information to designate an E-BU included in PBInfo, supposing actual 
operation. Using BUID to designate the target E-BU is an option, because the value of BUID is unique for every 
BU. Therefore, we may need to define the size of a BUID as a few dozen bytes, because the purpose is to identify 
one BU uniquely in BUs generated in all host entities. However, what is necessary here is to be able to designate 
BUs, which is included in a ContObj selected by a user, if a fact that a set of IUQ relates with the ContObj is known. 
It can be achieved by designating the ordinal number of the E-BUs in the ContObj, for example. On the other hand, 
in cases where the ContObj is a digital broadcast content to which either rule described in section 3.3 is assigned, 
designating the E-BUs by describing the values of BUID in PBInfo is not necessarily advisable. 
 Any SPR is not assigned to Japanese digital broadcast contents, at least so far. This fact implies that assigning a 

value of BUID to every BU to control play BUs according to the SPR is not necessary. 
 KBUs to decrypt E-BUs are different even if the original BUs for the E-BUs are same, because the KBUs are 

created in each host entity such as video recorders. Consequently, a set of E-BUs constituting a restricted content 
are different depending on host devices which created KBUs. As for this kind of restricted contents, there is very 
few practical convenience, even if ContObj and IUQs can be distributed separately between various entities. In 
other words, they need to be transferred between two entities together. 

 In the above situations, assigning a value of BUID to each BU and write it to N-Storage with the E-BU are 
precisely execution of redundant processes and waste of storage space. In addition to that, efficiency of the 
processes which Central Entity Controller executes become diminished because the Controller needs to compare 
two values of BUID whose length is unnecessarily long. 

Due to the above reasons, we use information other than the values of BUID, to designate E-BUs described in 
PBInfo. We explain the detail in section 5.3 with the adequate method to encrypt BUs. 

4.3 Management of SPQs in a Storage Space 

An SPR, in which rules to play BUs sequentially are actually described, needs to be protected to have sufficient 
tamper resistance for attacks. Main examples of such attacks are tampering the rules and alternation of UCMH Ctrl 
to avoid executing the processes which must be done to control the use of the content according to the SPR. Here 
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we should take care that the rules described in the SPR is more indefinite than IURS. It becomes difficult to estimate 
the necessary capacity of Q-Storage if SPRs itself are categorized as a kind of UCOs and are stored in Q-Storage. 
On the other hand, it is favorable that bridge entities, which do not relax the rule, or a host entity can read SPRs 
from storage entities without executing additional processes to protect the SPRs. Based on the view, we specify 
policies to allocate SPQs in N-Storage and Q-Storage according to the nine measures as described below. In the 
beginning, we list all the elements related to SPQ and denote the characteristics of them in Table 4.1, followed by 
the supplementary explanations. 

Table 4.1  Characteristcs of the data to manage SPR 

SPQ      
Element Name of 

concrete data 
Protection 
necessity 

Brief explanation Detailed 
explanation 

SPRID SPR* SPRID Not UCO Described in subsection 2.2.5. (4) 
SPR  SPR Not UCO Described in 2.2.5, 3.5.1, and 3.5.2. (1) - (4) 
SPR*RO    Described in subsection 2.2.5. - 
  PPI UCO Described in subsection 3.5.1 and 3.5.2. (8), (9) 
  PPIL UCO Described in subsection 3.5.1 and 3.5.2. (8), (9) 
  H(SPR*) UCO Newly introduced. An H(SPR*) is the hash value of 

an SPR*. H(SPR*)s are necessary to be transferred 
from a source to destination entity through a virtual 
private channel built between them. An H(SPR*) is 
stored on a logical sector in Q-Storage with a 
SPR*L 

(5), (6), (7) 

  SPR*L UCO Newly introduced. An SPR*L is a value of NLA 
designating logical sectors where an SPR* is stored. 
Although SPR*Ls are UCOs and therefore 
necessary to be stored in Q-Storage, they do not 
have to be transferred through a virtual private 
channel†1. It is stored on a logical sector with 
H(SPR*). 

(5), (6), (7) 

†1 The values stored in Q-Storage are those which the storage entity has actually received. This means that 
they may differ from those which the host entity transmitted. 

      
Other supplementary data to manage SPQ  
Data Brief explanation  
SPRInfo Newly introduced Named Stream; An SPRInfo includes multiple SPR*s on a 

ContObj. 
(1) - (4) 

HLInfo Newly introduced Named Stream; An HLInfo includes a value of SPRID and QLA 
designating the logical sector where an H(SPR*) and SPR*L are stored. 

(7) 

PPILLInfo Newly introduced Named Stream; A PPILLInfo includes values of BUIDs and QLAs 
designating logical sectors where PPILs on a ContObj, which consists of BUs 
identified by the value of BUIDs, are stored. 

(8), (9) 

      
(1) A host entity writes SPRs to N-Storage as Named Streams such as PBInfo and IUQLInfo associated with a 

ContObj. We describe the Named Stream as SPRInfo. 
(2) For an SPR, three kinds of data are described - conditions to permit copy of the SPR including UCAI (cf. article 

(2) in section 3.6), rules to play target BUs sequentially, and play completion condition described with PPIN 
for all E-BUs costituting a ContObj. 

(3) Rules to play BUs sequentially are described with the values of BUID (cf. article (2) in subsection 3.5.2). 
(4) An SPRInfo can include multiple SPR*s. We describe an SPR* identified by the value q of SPRID as SPR*(q). 
(5) The host entity writes the hash value of SPR*(q) and the value of NLA assigned to logical sectors where the 

SPR*(q) is stored to a logical sector in Q-Storage. We describe the hash value and the value of NLA as 
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H(SPR*(q)), SPR*L(q), whose letter “L” is an abbreviation of “Location”. 
(6) H(SPR*(q)) and SPR*L(q) are treated as UCOs. Therefore, only an authorized host entity can write them to Q-

Storage through a virtual private channel. However, bridge entities are also permitted to read them from a 
storage entity for reference, if a virtual private channel is built between the storage entity and another host or 
storage entity. 

(7) The host entity writes the value of QLA designating the logical sector where H(SPR*) and SPR*L are stored 
to N-Storage, as a Named Stream for the ContObj. We describe the Named Stream as HLInfo. 

(8) The host entity writes the values of QLA designating the logical sectors where a PPIL is stored as a Named 
Stream for a ContObj. We describe the Named Stream as PPILLInfo. 

(9) A PPILLInfo can have multiple entries. A PPILL is described in an entry. A PPILL includes three kinds of data: 
A value of BUID of an E-BU, a value of QLA designating the first logical sector in the continuous logical 
sectors where the PPILs are stored, and the number of the logical sectors. 

The following are the purposes and effects of the above measures. In the explanation, PPIL(b) and PPILL(b) 
respectively represents the PPIL which includes PPIs interpolated in an E-BU whose value of BUID is b and the 
value of QLA designating the logical sector where PPIL(b) is stored. 
 The purpose of the measure (1) 

The purpose of the measure is to enable a bridge entity to read any SPR. However, it also enables a bridge entity 
to modify the rules described in any SPR. Therefore, we need to construct a mechanism to detect tampering. The 
measure (5) through (7) are to achieve the objective. 
 The purpose of the measure (3) 

The purpose of the measure is to follow the content described in article (2) in subsection 3.5.2. Due to the measure, 
a user (user 3 in Figure 3.12) can obtain IUQs which are necessary to play a target ContObj from multiple users 
(user 1 and 2 in Figure 3.12). 
 The purpose of the measure (4) 

The purpose of the measure is to enable to assign various SPRs to a ContObj and manage them easily. 
 The purpose of the measure (5), (6), and (7) 

The purpose of the measures is to prevent playing BUs according to an unauthorized SPR with processing load 
as small as possible. Moreover, maintaining compatibility to the conventional storage entity products as much as 
possible is also pursued. The measures are those to verify the selected SPR on F3.8-12 in Figure 3.8. 

Prevention of playing BUs according to an unauthorized SPR is accomplished by forcing UCMH Ctrl and UCMS 
Ctrl to execute the following sequence of processes, if the operation is permitted only in cases where it is in 
accordance with one of the SPRs for the BUs. The sequence is a detailed one on the processes F3.8-2, ..., F3.8-12 
in Figure 3.8. In the descriptions, suffixes [H] and [S] represent that values with them are those which a host entity 
transmitted and a storage entity received respectively. 

- Essential sequence of processes before playing BUs 
Step 1 [Host entity] CECH transmits requests to read all SPRInfos and HLInfos with the values of NLA, one 

of which designates logical sectors where SPRInfos are stored and the other of which designates logical 
sectors where HLInfos are stored. The processes are executed on F3.8-2. 

Step 2 [Storage entity] CECS reads the data stored on the target logical sectors and transmits them to the host 
entity. They are kept in CECH and UCMH. The processes are executed on F3.8-3 and 4. 

Step 3 [Host entity] CECH transmits SPRs included in the SPRInfos to an output entity and the output entity 
renders them on the display. A user selects one of them which s/he wants. After receiving the result of 
selection, UCMH Ctrl interprets the rule described in the SPR. The processes are executed on F3.8-5, 6, 
and 7. 

Step 4 [Host entity] UCMH Ctrl transmits a request with the value of HLInfo, which is associated to the selected 
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SPR and ContObj. Here, we describe the value as AH(SPR*)[H]. The request requires UCMS Ctrl to load 
H(SPR*) and SPR*L from the logical sector into UCMS. The processes are executed on F3.8-8 and 9. 

Step 5 [Storage entity] UCMS Ctrl executes the following processes. They are executed on F3.8-10, 11, and 
12. 

Step 5.1 UCMS Ctrl loads H(SPR*) and SPR*L from logical sectors in Q-Storage designated by AH(SPR*)[S] 
into UCMS. 

Step 5.2 UCMS Ctrl loads the SPR* from the logical sector in N-Storage designated by the value of the 
SPR*L into UCMS. 

Step 5.3 UCMS Ctrl calculates a hash value of the SPR* H(SPR*)[S.Calculated] and compares it with 
H(SPR*)[S.Stored], which is the value of the H(SPR*) loaded at Step 5.1. If H(SPR*)[S.Calculated] and 
H(SPR*)[S.Stored] differ, UCMS Ctrl aborts the process. 

As described in Table 4.1, measures (1) and (7), HLInfo, which includes value of QLAs designating logical sector 
where the values of an H(SPR*) and an SPR*L are stored, and SPRInfo including SPR*s are stored in N-Storage. 
On the other hand, we classify H(SPR*)s and SPR*Ls as UCO and specify that they are stored in Q-Storage. 

Processes of Step 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 to verify an SPR which a user selected have chracteristics to prevent playing 
BUs according to an unauthorized SPR described in Table 4.2. Due to the characteristics, UCMS Ctrl does not 
transmit IUQs according to any unauthorized SPR. 

Table 4.2  Characteristics which Step 5 have 

Cases Possibility to 
be problems Actions which UCMS Ctrl takes and the backgrounds 

Target SPR* stored in N-Storage is 
tampered 

Nothing UCMS Ctrl does not transmit any IUQs requested by the host 
entity, because two hash values compared at Step 5.3 are not 
equal. 

Other cases, to which we need to 
pay attention are: 
(1)  The value of HLInfo stored in  

N-Storage is tampered, 
(2) SPR* and HLInfo, which are 

stored in N-Storage, are not 
tampered, but SPR* and 
HLInfo kept in UCMH are 
tampered, 

(3) SPR* and HLInfo, which are 
stored in N-Storage and kept in 
UCMH, are not tampered, but 
the values of QLA described in 
HLInfo are tampered while 
they are transferred from the 
host entity to the storage entity. 

Nothing The cases do not become a problem due to the following reasons. 
UCMS Ctrl executes processes on Step 5.1, 2, and 3 based on the 
values of AH(SPR*)[S], which the storage entity received at Step 5.1. 
If UCMS Ctrl completes the processes, it is assured that the values 
of SPR* kept in UCMS are authorized ones. Then, UCMS Ctrl 
does not care whether the values of SPR* are equal to those kept 
in UCMH or not. Accordingly, UCMS Ctrl does not have to 
recognize whether the values of HLInfo kept in UCMH suites to 
the purpose or not. That is, UCMS Ctrl transmits IUQs when it 
receives a request, which requires the storage entity to transmit 
the IUQs, as long as the request satisfies the rules described in 
authorized SPR kept in UCMS, regardless of the values of the 
SPR* and HLInfo kept in UCMH. If it is permitted that UCMS 
Ctrl executes the processes, playing BUs according the rule 
described in an SPR, which the usage authorizers have not 
permitted, does not become available. 

   
Incidentally, it is described that H(SPR*) and SPR*L are stored in a logical sector in Table 4.1. The characteristic 

is favorable because the number of the request at F3.8-8, which the host entity or bridge entity need to transmit to 
the storage entity to read them, is reduced to one. However, whether storing them in single logical sector is possible 
or not actually depends on the size of the two data. This concern can be negligible taking the following facts on the 
trend of hash algorighm and the size of NLA of the conventional storage entity products into account. 

As of November 2015, we can take SHA-256/384/512 as primary candidates of the hash algorithm to calculate 
H(SPR*). We can point to three facts for the reasons. First, they are authorized by U.S. government in FIPS [69]. 
Second, they have widely been being used in SSL/TLS [70], which is a technology to build a virtual private channel 
in the internet world, and so forth. Third, no pair of bit strings which generates the same hash value and methods to 
find such pair of bit strings have not been found yet. The size of the hash value is 64 bytes at the longest. Moreover, 
the size of NLA of conventional storage entity products is less than or equal 6 bytes. On the other hand, the size of 
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a logical sector is 512 bytes or integral multiple of 512 bytes [5]. From these facts, storing H(SPR*) and SPR*L in 
single logical sector is sufficiently possible and realistic. 

It may be preferable to ensure that two hash values H(SPR*)[S.Received], which is a hash value which a storage entity 
received to write them to Q-Storage, and H(SPR*)[S.Calculated] are equal just before writing the H(SPR*)[S.Received] and 
SPR*L to the logical sector, in order for two hash values H(SPR*)[S.Calculated] and H(SPR*)[S.Stored] to be surely equal 
at Step 5.3. However, it is not essential. If such processes are executed, they should be done after the SPR* is written 
to N-Storage. The following is a representative example of such sequence of processes. 

- Sequence of processes to write the values of H(SPR*) and SPR*L to Q-Storage 
Step 1 [Host entity] A host entity transmits an SPR* with a request to write them to N-Storage with the values 

of NLA to a storage entity. The values designates logical sectors in N-Storage, to which the SPR* is 
going to be written. 

Step 2 [Host entity] The host entity determines a logical sector in Q-Storage, to which the H(SPR*) and the 
SPR*L are going to be written. 

Step 3 [Host entity] The host entity creates HLInfo including the value of QLA and determines logical sectors 
in N-Storage, to which the HLInfo is going to be written. 

Step 4 [Host entity] The host entity transmits a request with the value of QLA described in the HLInfo and the 
datum consisting of the H(SPR*) and SPR*L. The request requires UCMS Ctrl to write the datum to a 
logical sector in Q-Storage designated by the value of QLA AH(SPR*)[H]. They are transferred through the 
virtual private channel. 

Step 5 [Storage entity] UCMS Ctrl receives the request, the value of QLA, and the datum. We describe the 
value of QLA, H(SPR*), and SPR*L, which the storage entity received, as AH(SPR*)[S], H(SPR*)[S.Received], 
and SPR*L[S.Received]. Then, UCMS Ctrl loads SPR*[S] stored on the logical sector designated by the 
value of SPR*L[S.Received] into UCMS. 

Step 6 [Storage entity] UCMS Ctrl calculates a hash value of SPR*[S]. We describe the value as 
H(SPR*)[S.Calculated]. UCMS Ctrl compares H(SPR*)[S.Calculated] with H(SPR*)[S.Received] kept in UCMS. If 
they are equal, UCMS Ctrl writes H(SPR*)[S.Received] and SPR*L[S.Received] to the logical sector designated 
by AH(SPR*)[S]. 

Step 7 [Host entity] The host entity transmits a request with the value of NLA determined at Step 3 and HLInfo 
to the storage entity. 

Finally, we explain the reasons why using a virtual private channel when H(SPR*)s and SPR*Ls are transferred 
between two entities. Necessity of protecting H(SPR*) and SPR*L from tampering is obvious from the above 
explanation and the view is surely applied to the interface between a host entity and a storage entity. Considering 
the purpose to introduce H(SPR*) and SPR*L again, a mechanism to detect whether they are tampered or not and 
abort the processes to write them seemingly sufficient instead of transferring them through a virtual private channel, 
if it is detected that they are tampered. One of such simple methods is to calculate a keyed hash [71] with using 
H(SPR*), SPR*L, and a secret datum shared between two target UCMs and transfer it with the H(SPR*) and SPR*L. 
However, the method has two undesirable characteristics. The first one is that the strength in cryptography may be 
weaker than encryption in theory, because values of H(SPR*) are disclosed to users though it is essentially 
unnecessary and the users can therefore achieve known plaintext attack. The second one is that manufacturers need 
to design the software programs or hardware modules to do them and examine the behavior of them one by one 
before shipping. In that case, consumed physical resources and production cost surely increase. They are crucial 
problems for embedded systems. On the other hand, if sufficiently fast cryptographic engine to encrypt and decrypt 
data is implemented on the entities, difference of the performance on cryptographic operation between the two 
methods may be neglibibly small. Due to the reasons, we specify to use a virtual private channel to transfer 
H(SPR*)s and SPR*Ls between two entities. As for SPR*Ls stored in Q-Storage, providing a method to transfer it 
from the storage entity to the host entity through the public channel is acceptable, because it has already been opened 
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to users in the sense that the value of NLA designating the logical sectors where an SPRInfo is stored is managed 
by the file system. 

The detailed sequence of processes described above, where mechanisms to build the virtual private channel, the 
way to encrypt UCOs, and characteristics of interface implemented on the entities are taken into account, are 
explained in Chapter 6. 
 The purpose of the measure (8), (9) 

The purpose of the measures is to control playing BUs as shown in Figure 3.4. 
By using the Named Streams, data, and their management scheme introduced in the above, control to play BUs 

according to an SPR is rightly accomplished. However, it postulates that a scheme, with which application software 
programs can easily understand ContObjs and SPRInfos associated with each ContObj stored in a storage entity, is 
provided. This corresponds to specify allocation method of data including a list of stored ContObjs and SPRInfos 
in the file system format concretely. The data described as ContObj.List. An entry of the ContObj.List includes a 
ContObjID and SPRIDs associated with the ContObj. ContObjID is set to a value to identify each ContObj, but the 
storage space in which uniqueness of each value must be ensured is only single N-Storage. Consequently, it is not 
necessary to specify a systematic rule to assign a value to ContObjID. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.2  Allocation scheme of ContObjs, IUQs, SPRInfos, and Named Streams in N-Storage formatted with 
UDF and Q-Storage 
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Figure 4.2 shows allocation scheme on ContObjs, IUQs, SPRInfos, and Named Streams to relate them in a storage 
entity, which consists of single N-Storage and single Q-Storage. 

4.4 Entire Storage Space Management 

In section 4.2 and 4.3, we construct allocation scheme of ContObjs, IUQs, SPRInfos, and the other Named Streams 
in N-Storage which is formatted with UDF under with the implicit assumption that a storage entity is equipped with 
single N-Storage and single Q-Storage. However, it is insufficient and we must construct the logical structure of 
entire storage space of N-Storage including the logical space formatted with UDF as a part so that a host entity can 
process the data correctly. 

Recent tendency on system software programs adopted on consumer electronics products and PCs are that the 
products adopting Linux are increasing and Windows are still mainly being used on PCs. Taking the fact into account, 
we need to specify the structure of the entire storage space, in which the format of UDF can fit in. 

4.4.1 N-Storage Management 

The most exterior logical storage space specified in UDF is called Volume [67]. We describe it as UDF Volume 
to avoid confusion. UDF Volume is defined as a continuum of data field called as sector, which is originally defined 
in UDF and different from the terms of logical sector and physical sector used in this dissertation. A sector is defined 
as the smallest part, to each of which an individual value of address is assigned, in storage space formatted with 
UDF. The following definitions are provided in UDF and Ecma standard [67], which is a base standard of UDF, on 
the premise of the definition of UDF Volume. 
(1) A sector in N-Storage, to which a file system writes and reads a unit data, is also called “logical sector” in UDF. 

Since the logical sector differ from a logical sector defined previously in this dissertation, we describe the 
logical sector as UDF logical sector to avoid confusion. A UDF logical sector consists of n (≥ 1) continuous 
logical sectors, which are designated by n continuous values of NLA. Currently, it is specified that the value of 
n is one. That is, the size of a UDF logical sector and a logical sector are equal in the latest standard. 

(2) A value called logical sector number (LSN) is assigned to each UDF logical sector. 
(3) LSN 0 must be assigned to the initial UDF logical sector in UDF Volume. 
(4) Creating partitions in UDF Volume is permitted in UDF. We describe the partition as UDF Partition to avoid 

confusion. A UDF Partition needs to be constructed so as not to include the Main Volume Descriptor Sequence, 
because the location is specified by Partition Descriptor included in Main Volume Descriptor Sequence. 

(5) Anchor Volume Descriptor Pointer must be located at any two of the three UDF logical sectors designated with 
LSN 256, LSNMax – 256, LSNMax. Here, LSNMax is a value of LSN assigned to final UDF logical sector in UDF 
Volume. 

In a case where a storage entity is an HDD, CEC in the drive reads the data stored on the logical sectors designated 
by the value of NLA, which the host entity transmits with the request, and transmits them to the host entity as the 
response to the request. If setting the entire storage space, which corresponds to whole of N-Storage, to UDF Volume 
by assigning LSN 0 to NLA 0, ..., LSNMax to NLAMax, Linux system can recognize the UDF Volume. Here, NLAMax 
is the maximum value of NLA disclosed to host entities. On the other hand, Windows system does not recognizes 
UDF Volume constructed such as the above, because the system recognizes only logical storage spaces divided as 
a Partition. A Partition is constructed as a continuum of logical sectors whose first NLA and last NLA values are 
designated by those set in a Partition Table in Master Boot Record located at NLA 0 [72]. Master Boot Record can 
include four Partition Tables at most. There is a restriction that the value of first NLA must be greater than 63 so as 
to be UDF Volume available in both Linux and Windows system. 

Considering the characteristics that the system software programs have, a UDF Volume need to be located within 
a Partition designated by a Partition Table in the Master Boot Record, so that the programs can recognize the volume. 
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Moreover, LSN 0 need to be assigned to the value of NLA designating the first logical sector of a Partition, from 
item (3). Figure 4.3 shows a relation among N-Storage, values of NLA, Partition, values of LSN, and UDF Volume. 

      
Storage NLA QLA LSN in UDF Data Volume Structure 
N-Storage 0 Not 

Assigned 
Not Assigned Master Boot Record  

 1 : 62   Not Used  
 63 : 126  0 : 63 Not Used  
 127 : 138  64 : 75 Volume Recognition Sequence UDF Volume = 
 139 : 154  76 : 91 Main Volume Descriptor Sequence Partition on 
 155 : 170  92 : 107 Logical Volume Integrity Sequence HDD 
 171 : 318  108 : 255 Not Used  
 319  256 Anchor Volume Descriptor Pointer 1  
 320 : 

LSNMax – 194 
 257 : 

LSNMax – 257 
Folders and Files UDF Partition 

 LSNMax – 193  LSNMax – 256 Anchor Volume Descriptor Pointer 2  
 LSNMax – 192 : 

LSNMax – 177 
 LSNMax – 255 : 

LSNMax – 240 
Reserve Volume Descriptor Sequence  

 LSNMax – 176 : 
LSNMax + 62 

 LSNMax – 240 : 
LSNMax – 1 

Not Used  

 LSNMax + 63  LSNMax Anchor Volume Descriptor Pointer 3  
 LSNMax + 64  Not Assigned (Free to use for other purposes)  
 ...     
 NLAMax     
Q-Storage Not Assigned 0 Not Assigned Used to store UCOs  
  ...    
  QLAMax    
      

Figure 4.3  Relation among N-Storage, NLA, LSN, UDF Partition, UDF Volume, Partition, Q-Storage, and QLA 
on a storage entity such as a HDD 

As for Q-Storage, any data stored there relates with some ContObj and some sort of layer structure to manage the 
data is not necessary in Q-Storage. In that case, it is rather advisable to locate them flat in Q-Storage than to do them 
with complex layer structure or to store metadata being not necessarily essential, in order to avoid consuming the 
storage space wastefully. 

4.4.2 Consumed Storage Space Management 

To accomplish operations to write data efficiently, a datum, which includes the state that each UDF logical sector 
each logical sector in Q-Storage is necessary, so that a host entity can understand them, besides improving physical 
performance of the access to the main memory in host entities and storage media such as magnetic disks or 
semiconductors in storage entities, and data transfer between a host entity and a storage entity. In UDF, a kind of 
descriptor whose name is Space Bitmap Descriptor is specified to do this. The descriptor has the following 
characteristics. 
 The descriptor includes a datum whose one bit expresses whether a UDF logical sector is used or not used. 
 The descriptor is stored in a part of UDF Volume and load to the main memory in a host entity, when the system 

is booted. It is kept there while the system is active. 
 The location of the descriptor is described in a subfield of Partition Descriptor, which is an element of Main 

Volume Descriptor Sequence (see Figure 4.3) in the specifications. 
On the other hand, any datum to indicate used/unused state of each logical sectors in Q-Storage is not specified 

in UDF. That kind of datum is obviously necessary for system software program to determine logical sectors to 
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write UCOs, and we therefore specify a new Named Stream and store it in System Stream Directory in N-Storage. 
We describe the Named Stream as QSBMInfo. Fields which QSBMInfo needs to include are a tag assigned to the 
Named Stream, the size of the allocated area to store the bitmap datum, and actual bitmap datum for each logical 
sectors in Q-Storage, which are similar to Space Bitmap Descriptor. 

A notable characteristic of QSBMInfo is that the datum is located in System Stream Directory in N-Storage, 
though it manages used/unused state of logical sectors in Q-Storage. Adequacy of the policy is the following. 

Since copying and moving UCOs and playing BUs is sometimes restricted by IUR or SPRs, some mechanism to 
recover UCOs when it is lost due to communication errors and so forth so as not to violate the rule need to be 
constructed. To do this, adequate entity needs to record adequate logs on the progress status of the sequence of 
processes to transfer UCOs. Logically, it is possible to use the log datum for host entities to know the used/unused 
state of logical sectors in Q-Storage, but there are a few defects in the method as the following. 
 Even if the size of a UCO is less than the size of a logical sector, used/unused state of a logical sector is expressed 

with multiple bits, because progress status expresses not only existence of the UCO but also the progress of the 
sequence. Taking an example where a UCO is an IUQ, the value of IUQID and the state of completion of 
transmission or reception of the IUQ need to be recorded as the log datum at least. As the result, a host entity is 
necessary to keep the datum whose size is twice or more as large as the value of QLAMax, which is equal to the 
numbers of logical sectors in Q-Storage while the host entity is active. It is obviously wasteful. 

 The log datum needs to be stored in Q-Storage, because the restrictions originally described in IUR and SPR 
may relax if the datum is tampered. Therefore, it is necessary that only a host entity, which is not a bridge entity, 
can understand the state. To make it possible for a bridge entity to read the datum, functions to enable exceptional 
access to Q-Storage by a bridge entity need to be implemented in UCMS Ctrl. This may makes state transition 
management in UCMS Ctrl more complicated. 

On the other hand, what the host entity needs to know is mere used/unused state of logical sectors in Q-Storage. 
Moreover, UCMH Ctrl and UCMS Ctrl do not have to refer the state when they write any UCO to Q-Storage in terms 
of controlling the use of BUs. This means that overwriting the valid UCO with the other valid UCO does not relax 
the restrictions originally described in IUR and SPR. Due to the facts, there is no necessity to store used/unused 
state of logical sectors in Q-Storage. It is rather inconvenient from the point of view that only a host entity can read. 
Based on the view, we propose to express the state of a logical sector in Q-Storage with one bit datum and to store 
it in N-Storage. 

The reason why the datum is stored in System Stream Directory is that the number of the directory created for a 
UDF Volume is limited to one. Due to this, unique existence of the datum for a partition on an HDD is automatically 
assured by UDF, which means that specifying any restrictions to assure its unique existence does not necessary, if 
the datum is stored in N-Storage as a Named Stream for System Stream Directory. 

4.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we proposed the methods to manage the locations where IUQs, SPRs, and the metadata related to 
SPRs are stored, to associate an IUQ and SPRs with a BU in encrypted form “E-BU”. Locations where the target 
data are stored are usually managed by file system, because the storage space is accessed by various application 
software programs. Accordingly, the management should also be accomplished by file system on the system. Then, 
it is more adequate to use a file system which has already been implemented on various systems and enhance the 
function appropriately than to develop a new file system, since it experientially takes long time to develop such a 
new file system with a sufficient stability and performance. Therefore, we adopted UDF, whose format was opened 
to public and implemented on Windows and Linux, which have widely been installed on PCs and embedded systems, 
and expand the format. 

In UDF, it is permitted to associate metadata called Named Stream with normal files and directories. We newly 
defined six Named Streams. Five Named Streams are associated to the payload of a restricted content, and the rest 
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one Named Stream is associated to the system directory. Their characteristics are as follows. 
 PBInfo: Include the ordinal numbers assigned to E-BUs and the values of IUQID. The Named Stream associates 

each IUQ with each E-BU. The Named Stream is associated with the payload of a restricted content. 
 IUQLInfo: Include the values of address assigned to each logical sector in Q-Storage, where an IUQ is stored, 

and the values of IUQID. Host entities get to know the location of logical sectors where IUQs related to E-BUs 
are stored by referring to PBInfo and IUQLInfo. The Named Stream is associated with the payload of a restricted 
content. 

 SPRInfo: Includes SPR*s. An SPR* consists of an SPR and an SPRID for the SPR. The Named Stream is 
associated with the payload of a restricted content. 

 HLInfo: Includes the values of address assigned to logical sector in Q-Storage, where, pairs of a hash value of a 
SPR* and the value of address assigned to a logical sector in N-Storage, where the SPR* is stored, are stored. 
The Named Stream is associated with the payload of a restricted content. 

 PPILLInfo: Includes the values of address assigned to logical sectors in Q-Storage, where the values of PPI 
interpolated into BUs are stored. The Named Stream is associated with the payload of a restricted content. 

 QSBMInfo: Includes the data showing whether each logical sectors in Q-Storage is used or not used. The Named 
Stream is associated with the system stream directory placed in N-Storage. 

Associating an IUQ stored in Q-Storage with an E-BU stored in N-Storage is accomplished using two kinds of 
Named Streams, which are PBInfo and IUQLInfo. Due to the architecture, probability of losing the value of address 
assigned to the logical sector where IUQs are stored when an application program crashes is reduced. 

In cases where a user selects an SPR, UCMS Ctrl in the storage entity compares two hash values, one of which is 
the value stored on a logical sector, which is designated by the value of address described in HLInfo, and the other 
of which is the value which UCMS Ctrl directly calculates using SPR*. If the hash values differ, UCMS Ctrl judges 
that SPR* is tampered, and the storage entity does not transmit the requested IUQ. Due to the mechanism, playing 
BUs along the tampered SPR is prevented. 

In Chapter 3, we explained the mechanism, in which UCMH Ctrl extracts the values of PPI from BUs and the host 
entity transmits them to the storage entity after playing BUs, if BUs are forced to play sequentially. When the storage 
entity receives the values of PPI, UCMS Ctrl in the storage entity compares them with the values described in PPI 
list and judges whether playing target BUs is completed or not. Due to the mechanism, it is ensured to play BUs 
sequentially. 

QSBMInfo includes information of the storage space of Q-Storage, but it is a Named Stream associated with the 
system stream directory located in N-Storage. Due to the mechanism, any unauthorized entity, in which UCMH is 
not implemented and which bridges transfer of E-BUs and UCOs, gets to know used and unused logical sectors in 
Q-Storage and can determine logical sectors to which UCOs are written. 
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Chapter 5 Scheme of Encryption of the 
Payload of a Restricted Content 
and a Mechanism to Associate 
UCOs with the Payload 

5.1 Introduction 

One of the significant basic measures to prevent unpermitted use of restricted contents in the mechanism described 
in previous chapters is to devide the payload of each restricted content into multiple BUs, encrypt the BUs with 
different KBUs, and control transfer of KBUs between two entities. In Chapter 4, we specified two Named Streams 
whose names are PBInfo and IUQLInfo to associate an E-BU and an IUQ based on the measure. However, we have 
not definitely explained the structure of PBInfo and IUQLInfo, because we have not had information enough to 
determine the data appropriate to be described in the Named Streams. Main purposes of this chapter is to clarify 
them and to construct two measures on encryption of BUs as described below, which are necessary as the premises 
to specify the data described in the Named Streams. 
 A method to divide the payload of a restricted content into multiple BUs. 
 A method to encrypt BUs with sufficient strength in cryptography and generate initialization vectors, which are 

necessary to execute the encryption. 
It is partially possible to study on these subjects only with the general characteristics of the structure of audiovisual 

content data and established encryption scheme. However, it is necessary to specify it concretely to construct 
adequate mechanisms for authentication and transfer of UCOs, because the strength in cryptography of them needs 
to be balanced. From the point of view, we especially assume broadcast contents as restricted contents and aim to 
establish a method to encrypt them. It is actually applicable to the other kinds of restricted content. 

5.2 Appropriate Cryptographic Algorithm and Encryption Mode 

Encrypting the payload of a restricted content is one of base measures to achieve the purposes of this research. 
However, encryption algorithm will be a research theme by itself and several dominant algorithms, whose strength 
in cryptography has been evidently evaluated by many researchers, have already been proposed and actually used 
in many fields. Therefore, we do not focus on the subject in this research. The subject we study here is a method to 
encrypt the payload of a restricted content using a specified algorithm, with keeping the strength in cryptography 
which the algorithm essentially has. 

As of November 2015, we can take Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) as a primary candidate of encryption 
algorithm. Especially, a version in which the key length is 128 bit (AES-128) is the most dominant one. As the 
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reasons for the idea, we can point to three facts. First, they are authorized by U.S. government in FIPS [73]. Second, 
they have actually been being used in AACS for Blu-ray Disc, which is recognized as dominant storage media to 
store commercial digital content, FileVault [74] for MacOS X, and Encrypting File System [75] for NTFS file 
system [76], which is a file system for Windows. Third, any specific attack method to decipher messages encrypted 
using AES within realistic time is not found yet. Based on the views, we explain the scheme of encryption assuming 
AES-128, as the encryption algorithm. 

In symmetric key encryption algorithm represented by AES, target data are encrypted per length of the key. 
Therefore, we need to determine the way to encrypt the whole payload taking pilfer/tamper resistance of the payload 
in encrypted form into account if the size of the payload is much larger than the key length. The simplest method is 
to divide the payload into the blocks whose size is 16 bytes mechanically and encrypt them with a key individually. 
The method is called Electronic Code Book (ECB) mode [71]. However, there are obvious disadvantages that known 
plaintext attack [71] partially becomes possible if the positions where tag, header, or size data are interpolated and 
the values are disclosed to the public. In this case, Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode [71] is more adequate. The 
following are some rules of the notation used to express the definition of ECB mode, CBC mode, and the definition 
of them. 
 x ‖ y: Concatenation of two bit sequences x and y 
 k: A symmetric key used to encrypt a message 
 M = m0 ‖ m1 ‖ ... ‖ mN: A message datum to be encrypted 

 C = c0 ‖ c1 ‖ ... ‖ cN: An message datum in encrypted form 
 x ⨁ y; Exclusive OR operation of x and y 
 E(k, x): Encryption of x with k 
 D(k, y): Decryption of y with k 
 ECB mode 

 Encryption: ci = E(k, mi); i = 0, ..., N (4.1) 

 Decryption: mi = D(k, ci); i = 0, ..., N (4.2) 

  CBC mode 

 Encryption: ci = E(k, mi ⨁ ci-1); i = 0, ..., N (4.3) 

 Decryption: mi = D(k, ci) ⨁ ci-1; i = 0, ..., N, c-1: Initialization Vector (4.4) 

As is evident in the equation (4.3), mk–1 in encrypted form is necessary to encrypt mk in CBC mode. Due to the 
characteristic, it is advisable to encrypt a message datum every lump including a certain number of CBC blocks 
because encrypting the datum from the middle of it is not possible as its definition and one bit error is propagated 
until the end of the encrypted message. However, there are two significant advantages on the encryption with CBC 
mode. The first one is that two messages in encrypted form generated from two plaintext messages, both of which 
includes a particular bit sequence at the same position, are quite different, if bit sequences prior to those included in 
both plaintexts differ one bit. Consequently, known plaintext attack based on the values of tags, headers, or sizes 
which may be possible in ECB mode, is generally impossible in CBC mode. The second one is that decryption at 
random position is easy. This is because decryption of ck with CBC mode is accomplished by decryption of ck with 
ECB mode and addition of ck–1 and the decrypted ck with ECB mode. 

Moreover, we can set arbitrary value as c-1 in encryption/decryption with CBC mode, other than the key. The 
parameter is generally called initialization vector. Necessity of concealment of initialization vectors is lower than 
necessity of concealment of keys used to encrypt message data, in the sense that the variation of attacks and 
influence when the ciphertext is cracked is smaller than the case where the key is cracked. However, it does not 
mean there is no threat. Therefore initialization vector should be concealed or scrambled to have the same 
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randomness with ciphertext ci (i ≥ 0), especially in order to make Man-in-the-Middle attack [71] difficult [77]. 
In next section, we propose a concrete method to encrypt the payload of a restricted content taking the 

characteristics of CBC mode and the dominant structure of the audiovisual content data into account. 

5.2.1 Unit Data Size of CBC Encryption Mode 

As long as the purpose of the mechanism is to control the use of restricted contents merely according to the rules 
as described in section 3.3 and 3.4, it can be achieved if the payload consists of one BU. Moreover, if we assume 
the rule described in section 3.5 as a rule, a BU have only to be a partial payload in which a rule to follow does not 
change. However, if digital broadcast contents are supposed as restricted contents, it is adequate to divide the 
payload so as to conform to 1-minute prohibition rule described in section 4.2 anytime. To do this, dividing a 
restricted content into BUs, one of which takes 60 seconds when it is rendered at the normal speed, and assigning 
an IUQ to each of them individually as described in section 4.2 are ingenious method. In this case, average size of 
each BU is approximately 150 MiB1. However, it is adequate to assume that the average size of each BU for CM 
content is 37.5 MiB, because minimum length of time of a CM is 15 seconds in Japanese broadcast service. 

Aside from the above evaluation, we should determine the size of a datum to be encrypted with CBC mode with 
an initialization vector and a KBU, aside from the size of a BU. The reasons are that one bit error propagats until the 
encryption terminates and a host entity needs to decrypt and re-encrypt the whole of the BU when the BU is edited. 
Naturally, the size of the datum to be encrypted with CBC mode should be smaller than the size of a BU. Concretely, 
taking the following facts related to the size of datum into account is significant to determine the size, to ensure the 
performance of the system. 
 Digital broadcast contents are radiated in the form of Timestamped Transport Stream (TTS) consisting of 

Transport Stream (TS) packet and timestamp datum [78]. The sizes of TS packet and timestamp datum are 
respectively 188 bytes and 4 bytes. 

 The sizes of a physical sector and a logical sector of storage entities are same and the value is 512 byte, as 
described in (4) in division 2.2.5.1. That is, writing data from the interface to the storage media in storage entities, 
reading data in the opposite direction, and data transfer on the interface between a host entity and a storage entity 
are executed every 512 byte datum. 

 The size of a cluster on UDF, which is a unit of data processed per operation to write/read data and called 
allocation unit in UDF, is 4,096 bytes in many conventional consumer electronics devices and PCs. 

Due to the facts of the first, second, and the size of a KBU, common multiple of 192 (the size of TS packet and 
timestamp datum), 512 (the size of a logical sector on HDDs), and 128 (the size of a KBU) is favorable as the size 
of a datum encrypted with CBC mode with an initialization vector and a KBU. It is because redundant processes on 
writing/reading data to/from a storage entity do not occur. The value of minimum common multiple is 1,536. On 
the other hand, it is favorable that the size of the datum is smaller than the size of an allocation unit, because the 
size of decrypted and re-encrypted datum is surely less than two allocation units, if only one bit in a BU is modified. 

Consequently, we propose to specify the size of a datum to be encrypted with CBC mode with an initialization 
vector and a KBU as 3,072 bytes. The value is maximum common multiple of 192, 512, and 128 less than 4,096. We 
describe such a datum and the data in encrypted form as Block Cipher Operation Unit (BCOU) and E-BCOU 
respectively. We note that the size of a datum to be encrypted with CBC mode with an initialization vector on Blu-
ray discs is 6,144 bytes. The value is determined so as to be multiple of 192 (size of TS packet and timestamp 
datum) [28]. In fact, the value is calculated by 192 × 32, and it is triple of the size of a logical sector of Blu-ray disc 
(2,048 bytes). Obviously, one bit modification extends three logical sectors at most. 

The above consideration is only on the size of minimum unit of data encrypted with CBC mode. In next section, 
we study the number of BCOUs, to which an initialization vector is applied, in terms of cryptographic strength and 

                                                        
1 Nominal bit rate of Japanese digital broadcast content per second is 16 Mbps (terrestrial) and 24 Mbps (satellite). We assume the average bit rate as 
20 Mbps here. 
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processing load. 

5.2.2 Initialization Vector 

One of the simple methods to conceal initialization vectors is to expand the structure of an IUQ so as to include 
them. Based on the study in subsection 5.2.1, since the size of a BU and a BCOU of a restricted content assumed 
here are respectively 150 MiB and 3,072 bytes, such a BU includes approximately 50,000 BCOUs. 

If an initialization vector is used to encrypt a BU, possibility to generate E-BCOUs whose bit sequences are same 
becomes higher. Such E-BCOUs are generated from the BCOUs whose first 128 bit block are the same in encryption 
with CBC mode, because a KBU continues to be applied to all of the BCOUs. This is a case where there are some 
BUs whose m0 in equation 4.3 and c0 generated from them are same. In the case, crackers can infer that such E-
BCOUs are generated from BCOUs whose bit sequences are same and known plaintext attack to find the KBU may 
become possible, because such BCOUs may be the values of metadata, which are disclosed to the public as a 
standard. The format of MPEG2 stream is a representative example. Obviously, the number of metadata interpolated 
into the streams increases as the length of the streams becomes longer. More precisely, since a GOP is a continuum 
of multiple Pictures, a Picture is a continuum of Slices, and a Slice is a continuum of multiple Macro Blocks, headers 
for the metadata are interpolated into a GOP. In fact, the number of GOPs and Pictures included in a BU are 
approximately 120 and 3,600 (= 120 ∙ 30), and the number of Slices and Macro Blocks are naturally integral multiple 
of them [11][64][65]. Taking the facts into account, the value of initialization vector should be changed more 
frequently to ensure the pilfer/tamper resistance of E-BUs. 

Actually, it is considered sufficient to set the size of BCOUs, to which an initialization vector is applied, as a few 
GOP. The reasons are that the lengths of the headers are approximately dozens of bits and therefore possibility that 
a header is placed at the first block encrypted with CBC mode in multiple BCOUs is presumed very low. Based on 
the rough but intuitive estimation, we establish a policy on the size of a datum encrypted with CBC mode with an 
initialization vector as the following. 
 The size of the datum includes two GOPs at most. It takes one second at most to render the datum at the normal 

speed. 
 The size is power-of-two multiple of 3,072. 

The first item is a reflection of the above estimation. The second item is not necessarily essential, but useful on 
general digital system, because many of sizes of unit datum are power-of-two. 

Considering the points, we specify the size of the datum as 1.5 MiB (= 29 ∙ 3,072 bytes). The value is less than 2 
MiB, which is the bit rate of the terrestrial digital broadcast contents per second (see footnote 1). We describe such 
a set of BCOUs as Same Initialization Vector Unit（SIVU）. 

As for methods to generate and manage initialization vectors which are different for each SIVU, we point to the 
following two ideas. 
 A host entity which creates an E-BU explicitly generates all initialization vectors for all SIVUs constituting the 

E-BU, registers them to the IUQ for the E-BU or a datum including the initialization vectors, which has not 
specified yet, and writes them to Q-Storage. 

 A host entity which creates an E-BU generates only a seed datum and registers it to the IUQ for the E-BU. 
Besides, we determine a method to calculate an initialization vector with the seed datum and the ordinal number 
of each SIVU constituting the E-BU. 

The first and second method has advantages and disadvantages. 
 Advantage of the first method 

 A destination host entity does not have to calculate each initialization vector to decrypt every E-BU. 
 Disadvantages of the first method 

 The size of each IUQ becomes enormous and the value varies. For example, in a case where the sizes of an 
SIVU and an E-BU are 1.5 MiB and 150 MiB, 100 initialization vectors needs to be registered in each IUQ. 
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In a case where the size of a KBU is 128 bit, total size of the initialization vectors for the E-BU reaches 1,600 
bytes. If they are registered in an IUQ, four logical sectors are necessary to store an IUQ in Q-Storage. 
Moreover, the processing load on cryptographic operations to transfer IUQs through the virtual private 
channel may reach four times of processing loads on the cryptographic operations in a case where 
initialization vectors are not included in the IUQ. 

 If the initialization vectors are gathered into a new datum, the processing loads and consumption of the 
storage space in Q-Storage are similar to the above. 

 Advantage of the second method 
 Disadvantages on the first method do not hold. Necessary capacity of Q-Storage and the processing load of 

the encryption and decryption to transfer IUQs through the virtual private channel are smaller than those on 
the first method. 

 Disadvantages of the second method 
 A destination host entity needs to calculate initialization vectors every time to decrypt target E-BCOUs. 

However, the total processing load to calculate initialization vectors in a host entity is expected to balance 
with the processing load to decrypt E-IUQs, because the size of an IUQ in the second method is smaller than 
the size of an IUQ in the first method. 

As for the two methods, there is no logical superiority between them as described. However, if we take the 
characteristics on implementation into account, the situation varies. One of the concerns on implementation is that 
quantity of the data transferred through the virtual private channel in the first method is more than the second method. 
That increases processing loads on cryptographic operations which UCMS Ctrl needs to execute. On the other hand, 
the second method follows to the basic measure (1) described in division 2.2.5.1, because a seed datum to calculate 
initialization vectors is included in an IUQ, which means that no one can obtain the concrete values of initialization 
vectors as long as IUQs are transmitted from a storage entity. Based on the view, we can conclude that the second 
method is more appropriate than the first method on actual systems. 

Figure 5.1 shows the relation among a Transport Stream packet, BCOUs, SIVUs, and a BU. Notation “#i” in the 
boxes of SIVUs are the ordinal numbers of SIVUs. We describe the number as SIVU Number and assumes that the 
initial value is one. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.1  Relation among a Timestamped Transport Stream packet, BCOUs, SIVUs, and a BU 
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In the second method, a method to calculate initialization vectors needs to be determined concretely. As described 
in section 5.2, it is preferable that the value is a random number. One of the easiest ways is to encrypt SIVU Number 
with the seed datum included in each IUQ with the algorithm used to encrypt BUs. Here, it is AES-128. Figure 5.2 
shows the method. KIV is a seed datum included in each IUQ. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.2  Method to calculate the value of an initialization vector 

Figure 5.3 shows a method to encrypt BCOUs in an SIVU. An SE-CBCE in the figure is a module to encrypt a 
BCOU with CBC mode. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.3  Method to encrypt an SIVU 
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Methods to calculate initialization vectors and to encrypt BUs described in subsection 5.2.2 are efficient in terms 
of ensuring pilfer/tamper resistance of E-BUs and reducing processing loads on a storage entity. However, we need 
to study further to reduce the processing loads on cryptographic operations when the payload of a restricted content 
is split into two distinct partial payloads. In this case, if encrypting BUs is done only with the method which we 
proposed in subsection 5.2.2 and the payload is split at the middle of an E-BU, decrypting the second half of the E-
BU, re-calculation of initialization vectors for SIVUs in it, and re-encryption of the SIVUs with new initialization 
vector are necessary, because the first SIVU Number for the first SIVU is “cleared to 1”. The frequency of editing 
commercial digital restricted contents such as digital broadcast contents is presumed to be less than the frequency 
of playing or copying them, but a method to reduce processing loads on the cryptographic operations should be 
incorporated into the mechanism, if the advantages of the method adopted in subsection 5.2.2 are not lost at all. 
Figure 5.4 shows a situation where the payload of a restricted content is split into two distinct partial payloads. In 
the rest of this subsection, we explain the points that should be taken into account when the payload is split, 
necessary processes in the current method, and a method to avoid the processes, based on the figure. Notations on 
the ordinal number for E-BUs, IUQs, and KBUs in Figure 5.4 are the same as those in Figure 2.1. In addition to that, 
SIVU in encrypted form is described as E-SIVU. As for the position where an E-BU is split, we assume that E-
BU[i] is split at a position in r-th E-BCOU in E-SIVU whose value of SIVU Number is p. Then, the first half and 
the second half of the payload are described as partial payload 0 and partial payload 1 respectively. Moreover, the 
first half and the second half of the split E-BU[i] are described as E-BU[i]0 and E-BU[i]1. 
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Figure 5.4  Example of split of the payload of a restricted content 
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entry to ContObj.list introduced in section 4.3 and expanding the structure of the entry so as to register pointers 
which designate the first and last E-BU, E-SIVU, and E-BCOU, as long as neither of the partial payloads are not 
moved to another storage entity. The reason why the method is applicable is that IUQs for E-BUs constituting the 
partial payloads are not duplicated and therefore rights to use the content have not increased. However, if either of 
the partial payloads is moved to another storage entity, it becomes necessary to treat the partial payloads and IUQs 
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Let us consider a situation where only the partial payload 1 in Figure 5.4 is moved to another storage entity. In 
the situation, the following facts hold. Here, the source storage entity that originally stores the partial payloads 0 
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 If IUQ[i] is moved to Storage Entity 1, the partial payload 1 is written to N-Storage as an independent ContObj. 
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Even if a user moves only E-BU[i]1 to Storage Entity 1, crackers can freely copy E-BU[i]1 back to the storage 
entity 0, because E-BUs are stored in N-Storage. Consequently, we specify a radical meathod not to violate 1-minute 
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prohibition rule, if IUQ[i] is copied from the storage entity 0 to Storage Entity 1 as described in the third item. 
A host entity to which Storage Entity 1 is connected logically need to execute the following processes to 

correspond to the change of initialization vectors for E-BU[i]1 as described in the fourth item. Firstly, the host entity 
decrypts E-BU[i]1 while the host entity recognizes that the values of SIVU Number for SIVUs constituting E-BU[i]1 
are p, ..., q, calculates new initialization vectors with new values of SIVU Number starting from 1, and encrypts the 
SIVUs again with the initialization vectors. In a case where the size of a BU is 150 MiB as mentioned in subsection 
5.2.2 and the split position is around 30 MiB from the head, the host entity needs to re-encrypt SIVUs of 120 MiB. 
In this circumstance, UCMH Ctrl, BU Encrypter, and BU Decrypter may not be able to accomplish to record or play 
other restricted contents in parallel because of shortage of resources to execute the processes. Such systems are very 
inconvenient for users. 

5.2.3.2 Particular Processes when the Payload of a Restricted Content is Split 

We specify a method to reduce the three processes which are necessary when the payload of a restricted content 
is split into two distinct payloads, without violating 1-minute prohibition rule. The method consists of the following 
restriction on split position and processes. 
 Positions where split of an E-BU is permitted 

Positions where split of an E-BU is permitted are limited to between two successive E-BCOUs2. Here, it is 
assumed that E-BU[i] is split between r-th E-BCOU and (r + 1)-th E-BCOU in p-th E-SIVU. 
Step 1 A host entity to which the storage entity 0 is connected duplicates IUQ[i] on the storage entity to assign 

IUQ[i] for both E-BU[i]0 and E-BU[i]1. We describe IUQ[i] for E-BU[i]0 and E-BU[i]1 as IUQ[i]0 and 
IUQ[i]1 respectively. 

Step 2 The host entity generates new values of BUID for E-BU[i]1 and IUQID, and overwrites the values of BUID 
and IUQID of IUQ[i]1 with the generated values. 

Step 3 The host entity registers the data whose structure is described in Table 5.1 to IUQ[i]0 and the data whose 
structure is described in Table 5.2 to IUQ[i]1. 

Step 4 The host entity write the updated IUQ[i]0 and IUQ[i]1 to Q-Storage in the storage entity 0. 
Step 5 The host entity updates several values of PBInfo and IUQLInfo for the partial payload 0 and 1 adequately, 

so that IUQ[i]0 designates E-BU[i]0 and IUQ[i]1 designates E-BU[i]1. 

Table 5.1  Added data to IUQ[i]0 

Items Value 
Validity flag of last SIVU 
management field (ESIVU MF) 

0: Invalid, 1: Valid 

LSIVU 
MF 

Last SIVU Number (= p) 
Number of E-BCOUs in 
the last SIVU 

(= r) 

   

Table 5.2  Added data to IUQ[i]1 

Items Value 
Validity flag of first SIVU 
management field (SSIVU MF) 

0: Invalid, 1: Valid 

FSIVU 
MF 

First SIVU Number (= p) 
Number of E-BCOUs in 
the first SIVU 

(= 512 – r) 

   

                                                        
2 As for digital broadcast content, the bit rate per second is about 20 Mbps (cf. 3.5.1). Since the size of BCOU is 3,072 bytes, the simple ratio of the bit 
rate and the size of BCOU is about 0.1. The result means that specifying the split point with the accuracy less than 0.5 second at least may be possible. 
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On top of that, if a host entity receives IUQ[i] whose value of Validity Flag shown in Table 5.1 or Table 5.2 is 1, 
the host entity decrypts the E-BU[i] as the following. 
 Validity Flag of Last SIVU Management field 

1: The host entity decrypts only the first p E-SIVUs in the E-BU[i] even if more E-SIVUs are included in the 
E-BU. Especially, as for the p-th E-SIVU, the host entity decrypts only the first r E-BCOUs. 

0: The host entity decrypts all the E-SIVUs in the E-BU[i]0. 
  

 Validity Flag of First SIVU Management field 
1: The host entity decrypts only the first (q – p + 1) E-SIVUs in the E-BU[i] even if more E-SIVUs are 

included in the E-BU. Especially, as for the first E-SIVU, the host entity decrypts only the last (512 – r) E-
BCOUs. 

0: The host entity decrypts all the E-SIVUs in the E-BU[i]1. 
  
Figure 5.5 shows the processes based on the above explanation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.5  Particular processes as a restricted content payload is split 
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SIVU Index. 
 Register the following values to an entry of PBInfo. 

 The value of IUQID of an IUQ. 
 The first value of SIVU Index assigned to the first E-BU in the E-BUs whose use is controlled by the IUQ 

(First SIVU Index). 
 The last value of SIVU Index assigned to the last E-BU in the E-BUs whose use is controlled by the IUQ 

(Last SIVU Index). 
 Register the value of IUQID and the value of QLA designating the logical sector where the IUQ is stored to an 

entry of IUQLInfo. 
Figure 5.6 shows the scheme described above. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.6  Relation among E-BUs, PBInfo, IUQLInfo, and IUQs 
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On top of that, we specified that BUs were encrypted so as to satisfy the following characteristics. 
 The size of a BU is approximately 150 MiB. The value makes it easy to conform to a rule specified by Japanese 

broadcast industry. The rule is that a part of the payload of a Japanese digital broadcast content, which takes over 
one minute when it is played at the normal speed, must not exist in both source device and destination device 
while it is copied. The value is obtained by multiplying 60 seconds by 2.5 MiB/s (cf. footnote 1 in subsection 
5.2.1), which is the average bit rate of the content distributed by Japanese digital broadcast service. 

 One BU is a continuum of SIVUs. The size of each SIVU is 1.5 MiB. One SIVU is a continuum of 512 BCOUs. 
The size of each BCOU is 3,072 bytes. 3,072 is divisible by 192, 512, and 128, which are respectively the size 
of a TS packet and a timestamp, a logical sector of N-Storage in conventional storage devices, and the key length. 
Due to the characteristic, overheads on processing a BCOU is reduced. 

 Each BCOU is encrypted in chains with CBC mode. An initialization vector is applied to 512 BCOUs in a SIVU. 
An initialization vector is calculated with a fixed value KIV included in each IUQ and an SIVU Number, which 
is an ordinal number assigned to each SIVU. 

 Positions where it is permitted to split a BU are limited to the boundary between two adjacent BCOUs. On top 
of that, the IUQ assigned to the original BU which is split is duplicated and each IUQ is assigned to the first half 
and the second half of the BU. To the IUQs, values to specify SIVU and BCOU at the split position are registered. 
Due to the mechanism, the rule described in the fourth item is not violated and re-encryption of BCOUs around 
the split position do not become necessary. 
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Chapter 6 Mechanisms of Mutual 
Authentication, Transfer of 
UCOs, and, Log Management 
and Recovery of UCOs 

6.1 Introduction 

The mechanism proposed in the previous chapters bases encrypting BUs and managing UCOs including KBUs 
strictly. Such mechanism is realized by implementing UCMH and UCMS so as to have sufficient pilfer/tamper 
resistance and transfer UCOs through a virtual private channel built between two UCM Ctrls. Accordingly, we set 
constructing a concrete mechanism to build a virtual private channel and transfer UCOs through the channel as the 
purposes of this chapter. 

In cases where a storage entity is demanded to have detachability to a host entity, building a “private channel” 
with some “physical” measure between them is not realistic, because it is necessary not only to develop specific 
interface and products on which the interface is applied, but also to make them diffuse among the users. The actions 
to achieve them generally need a lot of cost and time. Accordingly, we specified the mechanism to build the virtual 
private channel “logically” in (7) and (8) in division 2.2.5.1 by considering the facts. In the mechanism, a virtual 
private channel is embodied by encrypting target UCOs with cryptographic algorithms which generate ciphertexts 
with sufficient strength for the attacks. Keys to encrypt the data are generated with some data shared secretly 
between the entities through the processes for mutual authentication. 

Besides ensuring sufficient pilfer/tamper resistance, it is also significant to construct the method so that users do 
not suffer damage when they use the virtual private channel, as long as the usage is permitted. To achieve the purpose, 
it is also necessary to construct a mechanism to recover UCOs at the source entity in cases where they are lost due 
to disconnection of the channel or E-BUs are not actually played at the destination host entity though the IUQs for 
the E-BUs have already been transferred from the source storage entity. 

Furthermore, the points which should be sufficiently taken into account when we construct the mechanism are 
that building such a channel and determining whether to transmit or store UCOs or not are led by a storage entity, 
which is passive type. As described in subsection 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, Marlin, Oma, CPRM, and AACS are technologies 
to control the use of restricted contents according to the usage rules assigned to the contents, but the control is led 
by a host entity in all of them. It is a notable point to separate the mechanism which we construct in this chapter 
from the technologies. 

In the beginning, we explain basic mechanism to authenticate entities and transfer UCOs. Next, we explain five 
groups of processes, with comments on known characteristics of public key cryptography. After that, we explain 
sequences of processes for the five groups in detail. 
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6.2 Preferred State before Transferring UCOs 

At the beginning, we specify basic characteristics which should be incorporated into the mechanism of 
authentication. To do this, there are two points which should be considered: the first one is use scenes where the 
mechanism is assumed to be demanded, and the second one is a measure to improve the integrity of the mechanism 
in the sense of preventing unpermitted usage. 
 Authentication of a source entity and a destination entity can be completed, if both entities are not physically 

connected, but connected to a bridge entity physically. 
 Not only a destination entity authenticates a source entity, but also the source entity authenticates the destination 

entity. 
The reason why we specify the first characteristic is that it is surely assumed that users may demand to use the 

entities with mobility or removability in the environments where the network is not available. In such situations, 
assuming an authentication mechanism in which root server verifies target entities is impossible. 

The reason why we specify the second one is the following. On the transfer of UCOs, authentication of the 
destination entity by the source entity is obviously essential, because the source entity is the authorized one in the 
sense that the entity was permitted to receive the UCOs in the past, but the destination entity is not necessarily the 
authorized one. If the characteristic is valid in such situations, integrity of the mechanism improves further, because 
importing “unauthorized” UCOs, which is iniquitously created or fraudulently obtained from an unauthorized host 
entity, into the usage-controlled domain shown in Figure 2.2 is prevented, even if the format of the UCOs conforms 
to the specified one. 

Next, we further specify characteristics on concrete processes constituting the authentication mechanism and the 
reasons to incorporate them. 
 A partner entity which a storage entity authenticates is not only a host entity but also another storage entity which 

is physically connected to a bridge entity, as shown in Figure 3.5. 
 When the processes for the authentication are completed, the two entities share some temporal secret data. One 

of the data is used as a key or a seed to generate keys to encrypt UCOs for transfer. 
 Multiple modes, each of which is suitable for different channels and utilization form, are provided. 

Based on the fact that the authentication must be completed before transferring UCOs, the processes for the 
authentication are those which are initially executed between the two entities whether they are physically connected 
or indirectly connected. However, processes which must be completed at the beginning is generally not only those 
to just authenticate the partner entity, but also others. Then, we describe a group of such processes including those 
for authentication and executing the group of processes as “connection” and “to connect”. Namely, when two entities 
complete the connection, a virtual private channel is built between them. 

We can understand the necessity of the characteristics described in the first item and the second item by imagining 
a situation where a user downloads a restricted content from a remote server to a local storage entity. In such cases, 
it is convenient for the user if s/he can do it with PC, which is equipped with high speed network interface, high 
performance processors, and rich user interface. However, it is a fact that ensuring pilfer/tamper resistance of PC, 
which is GPMC type host entity, is more difficult than PI type, as described in subsection 2.2.2. Then, if the user 
uses a PC as a bridge entity, the processes for authentication are completed between the PI type storage entity and 
the remote server. In the case, the remote server is essentially equal to a system having a PI type storage entity inside. 

A utilization form that a user uses a bridge entity to improve manipulation is applicable to manipulations not only 
to download restricted contents from a remote servers but also to play BUs, which constitutes the payload of the 
restricted contents and are stored in a storage entity, on a player consisting of SMC type host entity and output entity, 
such as a smart phone and a tablet computer. However, we do not remove GPMC type host entities from those which 
can build a virtual private channel with a storage entity, because it is presumed that usage authorizers permits to 
transmit restricted contents to GPMC type host entities, if the restricted contents are sample. Figure 6.1 shows 
overall picture of them. 
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Figure 6.1  Utilization form where restricted contents are transferred through a bridge entity 

A mechanism to transfer UCOs between two entities needs to have the following component mechanisms to make 
the utilization form shown in Figure 6.1 available. 
 A usage authorizer can restrict types of host entities where s/he permits to play his/her restricted contents. 

Information on the kinds of IUQs in plaintext, which an entity is permitted to receive, is described as a datum 
Acceptable IUQ Type introduced in division 2.2.5.2. Acceptable IUQ Type is registered in every certificate, 
which is installed in every entity. 

 A storage entity can concurrently process to write UCOs to Q-Storage downloaded from multiple remote servers, 
transmit UCOs to the connected host entity to play BUs at the host entity, and transmit UCOs to another storage 
entity to move or copy them. That is, a storage entity can build multiple virtual private channels in parallel with 
multiple other entities. On actual manipulation, it is naturally assumed that E-BUs, which can be decrypted with 
KBU in the UCOs, will also be transferred, but it is not a necessary matter in terms of controlling the use of them. 

 A component mechanism to check the progress of a sequence of processes, in which UCOs were transferred, is 
provided. The component mechanism enables both a host entity and a storage entity to check the progress 
consistently if an entity builds multiple virtual private channels with multiple partner entities in parallel or the 
partner entity is once disconnected from it, connected to other entities, transferring UCOs between them, and 
connected it again. 

 A component mechanism to recover the transferred UCO in UCM in a source entity is provided. Another 
component mechanism not to increase the rights to use the E-BU, which is given by the original UCOs, is also 
provided. Due to the mechanisms, UCMH Ctrl can check whether the transferred UCOs do not stored in the 
source entity and the destination entity or they are stored in either the source entity or the destination entity. 

The reason why we construct the component mechanism described in the first item is based on the view on the 
characteristics which a storage entity and a host entity should have. That is, it would be advisable that a storage 
entity can store UCOs for any kind of restricted contents, but a manufacturer of a host entity can limit the kinds of 
UCOs which the host entity can receive. Then, a storage entity determines whether to accept or reject the request to 
read UCOs transferred from a host entity. Consequently, all UCMs need to be implemented to have the following 
three characteristics. 
 Acceptable IUQ Type is described in every certificate and installed in every UCM. 
 While two entities executes the processes for authentication, they transfer their own Acceptable IUQ Type to the 
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 When UCM Ctrl receives a request to read an IUQ, UCM Ctrl compares the values of SS in the requested IUQ 
with the Acceptable IUQ Type which it has already received in the processes for authentication. If the Acceptable 
IUQ Type indicates that the partner entity is permitted to accept the IUQ, the UCM Ctrl transmits it. 

The processes conform to the conceptual measures described in article (1) in division 2.2.5.1. Since the usage of 
Acceptable IUQ Type is as described above, measures which need to be applied to Acceptable IUQ Type are to 
make it be tamper resistant, but not pilfer resistant. Consequently, registering Acceptable IUQ Type in a certificate 
with digital signature and storing it in UCM is natural and appropriate. 

For a UCM Ctrl to accomplish the processes described in the second item, it needs to complete processes for 
authentication and to build individual virtual private channels with UCM Ctrl in every partner entity. To do it, a 
storage entity needs to have high performance processors and the work memory with large capacity. Consequently, 
minimizing the load of the processes for them is desired in terms of implementation. On the other hand, recording 
a log, which includes a value of QLA and the progress status of the sequence to transfer a UCO, is necessary in 
order that UCM Ctrls can accurately understand the kind of the operation applied to the UCO. We can comprehend 
the necessity from a sequence of processes among four entities shown in Figure 6.2. The sequence consists of the 
following eight processes, where it is assumed that a storage entity is connected to a host entity and multiple storage 
entities can connect to a host entity. The system structure is considered realistic by taking the facts that some 
conventional HDD recorders or PCs are equipped with multiple HDDs into account. 
Step 1 A user makes Storage Entity 1 and Host Entity 1 execute processes for the connection. 
Step 2 Host Entity 1 transmits a request with the value of QLA A1, which requires Storage Entity 1 to write a UCO 

U1 to Q-Storage, and U1. Then, an application module operated on CEC in Host Entity 1, which makes 
UCMH Ctrl execute the specified processes, sets a state to manage the progress of processes to transfer 
UCOs to “U1 Transmission Started”. 

Step 3 Storage Entity 1 responds that the operation to write U1 to Q-Storage has been completed, but Host Entity 
1 fails to receive the message due to some reason such as physical disconnection and so forth. As a result, 
the value of the progress status which the application module manages is not updated. 

Step 4 A user makes Host Entity 2 and Storage Entity 1 execute processes for the connection. Concurrently, a user 
makes Host Entity 2 and storage entity 2 execute processes for the connection . 

Step 5 Host Entity 2 transmits a request to Storage Entity 1, which requires the storage entity to transmit U1 for 
the purpose of move, and receives U1. After that, Host Entity 2 transmits a request with a value of QLA A2 
to Storage Entity 2, which requires the storage entity to write U1 to the logical sector in Q-Storage 
designated by A2. 

Step 6 Host Entity 2 transmits a request with a value of QLA A1 and an invalid datum or UCO U2, which differs 
from U1, to Storage Entity 1. The request requires the storage entity to write the datum to the logical sector 
in Q-Storage designated by A1. Due to the process, a sign to show that U1 was once stored on the logical 
sector is completely lost. After that, a user normally detaches Storage Entity 1 from Host Entity 2. 

Step 7 A user makes Storage Entity 1 disconnect from Host Entity 2 and Host Entity 1 execute processes for the 
connection with Storage Entity 1 again. 

Step 8 The application module on Host Entity 1 checks the state of itself. From the result, the host entity interpretes 
that the processes to transmit U1 to Storage Entity 1 at Step 2 have not been completed. Therefore, the host 
entity transmits a request to Storage Entity 1, which requires the storage entity to check whether U1 is 
stored in Q-Storage or not. The storage entity responds that “U1 does not exist” to the host entity and the 
host entity may misiterprete that the processes to transmit U1 have not been completed and recovery of U1 
is permitted. As a result, Host Entity 1 recovers U1. 
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Figure 6.2  A sequence of processes, which needs to be prevented to complete and shows the necessity to write a 
log on the progress of processes to transfer a UCO 

The sequence shown in Figure 6.2 holds even if Storage Entity 1 and 2 are ISM type. Therefore, we theoretically 
needs to pay attention to the sequence in cases where Storage Entity 1 is Blu-ray disc. However, methods to write 
and manage logs on the transfer of keys to encrypt/decrypt the content between a host device and a medium and 
recover the keys when they are lost are not described in the specification [28]. On the other hand, in the sense that 
the log is recorded before the target action (transmission of U1) is executed, the method to write the log in Figure 
6.2 is the same as “Write Ahead Logging”, which is used in many database systems. Therefore, we do not have to 
pay attention to the sequence, if Storage Entity 1 can reject the requests to read or write any UCO from/to the storage 
entity, which another host entity transmits, until Host Entity 1 completes checking the progress status of the process 
to write U1 to Storage Entity 1 and appropriately execute the process of rollback using the log, in cases where Host 
Entity 1 could not check the progress status of the processes to write U1 to Storage Entity 1 at Step 2. However, we 
cannot adopt the method, because systems to which the mechanism is applied have the following characteristics. 
 Users can detach Storage Entity 1 from Host Entity 1 and attach the storage entity to another host entity 
 The systems are used in standard home 
Since the first item is the premise on constructing the mechanism, it is impossible to prohibit that Storage Entity 1 
is connected to Host Entity 2 at Step 4. Moreover, if Host Entity 1 could not check the progress status at Step 2 due 
to breakdown of it and Storage Entity 1 rejects the requests to read or write any UCO from/to the storage entity, the 
user cannot use any contents stored in Storage Entity 1 until Host Entity 1 is repaired and Host Entity 1 completes 
checking the progress status. The situation seems to be unacceptable for the user, especially if they do not want to 
repair the device1. Furthermore, the manufacturer of Host Entity 1 may receive complaints from the user. 

                                                        
1 For example, cases where the device is old and the user wants to purchase a new one, instead of repairing it. 
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The problem of the sequence is that U1 may be recovered even if all entities are authorized ones. It stems from 
the fact that Host Entity 1 cannot understand that U1 was surely stored anywhere in Q-Storage of Storage Entity 1. 
However, it is impossible to prohibit executing the processes to recover U1 at Step 8, because prohibiting the 
execution of the processes needs to prohibit executing the processes to recover U1 right after completing the 
processes for connection. It does not obviously suit the purpose. On the contrary, it does not suit the fundamental 
purpose to prohibit executing the processes for recovery right after completing transfer of UCOs, because the 
fundamental purpose is to recover the UCOs, whose state has been changed by executing processes to transfer them. 
Consequently, a mechanism to prevent completing the process for recovery at Step 8 should not have a characteristic 
of prohibiting the execution of the processes, but have a characteristic that U1 is not recovered if the sequence of 
processes is completely executed. 

It is possible to construct a mechanism so as to have the above characteristic by recording the progress of the 
processes, in which U1 has been surely written in Storage Entity 1 at Step 2 and U1 has been moved to another 
storage entity at Step 5, as logs in Storage Entity 1. Otherwise, Host Entity 1 can understand only a fact that U1 is 
not stored on the logical sector designated by A1, whatever measure is applied. 

However, if Storage Entity 1 is an HDD, we need to pay attention to the characteristics of the storage medium to 
which the log is written to. In general, an HDD is equipped with a few magnetic disks and flash memory as non-
volatile storage media. To write some data to the sectors on a magnetic disk, it is necessary to move the head to the 
above of them. The action takes time as long as a few mega bytes data are written to a magnetic disk. On the other 
hand, since the heads are not used to write data in flash memory, the time to move the heads is not consumed when 
data are written to separate two sectors in flash memory. In the sense, using flash memory as the storage medium to 
write the log is preferred. Meanwhile, flash memory has some disadvantages as the following. That is, the bit price 
is approximately ten times higher than that of magnetic disks, HDDs are therefore not equipped with spare storage 
space of flash memory to be able to store the log, and the maximum number of times of rewriting data (O(104)) is 
lower than that of magnetic disks (infinite). Moreover, considering scenes where storage entities are delivered to 
unspecified users and therefoere the manufacturer cannot replace them to new ones based on its policy when the 
entities are broken, it is not appropriate to write the log to flash memory. Due to the reasons, we assume a magnetic 
disk as storage medium to which the log is written. 

In the above case, operations to write the log puts pressure on the “principal” operations such as writing/reading 
restricted contents and UCOs to the magnetic disks in a storage entity. The possibility not to be able to offer sufficient 
usability to users may become higher in cases where the number of virtual private channels which are built in parallel 
or UCOs to be transferred is more than a few, or the performance of UCM Ctrl and CEC are not high enough. 

To reduce the pressure on the principal operation, reducing the processes related to the mechanism as many as 
possible is necessary. A method to achieve it is restricting direction of transfer of UCO through the virtual private 
channel. In a utilization form shown in Figure 6.1, necessity to enable bidirectional transfer of UCOs is considered 
low. For example, in a case where a user downloads a restricted content from a remote server, the demanded role 
for the remote server and the storage entity is only a source and a destination respectively. Similarly, in a case where 
a user watches the downloaded restricted content on a mobile viewer consisting of SMC type host entity and output 
entity, the storage entity has only to behave as a source and the host entity in the mobile viewer has only to behave 
as a destination. Considering the facts, in the utilization form shown in Figure 6.1, the purpose to build a virtual 
private channel is accomplished if a virtual private channel, which offers pilfer/tamper resistance enough to transfer 
UCOs unidirectionally on the conventional interface, is built. The view is also applied to virtual private channels 
which remote server builds. 

Consequently, we specify four policies on the connection and the transfer of UCOs in the utilization form shown 
in Figure 6.1. 
 When an entity built multiple virtual private channels, direction of transfer of UCOs through one of the virtual 

private channels is limited to one. 
Due to specifying the policy, processes to make opposite direction of transfer available become unnecessary. It 
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may simplify processes included in the connection. We describe the mechanism based on the four component 
mechanisms and the policy as Unidirectional Transfer mode. 

On the other hand, transfer of UCOs in Unidirectional Transfer mode is not necessarily adequate in utilization 
forms where a user records and watches digital broadcast contents with video recorder/player equipped with PI type 
storage entities such as HDDs. In such cases, the storage entities are generally attached to a host entity such as a 
video recorder/player physically with the interface which the storage entities natively have. In this type of physical 
connection, since the number of factors to cause disconnection is less than the number of factors as they are 
connected over a network, possibility that a destination entity does not receive UCOs, which a source entity surely 
transmitted, may be small. Moreover, if writing/reading multiple restricted contents and UCOs to/from a storage 
entity are executed in parallel, host entities which execute the operations are limited to only one host entity which 
is physically connected to the storage entity. That is, the storage entity has only to build one virtual private channel. 

For such systems, demand for availability of writing and reading multiple restricted contents in parallel and time 
shifting the contents is rather strong. Therefore, we should construct another mode, in which direction of transfer of 
UCOs is not limited to one and the storage entity can process writing/reading UCOs and restricted contents in real-
time but the number of virtual private channels which a storage entity can concurrently build is limited to one. 
Figure 6.3 shows such picture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.3  Functions demanded for systems consisting of a host entity such as video recorder/player and storage 
entities 

On a system with the functions shown in Figure 6.3, the second component mechanism is not necessary. Moreover, 
it may be possible to reduce or simplify processes to record logs at a storage entity, because any transfer of UCOs 
is accomplished by single host entity. On such systems, it is rather desired to construct the mechanism so as to have 
the following characteristics. 
 The mechanism includes the first and fourth component mechanisms. 
 A storage entity can build only one virtual private channel with a host entity. UCOs are permitted to transfer in 

both directions through the virtual private channel. 
 Only a host entities record logs on the progress of the processes to transfer UCO Transfer as Transfer Log, and 

storage entities do not do it. 
We describe the mechanism, which includes the first and the fourth component mechanisms and is based on the 

three policies described in the second and the third item, as Bidirectional Transfer mode. 
Here, we note a point on transfer of UCOs in Bidirectional Transfer mode. Since Transfer Log is not recorded in 

a storage entity during transfer of UCOs, a host entity A cannot check the fact that writing UCOs to Q-Storage in 
Storage Entity 1 has surely completed, if the transfer is executed according to the sequence of processes shown in 
Figure 6.2. Then, it is necessary to construct another component mechanism to check whether the shown sequence 
was actually executed or not and to prevent recovery of the UCOs if the result of the check shows that recovery is 
not permitted. Moreover, we incorporate the component mechanism into a component mechanism to recover the 
UCOs accurately. 

Based on the above views, we construct five groups of processes, each of which is described as stage in the 
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following sections. In the following, the purpose of each stage is explained. As for each stage, constructing 
sequences of the processes for both Unidirectional Transfer and Bidirectional Transfer modes is necessary. Here, 
we assert a point that Bidirectional Transfer mode can be constructed by modifying the sequences in Unidirectional 
Transfer mode, taking the views considered above into account. Accordingly, we construct Unidirectional Transfer 
mode in the beginning. After that, we construct Bidirectional Transfer mode through the consideration on the points 
which should be simplified and actual methods to do it. 
(1) A stage to connect two entities, which must be completed before transferring UCOs. The stage is described as 

“Initial Connection stage”. 
(2) A stage to transfer UCOs through the built virtual private channels. The stage is described as “UCO Transfer 

stage”. 
(3) A stage to transfer IUQs stored in a storage entity to a host entity other than the values of KBU through public 

channel. The purpose of the stage is to enable application software programs on a host or bridge entity to refer 
the values of elements easily. The stage is described as “UCO Reference stage”. 

(4) A stage to reconnect two entities which have been connected in the past. The sequence is simpler than those on 
Initial Connection stage. The stage is described as “Reconnection stage”. 

(5) A stage to check the progress of the processes to transfer a UCO and to determine whether to recover it or not 
based on the result of the check. The stage is described as “UCO Recovery stage”. 

Purposes to divide the processes into five stages are to enable execution of the processes and state transitions as 
the following. 
 Iterative execution of the stage (2), (3), and (5) without iterative execution of stage (1) or (4). 
 Execution of the stage (2) and (5) at any time, as long as the stage (1) or (4) has been completed. 
 Execution of the stage (3) at any time, as long as the the stage (1) or (4) has been completed. Furthermore, state 

of the entity which executes the stage does not change, because the source entity does not transmit KBUs in the 
stage. 

 State transition from any state to a state, just after the entity is booted. Any state means a state that the entity not 
only completes execution of a stage but also aborts it in the middle. 

 Integrating re-transfer of UCOs which is recovered through execution of stage (5) into stage (2). That is, we do 
not construct a particular stage to transfer recovered UCOs. 

Specifying permitted state transitions based on the above views can simplify the management on state transitions 
in each entity and implementation of entities may become easy. Figure 6.4 shows the permitted state transitions. 
Stage (3) does not appear in the figure, because execution of the stage does not change the state of the entity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.4  State transition diagram permitted among the five stages 

All stages include cryptographic operations. Especially, an entity must authenticate unspecified partner entity and 
share some secret data with it in stage (1) and (4). To accomplish it, it is known that using public key infrastructure 
(PKI) is useful. However, since the load of public key encryption and decryption is high, we should select an 
algorighm carefully in order that entities with tight hardware resources can calculate and sufficient strength of the 
generated ciphertext is ensured comparing with the strength of E-BU in cryptography. In next section, we survey 
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such cryptographic algorithms and specify a candidate. 

6.3 Base Cryptosystem for Authentication 

(1) General characteristics of public key cryptosystem 

Several methods to share some data secretly between unspecified two entities2 through authentication have 
already been known. In some services described in section 6.1 other than CPRM and AACS, such method is actually 
used. It is that based on PKI. The reason why CPRM and AACS do not use public key cryptosystem is speculated 
that it is assumed to apply the technologies to optical storage media, which is ISM type, though PKI requires both 
entities to execute arithmetic operations. 

As for public key cryptosystem, RSA [79][80] and elliptic curve cryptosystems (EC) [81][82] are currently known 
well. In this research, we do not study mathematical characteristics of them further, because they are one big research 
topic by itself. Instead, we consider points which should be taken into account as implementing engines for the 
arithmetic operations on host entities and storage entities with poor hardware resources and characteristics of the 
cryptosystems necessary to understand the points. 

In public key cryptosystem, a pair of keys such as (KE, KD) is used. If one of the keys KE is used to encrypt the 
target datum, the other one KD is necessary to decrypt the datum in encrypted form. In algorithms such as AES-128 
[73] mentioned in Chapter 5, a key is used to encrypt and decrypt the target datum. Such cryptosystems are generally 
called symmetric key cryptosystem. 

Using a characteristic of public key cryptosystems as described above, entity A and B can share a datum secretly 
through the sequence of processes shown in Figure 6.5. 
Premises: Entity B has a key pair (KpuB, KprB) for public key arithmetic operation in its pilfer/tamper resistant 
module. 
Step 1 The entity B transfers KpuB to entity A through arbitarry public channel. 
Step 2 The entity A encrypts the target datum M with KpuB according to the specified algorithm and transfers M 

in encrypted form to the entity B through arbitrary public channel. 
Step 3 The entity B decrypts M in encrypted form with KprB. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.5  Sequence of processes to share a datum secretly by transferring data on public channel 

Two keys KpuB and KprB are respectively called public key and private key. Due to a notable characteristic which 
a datum encrypted with KpuB can be decrypted only with KprB, any pilferer cannot decrypt the datum in encrypted 
form, unless the pilferer could not obtain KprB. The characteristic allows an entity having a pair of pubic key and 
private key to transfer the public key on a public channel. 

However, there are the following disadvantages in public key cryptosystem in terms of implementation. 
 There is estimation that the lengthes of keys for public key cryptosystem and symmetric key cryptosystem with 

                                                        
2 To be exact, objects which execute processes for authentication, encryption and decryption of keys and data are function elements in UCM. However, 
we mainly use a term entiy or UCM Ctrl instead of the function elements of UCM as long as it is not confusing, because it is possible to clearly identify 
the entity being discussed, in which the function elements in the UCM Ctrl executes the processes. 
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which ciphertexts with equivalent strength are generated are considerably different. A document published from 
NIST [83] and a paper written by Shimoyama et. al [84] show estimation that the key length of RSA and EC 
public key cryptosystem whose strength is nearly equal to AES-128 are approximately 2,000 bits and 200 bits 
respectively. 

 Multiplication and division which take time longer than bit-fiddling and shifting operations, which are used a 
lot in symmetric key cryptosystems, cannot be eliminated due to their mathematical structures3. 

Due to the characteristics of public key cryptosystem, if the size of a datum which needs to be encrypted to transfer 
is large, both entities usually share a temporal key for symmetric key cryptosystem through the sequence of 
processes shown in Figure 6.5 at the beginning. Then, the source entity encrypts the target datum with the temporal 
key according to a symmetric key cryptographic algorithm and transmits it to the destination entity on a public 
channel. The processes to share the temporal key are known as “challenge and response”. Then, we describe such 
temporal key as Challenge key (Kch). 

Since Kch is a key for symmetric key cryptosystem, crackers needs to obtain it to decrypt the datum in encrypted 
form which are pilfered by the crackers during being transferred on the public channel. If Kch is transferred in 
encrypted form with KpuB, the difficulty to decipher the datum practically boils down to the difficulty to decipher 
the Kch in encrypted form with Kpu in theory of cryptography. Accordingly, we should choose a random number 
whose length is more than 200 bits as the length of Kpu, if Kpu is a key for EC public key cryptosystem and Kch is 
a key for AES-128. Similarly, if Kpu is a key for RSA public key cryptosystem, we need to choose a random number 
whose length is more than 2,000 bits. 

As described above, multiplication and division is necessary to encrypt and decrypt a datum with RSA and EC 
public key cryptosystem. Besides, amount of the calculation naturally increases proportional to the key length. 
Consequently, EC public key cryptosystem obviously has an advantage to RSA public key cryptosystem in terms 
of the point when we intend to apply the mechanism to entities with tight hardware resources such as video 
recorders/players and HDDs. Due to the reason, we construct the mechanism assuming to use EC public key 
cryptosystem as a platform to accomplish connection and reconnection. 

However, we need to understand the difference on encryption and decryption scheme provided by EC and RSA 
public key cryptosystem. In EC public key cryptosystem, we cannot directly apply the operations inherent to the 
cryptosystem for encryption and decryption to the target datum in terms of its mathematical structure. We briefly 
explain the characteristic and an actual sequence of processes to encrypt and decrypt the target datum in the next 
article. 
(2) Processes to share a Challenge key with EC public key cryptosystem 

It is helpful to understand the characteristics of RSA public key cryptosystem to understand the characteristics of 
EC public key cryptosystem. Therefore, we briefly explain the characteristics of RSA public key cryptosystem. 

Encryption and decryption of the target datum in RSA public key cryptosystem is accomplished by raising the 
datum to a power. The exponents are the public key and the private key. The scheme is mathematically described as 
the following equations. 
 RSA public key cryptosystem 

 Encryption: c = E(Kpu, m) = mKpu  modulo n (5.1) 

 Decryption: m = D(Kpr, c) = (mKpu)Kpr  modulo n (5.2) 

Where, 

 m: a message datum to be encrypted 

 c: a message datum in encrypted form 

                                                        
3 Many methods are propsed to reduce multiplication and division [85], but it is impossible to reduce to zero. 
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 n = p ∙ q;  p and q are prime numbers 

 Kpr ∙ Kpu  modulo ϕ(n) = 1 (Kpr = Kpu–1);  ϕ(n) = (p – 1)(q – 1) 

 Kpu and ϕ(n) are relatively prime, namely their greatest common divisor is 1. 

Encryption and decryption on RSA public key cryptosystem are specified on the basis of the mathematical 
chatacteristic described in the equations of (5.1) and (5.2) that raising a number to a power of (Kpu ∙ Kpr) with an 
appropriate modulo returns to the number. The reason why encryption and decryption can be specified as the 
equations (5.1) and (5.2) is that we can set m to an arbitrary number. 

On the other hand, encryption and decryption scheme on EC public key cryptosystem are quite different. 
Encryption and decryption on the cryptosystem are defined as integral multiple of a given point P (Px, Py) on a 
elliptic curve. The number which we can freely choose is the multiple. It is obvious that n integral multiplie of P 
corresponds to n times addition of P. Figure 6.6 shows the operation of addition defined on EC public key 
cryptosystem. In the figure, P and Q are the points to be added and S is the result of addition. If the point Q is the 
same as the point P, S is the double of P. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.6  Definition of addtion of two points P, Q on an elliptic curve and the result of addition S on EC public 
key cryptosystem 

Strength of EC public key cryptosystem is based on the difficulties to find the integral multiple n under the 
situation where P, S and the characteristics of the elliptic curve are known. Since using arbitrary number as n is 
permitted, we can logically use a datum to be encrypted as n. However, there is no method which others can easiliy 
obtain the n, regardless of the kind of others. That is, we cannot use the datum as n and need to construct other 
measure to encrypt the target datum. This is a point different from RSA public key cryptosystem, in which 
encryption and decryption of the target datum is accomplished through raising it directly to a power. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.7  A sequence of processes to share a symmetric key through ECDH key exchange 
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Due to those reasons, EC public key cryptosystem is used to share a key to encrypt and decrypt Kch according to 
a symmetric key cryptographic algorithm. Figure 6.7 shows one of such key exchange processes. The sequence is 
called as Elliptic Curve Diffie - Hellman (ECDH) [82][86]. A point G = (Gx, Gy) is known to A and B in advance. 
The point is generally called base point. 
Step 1 B obtains two values KprB and KpuB by B. 

Step 1.1 Generate a private key KprB 
Step 1.2 Calculate a public key KpuB to be disclosed: KpuB = (KpuBx, KpuBy) = KprB ∙ G 

Step 2 B transmits KpuB B to A. 
Step 3 A obtains three values r, R, and *KpuB. 

Step 3.1 Generate a random number r 
Step 3.2 Calculate a 2-D random number R to be disclosed: R = (Rx, Ry) = r ∙ G 
Step 3.3 Calculate a key *KpuB to encrypt Kch: *KpuB = r ∙ KpuB (= r ∙ KprB ∙ G) 

Step 4 A transmits R to B. 
Step 5 B obtains a value *KprB by multiplying R by KprB; where, *KprB = KprB ∙ R (= KprB ∙ r ∙ G) = *KpuB. 

*KpuB is equal to *KprB because commutative law and associative law hold on integral multiple of a point on an 
elliptic cureve. We describe the keys written as *KpuB and *KprB as ECDH-Shared key. Since ECDH-Shared key is 
a two dimensional datum, we need to specify an algorithm to generate a one dimentional datum from its x and y 
components in advance in order to use it as a symmetric key. 

Encrypting a datum with a public key for elliptic curve public key cryptosystem corresponds to encrypting the 
datum with an ECDH-Shared key. That is described as the following. 
 Encryption of a datum m with a public key Kpu for elliptic curve public key cryptosystem 

 Encryption: c = E(Kpu, m) = R ‖ E(*Kpu, m) (5.3) 

In the equation (5.3), R is the two dimentional random number introduced in the explanation on ECDH key 
exchange procedure and E(*Kpu, m) is an operation to encrypt m with *Kpu according to an arbitrary algorithm for 
symmetric key cryptosystem. If Kpu is a public key for elliptic curve public key cryptosystem, the encryption at 
Step 2 in Figure 6.5 is executed as the equation (5.3). 

Taking the purpose of Step 2, which is to share secret data between A and B, into account, using ECDH-Shared 
key as Kch is logically possible. However, processor resources to be consumed when those operations are executed 
are estimated to be trifling if a random number distinct from ECDH-Shared key is encrypted as Kch4. Moreover, 
there are advantages on the method that manufacturers can develop new type of products by replacing only the 
cryptographic engine and without updating functions related to the sequence of processes, if other public key 
cryptosystems such as RSA with various key lengthes are permitted to use on the products. Based on the view, we 
adopt a method in which a random number is encrypted with *KpuB as Kch, not using *KpuB as Kch.  

6.4 Policy on Encryption of UCOs for Transfer 

In this section, we study how to encrypt UCOs for transfer. It corresponds to specify the method to build a virtual 
private channel. Considering the fundamental purpose of the mechanism, which is to control the use of restricted 
contents, pilfer/tamper resistance which a virtual private channel provides needs to be equivalent with the 
pilfer/tamper resistance of E-BUs at least. Specifying the attack methods are essential to compare pilfer/tamper 
resistance of the ciphertexts, but it is logically impossible to accomplish completely. Then, we clarify the points to 

                                                        
4 If Kch is a key for AES-128, encrypting the Kch with ECDH-Shared key is just an operation for a block. We can estimate the time taking to calculate 
it by referring several specifications of processors for embedded system [87]. If such a processor is used, calculation time is estimated to be less than 
50 micro seconds. Based on the estimation results, we can also estimate that the time is less than 10-3-th multiple of the time to calculate n-th integral 
multiple of a point P on an elliptic curve (n > 2). We estimate the value more concretely in subsection 7.2. 
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be ensured to improve the resistance through assuming several widely known attacks [71] and assessing their 
applicability and the resistance for them. 

In the beginning, we summarize such attacks and necessities of analysis of pilfer/tamper resistance for them in 
Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1  Assumed kinds of attacks and their applicability 

Kinds of attacks 
 Necessity to assess 

Comments 
 E-BU UCO 

Brute-Force type Brute Force Not Necessary Not Necessary Unavoidable 
 Birthday Not Necessary Not Necessary Unavoidable 
 Dictionary Not Necessary †1  
Short-Cut type Ciphertext-Only Not Necessary Not Necessary Unavoidable 
 Known-Plaintext †2 †3  
 Chosen-Plaintext Not Necessary Not Necessary Cracker cannot chose plaintext 
 Chosen-Ciphertext Not Necessary Not Necessary Cracker cannot chose ciphertext 
     

Since particular characteristics of plaintext is not utilized in the attacks categorized in brute-force type, the ways 
we can do to improve pilfer/tamper resistance for the attacks are generally to select adequate cryptographic 
algorithm. However, as for dictionary attack for UCO in encrypted form (†1), there is a little notable point related 
to applicability of known plaintext attack in terms of execution of UCO Transfer stage, not only a ciphertext. We 
explain it in the later paragraph through the consideration of vulnerability for known plaintext attack. 

As for attacks categorized in short-cut type, we can understand their characteristics as follows. Ciphertext-only 
attack will be tried by a cracker in cases where s/he does not have any information proper to the plaintext. One of 
the methods of the attack is to estimate the probability of appearance of some letters and to infer a part of plaintext 
with the result. Whatever method a cracker takes, s/he needs to infer a part of the plaintext for the ciphertext. 
Therefore, we cannot take special measures to improve pilfer/tamper resistance for the attack, since we cannot 
change the bit pattern included in BUs and UCOs other than metadata such as headers and tags. Chosen-plaintext 
and chosen-ciphertext attacks are not available, since the plaintexts and ciphertexts that a cracker wants to apply or 
obtain are not freely available in the systems which we assume here. 

Due to the above views, the primary attack which we should pay attention is known plaintext attack (†2, †3). In 
the following, we study the potential vulnerability on the mechanism to transfer UCOs, which have characteristics 
described in sections 6.2 and 6.3, for the attack of the kind. If there may be some vulnerability, we need to devise 
to improve the resistance for the attack without raising cost for manufacturing. The significant thing which we 
should consider is to avoid implementing multiple engines for public and symmetric cryptographic operation in an 
entity. The reason of the view is as follows. When E-BUs are encrypted with AES-128 as described in section 5.2, 
an engine for AES-128 operation is absolutely installed in host entities. 

Actually, several AES-128 hardware solutions, which are designed to implement on not only host entities with 
high performance processors but also embedded systems including storage entities, are commercialized. Their 
performances are ten or more times higher than those of software programs, but the cost of tangible hardware chip 
surely raise the price of the products. Therefore, we should specify the algorithm to encrypt UCOs for transfer as 
AES-128, as long as BUs are encrypted with AES-128. 

To evaluate practical pilfer/tamper resistance of E-BU, understanding the format of BUs is necessary. Bit rate of 
the payload of restricted contents is “roughly” determined, but it is not strictly fixed. Therefore, the positions where 
values of metadata such as tags, headers, sizes, and so forth are interpolated in BUs vary other than the very head 
of the payload. This makes known plaintext attack for E-BUs more difficult5 comparing with the case where the 
positions of them are known. 

                                                        
5 Strength of E-BUs for known plaintext attack in cryptography is also mentioned in subsection 5.2.2. 
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On the contrary, the situation for UCOs is different. That is, head of every UCO is a fixed value, which is for a 
tag assigned to the entire datum or the first field. Therefore, heads of UCOs to be encrypted in UCO Transfer stage 
are always the same. In the situation, if UCOs are encrypted with a key according to an algorithm such as AES-128, 
known plaintext attack has the potential to succeed. That is, pilfer/tamper resistance of the UCOs in encrypted form 
lower than E-BU. This kind of vulnerability will be even if another symmetric key cryptosystem is used. 

A simple method to solve the problem is to encrypt UCOs doubly with two kinds of keys, as long as cracking 
methods to find out the keys more easily have not been found. As of December 2015, such kind of cracking methods 
have not reported for AES algorithm. A UCO which is doubley encrypted is considered to have the following 
strength in cryptography. 

When a UCO is doubly encrypted with two different keys, ciphertext generated with the first key is a random 
number sequence. Hence, crackers do not have any clue to find the only second key. In other words, there is no 
method to verify the validity of the inferred second key other than those to find the first and the second key at the 
same time. The difficulty is nearly equal to that to find a key whose length is double6. Then, if a key for the first 
encryption is a “nonce”, the other key is not necessarily a nonce, from the viewpoint of the attack. 

The feature in cryptography is also applicable to the processes to share a new nonce used to encrypt UCOs for 
transfer. To share a new nonce used to encrypt a UCO, either of the entities need to generate a new random number, 
encrypt it with the nonce shared at the moment, and transfer to the partner entity. Then, the new nonce needs to be 
encrypted doubly, since every UCO is encrypted doubly. One of the candidates is the currently shared nonce, but 
the other one is preferred not to be the non nonce, which is used on the second encryption of UCOs. The reason is 
that use of the non nonce as the key may deteriorate strength for dictionary attack, since crackers can acquire double 
kinds of ciphertext which is generated with it comparing with the case where only UCOs are encrypted with the non 
nonce. This has the potential to reduce the number of trials to find the non nonce based on the dictionary which a 
cracker has. Hence, we specify the following two policies on UCO Transfer stage. 
 Two different non nonces are used for second encryption to share a new nonce, which is used to encrypt UCO 

for transfer, and to transfer a UCO through the virtual private channel. 
 Keys shared in Initial Connection stage or Reconnection stage are used as the non nonces for the above processes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.8  Outline sequence of processes until transfer of UCOs 

                                                        
6 To be exact, further analysis in terms of cryptography to obtain the strength which is more accurate is necessary, though the view explained here is 
generally true. 
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Based on the above policies, we construct an outline sequence of processes of UCO Transfer stage as Figure 6.8. 
We describe the non nonces shared in Initial Connection or Reconnection stage as semi-nonces, in the sense that 

they are nonces in terms of execution of Initial Connection and Reconnection stage, though they are not updated in 
UCO Transfer stage. 

Consequently, we need to construct Initial Connection stage and Reconnection stage so that two different keys 
used in UCO Transfer stage are eventually shared in the stages. One of the primary purposes of next sections are to 
achieve them. 

6.5 Stages in Unidirectional Transfer Mode 

In this section, we construct five stages classified in section 6.2 for Unidirectional Transfer mode based on the 
views explained in previous sections. On the construction, the following are assumed. 
 An entity A and B are respectively a source and destination in terms of transfer of UCO. 
 The entity A and B are storage entities and a bridge entity exists between the entity A and B. The bridge entity 

mediates execution of the five stages such as Figure 2.7 and Figure 6.1. The premise is taken based on the fact 
that the sequence of processes consisting UCO Transfer stage and UCO Recovery stage to play BUs are the 
subset of the sequences for the above case, where two storage entities are connected to a bridge entity. 

 When mechanisms on UCO Transfer stage and UCO Recovery stage to play BUs are studied in particular, the 
entity A and B are naturally a storage and a host entity. 

Technically, almost all the processes explained in this section are executed by function elements in UCM Ctrl in 
each entity. However, we generally use a term entity or UCM Ctrl based on the same reason described in footnote 
2 in section 6.3. 

Before describing the details, we list symbols related to cryptographic operations which are introduced on 
Unidirectional Transfer mode and Bidirectional Transfer mode with their brief explanations in Table 6.2, in order 
to facilitate to understand the explanations. In the list and the following sections, the terms “licensed manufacturer” 
and “authorized entity” are used in the sense that an organization which is formally authorized to design and 
implement entities and the entities designed and implemented by licensed manufacturers. For the symbols, suffix 
[X] is attached to indicate that the data are installed or generated in an authorized entity X. Moreover, suffix “;Y” is 
sometimes added to [X] such as Ktr[X];Y in response to the situations, in order to indicate that the target data are 
temporarily kept in UCMY clearly. 

Table 6.2  Symbols of certificates, keys, and revocation list used in five stages 

Symbol Name/Summary Description 
CA Certification 

authority 
 Creator of certificates 

KprCA Private key which 
only CA knows 

 Created and kept by a CA 
 Used to calculate digital signature for certificates in the CA 

KpuCA Public key forming 
a pair with KprCA 

 Created by a CA and distributed to a licensed manufacturer 
 Used to verify certificates by the authorized entities 

KprCert[X] Private key for a 
public key KpuCert[X] 

 Created by a CA and installed in the authorized entities X by 
a licensed manufacturer 

 Used to decrypt the data encrypted with KpuCert[X] 
KpuCert[X] Public key included 

in a certificate 
 Created by CA and installed in the authorized entities X by a 

licensed manufacturer; The key is included in each 
certificate 

Identifier[X] Identifier to specify 
a certificate 

 Data to identify a certificate; The identifier is included in 
each certificate 

C(KprCA, 
  KpuCert[X] ‖ Identifier[X]) 

Certificate  Certificate to certify KpuCert[X] 
 Includes Identifier[X], and digital signature for KpuCert[X] ‖ 
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Identifier[X] 
DS(KprCA,  
  KpuCert[X] ‖ Identifier[X]) 

Digital signature  Digital signature included in each certificate 
 Calculated with KprCA in CA 

Kpr[X] Private key proper 
to an entity X 

 Created uniquely for each entity by a service provider 
 Installed in the authorized entity X by a licensed 

manufacturer 
Kpu[X] Public key forming 

a pair with Kpr[E] 
 Same as the description for Kpr[X] 

*Kpu[X], *Kpr[X] ECDH-Shared key  A symmetric key shared through ECDH arithmetic 
 *Kpu[X] is calculated with Kpu[X] and a random number 

created in the partner entity 
 *Kpr[X] is calculated with Kpr[X] in the entity X 
 The values of *Kpu[X] and *Kpr[X] are equal 

Kch[X] Challenge key  A symmetric key created in the entity X 
 Shared temporarily with the partner entity, which transmits 

the certificate installed in itself to the entity X 
Kcn[X] Connection key  A symmetric key created in the entity X 

 Shared temporarily with the partner entity after completing 
execution of Initial Connection and Reconnection stage 

RCL Revoked Class List List including identifiers of revoked certificates 
Ktr[X] Transfer key  A symmetric key created in the destination entity X, which 

will receive UCOs 
 Shared temporarily with the source entity every time when 

UCO Transfer stage is executed 
EK-M Message in 

encrypted form 
 A message M encrypted with a public key or symmetric 

keys, where K is “P” or “S” or both of them. 
ES-M: A message M encrypted with a symmetric key 
EP-M: A message M encrypted with a public key 
EPS-M: A message M encrypted with a public key and a 
symmetric key 
ESS-M: A message M encrypted with two symmetric keys 

   

6.5.1 Initial Connection Stage 

In this subsection, we construct a mechanism of Initial Connection stage so as to conform to the views explained 
in section 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4. 
(1) Mechanism to authenticate the partner entity 

The main purpose of Initial Connection stage is that unspecified two entities authenticate their partner entity 
mutually and share some data secretly. In the sense that it is necessary for two entities to authenticate mutually, the 
mechanism for authentication specified in AACS [28], which is the technology to control the use of digital 
commercial contents stored on detachable optical media, is not applicable to the system assumed here. Kerberos 
[88] and EAP-TLS (a method specified in RADIUS) [70][89] are the mechanisms which can achieve the purpose. 
However, Kerberos is not applicable to the system assumed here, because it requires Key Distribution Center (KDC) 
other than target entities, entities need to communicate with KDC, and the system may be used in the network-
isolated environment. EAP-TLS is not appropriate either, because problems which are occurred when a certificate 
is installed in multiple entities and the solution for the problems are not specified in EAP-TLS though we intend to 
assume such situations. We study the topic in detail in article (2). 

For such kind of systems, certificate-based PKI is useful. Under certificate-based PKI, legitimacy of each entity 
is ensured by a certificate issued by a certification authority (CA), which plays the following role. 
 Creation of a pair of a private key and a public key (KprCA, KpuCA); KpuCA is distributed to licensed 

manufacturers but KprCA is secretly kept in the CA. The distributed KpuCA is installed in each entity by a licensed 
manufacturer. 

 Creation of a pair of a private key and a public key (KprCert, KpuCert); The key pair is distributed to licensed 
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manufacturers and installed in each entity manufactured by the manufacturers. 
 Creation of a certificate C(KprCA, KpuCert ‖ Identifier) = KpuCert ‖ Identifier ‖ DS(KprCA, KpuCert ‖ Identifier), 

where a symbol ‖ means concatenation; Each certificate includes a digital signature for KpuCert ‖ Identifier, 
which is described as DS(KprCA, KpuCert ‖ Identifier). 

A main purpose of a certificate is to certify a KpuCert included in each certificate with the digital signature. A 
digital signature is calculated with KprCA in the CA. Due to the mechanism, it is certified that a KpuCert included in 
a certificate is surely issued by the CA and it is not tampered. Moreover, Acceptable IUQ Type (cf. division 2.2.5.2), 
serial number, and issuer’s name are registered to each certificate as elements of identifier, together with a KpuCert. 

A digital signature is obtained by calculating a hash value for “KpuCert ‖ Identifier” and scrambling the hash value 
according to a specified algorithm with KprCA. If a part of KpuCert ‖ Identifier is tampered, the value of the digital 
signature calculated from the tampered KpuCert ‖ Identifier is not equal to the value of the digtal signature attached 
to the certificate. ECDSA [90][91] is a well-known algorithm to calculate the value of the digital sigunature with 
EC public key cryptosystem. 

The minimum sequence of processes to share data secretly in certificate-based PKI is the sequence shown in 
Figure 6.5 except that KpuB is transferred from the entity A to the entity B in the form of certificate at Step 1 and 
the entity A verifies the certificate which the entity has received. If KpuB transferred at Step 1 is in the form of a 
certificate, the entity A can verify that KpuB is created at the CA. Next, if the entity A creates Kch[A] and encrypts 
Kch[A] with KpuB, which is the public key included in the certificate installed in the entity B, after completing the 
verification, entities which can decrypt it and obtain Kch[A] are restricted to those having KprB, which is the private 
key forming a pair with KpuB. This also means that it is ensured that Kch[A] is shared among only authorized entities. 

However, the sequence of processes is insufficient, because we determined to construct the mechanism on the 
basis of the policies described at the head of section 6.2. That is, it is necessary to incorporate the processes for the 
entity B to verify a certificate installed in the entity A and share a Challenge key to ensure that the verification is 
completed. Figure 6.9 shows a sequence of processes to accomplish the purpose. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.9  A sequence of processes to share Kch[B] through the mutual authentication based on PKI 

Step 1 Transfer of the certificate C(KprCA, KpuCert[B] || Identifier[B]) (= M0,F6.09) installed in the entity B from the 
entity B to the entity A. 

Step 2 Processes which the entity A executes. 

1. M0,F6.9 

B A 

2.1  Verify digital signature and structure of 
M0,F6.9 with KpuCA 

2.2  Create Kch[A] 
2.3  Encrypt Kch[A] with KpuCert[B]: 

M1,F6.9 = E(KpuCert[B], Kch[A]) 
2.4  Concatenate M1,F6.9 and M2,F6.9: 

M3,F6.9 = M1,F6.9 ‖ M2,F6.9; where 
M2,F6.9 = C(KprCA, KpuCert[A] ‖ Identifier[A]) 

4.1  Verify digital signature and structure of 
M2,F6.9 with KpuCA 

4.2  Decrypt M1,F6.9 with KprCert[B]: 
D(KprCert[B], M1,F6.9) = Kch[A] 

4.3  Create Kch[B] 
4.4  Encrypt Kch[B] with KpuCert[A], Kch[A]: 

M4,F6.9 = E(Kch[A], E(KpuCert[A], Kch[B])) 

6. Decrypt M4,F6.9 with Kch[A], KprCert[A]: 
D(KprCert[A], D(Kch[A], M4,F6.9)) = Kch[B] 

State where A, B have Kch[B]  

3. M3,F6.9 

5. M4,F6.9 

M0,F6.9 = C(KprCA, KpuCert[B] ‖ Identifier[B])) 
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Step 2.1 Verify the digital signature and the structure of the certificate M0,F6.9 which A received at Step 1 with 
KpuCA. 

Step 2.2 Create Kch[A]. 
Step 2.3 Encrypt Kch[A] with KpuCert[B] included in M0,F6.9. 

M1,F6.9 = E(KpuCert[B], Kch[A]). 
Step 2.4 Concatenate M1,F6.9 with the certificate M2,F6.9 installed in the entity A. 

M3,F6.9 = M1,F6.9 || M2,F6.9, where M2,F6.9 = C(KprCA, KpuCert[A] || Identifier[A]). 
Step 3 Transfer of M3,F6.9 from the entity A to the entity B. 
Step 4 Processes which the entity B executes. 

Step 4.1 Verify the digital signature and the structure of the certificate M2,F6.9 which B received at Step 3 with 
KpuCA. 

Step 4.2 Decrypt M1,F6.9 with KprCert[B]. 
Step 4.3 Create Kch[B]. 
Step 4.4 Encrypt Kch[B] with KpuCert[A] included in M2,F6.9 and Kch[A]. 

M4,F6.9 = E(Kch[A], E(KpuCert[A], Kch[B])) 
Step 5 Transfer of M4,F6.9 from the entity B to the entity A. 
Step 6 Processes which the entity A executes. 

Step 6.1 Decrypt M4,F6.9 with Kch[A] and KprCert[A]. 
The following are the reasons why Kch[B] is encrypted with both Kch[A] and KpuCert[A] at Step 4.4. 

 Encryption with Kch[A] 
The entity B cannot judge whether Kch[A] transferred at Step 3 is created by an authorized entity or not at the 

moment when the entity received it, because any entity can create the E(Kpu[B], Kch[A]) without verifying the 
certificate C(KprCA, KpuCert[B] ‖ Identifier[B]). However, if the entity B encrypts a datum with Kch[A] and transmits it 
to the partner entity, a situation where only the entity which created E(Kpu[B], Kch[A]) can decrypt the datum is 
ensured, though it is uncertain whether the partner entity is authorized one or not. On the contrary, the entity A can 
judge whether the partner entity is authorized one by decrypting the datum, which the entity A has received, with 
Kch[A] and checking the structure. The reason is that it means that the partner entity has the correct Kpr[B], if the 
structure conforms to the specified rule. 
 Encryption with KpuCert[A] 

The entity B cannot judge whether the certificate transferred at Step 3 is that installed in the partner entity or not. 
However, if the entity B encrypts a datum with the public key included in the certificate and transmits it to the 
partner entity, a situation where only the entity which has the private key forming a pair with the public key in the 
certificate can decrypt the datum created by the entity B is ensured, though it is uncertain whether the partner entity 
really creates Kch[A] or not. 

The bottom of the sequence of processes shown in Figure 6.9 is a state where only the entity B has been 
authenticated by the entity A, but the entity A has not been authenticated yet. The purpose for transferring Kch[B] 
encrypted with KpuCert[A] and Kch[A] to the partner entity at Step 5 is to limit entities which can obtain Kch[B] to those 
which satisfies the two conditions described above. Consequently, if the structure of the data transferred from the 
partner entity at Step 5 and decrypted with Kch[B] conforms to the specified rule, it is ensured that the partner entity 
is an authorized one. This is a part of the situation that we aim to achieve on the mechanism. 

A situation as the bottom of Figure 6.9 can logically be realized when the two entities are reversed. However, 
priority for a source entity to authenticate a destination entity is generally higher than vice versa, because the creator 
of an authorized UCO is definitely an authorized entity. That is, as long as authentications are chained in such form, 
there is not any opportunity for unauthorize entities to obtain an authorized UCOs. Due to the reason, we specify 
that the entity A authenticates the entity B in fast on Unidirectional Transfer mode to transfer UCOs from A to B. 
However, the policy is not applied to Bidirectional Transfer mode, since the direction of transfer of UCOs is not 
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fixed. 
Finally, we mention the applicability of Man-in-the-Middle attack [71] to the sequence shown in Figure 6.9. Man-

in-the-Middle attack is a kind of attack where an entity X intervenes between entity A and B, builds distinct virtual 
private channel with them, and pilfers data transferred from A to B. Figure 6.10 shows the picture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.10  Man-in-the-Middle attack 

A mechanism for the entity A to check which entity is the transmitter of the public key which the entity A received 
is necessary to make the attack fail. In the mechanism, as to transfer of IUQs, functions on the source entity to judge 
whether transmission of IUQs is permitted or not through evaluation of the values of IURS and comparison of SS 
in IUQ and Acceptable IUQ Type are provided. The functions prevents the usages not permitted by usage authorizers 
based on the result of the evaluation and the comparison. The situation follows the goal of the research described in 
section 1.4. Whether the entity X in Figure 6.10 is a destination which the entity A really assumes is determined by 
user’s intention, and therefore prohibitting to transfer IUQs to the entity X mechanically is impossible. Based on the 
view, we do not position Man-in-the-Middle attack, in which the entity X is an authorized entity, as a problem which 
should be solved. 
(2) Anaylsis of strength in cryptography and introduction of a pair of private and public key unique to each entity 

Kch[B] is definitely shared between two authorized entities A and B, but it is not necessarily sufficient in terms of 
strength in chryptography, because every UCO is doubly encrypted for transfer following the policy described in 
section 6.4. In the situation where the sequence shown in Figure 6.9 is completed, keys which are shared as a result 
of completing Step 6.1 is only Kch[B] and Kch[A]. However, the difficulty to obtain Kch[A] differs from the difficulty 
to obtain Kch[B] in cryptography, because a cracker can obtain Kch[A] by obtaining only KprCert[A], though the person 
also needs to obtain both KprCert[A] and KprCert[B] to obtain Kch[B]. Incidentally, it is presumed that manufacturers of 
entities demand to install a certificate to multiple entities. This does not violate the essential role of certificates. That 
is, the purpose of installing a certificate to entities is not to identify each entity but to ensure that they work according 
to the specified rules. Determining the number of entities to which a certificate is installed is not a matter that CA 
must bear. It is rather general that service providers or licensers of the technologies determine the policy. In fact, 
there are organizations which specialize in issuance of certificates [92]. In such cases, a measure where a licensed 
manufacturer asks a CA to issue a certain number of certificates and the licensed manufacturer installs the issued 
certificates to multiple entities according to the policy specified by a service provider or the licenser of the 
technology is taken in some cases. This is beneficial for the manufacturer because it can reduce the cost of 
purchasing certificates. However, if installing a certificate to multiple entities is allowed, the difference of the 
difficulty to obtain Kch[B] and Kch[A] will be a problem in terms of the following. 

In cases where a certificate is installed to multiple entities, there is a way by which a cracker can pilfer a key 
which must be secretly shared between two authenticated entities. We can understand the fact through the analysis 

B 
(Hold (Kpu[B], Kpr[B])) 

A 

1. Kpu[B] 

3. Kpu[X] 

X 
(Hold (Kpu[X], Kpr[X])) 

4. Encrypt M with Kpu[X]: 
E(Kpu[X], M) 

5. E(Kpu[X], M) 

6.1  Decrypt E(Kpu[X], M) with Kpr[X]: 
D(Kpr[X], E(Kpu[X], M)) = M 

6.2  Encrypt M with Kpu[B]: E(Kpu[B], M) 
7. E(Kpu[B], M) 

8. Decrypt E(Kpu[B], M) with Kpr[B]: 
D(Kpr[B], E(Kpu[B], M)) = M 

2. Replace public key: Kpu[B]  Kpu[X] 
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described below. At the beginning, we clarify four cases where a same certificate is installed to the entity A and the 
entity B and an authorized entity P pilfers data transferred between A and B in Figure 6.11 and Table 6.3. In the 
cases, the values of KpuCert[A] and KpuCert[B], KprCert[A] and KprCert[B] are equal. Cells in Table 6.3 filled with “1” mean 
that the same certificate is installed in the entities. Similarly, a different certificate is installed in the entities 
designated by the cells filled with “0”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.11  Positions of entity A, B, and P 

Table 6.3  Combination of entities to which same certificate is installed 

Case A (Source) B (Destination) P (Pilferer) 
1 1 1 0 
2 1 0 1 
3 0 1 1 
4 1 1 1 

    
Cryptographic characteristics of each case are summarized as the following. 
Case 1 The entity P cannot decrypt M1,F6.9 = E(KpuCert[B], Kch[A]) included in M3,F6.9, because the value of KprCert 

installed in the entity P is not equal to the value of KprCert[B]. As a result, the entity P cannot execute the 
processes after Step 4.2 and obtain Kch[B]. 

Case 2 This case is the same as Case 1 in the sense that the certificate installed in the entity P differs from that 
installed in the entity B. Therefore, the entity P cannot execute the processes after Step 4.2. 

Case 3 The entity P cannot decrypt E(KpuCert[A], Kch[B]) in M4,F6.9, because the value of KprCert installed in P is not 
equal to the value of KprCert[A]. As a result, the entity P cannot execute Step 6 and obtain Kch[B]. 

Case 4 The entity P can obtain Kch[B] because M1,F6.9 = E(KpuCert[B], Kch[A]) and E(KpuCert[A], Kch[B]) in M4,F6.9 can 
be decrypted with KprCert installed in the entity P. Figure 6.12 shows the picture. In the figure, a certificate 
and a private key that entity B and entity P have are described as C(KprCA, KpuCert ‖ Identifier), KprCert. 
Step 1 Entity B transfers C(KprCA, KpuCert ‖ Identifier) to the entity A. 
Step 2 Entity A executes Step 2.1, ..., 2.4 in Figure 6.9. 
Step 3 Entity A executes Step 3 in Figure 6.9, and a cracker pilfers E(KpuCert, Kch[A]) using the entity P. 

The entity P decrypts it with KprCert which the entity has and eventually obtains Kch[A]. 
Step 4 The entity B executes Step 4.1, ..., 4.4. 
Step 5 Entity B executes Step 5 in Figure 6.9, and the cracker pilfers E(Kch[A], E(KpuCert, Kch[B])) using 

the entity P. The entity P decrypts it with KprCert and Kch[A] which the entity P obtained at Step 3, 
and eventually obtains Kch[B]. 

Step 6 The entity A executes Step 6 in Figure 6.9. 
Figure 6.12 is a picture showing that the entity P pilfers the messages transferred between the entity A and the entity 
B and obtains Kch[A] and Kch[B]. 
 
 
 
 
 

B (Destination) A (Source) 

UCO Transfer Process 

Initial Connection Processes 

P (Pilferer) 

Encrypted messages are transferred 
in these process 
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Figure 6.12  A sequence of processes through which the entity P obtains Kch[B] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.13  Difference of availability of Kch[B] between entities to which different kinds of keys are installed 

On actual design of an entity, interpolating functions to manage state by which executable processes for the entity 
after completing execution of a process are limited are usually intended. However, it is beneficial in terms of 

B A 

2.1 - 2.4 in Figure 6.9 

Figure 6.9: 4.1 - 4.4 

6.1 in Figure 6.9 

P 

Same as Figure 6.9: 4.1 - 4.4 
(Obtaining Kch[A]) 

Same as Figure 6.9: 6 
(Obtaining Kch[B]) 

State where A, B and P have Kch[B] 

1. C(KprCA, KpuCert ‖ Identifier) 

3. E(KpuCert, Kch[A]) ‖ C(KprCA, KpuCert ‖ Identifier) 

5. E(Kch[A], E(KpuCert, Kch[B])) 
Pilfer and 
Input 

Ksym[B]- 
embedded 
case 

B A P 

8.  Decrypt ESS-M1,F6.13 with Kch[B], Ksym[B] 
D(Ksym[B], D(Kch[B], ESS-M1,F6.13)) 
= M1,F6.13 

Same as 8; 
 Acquire M1,F6.13 

(Kpr[B], Kpu[B]) - 
embedded 
case 

P cannot decrypt 
E(Kpu[B], M1,F6.13)) 

Kpr[B] is not 
embedded 
in P 

Pilfer 

Pilfer 

Same as 6.1(†); 
  Acquire Kch[B], Ksym[B] 

5. E(Kch[A], E(KpuCert, Kch[B] ‖ Kpu[B])) 
Pilfer 

Pilfer 

4.1 - 4.3 in Figure 6.9 
4.4  Concatenate Kch[B] and Kpu[B]: 

M2,F6.13 = Kch[B] ‖ Kpu[B] 
4.5  Encrypt M2,F6.13 with KpuCert, Kch[A]: 

EPS-M2,F6.13 = E(Kch[A], E(KpuCert, M2,F6.13)) 

6.1  Decrypt EPS-M2,F6.13: 
D(KprCert, D(Kch[A], EPS-M2,F6.13) 
= Kch[B] ‖ Kpu[B] 

6.2  Encrypt M1,F6.13 with Kpu[B], Kch[B]: 
EPS-M1,F6.13 = E(Kch[B], E(Kpu[B], M1,F6.13)) 

Same as 6.1(†); 
  Acquire Kch[B], Kpu[B] 

7. E(Kch[B], E(Kpu[B], M1,F6.13)) 

8.  Decrypt EPS-M1,F6.13 with Kch[B], Kpr[B]: 
D(Kpr[B], D(Kch[B], EPS-M1,F6.13)) 
= M1,F6.13 

5. E(Kch[A], E(KpuCert, Kch[B] ‖ Ksym[B])) 

7. E(Kch[B], E(Ksym[B], M1,F6.13)) 

6.1  Decrypt EPS-M0,F6.13 with Kch[A], KprCert: 
D(KprCert, D(Kch[A], EPS-M0,F6.13)) 
= Kch[B] ‖ Ksym[B] 

6.2  Encrypt M1,F6.13 with: Ksym[B], Kch[B] 
ESS-M1,F6.13 = E(Kch[B], E(Ksym[B], M1,F6.13)) 

4.1 - 4.3 in Figure 6.9 
4.4  Concatenate Kch[B] and Ksym[B]: 

M0,F6.13 = Kch[B] ‖ Ksym[B] 
4.5  Encrypt with M0,F6.13 with KpuCert, Kch[A]: 

EPS-M0,6.13 = E(Kch[A], E(KpuCert, M0,F6.13)) 

1, ..., 3 in Figure 6.9 

 Abbreviations 
EXY-Mn,Fm: Encrypted message Mn in Figure m, 
X, Y ∈ {P, S}; P: Public key encryption, S: Symmetric key encryption 
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implementation that the mechanism prevents the entity P from obtaining Kch[B] in cryptography even if the sequence 
shown in Figure 6.12 is completed. The reason is that degradation of pilfer/tamper resistance which the functions 
should have becomes allowable. The advantage is especially valuable for GPMC type entities. A measure to prevent 
completion of the sequence shown in Figure 6.12 is to install a key which is unique to each entity. The candidates 
are naturally another symmetric key and a key pair of a public key and a private key. As a result of analysis of the 
sequence of processes shown in Figure 6.13, we can understood that a pair of a private key and a public key is more 
effective than a symmetric key. Upper and lower half of the sequence are the cases where a key for symmetric key 
cryptosystem Ksym[B] is installed to the entity B and a private/public key pair (Kpr[B], Kpu[B]) is installed to the entity 
B. As shown in upper half sequence, crackers can make the entity P obtain Ksym[B] at Step 6.1. On the other hand, 
if a key included in the datum transferred at Step 5 is Kpu[B], entities which can decrypt the datum transferred at 
Step 7 are limited to those to which Kpr[B] is installed, because Kpr[B] is never disclosed to other entities regardless 
of the use of a public channel. Lower half sequence in Figure 6.13 shows the picture. 

Encrypting Kpu[B] together with Kch[B] provides the following advantage. Encrypting an arbitrary datum together 
with Kch[B] automatically ensures to limit the entities which the datum is shared to the authorized ones, because it 
is guaranteed that a Kch[B] is shared among authorized entities as explained in Figure 6.12. Due to this, attaching 
digital sigunature to Kpu[B] becomes not essential. The fact may reduce expenses which the licensed manufacturers 
spend on, since they do not have to create and manage another private key to calculate digital signature and the 
public key forming a pair with the private key, which is used to verify the digital signaturethe, in a case where Kpu[B] 
does not accompany a digital signature. 

The purpose of transfer of EPS-M1,F6.13 at Step 7 is to share ECDH-Shared key, which is described as *Kpu[B] (= 
*Kpr[B]). Since Kpr[B] and Kch[B] are necessary to decrypt EPS-M1,F6.13, the strength in cryptography of the datum is 
equivalent to the strength of UCOs in encrypted form. Focusing on only the fact, the policy on double encryption 
described in section 6.4 is followed if the entity A encrypts a UCO with the ECDH-Shared key and Kch[B] and 
transfer it at Step 7, as M in Figure 6.10. However, management of the state transition will become simpler if the 
processes related to transfer UCOs are separated from those related to connect the entities. We can understand the 
view by assuming cases where UCO Transfer stage is executed repeatedly after Initial Connection stage or 
Reconnection stage is completed. Moreover, it is also required to share two kinds of semi-nonce in Initial 
Connection stage and Reconnection stage to follow the policy on keys used in UCO Transfer stage. 

Based on the above view, it is more appropriate to transfer a nonce as M than to transfer a UCO. We describe the 
nonce as Connection key (Kcn). 
(3) List of revoked certificates 

In certificate-based PKI, a list of revoked certificates is created at CA. The list is called Certificate Revocation 
List (CRL) [93] in some services on the Internet. Since a CRL includes the validity of each certificate, and, the 
organization which is permitted to register the validity to CRL need to be limited to a previliged one, the operation 
is usually done by CA and a digital signature calculated with KprCA is attached to eash CRL. An authorized entity 
which received a certificate transferred from another entity verifies the attached digital signature at the beginning. 
After that, the entity refers the CRL to check whether the identifier of the target certificate is included in the list or 
not and verifies the digital signature attached to the certificate. If the identifier is included in the list, the entity aborts 
the process for authentication. 

It can naturally be imagined that services which intend to control the use of restricted contents by the mechanism 
explained in the dissertation also demand such kind of mechanism. Especially, if services which permit to install a 
certificate to multiple entities are available, some mechanisms to revoke entities are demanded by usage authorizers, 
because a leak of a KprCert installed in a storage entity enables a cracker to obtain UCOs stored in all the storage 
entities, to which the KprCert is installed. 

GPKI [94] and LGPKI [95] are the services in operation in Japanese public institutions using PKI as the platform 
for authentication and CRL to manage revocation. They are built for the systems, consisting of central servers and 
terminals whose use in isolated environment is limited, or, consisting of the central servers and terminals which are 
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always connected. In the system, a CRL stored in each terminal is updated when the terminal receives a new CRL 
transferred from the central servers through the network, separately from the specified authentication process. 
However, it is necessary to make the mechanism have a function to update information of revoked certificates, even 
if a system consisting of a host entity and storage entities is used under network-isolated or occasionally-connected 
environment. 

An effective measure to achieve the above requirement is to incorporate processes to update such lists into Initial 
Connection stage. In concrete terms, the processes consist of the following four steps. 
Step 1 The entity A transfers list[A] stored in itself to the entity B; Initial Connection stage is executed between the 

entities. 
Step 2 The entity B compares the issue dates of list[A] and list[B], which is stored in itself. 
Step 3 The entity B replaces list[B] with list[A], if the issue date of list[A] is later than the issue date of list[B]. On the 

contrary, if the issue date of list[A] is earlier than the issue date of list[B], the entity B leave the list as it is 
and transfers list[B] to the entity A. 

Step 4 The entity A replaces list[A] with list[B], only if the list is included in the transferred datum. 
What we must ensure in the above processes is not only to be able to detect falsification in cases where the list is 

tampered but also to prevent the list from being replaced to an older one, even if the older list is the authorized one. 
This means that preventing the list from pilfering is necessary. To satisfy the requirement, encrypting the list with 
the keys shared in the stage is one of the simplest ways. The key may be arbitrary, as long as it is shared between 
authorized entities, because the eventual purpose of the process is to distribute the list to all the authorized entities. 
From that perspective, we specify to use Kch as the key to encrypt the list7. 

Figure 6.14 shows a sequence of processes for Initial Connection stage in Unidirectional Transfer mode, which 
we construct. All of the views explained in articles (1), (2), and (3) of this subsection are incorporated into the 
sequence. Moreover, we describe the list as Revoked Class List (RCL) in the sense that revoking a certificate 
corresponds to invalidate all entities which belong to a class. A digital signature calculated with KprCA is attached 
to RCL, similar to CRL. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
7 Encrypting a datum with KpuCA has the same effect with encrypting it with Kch in the sense that only a host entity in which KprCA is embedded can 
decrypt the datum in encrypted form. However, here we adapt the method of encryption with Kch to reduce processing load. 
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Figure 6.14  Initial Connection stage in Unidirectional Transfer mode 

Step 1 Transfer of a request from the bridge entity to the entity B and the requested certificate from the entity B to 
the bridge entity. 

Step 1.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires UCM[B] Ctrl to transmit the certificate C(KprCA, 
KpuCert[B] || Identifier[B]) (= M0,F6.9) installed in the entity, to the entity B. 

Step 1.2 The entity B transmits the certificate M0,F6.9 to the bridge entity. 

2.2 M0,F6.9 

B A 

3.1, ..., 3.4: 2.1, ..., 2.4 in Figure 6.9 

6.1, ..., 6.3: 4.1, ..., 4.3 in Figure 6.9 
6.4  (Kpr[B], Kpu[B]) installed case of 4.4 in Figure 6.13 
6.5  Encrypt M2,F6.13 with KpuCert[A]: 

EP-M2,F6.13 = E(KpuCert[A], M2,F6.13) 
6.6  Concatenate EP-M2,F6.13 and RCL[B]: 

M0,F6.14 = EP-M2,F6.13 ‖ RCL[B] 
6.7  Encrypt M0,F6.14 with Kch[A]: ES-M0,F6.14 = E(Kch[A], M0,F6.14) 

9.1  Decrypt ES-M0,F6.14 with Kch[A]: 
D(Kch[A], ES-M0,F6.14) = EP-M2,F6.13 ‖ RCL[B] 

9.2  Verify digital signature of RCL[B] 
9.3  Compare the issue date of two RCL: 

If RCL[B] is newer than RCL[A] 
(1)  Replace RCL[A] with RCL[B] 

(2)  Set Flag.RCL = 1 
Else Set Flag.RCL = 0 

9.4  Decrypt EP-M2,F6.13 with KprCert[A]: 
D(KprCert[A], EP-M2,F6.13) = Kch[B] ‖ Kpu[B] 

9.5  Create Kcn[A] 
9.6  Encrypt Kcn[A] with Kch[B]: 

ES-Kcn[A] = E(Kch[B], Kcn[A]) 
9.7  Concatenate ES-Kcn[A] with RCL[A] depending 

on Flag.RCL: 
If Flag.RCL = 1, M1,F6.14 = ES-Kcn[A] ‖ RCL[A] 
Else (i.e. Flag.RCL = 0), M1,F6.14 = ES-Kcn[A] 

9.8  Encrypt M1,F6.14 with Kpu[B]: 
EP-M1,F6.14 = E(Kpu[B], M1,F6.14) 

12.1  Decrypt EP-M1,F6.14 with Kpr[B]: 
D(Kpr[B], EP-M1,F6.14) = ES-Kcn[A] (‖ RCL[A]) 

12.2  Verify digital signature of RCL[A], if RCL[A] 
is included 

12.3  Update RCL[B], if RCL[A] is included: 
Replace RCL[B] with RCL[A] 

12.4  Decrypt ES-Kcn[A] with Kch[B]: 
D(Kch[B], ES-Kcn[A]) = Kcn[A] 

State where A, B have Kcn[A], new RCL, and *Kpu[B] (= *Kpr[B]) 

Bridge Entity 

  Conventions 
Request message transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 
Format: “Request” (Objective /w Parameter; Target Data) 

“Objective” is the objective of the data transfer - Read or Write 
“/w” is “with”; “Parameter” is a parameter accompanied by the request message 

Data transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 

2.1 Request (Write; M0,F6.9) 
1.1 Request (Read; M0,F6.9) 

1.2 M0,F6.9 

4.1 Request (Read; M3,F6.9) 
5.1 Request (Write; M3,F6.9) 

5.2 M3,F6.9 

7.1 Request (Read, ES-M0,F6.14) 

7.2 ES-M0,F6.14 
8.1 Request (Write, ES-M0,F6.14) 

8.2 ES-M0,F6.14 

10.1 Request (Read; EP-M1,F6.14) 
11.1 Request (Write, EP-M1,F6.14) 

11.2 EP-M1,F6.14 

4.2 M3,F6.9 

10.2 EP-M1,F6.14 
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Step 2 Transfer of a request and the certificate from the bridge entity to the entity A. 
Step 2.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires the entity A to receive the certificate and 

UCM[A] Ctrl to execute Step 3.1, ..., 3.4, to the entity A. 
Step 2.2 The bridge entity transmits the certificate to the entity A. 

Step 3 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 
Step 3.1 Same as Step 2.1 in Figure 6.9. 
Step 3.2 Same as Step 2.2 in Figure 6.9. 
Step 3.3 Same as Step 2.3 in Figure 6.9. 
Step 3.4 Same as Step 2.4 in Figure 6.9 (Create M3,F6.9). 

Step 4 Transfer of a request from the bridge entity to the entity A and a datum M3,F6.9 from the entity A to the 
bridge entity8. 

Step 4.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires UCM[A] Ctrl to transmit M3,F6.9, to the entity 
A. 

Step 4.2 The entity A transmits M3,F6.9 to the bridge entity. 
Step 5 Transfer of a request and a datum M3,F6.9 from the bridge entity to the entity B. 

Step 5.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires the UCM[B] Ctrl to execute Step 6.1, ..., 6.7, 
to the entity B. 

Step 5.2 The bridge entity transmits a datum M3,F6.9 to the entity B. 
Step 6 Processes which UCM[B] Ctrl executes. 

Step 6.1 Same as Step 4.1 in Figure 6.9. 
Step 6.2 Same as Step 4.2 in Figure 6.9. 
Step 6.3 Same as Step 4.3 in Figure 6.9. 
Step 6.4 Same as Step 4.4 in Figure 6.13 (lower case; Create M2,F6.13 = Kch[B] ‖ Kpu[B]). 
Step 6.5 Encrypt M2,F6.13 with KpuCert[A]. 

EP-M2,F6.13 = E(KpuCert[A], M2,F6.13) 
Step 6.6 Concatenate EP-M2,F6.13 and RCL[B]. 

M0,F6.14 = EP-M2,F6.13 ‖ RCL[B] 
Step 6.7 Encrypt M0,F6.14 with Kch[A]. 

ES-M0,F6.14 = E(Kch[A], M0,F6.14) 
Step 7 Transfer of a request from the bridge entity to the entity B and a datum ES-M0,F6.14 from the entity B to the 

bridge entity. 
Step 7.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires the entity B to transmit ES-M0,F6.14, to the entity 

B. 
Step 7.2 The entity B transmits ES-M0,F6.14 to the bridge entity. 

Step 8 Transfer of a request and a datum ES-M0,F6.14 from the bridge entity to the entity A. 
Step 8.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires the entity A to receive ES-M0,F6.14 and UCM[A] 

Ctrl to execute Step 9.1, ..., 9.8, to the entity A. 
Step 8.2 The bridge entity transmits a datum ES-M0,F6.14 to the entity A. 

Step 9 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 
Step 9.1 Decrypt ES-M0,F6.14 with Kch[A] and extract RCL[B] from the result M0,F6.14. 
Step 9.2 Verify the digital signature and the structure of RCL[B]. 
Step 9.3 Compare the issue date of RCL[A] with RCL[B]. If the issue date of RCL[B] is newer than that of RCL[A], 

                                                        
8 In ATA, which is a dominant interface architecture for HDD, requests can accompany parameters whose sizes are within a few bytes, but the objectives 
of them are restricted to one of the following: reading data, write data, and not transferring any data [5]. This means that it is impossible to excute Step 
2 and Step 4 with one request. Therefore, we split the processes into two distinct processes. This policy is also applied to Step 5 and Step 7, and, Step 
8 and Step 10. 
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UCM[A] Ctrl replaces RCL[A] with RCL[B] and sets Flag. RCL to 1. If the issue date of RCL[A] is newer 
than that of RCL[B], UCM[A] Ctrl sets Flag. RCL to 0. 

Step 9.4 Extract EP-M2,F6.13 from the result M0,F6.14, decrypt EP-M2,F6.13 with KprCert[A], and extract Kch[B] and 
Kpu[B] from the result. 

Step 9.5 Create Kcn[A]. 
Step 9.6 Encrypt Kcn[A] with Kch[B]. 

ES-Kcn[A] = E(Kch[B], Kcn[A]) 
Step 9.7 Concatenate ES-Kcn[A] and RCL[A], if Flag.RCL is 1. 

M1,F6.14 = ES-Kcn[A] ‖ RCL[A], if Flag.RCL = 1; 
M1,F6.14 = ES-Kcn[A], if Flag.RCL = 0 

Step 9.8 Encrypt M1,F6.14 with Kpu[B]. 
EP-M1,F6.14 = E(Kpu[B], M1,F6.14) 

Step 10 Transfer of a request from the bridge entity to the entity A and a datum EP-M1,F6.14 from the entity A to the 
bridge entity. 

Step 10.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires UCM[A] Ctrl to transmit EP-M1,F6.14 to the entity 
A. 

Step 10.2 The entity A transmits EP-M1,F6.14 to the bridge entity. 
Step 11 Transfer of a request and a datum EP-M1,F6.14 from the bridge entity to the entity B. 

Step 11.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires the entity B to receive EP-M1,F6.14 and UCM[B] 
Ctrl to execute Step 12.1, ..., 12.4, to the entity B. 

Step 11.2 The bridge entity transmits a datum EP-M1,F6.14 to the entity B. 
Step 12 Processes which UCM[B] Ctrl executes. 

Step 12.1 Decrypt EP-M1,F6.14 with Kpr[B] and extract ES-Kcn[A] and RCL[A], if RCL[A] is included. 
Step 12.2 Verify the digital signature and the structure of RCL[A], if RCL[A] is extracted at Step 12.1. 
Step 12.3 Replace RCL[B] with RCL[A], if the verification at Step 12.2 succeeded. 
Step 12.4 Decrypt ES-Kcn[A] with Kch[B]. 

In cases where RCL is updated, executing the process takes a certain time. Explaining the adequacy of the process 
in quantity is difficult, but we can admit the adequacy in quality, taking the following characteristics in use into 
account. 
 When the capacity of a storage entity increases along the technology improvement, opportunity to use older 

storage entites with smaller capacity will decrease. It is presumed that such storage entities are left not connected 
with other entities in quite a few cases. However, it also means that usage frequency of the storage entities is 
low. Therefore, probability that the storage entities are being cracked may also be low. 

 If a host entity is comparatively old, frequency of using the entity may be higher than old storage entities, because 
there may be opportunities to connect various host entities and storage entities to a host entity. Therefore, 
probability that RCL stored in such a host entity is updated is presumed not so low. 

 Frequency of using an entity and necessity to update RCL stored in the entity is considered proportional to some 
extent. Therefore, risk that an entity, which is frequently used, is used beyond the usage permitted on the rule, 
may be high. On the other hand, opportunities for such entities to connect other entities will be generally many. 
This raises probability to update the RCL stored in the entity. 

 The number of homes where the number of entities to which the mechanism is applied exceeds O(102) is 
presumed rare. Therefore, it will not take a few months to propagate the newest RCL to frequently used entities9. 

(4) Prevention of building multiple virtual private channels for a direction between two entities 

                                                        
9 For example, it is possible to distribute RCL to every host entity like video recorder/player for broadcast content with airwave. If there is such an 
entity in a home, cases where the newest RCL does not propagate to other entities in the home are assumed to be rare. 
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There is not any necessity to build multiple virtual private channels for one direction between any pair of two 
entities, as long as the assumed control of the use of E-BUs are those described in Chapter 3. On the other hand, 
permitting to bulid multiple virtual private channels for a direction surely makes progress management of execution 
of each stage for every entity complicated. Therefore, we prohibit building multiple virtual private channels for a 
direction between a pair of two entities. Due to the restriction, physical resources to be consumed to keep the built 
virtual private channels in both entities and processes, which the entities may need to execute to keep the virtual 
private channels, will be reduced. 

The detailed mechanism to prevent building multiple virtual private channels in a direction between a pair of two 
entities is explained in subsection 6.5.4. 
(5) Prevention of unpermitted recovery of UCOs 

Attention on preventing completion of the sequence of processes to recover UCOs shown in Figure 6.2, which 
are not originally permitted, is not paid in article (3) and (4). That is, the sequence can be completed. Instead of not 
considering the problem further here, we do it in constructing Reconnection and UCO Recovery stage in subsection 
6.5.4, because methods to prevent completing it obviously depend on the component mechanism to recover UCOs. 

6.5.2 UCO Reference Stage 

Before constructing UCO Transfer stage, we construct a mechanism of UCO Reference stage. Specifying the 
stage is useful because application software programs operationg on a host entity or a bridge entity can achieve the 
following purposes with light load. 
 Check the relations among PBInfo, IUQLInfo, and IUQ; the purpose is to check whether the values of IUQID 

used in them are consistent or not 
 Check the relation between the rules described in the selected SPR and IUQs; the purpose is to check whether 

the values of BUID used in them are consistent or not 
 Check the value of SPR*L; the purpose is to check whether the values of HLInfo, SPR*L, and SPR* designated 

by the value of SPR*L are consistent or not 

 Read the true IURs, IUQID，BUID, which are actually set to IUQs for E-BUs selected by a user at the moment, 
and show them to a user on output entity 

All the processes need an operation to read some UCOs from Q-Storage. However, reading them does not enable 
crackers to use the E-BUs in any way, because they cannot decrypt the E-BUs at all. Based on the facts, it does not 
become a problem but brings convenience for users to specify a stage to transfer SPR*L and elements of IUQs other 
than KBUs through a public channel. 

Since the data are transferred through a public channel, it is preferable that a bridge entity is permitted to execute 
the stage. However, since any bridge entity cannot access Q-Storage by itself, we restrict cases where a bridge entity 
can complete the stage to those where the target storage entity has already connected with another storage entity, 
such as Figure 2.7. 

The stage simply consists of two processes. They are that a host entity or bridge entity transmits a request, which 
requires the storage entity to transmit the data, to a storage entity, and, the storage entity actually transmits the 
requested data. If a host entity or a bridge entity need to check the elements of multiple IUQs or SPR*Ls, it is more 
advisable that the host entity or the bridge entity transmits all the requests in a lump, the storage entity also transmits 
the response data in a lump, and the host entity or the bridge entity extracts the necessary data from it. It will reduce 
overheads related to the transfer10. 

Based on the view, we specify UCO Reference stage as the following. 

                                                        
10 Time to transfer all the requested data in an operation to the host entity or the bridge entity is longer than time to transfer them by multiple requests 
and responses for them. However, overhead on clearance of buffer equipped in the interface, which is generally executed in many embedded system 
when transfer of a pair of a request and a response is completed, and intervals between two consequtive processes are unnecessary on the first method. 
Total time consumed in the processes to transfer the requests, the responses for them, such overhead, and intervals are generally longer than the total 
time consumed in the processes to transfer the request and the response for it in an operation. 
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Step 1 A host entity or bridge entity transmits a request, which requires the storage entity to transmit the target 
UCOs, with the values of QLA designating the logical sectors where the UCOs are stored, to a storage 
entity. The UCOs are either Masked IUQs or SPR*Ls. Masked IUQs are IUQs and whose fields for KBU 
are filled with zeros. 

Step 2 The storage entity loads the data from the logical sectors in Q-Storage designated by the values of QLA, 
which the entity received at Step 1, into UCMS. After that, UCM Ctrl extracts the requested elements from 
the data, and transmits them. 

Obviously, there is no necessity to restrict the states where execution of the stage is permitted, as long as the 
storage entity is connected to another authorized entity. It is the reason why execution of the stage is permitted at 
any state as described in section 6.2 with Figure 6.4. 

6.5.3 UCO Transfer Stage 

In this subsection, we construct a mechanism of UCO Transfer stage so as to conform to the views explained in 
section 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4. The stage is actually executed in cases where an entity is demanded to transfer UCO for 
the purpose of the following. 
 Writing IUQ, PPIL, H(SPR*), and SPR*L to Q-Storage in a storage entity for the purpose of copy or move; a 

source is a host entity or another storage entity. 
 Reading IUQ, PPIL, and H(SPR*) from a storage entity for the purpose of copy or move; a destination is a host 

or another storage entity. 
 Reading IUQ from a storage entity for the purpose of playing BUs; a destination is a host entity. 
 Transferring PPIs from a host entity to a storage entity to control playing BUs according to an SPR. 
(1) Encryption scheme 

Basic policy to encrypt UCOs for transfer follows the description in section 6.4. We construct UCO Transfer stage 
so as to conform the policy and shows the sequence of processes in Figure 6.15. 
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Figure 6.15  UCO Transfer stage in Unidirectional Transfer mode 

Step 1 Transfer of a request with a parameter whose value is AS from the bridge entity to the entity A. AS is a value 
of QLA. 

Step 1.1 The bridge entity transmits the request with AS, which requires UCM[A] Ctrl to execute Step 2.1, to 
the entity A. 

Step 2 A process which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 
Step 2.1 Load a UCO stored on a logical sector designated by AS;[A], which the entity A actually received at 

Step 1.1, into UCM[A]. 
Step 3 Transfer of a request from the bridge entity to the entity B and a datum ESS-Ktr[B]n from the entity B to the 

bridge entity. 
Step 3.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires UCM[B] Ctrl to execute Step 4.1 and 4.2, and 

transmit ESS-Ktr[B]n, to the entity B. 
Step 3.2 The entity B transmits ESS-Ktr[B]n to the bridge entity. 

Step 4 Processes which UCM[B] Ctrl executes. 
Step 4.1 Create Ktr[B]n, which is a nonce which UCM[B] Ctrl created n-thly after execution of Initial Connection 

or Reconnection stage is completed. On the first UCO Transfer stage, Ktr[B]1 (n = 1) is created. 

B (Destination) A (Source) 

Initial Connection / Reconnection stage 

State where A, B have *Kpu[B] (= *Kpr[B]), Kcn[A] 
and Kch[B] as Ktr[B]0 

4.1  Create Ktr[B]n 
4.2  Encrypt Ktr[B]n with Ktr[B]n-1 and Kcn[A]: 

ESS-Ktr[B]n = E(Kcn[A], E(Ktr[B]n-1, Ktr[B]n)) 

3.2 ESS-Ktr[B]n 

10.1  Decrypt ESS-UCOT with *Kpr[B], Ktr[B]n: 
D(Ktr[B]n, D(*Kpr[B], ESS-UCOT)) = UCOT 

10.2  Modify UCOT (if it is necessary) 
10.3  Write UCOT to the logical sector designated 

by AW;[B] 

Iterate if it is 
necessary and 
permitted 

6.1  Decrypt ESS-Ktr[B]n with Kcn[A], Ktr[B]n-1 
D(Ktr[B]n-1, D(Kcn[A], ESS-Ktr[B]n)) = Ktr[B]n 

Bridge Entity 

3.1 Request (Read; ESS-Ktr[B]n) 

5.1 Request (Write; ESS-Ktr[B]n) 

5.2 ESS-Ktr[B]n 

9.1  Request 
 (Write /w AW; ESS-UCOT) 

9.2 ESS-UCOT 

  Conventions 
Request message transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 
Format: “Request” (Objective /w Parameter; Target Data) 

“Objective” is the objective of the data transfer - Read or Write or No Data 
“/w” is “with”; “Parameter” is a parameter accompanied by the request message 
The value of “OPR” is “Copy” or “Move” or “Play” 

Data transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 

1.1  Request 
(No Data /w AS; UCO) 

7.2 ESS-UCOT 

2.1  Load a UCO from the logical sector 
designated by AS;[A] into WM in UCM[A] 

8.1  Create a UCOT to transmit from UCO 
based on OPR; 
Modify UCO (if it is necessary) 

8.2  Encrypt the UCOT with Ktr[B]n, *Kpu[B]: 
ESS-UCOT = E(*Kpu[B], E(Ktr[B]n, UCOT)) 

8.3 Write the UCO to logical sector designated 
by AS;[A] (if UCO was modified at 8.1) 

7.1  Request (Read 
/w OPR; ESS-UCOT) 
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Step 4.2 Encrypt Ktr[B]n with Ktr[B]n-1 and Kcn[A]. In a case where n = 1, Kch[B] is used as Ktr[B]0. 
ESS-Ktr[B]n = E(Kcn[A], E(Ktr[B]n-1, Ktr[B]n)) 

Step 5 Transfer of a request and a datum ESS-Ktr[B]n from the bridge entity to the entity A. 
Step 5.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires the entity A to receive ESS-Ktr[B]n and UCM[A] 

Ctrl to execute Step 6.1, to the entity A. 
Step 5.2 The bridge entity transmits ESS-Ktr[B]n to the entity A. 

Step 6 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 
Step 6.1 Decrypt ESS-Ktr[B]n with Kcn[A] and Ktr[B]n-1, and extract Ktr[B]n. 

Ktr[B]n = D(Ktr[B]n-1, D(Kcn[A], ESS-Ktr[B]n)) 
Step 7 Transfer of a request with a parameter whose value is OPR from the bridge entity to the entity A and a 

datum ESS-UCOT from the entity A to the bridge entity. OPR is a value indicating the kind of target 
operation (copy, move, or play). 

Step 7.1 The bridge entity transmits the request with OPR, which requires UCM[A] Ctrl to execute Step 8.1, 
8.2, and 8.3, to the entity A. 

Step 7.2 The entity A transmits ESS-UCOT to the bridge entity. 
Step 8 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 

Step 8.1 Create UCOT, which the entity A will transmit, from the UCO kept in UCM[A], based on OPR[A], 
which the entity A actually received at Step 7.1, and modify the UCO if the UCO is an IUQ and the 
modification based on the rules explained in Chapter 3 is necessary. 

Step 8.2 Encrypt the UCOT with Ktr[B]n and *Kpu[B]. 
ESS-UCOT = E(*Kpu[B], E(Ktr[B]n, UCOT)) 

Step 8.3 Write the UCO to the logical sector in Q-Storage, designated by AS;[A]. 
Step 9 Transfer of a request with a parameter whose value is AW and a datum ESS-UCOT from the bridge entity to 

the entity B. AW is a value of QLA. 
Step 9.1 The bridge entity transmits the request with AW, which requires the entity B to receive ESS-UCOT and 

UCM[B] Ctrl to execute Step 10.1, 10.2, and 10.3. 
Step 9.2 The bridge entity transmits ESS-UCOT to the entity B. 

Step 10 Processes which UCM[B] Ctrl executes. 
Step 10.1 Decrypt ESS-UCOT with *Kpr[B] and Ktr[B]n, and extract UCOT. 

UCOT = D(Ktr[B]n, D(*Kpr[B], ESS-UCOT)) 
Step 10.2 Modify IURS, if the UCOT is an IUQ and the modification based on the rules explained in Chapter 3 

is necessary. 
Step 10.3 Write the UCOT to a logical sector designated by AW;[B], which the entity B actually received at Step 

9.1. 
As shown in the figure, UCO Transfer stage is a closed group of processes and is permitted to execute repeatedly 

by itself, as long as Initial Connection stage or Reconnection stage is completed. 
There is no positive reason to limit the number of kind of UCOs transferred at Step 9 in terms of their strength in 

cryptography. However, we can admit that to limit the number of the kind to one does not bring us problems on 
performance of transfer of UCOs under Unidirectional Transfer mode, if the following facts are taken into account. 
 Both the source and the destination entities need to write the progress status of the processes on transfer of UCOs 

as a log to enable to recover them whose transfer is not regularly completed. However, if transfer of multipe 
kinds of UCOs at a process is permitted, processes to manage the log in the storage entity will be complicated 
and the processes may put pressure on the processes to write/read data to/from the N-Storage. 

 Transfer of PPILs and H(SPR*)s from the source storage entity to the destination entity occurs only when they 
are moved or copied. On the other hand, when a host entity plays BUs, only IUQs are transferred from the source 
storage entity to the host entity. In the operation, PPIs are also transferred from the host entity to the storage 
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entity in cases where an SPR is assigned to the selected ContObj, but the direction is opposite from that to 
transfer IUQs. Therefore, taking the situations where writing multiple kinds of UCOs are demanded under a 
connection into account is not essential. 

 The operation which should be paid attention in terms of influence to the performance of the entities is playing 
BUs, because real-time processing is basically required on the operation, though the processing on the operations 
of move and copy may not be required in most cases. If we permit to transfer multiple kinds of UCOs at a process, 
transfer ot PPILs and H(SPR*)s with IUQs at the process may occur. This may be harmful to ensure real-time 
processing. From the point of view, it is advisable to limit the number of the kind of UCOs transferred at a 
process to one. 

Maximum number of IUQs permitted to transfer at a process depends on the amount of physical resources installed 
on each storage entity. Due to this, we do not specify the value here. 
(2) Output policy of UCO on storage entities 

Since any storage entity is passive type, a host or bridge entity need to notify the kind of the request to read UCOs 
to a storage entity, which corresponds to the user’s intention. The storage entity judges whether to execute or abort 
the processes related to the requests according to the policy described in Table 6.4, before encrypting the requested 
UCOs for transfer. Then, it is assumed that the storage entity has already been connected to another authorized host 
entity or a storage entity. 

Table 6.4  Processing policy for the requests to read UCOs on UCMS Ctrl 

UCO Requested 
operation Behavior of the storage entity 

IUQ Move UCMS Ctrl determines whether to execute or abort the processes related to 
the request, according to Table 3.1. 

 Copy Same as Move. 
 Play UCMS Ctrl determines whether to execute or abort the processes related to 

the request, according to the following: 
 Table 3.2 
 Value of SPRA of the requested IUQ (cf. section 3.6) 
 Result of comparison between H(SPR*) and the calculated hash value of 

SPR* designated by SPR*L, if SPRA = 1 
 Usage rule described in the SPR, which the connected host entity has 

specified 
 Figure 3.8, Figure 3.10, and the result of comparison between the values 

of SPR* included in the certificate of the source entity and SS of the 
requested IUQs. 

PPIL Move Execute the processes related to the request. 
 Copy Execute the processes related to the request. 
 Play Abort the processes related to the request. 
H(SPR*)†1 Move Execute the processes related to the request 
 Copy UCMS Ctrl determines whether to execute or abort the processes related to 

the request, according to the value of UCAI. 
 Play Abort the processes related to the request. 

†1 It is not necessary to transfer SPR*L stored in a source storage entity to the other entity, 
because the value designates the logical sector in the storage entity and is meaningless for 
any other entities. 

   

6.5.4 Reconnection Stage, UCO Recovery stage, and Log Management 

In this subsection, we construct mechanisms of Reconnection stage and UCO Recovery stage. We study them 
together because the reason why recovery of UCOs is demanded is UCO Transfer stage has been executed to transfer 
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them in the past, namely, the two entities had been connected. Consequently, it is rational to restrict entities which 
can complete UCO Recovery stage to those which can complete Reconnection stage. 

In the following divisions, we specify the sequence of processes between two entities to reconnect them and to 
recover the lost UCOs efficiently, based on the above view. 

6.5.4.1 Basic Concept of Reconnection stage 

(1) Basic sequence of processes for reconnection based on Connection Log 
Initial Connection stage constructed in subsection 6.5.1 imposes for a source entity to execute processes on 

public/private key arithmetic operation, which is to verify digital signatures included in a certificate and an RCL, 
twice encryption with two kinds of public key, and once encryption with private key. Load of the operations which 
a destination entity executes is almost the same, though the number of operations of encryption and decryption are 
equal to the number of operations of decryption and encryption at the source entity. As described in section 6.3, 
public/private key arithmetic operation includes multiplication and division are not eliminable. Moreover, the 
operations take time longer than encryption and decryption according to symmetric key cryptographic algorithm. 
Consequently, the author’s aim on constructing Reconnection stage is to reduce the number of such operations. 

As for a pair of entities which have completed executing the processes in Initial Connection stage, it is rational to 
permit that they reconnect according to a method not including processes to verify a certificate of the partner entity 
and RCLs installed in itself and transferred from the partner entity. Then, Reconnection stage should consist of a 
sequence of processes using data shared at the last state. Since the keys shared at the last state are two semi-nonces, 
which are *Kpu[B] (= *Kpr[B]) and Kcn[A], and Ktr[B] shared at the last UCO Transfer stage, Reconnection stage 
should be constructed as the sequence of processes using the keys. 

Based on the above view, defining a sequence of processes including transfer of MRCN_AB described in Table 6.5 
as Reconnection stage is one of the natural ways. In such cases, the entity A and B need to record some data in Initial 
Connection and UCO Transfer stage as a log to a static memory medium equipped in UCM. We describe the log 
and the memory medium as Connection Log and CL-Storage respectively. The data are also updated in 
Reconnection stage. 

Table 6.5  Elements of Connection Log and data transferred in Reconnection stage 

Elements of Connection Log 
 Stages where the 

data are written Initial Connection UCO Transfer (if it is executed) 

 Data to be 
written 

Property 
Entity Private Public Private Public 

 A Kcn[A], Kpu[B] Acceptable IUQ Type[B], 
Partner Identifier (B)†1 

Latest Ktr[B] - 

 B Kcn[A] Partner Identifier (A)†1 Latest Ktr[B] - 
 Moment to 

be written 
A Between 6.4 and 6.5 in Figure 6.14 Between 3.1 and 3.2 in Figure 6.15 

 B After 8.3 in Figure 6.14 Between 1.1 and 1.2 in Figure 6.15 
Data transferred between A and B 
 Data to be 

transferred 
A  B MRCN_AB

†6 = E(CLP[A].Kpu[B]
†2, E(CLP[A].Ktr[B]

†2†3, CLP[A].Kcn[A]
†2†4 ‖ Kcn[A]

†4)) 
 B  A -  
 †1 An arbitrary identifier to indicate which other entity corresponds to the Connection Log parcel. It 

is not indespensable (optional). 
 †2 CLP[A].Kxx are the keys extracted from a Connection Log parcel storecd in the entity A. “xx” is 

either “pu” or “cn” or “tr”. 
 †3 CLP[A].Ktr[B] is written to CL-Storage and replaced to the newer one when UCO Transfer stage is 

executed. 
 †4 CLP[A].Kcn[A] is written to CL-Storage when Initial Connection is executed and repaced to newer 

one when Reconnection stage is executed. 
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 †5 Kcn[A] is a Connection key created newly in the entity A. 
 †6 MRCN_AB = R[A] ‖ E(CLP[A].*Kpu[B], E(CLP[A].Ktr[B], CLP[A].Kcn[A] ‖ Kcn[A])) 
  where, 

 R[A] = r[A] ∙ G; R[A] is a random number generated at the entity A, and G is a base point. 
 CLP[A].*Kpu[B] is *Kpu (see equation (5.3)) calculated from CLP[A].Kpu[B]. 

    
Figure 6.16 and the descriptions after the figure are respectively the sequence of processes for Reconnection stage 

described in Table 6.5 and supplementary explanations on the sequence. In the sequence, we describe the ordinal 
number of each entry of Connection Log List and Connection Log as entry number. 

Figure 6.17 shows the structure of CL-Storage, which consists of two partitions. One of the partitions is located 
at the head of CL-Storage and consists of the logical sectors where the sizes of each partitions and a table are stored. 
The table relates the entry numbers to the values of address designating logical sectors in CL-Storage (CLLA), 
where Connection Log parcels are actually stored in the other partition. The data stored in the first partition are 
usually loaded from CL-Storage into UCM when the entity is booted and kept in the memory while the entity is 
active. Moreover, the data are usually just referred and not modified, unless the values of CLLAs included in some 
entries are modified. Such design is valuable because the head/pickup does not have to move in order for UCM Ctrl 
to know the value of CLLA in the table, even if CL-Storage is implemented on disk media. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.16  Reconnection stage using Connection Log in Unidirectional Transfer mode 

 

B (Destination) A (Source) 

4.1  Load CLP[B] in nCLP;B[B] entry of CL-
Storage into UCM[B] 

4.2  Extract Ktr[B], Kcn[A] from CLP[B]: 
CLP[B].{Ktr[B], Kcn[A]} 

4.3  Decrypt MRCN_AB with Kpr[B], CLP[B].Ktr[B]: 
D(CLP[B].Ktr[B], D(Kpr[B], MRCN_AB)) 
= CLP[A].Kcn[A] ‖ Kcn[A] 

4.4  Compare CLP[A].Kcn[A] with CLP[B].Kcn[A] 

4.5  Replace Kcn[A] in CL-Storage: 
Overwrite CLP[B].Kcn[A] in CL-Storage 
with the new Kcn[A] 

Bridge Entity 
1.1  Request (Read /w nCLP;A; 

MRCN_AB) 

2.1  Load CLP[A] in nCLP;A[A] entry of CL-
Storage into UCM[A] 

2.2  Extract Kpu[B], Ktr[B], Kcn[A] from CLP[A]: 
CLP[A].{Kpu[B], Ktr[B], Kcn[A]} 

2.3  Create Kcn[A] 
2.4  Encrypt CLP[A].Kcn[A], Kcn[A] with 

CLP[A]{Ktr[B], Kpu[B]}: 
MRCN_AB = 
   E(CLP[A].Kpu[B], E(CLP[A].Ktr[B], 
      CLP[A].Kcn[A] ‖ Kcn[A])) 

2.5  Replace Kcn[A] in CL-Storage: 
Overwrite CLP[A].Kcn[A] in CL-Storage 
with the new Kcn[A] 

State where A, B have a new Kcn[A], and *Kpu[B] (= *Kpr[B]) 

1.2 MRCN_AB 

3.1  Request (Write /w nCLP;B; 
MRCN_AB) 

3.2 MRCN_AB 

  Abbreviations 
CL: Connection Log 
CLP: Connection Log Parcel 

  Conventions 
Request message transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 
Format: “Request” (Objective /w Parameter; Target Data) 

“Objective” is the objective of the data transfer - Read or Write 
“/w” is “with”; “Parameter” is a parameter accompanied by the request message 

Data transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 
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Figure 6.17  Structure of CL-Storage 

Step 1 Transfer of a request with a parameter whose value is nCLP;A from the bridge entity to the entity A and a 
datum MRCN_AB from the entity A to the bridge entity. nCLP;A is the number of entry where a Connection Log 
parcel is stored in the entity A. 

Step 1.1 The bridge entity transmits the request with a parameter nCLP;A
11, which requires UCM[A] Ctrl to 

execute Step 2.1, ..., 2.5. 
Step 1.2 The entity A transmits MRCN_AB to the bridge entity. 

Step 2 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 
Step 2.1 Refer the table shown in Figure 6.17 and load a Connection Log parcel CLP[A] designated by nCLP;A[A], 

which the entity A actually received at Step 1.1, from CL-Storage into UCM[A]. 
Step 2.2 Extracts Kpu[B], Ktr[B], and Kcn[A] from CLP[A]. 
Step 2.3 Creates a new Kcn[A]. 
Step 2.4 Create MRCN_AB = E(CLP[A].Kpu[B], E(CLP[A].Ktr[B], CLP[A].Kcn[A] || Kcn[A])). 
Step 2.5 Replace the CLP[A].Kcn[A] in CL-Storage with the new Kcn[A]. 

Step 3 Transfer of a request with a parmeter whose value is nCLP;B and a datum MRCN_AB from the bridge entity to 
the entity B. nCLP;B is the number of entry where a Connection Log parcel is stored in the entity B. 

Step 3.1 The bridge entity transmits the request with a parameter nCLP;B, which requires the entity B to receive 
MRCN_AB and the UCM[B] Ctrl to execute Step 4.1, ..., 4.5. 

Step 3.2 The bridge entity transmits MRCN_AB to the entity B. 
Step 4 Processes which UCM[B] Ctrl executes. 

Step 4.1 Refer the table shown in Figure 6.17 and load a Connection Log parcel CLP[B] designated by nCLP;B[B], 
which the entity B actually received at Step 3.1, from CL-Storage into UCM[B]. 

Step 4.2 Extract Ktr[B] and Kcn[A] from CLP[B]. 
Step 4.3 Calculate *Kpr[B], decrypt MRCN_AB with the *Kpr[B] and CLP[B].Ktr[B], and extract CLP[A].Kcn[A] ‖ 

Kcn[A]. 
Step 4.4 Compare CLP[A].Kcn[A] with CLP[B].Kcn[A]. If the values are different, the entity B aborts the process. 
Step 4.5 Replace CLP[B].Kcn[A] in CL-Storage with Kcn[A] extracted from MRCN_AB. 

 Policy on keeping Kcn[A] in UCMs and writing Kcn[A] to CL-Storage 

                                                        
11 Imagining usage scenes, 256 which is the number of Connection Log parcels for a storage entity to be able to store may be suffisicient. It means that 
a storage entity can connect to 256 different other entities through Reconnection stage. In this case, required size to specify an entry is one byte, and 
transmitting such a small size datum as a parameter of requests for read may be possible. In ATA, requests for read can accompany only parameters 
whose sizes are within a few bytes, but cannot do data for writing (see footnote 8 explained in Figure 6.14). 
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When the entities create or receive a new Kcn[A], they keep it in UCM while the built virtual private channel is 
active. Kcn[A] in the Connection Log parcel, which is used in the Reconnection stage and stored in CL-Storage, is 
overwritten with the new Kcn[A], when a new Ktr[B] is shared. 
 Private/Public property of the elements of Connection Log 

The data, whose property is “private”, are treated privately in Initial Connection stage. Hence, Connection Log 
needs to be stored in some static storage medium implemented in UCM. Furthermore, the values of logical address, 
which external entities specifies to access target logical sectors in the storage medium, are not assigned to logical 
sectors in the storage medium. On the other hand, data whose property is “public” are originally included in a 
certificate and therefore have already been disclosed to the public. The CL-Storage is a storage medium having the 
characteristics. 
 Structure of Connection Log 

The log may contain multiple parcels. Data described in a row in Table 6.5 are included in a parcel. 
 Precondition for completing execution of Reconnection stage 

Storing the latest Ktr[B] in Connection Log is a premise for the entity A and B to complete execution of 
Reconnection stage. Consequently, completing execution of the processes to share Ktr[B], which are those from Step 
3.1 to 6.1 in Figure 6.15, once at least, is necessary to complete execution of Reconnection stage. This does not 
require the entities to complete execution of UCO Transfer stage. The restriction seems unpreferable just in terms 
of sequence of processes, but does not actually bring inconvenience to users, because the main reason why two 
entities are connected is to execute playing BUs or copying a UCO or moving a UCO, which require executing 
UCO Transfer stage. 
 A reason why only a source entity records Acceptable IUQ Type and Kpu 

Only the entity A stores Acceptable IUQ Type and Kpu transferred from the partner entity as the elements of 
Connection Log. This is because direction of transfer of UCOs is fixed as from A to B and therefore the entity B 
never estimates the value of Acceptable IUQ Type of the entity A and encrypts UCOs with Kpu[A]. 
 Characteristics of Connection Log List 

In cryptography, due to management of Connection Log parcels and transferring MRCN_AB described in Table 6.5, 
two entities which have completed execution of Initial Connection stage in the past can build a new virtual private 
channel in simpler processes. However, apart from it, a mechanism by which each entity can easily determine a 
Connection Log parcel to use on executing Reconnection stage is useful. If the mechanism is not provided, the entity 
A and B may logically need to try encryption or decryption on MRCN_AB until they complete execution of 
Reconnection stage. One of the candidates of partner identifier is product serial number, which is uniquely assigned 
to each entity by the manufacturer. If an entity stores multiple Connection Log parcels, which the entities created 
when they completed execution of Initial Connection stage, and data identifying the entities, a host entity and a 
bridge entity connected to the entity physically can notify a Connection Log parcel to use to executte Reconnection 
stage by reading the data and interpreting the values of identifiers included in the data. To realize that, each entity 
needs to store a list, which includes data enough to identify the entities corresponding to Connection Log parcels at 
least. We describe the list as Connection Log List and shows an example of the list in Table 6.6. 

Table 6.6  Elements of a Connection Log List 

Name Value Description 
Partner Entitiy 
Identifier 

Ex. Product Serial Number of 
a partner entity 

A value to identify the partner entity 

Role of the Entity Source (S) or Destination (D) A value indicating the role on the transfer of the entity 
   

It is natural and useful to store Connection Log List to N-Storage so that i-th entry of the log corresponds to i-th 
entry of Connection Log parcel, where 0 ≤ i ≤ N – 1. 

Problems caused by the corruption or tampering of the list are that the entity becomes merely not to be able to 
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complete execution of Reconnection stage, because the host entity or the bridge entity cannot notify the “correct” 
designator for the appropriate Connection Log parcel, in which correct keys to complete execution of Reconnection 
stage are included. The situations do not enable usage, which is not permitted in the rules. Consequently, it is 
permitted to use data not in the usage-controlled domain as the identifiers. Furthermore, it is more preferable that 
not only host entities but also bridge entities can read the list from the entity and update it. To realize that, the list 
needs to be stored in N-Storage. On the other hand, there is risk that users modifies the data whether the operation 
is intended one or not in such cases. From the viewpoint, it is useful to record a value of an identifier specifying the 
partner entity as an element of Connection Log with “public” characteristic. Due to it, host entities and bridge 
entities can recover the list stored in N-Storage if it is corrupted. 

We explain the characteristics of Connection Log List further in next article. 
 The number of Connection Log parcels for a partner entity 

According to the sequences of the processes in Unidirectional Transfer mode, the data which the entity A transmits 
to the entity B in Initial Connection stage and Reconnection stage and the data which the entity A records as 
Connection Log differ from that which the entity B does. The characteristic stems from the fact that the permitted 
direction of transfer of UCOs is only one way. Consequently, it is necessary for the entity A to store two distinct 
Connection Log parcels, one of which corresponds to a case where the entity A is a transmitter of UCOs and the 
other corresponds to a case where the entity A is a receiver of UCOs, even if the partner entity is B in both cases. 

On the other hand, in cases where a new Connection Log parcel is written to a new entry sequentially every time 
when Reconnection stage is executed, multiple Connection Log parcels for a direction of transfer of a UCO to a 
partner entity may be stored. In such cases, it is necessary either the bridge entity mediating the stage transmits a 
datum designating a Connection Log parcel appropriate to complete execution of the stage or UCM Ctrls in the 
entity A and B retrieve the Connection Log parcel by themselves, to reconnect the two entities. Moreover, two other 
problems or overheads occurs every time when Reconnection stage is executed. First, a Connection Log parcel, 
which is stored in the entity A and for the connection to transfer UCOs from the entity A to B, may be overwritten 
with another Connection Log parcel, even in cases where the entity A has experiences connecting only with the 
entity B, if the entities repeats executing Reconnection stage to transfer UCOs from the entity A to B. If we increase 
the capacity of CL-Storage to reduce the probability of occurrence of such cases, the time to retrieve a correct 
Connection Log parcel gets longer. Second, operations of writing the data to two separate logical sectors, one of 
which is to modify the table in the first partition and the other of which is to write a Connection Log parcel in the 
second partition. Due to this, it takes longer time to complete execution of Reconnection stage especially in cases 
where CL-Storage is implementend on the disk media, because seek time12 and rotational latency13 are taken every 
time when Reconnection stage is executed. 

To avoid the problems, we prohibit that any entity stores multiple valid Connection Log parcels for a direction of 
transfer of a UCO to a partner entity. That is, UCM Ctrls retrieve an entry storing the Connection Log parcel for the 
purpose and overwrites the entry with a new Kcn[A] and Ktr[B], when the entities execute Reconnection stage. 
 Invalidation policy of all Connection Log parcels when RCL is updated 

Frequency that a CA issues a new RCL is presumed overwhelmingly less than frequency that a pair of entities 
executes Reconnection stage, referring to actual certificate issuance services. Hence, attaching RCL to a key datum 
exchanged in Reconnection stage such as Initial Connection stage is not preferable because such measure increases 
processes which an entity is forced to execute to reconnect with another entity. However, if no measure is newly 
introduced, a case where the stored RCL is left without being updated may happen. Let us imagine a situation where 
an entity A which stores a Connection Log parcel for an entity B, but the entity A does not store a Connection Log 
parcel for an entity C, and the RCL stored in the entity C is newer than that stored in the entity A. In this case, the 
entity A executes Initial Connection stage with the entity C to connect with it. In the stage, the RCL stored in the 

                                                        
12 It is the operation to move the head/pick up from an aerial space where they are floating to another one below which a target track including target 
physical sectors. 
13 It is the time for the disk to rotate until the first target physical sector comes to the place just below the head/pick up. 
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entity A is replaced with that transferred from the entity C. However, if the Connection Log parcel for an entity B is 
stored in the entity A, the entity A cannot propagate the new RCL to the entity B, because the entity A can connect 
with the entity B through Reconnection stage. To avoid the occurrence of such situations, we specify that an entity 
invalidates all the Connection Log parcels stored in the entity, when the RCL stored in the entity is updated. 
(2) Supplementary mechanism to select an adequate Connection Log parcel based on Connection Log List 

Essential conditions for the entity B to complete execution of Reconnection stage is that the entity can decrypt the 
message MRCN_AB and a Connection Log parcel including CLP[B].Kcn[A], which is equal to Kcn[A] included in the 
decrypted MRCN_AB, is stored in CL-Storage of the entity B. Meanwhile, UCM[B] Ctrl needs to try executing the 
processes using Connection Log parcels stored in CL-Storage one by one, until UCM[B] Ctrl can complete the 
processes, unless the entity A or the bridge entity, which mediates the processes, transmit some information with 
which UCM[B] Ctrl can directly access the target Connection Log parcel. As a result, there may be cases where all 
trials fail. The processes consume resources, which are necessary for the entity interface, UCM[B] Ctrl, and CEC[B] 
to write/read/transmit E-BUs and UCOs in parallel. Therefore, we specify the following supplementary mechanism 
which the entity A and B execute just before executing Reconnection stage, to reduce the consumption of the 
resources. 

Figure 6.18 shows a sequence of processes, through which the entity A and B can complete execution of 
Reconnection stage without such resource consumption. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.18  Supplementary mechanism with Connection Log List for Reconnection stage 
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Step 1 Transfer of a request from the bridge entity to the entity B and data EID, SCLPN from the entity B to the 
bridge entity. EID is the entity identifier of each entity, and, SCLPN is the maximum number of Connection 
Log parcels which each entity can store. 

Step 1.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires the entity B to transmit EID and SCLPN. 
Step 1.2 The entity B transmits EID[B] and SCLPN[B]. The values are stored in a read-only storage space 

implemented in the entity, to which NLA is not assigned. Here, it is assmed that SCLPN[B] is 8. 
Step 2 Same as Step 1, except that the target entity is A. 

Step 2.1 Same as Step 1.1 except that the target entity is A. 
Step 2.2 The entity A transmits EID[A] and SCLPN[A]. 

Step 3 Transfer of a request from the bridge entity to the entity B and a datum CLL from the entity B to the bridge 
entity. CLL is Connection Log List. 

Step 3.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires the entity B to transmit CLL[B] to the bridge 
entity. CLL[B] is CLL stored in N-Storage of the entity B. 

Step 3.2 The entity B transmits CLL[B] to the bridge entity. 
Step 4 Same as Step 3, except that the target entity is B. 

Step 4.1 Same as Step 3.1 except that the target entity is A. 
Step 4.2 The entity A transmits CLL[A] to the bridge entity. 

Step 5 Retrieval of a target entry in CLL. 
Step 5.1 The bridge entity searches CLL[A] for an entry including “EID[B], S”. It is assumed that the number of 

the found entry is 3. 
Step 5.2 Same as Step 5.1 except that the target entity is B and the bridge entity searches CLL[B] for an entry 

including “EID[A], D”. It is assumed that the number of the found entry is 1. 
Step 6 Transfer of a request with a parameter whose value is 3 from the bridge entity to the entity A and a datum 

MRCN_AB from the entity A to the bridge entity. 
Step 6.1 Step 1.1 in Figure 6.16, where nCLP;A is 3. 
Step 6.2 Step 1.2 in Figure 6.16. 

Step 7 Transfer of a request with a parameter whose value is 1 and a datum MRCN_AB from from the bridge entity 
to the entity B. 

Step 7.1 Step 3.1 in Figure 6.16, where nCLP;B is 1. 
Step 7.2 Step 3.2 in Figure 6.16. 

(3) Prevention of building multiple virtual private channels for a direction between two entities with Reconnection 
stage 

In article (4) in subsection 6.5.1, we prohibit to build multiple virtual private channels for a direction between any 
pair of two entities. The restriction should be applied to cases where two entities are connected using a Connection 
Log List and a Connection Log parcel. It is sufficient to analyze the four cases under the three premises to estimate 
whether the restriction is conformed or not, because any other sequences of Initial Connection stage and 
Reconnection stage are merely combination of them. 
 Premises 

 There is not any virtual private channels to transfer UCOs from the entity A to B other than the described 
ones, when they start execution of the stages. 

 The entity A stores a Connection Log parcel for the entity B and the entity B does one for the entity A. 
 The entry number of the Connection Log parcel for the entity B and the entry of Connection Log List for the 

parcel, which are stored in the entity A, are n[A].B. On the contrary, the entry number of the Connection Log 
parcel for the entity A and the entry of Connection Log List for the parcel, which are stored in the entity B, 
is nB(A). 
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 Cases; The entity A receives two requests for 
Case 1 Starting Reconnection stages sequentially 
Case 2 Starting Initial Connection stages sequentially 
Case 3 Starting Initial Connection stage and Reconnection stage sequentially 
Case 4 Starting Reconnection stage and Initial Connection stage sequentially 

Detailed analysis of the cases is described in Annex A. Through the analysis, it is clarified that the reason why 
building multiple virtual private channels for a direction between arbitrary two entities are prevented. 

6.5.4.2 Basic Concept of UCO Recovery stage 

A purpose of constructing UCO Recovery stage is to prevent rights to use BUs which a user has from losing due 
to incompletion of UCO Transfer stage, in parallel with preventing crackers from acquiring rights to use BUs which 
have not originally been provided to the BUs. This means that execution of UCO Recovery stage must not be 
completed if one of the following four conditions is satisfied. 
 UCO Transfer stage to transfer a UCO, whose state is not changed before and after completing the execution of 

the stage, is not completed. 
 UCO Transfer stage to transfer a UCO, which will be recovered through the execution of UCO Recovery stage, 

has not been executed. 
 UCO Transfer stage to transfer a UCO, whose state is changed after completing execution of the stage, is not 

completed. In this case, it is necessary to classify the case into two subcases as the following. 
 The source entity recognizes that the entity has not transmitted the requested UCOs. 
 The source entity recognizes that the entity completed transmitting the requested UCOs, and the destination 

entity recognizes that the entity has not completed writing the UCO to Q-Storage. 
Based on the above view, it is necessary to classify the operations for every UCO into two categories at the 

beginning. That is, one of which needs UCO Recovery stage and the other does not. Therefore, we specify data 
which should be recorded as a log in order for UCM Ctrls to judge whether a target UCO satisfies the three 
conditions other than the first one or not and constructs a mechanism to recover the UCO using the log in the 
following. 
(1) Essential operations in UCO Recovery stage 

Table 6.7 shows a result of classification of the operations for all the UCOs stored in source storage entities, which 
need UCO Recovery stage to prevent users from suffering damage. 

Table 6.7  List of operations applied to UCOs and modifications done in a source storage entity 

UCO Operation Changes occurred on the UCOs in a source storage entity Ref. 
IUQ Move UCMS Ctrl invalidates the requested IUQ before transmitting it. - 
 Copy UCMS Ctrl modifies the value of PGN/PCN before transmitting it, if it is not 3fh. Table 3.6 
 Play UCMS Ctrl modifies the value of PPN before transmitting it, if it is not ffh. Table 3.7 
PPIL Move Unnecessary to apply the operation to PPILs. - 
 Copy†1 Nothing; UCMS Ctrl does not modify the state before transmitting.  
 Play Unnecessary to apply the operation to PPILs. - 
H(SPR*) Move†2 UCMS Ctrl invalidates the requested H(SPR*) before transmitting it. - 
 Copy†3 Nothing; UCMS Ctrl does not modify anytning of the requested H(SPR*) before 

and after transmitting it. 
Table 3.8 

 Play Unnecessary to apply the operation to H(SPR*). - 
 †1 The values of PPIs are determined independent of the rules described in SPR. PPILs need to 

be stored in Q-Storage, but the numbers stored in a source storage entity are not matters. The 
reason is that restrictions on use of the BUs, to which the PPIs are interpolated, are not 
relaxed if multiple target PPILs are stored in a storage entity. Consequently, assuming the 
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operations to move PPILs is not necessary, because it is not necessary to ensure unique 
existence of target PPILs either in a source or destination entity. 

 †2, †3 Conditions for moving and copying H(SPR*) are equal to those for the SPR, namely UCAI. 
As described in section 3.6, the values, which UCAI is set to, are only 0 and 1, which 
respectively indicate that move and unrestricted copy are permitted. 

    
(2) Data essential for the log and the basic mechanism of recovery 

To judge whether one of the three conditions are satisified or not in UCO Recovery stage, recording the elements 
described in Table 6.8 is one of the most effective methods. The data including the elements and the storage medium 
where the elements are stored are respectively described as “Transfer Log” and “TL-Storage”. Basically, the 
structure of TL-Storage is the same as the structure of CL-Storage shown in Figure 6.17. That is, the storage space 
consists of two partitions - one of which stores a table relating entry numbers to the values of address designating 
logical sectors in TL-Storage (TLLA) and the other stores actual Transfer Log parcels. The values of TLLA 
designate logical sectors where Transfer Log parcels are actually stored. However, some additional data necessary 
to be stored in the storage depending on the methods to manage the entries of Transfer Log. The details are studied 
in the descriptions on EntryIndex in the following, which is one of the elements of Transfer Log. 

Kinds of target operations in UCO Recovery stage are transfer of IUQs to copy them, move them, play BUs, and 
move H(SPR*), as shown in Table 6.7. PPIL is not included in the elements of Transfer Log, because the purpose 
to transfer PPIL is always copying it to another storage entity and the permitted number of the operation is infinite. 
Therefore, it is sufficient to transfer them again, if it is presumed that transfer of PPIL failed. 

Table 6.8  Elements included in a Transfer Log parcel for Unidirectional Transfer mode 

Entity Element Description WM Value 
A  Entry Index A non-negative integer n; 0 ≤ n ≤ N + 1, if Transfer Log consists of 

N entries 
A0 n 

  OIUQ A requested IUQ, which is originally stored or kept in a source 
entity. 

A1 Original IUQ 

  HashSPR*
AndSPRID 

A requested H(SPR*) and the value of SPRID included in an SPR*. A2 SPRID‖ 
H(SPR*) 

  Session 
Specifier 

The value of Ktr created at the partner entity in UCO Transfer stage. A3 Ktr[B]Latest 

  PST Progress status of the processes in UCO Transfer stage at the entity 
A. 

A4 Transmission 
Prepared 

  A5 Transmission 
Completed 

  SA Source address; a value of address†1 designating a logical sector on 
which a requested UCO is stored. A host entity or a bridge entity 
connected to the entity A transmits the value to A, if the entity A is a 
storage entity. 

A7 QLA†1 

B  Entry Index A non-negative integer n; 0 ≤ n ≤ N + 1, if Transfer Log consists of 
N entries 

B0 n 

  IUQID The value of IUQID of an IUQ, which the entity will receive. An 
entity which transmits the value is a host or bridge, which is 
physically connected to the entity B. 

B1 IUQID 

  SPRID A value of SPRID in an SPR*, which is the source datum of 
H(SPR*) which the entity will receive. An entity which transmits the 
value is a host or bridge, which is physically connected to the entity 
B. 

B2 SPRID 

  Session 
Specifier 

The value of Ktr created at the entity in UCO Transfer stage to 
transfer the IUQ or H(SPR*). 

B3 Ktr[B]Latest 

  PSR Progress Status of the processes in UCO Transfer stage at the entity 
B. 

B4 Reception 
Prepared 

  B5 Reception 
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Completed 
  DA Destination address; a value of address†1 designating a logical sector 

to which a UCO, which the entity received, is written. A host entity 
or bridge entity connected to the entity B transmits the value to B, if 
the entity B is a storage entity. 

B6 QLA†1 

WM (Moment of Writing):   
A0 The time when a log entry on the transmission of a UCO (an IUQ or H(SPR*)) is created. 
A1 The time when a log entry on the transmission of an IUQ is created, if the values are kept in UCM[A]. If the 

values are not kept there, the time is postponed until the time when the IUQ is loaded into UCM[A]. In cases 
where the UCO Transfer stage is executed to transmit an H(SPR*), no value is set to the element. 

A2 Similar to A1; The time when a log entry on the transmission of the H(SPR*) is created, if the value is kept 
in UCM[A]. If the value is not kept there, the time is postponed until the time when the value is loaded into 
UCM[A]. In cases where UCO Transfer stage is executed to transfer an IUQ, no value is set to the element. 

A3 The time just after the UCM[A] received a new Ktr[B]
†2. 

A4 Same as A4; The time when the new Ktr[B] is recorded. 
A5 The time just before UCM[A] Ctrl transmits the UCO. Update of the source UCO stored in Q-Storage or some 

storage media†3 is completed†4 after the transmission. 
A7 Similar to A1; The time when a log entry on the transmission of the UCO is created, if the value is kept in 

UCM[A]. If the value is not kept there, the time is postponed until the time when UCO is loaded into UCM[A]. 
B0 The time when a log entry on the reception of a UCO (an IUQ or H(SPR*)) is created. 
B1 The time when a log entry on the reception of an IUQ is created, if the value is kept in UCM[B]. If the values 

are not kept there, the time is postponed until the time when the IUQID is loaded into UCM[B]. In cases 
where the UCO Transfer stage is executed to transfer an H(SPR*), no value is set to the element. 

B2 Similar to B1; The time when a log entry on the reception of an H(SPR*) is created, if the value is kept in 
UCM[B]. If the value is not kept there, the time is postponed until the time when the value is loaded into 
UCM[B]. In cases where UCO Transfer stage is executed to transfer an IUQ, no value is set to the element. 

B3 The time just after UCM[B] created a new Ktr[B]
†2.   

B4 Same as B3; The time when the new Ktr[B] is recorded. 
B5 The time just before UCM[B] Ctrl writes the UCO, which the entity B received, to the specified logical sectors 

in the storage media†5†6. 
B6 Similar to B1; The time when a log entry on the reception of the UCO is created, if the value is kept in 

UCM[B]. If the value is not kept there, the time is postponed until the time when the value is loaded into 
UCM[B]. 

†1 If the entity is a storage, the address is QLA. In the other cases, the address is that proper to the storage 
media. For example, if the entity A is a host entity and an IUQ is created on the volatile work memory 
implemented in it, the address is not QLA, but that assigned to the each logical sector of the memory. 

†2 The entity recognizes that execution of UCO Transfer stage is started.   
†3 The storage media is Q-Storage when the entity A is a storage entity.   
†4 The order of the processes to transfer the UCO is the following: 

Double encryption of the UCO  Update the value of the PST  Transmission of the UCO 
†5 The storage media is Q-Storage when the entity B is a storage entity.   
†6 It does not imply that UCM[B] Ctrl has checked integrity of the IUQ written in the storage media. 
    

Execution of UCO Recovery stage is started by transferring a request with a value of identifier of the target UCO 
from the entity A or a bridge entity to the entity B. The request requires the entity B to check whether the UCO is 
surely stored or not. After the reception, UCM[B] Ctrl compares the value, which it received, with the values of the 
identifiers included in Transfer Log parcels, from the newest one to the older one by one. The request also requires 
the entity B to create a datum including the result of the check and transmit the datum. The datum includes a code 
to detect tampering need to be included in the datum. The processes correspond to Step 8 in Figure 6.2. 

Recovery of a UCO needs to be permitted only in cases where it is certain that a user lose rights to use BUs before 
s/he actually use it. To check that, both entities need to record the status of progress on the execution of the UCO 
Transfer stage at least. Values to permit recovery of the UCO must be set only in cases where a user loses the rights 
if the entities do not complete execution of the stage. To satisfy the condition, we specify that the moments to set 
values indicating “completion of the operation” to a variable showing progress status are just before transmitting 
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the requested UCO and just before writing the UCO to the storage medium at the entity A and B respectively. 
Adopting the policy, a UCO which the entity A has transmitted but the entity B has not received can be recovered 
by transferring the Transfer Log parcel stored in the entity B to the entity A and estimating the values included in it 
These are the core processes of UCO Recovery stage. 

Figure 6.19 shows a sequence of processes constituting UCO Recovery stage based on the above view. In the 
figure, a key K extracted from a Transfer Log parcel TLP is described as TLP.K, similar to keys extracted from a 
Connection Log parcel (cf. †2 in Table 6.5). After the figure, we explain each step and symbols used in the figure 
with Table 6.9 and 6.10. In the description on the symbols, we explain the conditions to permit and not permit 
recovery of UCOs with Table 6.11. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.19  UCO Recovery stage using Transfer Log in Unidirectional Transfer mode 
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B (Destination) A (Source) 

State where A, B have *Kpu[B] (= *Kpr[B]), Kcn[A] 
and Kch[B] as Ktr[B]0 

Write a TLP on the 
transfer of UCO(nUCO) to 
TL-Storage 

Reconnection stage 
Disconnection 

5.2  SignedTS[B] 

3.1  Request 
(Write; UCOID) 

1.1  Recognize the target 
UCO for recovery 

It is not necessary 
if A and B do not 
disconnect 

Bridge Entity 
Write a TLP on the 
transfer of UCO(nUCO) to 
TL-Storage 

UCO Transfer stage 

6.1  Request (Write; SignedTS[B]) 

6.2  SignedTS[B] 

5.1  Request (Read; SignedTS[B]) 

  Abbreviations 
TLP: Transfer Log Parcel 
TLP(n): TLP including UCOID n 
TS: TransferStatus 
LS(A): Logical Sector designated 
by the value of A 

  Conventions 
Request message transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 
Format: “Request” (Objective; Target Data) 
 “Objective” is the objective of the data transfer - Read or Write 
Data transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 

4.1 Search UCM[B] for the newest TLP[B](nUCO;[B]) 
4.2  Check the validity and UCOID of UCO stored 

on LS(TLP[B](nUCO;[B]).DA), set SUCOS to a 
value 

4.3  Create TS[B] 
4.4  Calculate KtrHashTS[B] 
4.5  Create SignedTS[B] 

7.1  Search UCM[A] for the newest TLP[A](nUCO;[B]) 
7.2  Calculate KtrHashTS[A] 
7.3  Compare KtrHashTS[A] with KtrHashTS[B] 

7.4  Check the values of PST, PSR, and SUCOS -
determine whether to recover UCO(nUCO;[B]) or not: 
If the recovery is permitted, 

Write UCO(nUCO;[B]) to LS(TLP[A](nUCO;[B]).SA) 
Else, 

Abort the process 

2.1  Load all TLPs from TL-Storage into 
UCM[A], if they are not kept there 

2.2  Search UCM[A] for the newest TLP, 
if UCM[A] Ctrl does not know it 

2.3  Load all TLPs from TL-Storage into 
UCM[B], if they are not kept there 

2.4  Search UCM[B] for the newest TLP, 
if UCM[B] Ctrl does not know it 

3.2 nUCO 
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Step 2 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl and UCM[B] Ctrl executes. 
Step 2.1 Load all the Transfer Log parcels from TL-Storage into UCM[A], if the parcels are not kept there. 
Step 2.2 Search the work memory in UCM[A] for the newest Transfer Log parcel by evaluating the values of 

Entry Index included in each parcels, if UCM[A] Ctrl does not know it. The algorithm is explained in 
the description on Entry Index. The number of an entry for the newest Transfer Log parcel is kept in 
UCM[A]. 

Step 2.3 Same as Step 2.1, except that UCM[B] Ctrl executes the process and the work memory is in UCM[B]. 
Step 2.4 Same as Step 2.2, except that UCM[B] Ctrl executes the process and the work memory is in UCM[B]. 

Step 3 Transfer of a request and UCOID nUCO from the bridge entity to the entity B. 
Step 3.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires the entity B to receive UCOID and UCM[B] 

Ctrl to execute Step 4.1, ..., 4.5, to the entity B. The process is the beginning of UCO Recovery stage. 
Step 3.2 The bridge entity transmits nUCO to the entity B. 

Step 4 Processes which UCM[B] Ctrl executes. 
Step 4.1 Search the work memory in UCM[B] for TLP[B](nUCO;[B]), which is the newest Transfer Log parcel 

among those including nUCO;[B]. nUCO;[B] is the value of UCOID which the entity B actually received 
at Step 3.2. To find TLP[B](nUCO;[B]), UCM[B] Ctrl extracts the value of UCOID from the newest 
Transfer Log parcel found at Step 2.4, and compares it with nUCO;[B]. If they differ, UCM[B] Ctrl 
extracts the values from the older parcels one-by-one, and compares them with nUCO;[B]. 

Step 4.2 Check the validity of the UCO stored on the logical sector designated by the value of TLP[B].DA, load 
the UCO into UCM[B], compare the value of UCOID of the UCO with nUCO;[B], and set SUCOS to a 
value, according to Table 6.10. 

Step 4.3 Create TransferStatus[B] by concatenating the values of UCOID, PSR and SUCOS. 
TransferStatus[B] = UCOID (= nUCO;[B]) ‖ PSR ‖ SUCOS 

Step 4.4 Calculate a keyed hash value KtrHashTransferStatus[B]. 
KtrHashTransferStatus[B] = H(Ktr[B] ‖ TLP[B](nUCO;[B]).Ktr[B] ‖ TransferStatus[B]) 
where, Ktr[B] is Ktr kept in UCM[B] at the time, and TLP[B](nUCO;[B]).Ktr[B] is Ktr[B] included in 
TLP[B](nUCO;[B]). 

Step 4.5 Create SignedTransferStatus[B] by concatenating TransferStatus[B] and KtrHashTransferStatus[B]. 
SignedTransferStatus[B] = TransferStatus[B] ‖ KtrHashTransferStatus[B] 

Step 5 Transfer of a request from the bridge entity to the entity B and SignedTransferStatus[B] from the entity B to 
the bridge entity. 

Step 5.1 The bridge entity transmits a request, which requires the entity B to transmit SignedTransferStatus[B], 
to the entity B. 

Step 5.2 The entity B transmits SignedTransferStatus[B] to the bridge entity. 
Step 6 Transfer of a request and SignedTransferStatus[B] from the bridge entity to the entity A. 

Step 6.1 The bridge entity transmits a request, which requires the entity A to receive SignedTransferStatus[B] 
and UCM[A] Ctrl to execute Step 7.1, ..., 7.4, to the entity A. 

Step 6.2 The bridge entity transmits the SignedTransferStatus[B] to the entity A. 
Step 7 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 

Step 7.1 Search the work memory in UCM[A] for a Transfer Log parcel TLP[A](nUCO;[B]), which is the newest 
Transfer Log parcel among those including nUCO;[B]. nUCO;[B] is the value of UCOID included in 
SignedTransfer-Status[B], which the entity A received at Step 6.2. To find TLP[A](nUCO;[B]), UCM[A] 
Ctrl extracts the value of UCOID from the newest Transfer Log parcel found at Step 2.2, and compares 
it with nUCO;[B]. If they differ, UCM[A] Ctrl extracts the values from the older parcels one-by-one, and 
compares them with nUCO;[B]. 

Step 7.2 Calculate a keyed hash value KtrHashTransferStatus[A]. 
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KtrHashTransferStatus[A] = H(Ktr[B] ‖ TLP[A](nUCO;[B]).Ktr[B] ‖ TransferStatus[B]) 
where, Ktr[B] is Ktr kept in UCM[A] at the time, TLP[A](nUCO;[B]).Ktr[B] is Ktr[B] included in TLP[A](nUCO;[B]), 
and, TransferStatus[B] is TransferStatus extracted from SignedTransferStatus[B]. 

Step 7.3 Compare KtrHashTransferStatus[A] with KtrHashTransferStatus[B] and checks whether they are equal 
or not. If they differ, UCM[A] Ctrl aborts the process. 

Step 7.4 Check the value of SUCOS and determines whether to recover the target UCO or abort the process. 
Conditions for the determination are described in Table 6.11. 

 If the values are equal to No. 2 or 3 in Table 6.11, UCM[A] Ctrl extracts the UCO from the TLP[A] and 
writes the UCO to the logical sector designated by the value of TLP[A].SA, where TLP[A].SA is SA 
included in TLP[A]. 

 Others: UCM[A] Ctrl aborts the process. 
 Entry Index 

A non-negative integer is set to the element. We specify the value so that UCM Ctrls efficiently search for an entry 
where the newest Transfer Log parcel is stored. 

There may naturally be cases where the entity B transmits a UCO to an entity C different from the entity A, which 
transmitted the UCO to the entity B. Therefore, Transfer Log parcels essentially need to be managed uniformly and 
independently of Connection Log parcels. On top of that, Transfer Log parcels need to be written to TL-Storage so 
that UCM Ctrls can identify the order of the execution of UCO Transfer stage. To achieve the purpose, it is adequate 
to specify that UCM Ctrls in the entity B and A search for the newest Transfer Log parcel when they start to execute 
UCO Transfer stage and UCO Recovery stage, write a Transfer Log parcel next to the newest Transfer Log parcel 
in UCO Transfer stage, check the value of UCOID in each Transfer Log parcel from the newest one to the older 
ones one by one and find a parcel satisfying the conditions described in Step 4.1 and 7.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.20  Three kinds of mechanisms to find an entry where the newest Transfer Log parcel is stored 

We can provide at least three kinds of mechanisms to realize the above processes: (1) implement a storage space 
in the first partition of TL-Storage and write the number of an entry, where the value of address of the logical sector 
where the newest Transfer Log parcel is stored is stored, to the space, (2) add a flag as a new element of Transfer 
Log and set the element to a value indicating either the newest or not, (3) add a new element to Transfer Log, set 
the element to a non-negative integer, and evaluate the values to find an entry where the newest Transfer Log parcel 
is stored. We describe the element as Entry Index here. 
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As a conclusion, we select the mechanism (3) and introduces Entry Index, in terms of the time taken to write a 
new Transfer Log parcel to TL-Storage. We explain the reason using Figure 6.20, 21, and Table 6.9 in the following. 

Figure 6.20 and 5.21 respectively show the mechanisms in a case where an entry whose number of the entry is 
one is the newest and the processes which UCM Ctrl executes to find the newest entry in the mechanism (3). In 
Figure 6.20 and 21, it is respectively assumed that 254 (= N) entries are implemetend in TL-Storage and 
manufacturerers set Entry Index of all Transfer Log parcels to 255 (= N + 1) at the time of manufacture. Table 6.9 
shows the characteristics of the mechanisms, in terms of the required processes to find a target entry, required storage 
space to store elements introduced newly, and actions occuring in storage entities when UCM Ctrls write a new 
Transfer Log parcel to TL-Storage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.21  Processes to find the newest Transfer Log parcel and set the value of Entry Index of a Transfer Log 
parcel which will newly be written to TL-Storage 

The following is the assumptions to estimate the time described in the 4th row of Table 6.9 
   
 Moment to load the data stored 

in TL-Storage into UCM: 
The time when the entity is booted, and the loaded data is kept in UCM while 
the entity is active. 

 Average rotational latency: Rotational speed of the disks is 5,400 rpm14; it takes approximately 12 milli 
seconds for a rotation and the average rotational latency is 6 milli seconds15 
(ms) [96][97]. 

 Average seek time: 15 ms16 [97] 
 Size of the value of the address: 6 bytes17 
 Size of a flag: 1 byte 
 Total number of the entries: < 254; Size of EntryIndex is 1 byte 
 Specifications of UCM Ctrl: Substantive frequency of UCM Ctrl are 50 MHz (20 nano seconds [ns] per 

                                                        
14 “RPM”is the abbreviation of “Revolution Per Minute”. 5,400 is the typical value on 2.5-inch HDDs for audiovisual products 
15 The value is obtained by 60 [sec] / 5,400 [rpm] / 2 
16 The value is obtained by the the seek time for full stroke / 2. 
17 The size of the address to specify a logical sector is six bytes on most of the HDDs [5]. 
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clock), 
Size of the registers in UCM Ctrl is 4 bytes (32 bits), 
The time to execute an operation code: 40 nano seconds (two clocks) 

 Steps and time taken to load a 
value into the register of UCM 
Ctrl: 

(1) Interrupt the process executed in UCM Ctrl 
(2) Store the data in the registers of UCM Ctrl to the work memory in UCM 
(3) Load a value into the registers in UCM Ctrl 
Total: 120 (= 40 ∙ 3) [ns] 

 Steps and time taken to execute 
comparision/addition/subtractio
n in UCM Ctrl: 

(1) Interrupt the process executed in UCM Ctrl 
(2) Store the data in the registers of UCM Ctrl to the work memory in UCM 
(3) Load one of the two values into the registers in UCM Ctrl 
(4) Load the other value into the registers UCM Ctrl 
(5) Execute comparison/addition/subtraction 
(6) Store the result to the work memory in UCM 
Total: 240 (= 40 ∙ 6 ∙ 1) [ns] 

Table 6.9  Characteristics of the three mechanisms in cases where TL-Storage is implemented on disk media 

Method No. 
Items Mechanism (1) Mechanism (2) Mechanism (3) 

Required 
processes to find 
the entry 

Almost nothing Verifcation of the value of the 
flag included in each entry 
from the first one, until it is 
found that the value indicates 
“newest”. 

Evaluation of the difference of 
the values of the new elements 
included in adjacent two 
entries, according to the 
procedure shown in Figure 
6.21. 

Storage space 
required to store 
newly introduced 
elements 

Only a storage space to store a 
value designating an entry 
including the newest Transfer 
Log parcel. 

N ∙ (size of a flag), where N is 
the number of Transfer Log 
parcels which TL-Storage can 
store 

N ∙ (size of a new element), 
where N is the number of 
Transfer Log parcels which the 
TL-Storage can store. 

Moving of the 
head/pickup 
when UCM Ctrls 
write a new 
Transfer Log 
parcel 

Above the blocks of physical 
sectors (a)  (b)  (c)†1: 
(a) where the head/pickup is 
floating at the time, ex. above 
physical sectors where some E-
BUs, UCOs, ... are stored, 
(b) where the number of the 
entry for the newest Transfer 
Log parcel is stored in the 
partition #0, 
(c) where the newest Transfer 
Log parcel will be stored in the 
partition #1. 

Above the blocks of physical 
sectors (a)  (b)†2: 
(a) Same as (a) of the 
mechanism (1) 
(b) where the newest  
Transfer Log parcel, next to the 
newest Transfer Log parcel, ..., 
Transfer Log parcel which will 
be overwritten with another 
new Transfer Log parcel are 
stored in the partition #1. 

Above the blocks of physical 
sectors (a)  (b): 
(a) Same as (a) of the 
mechanism (1) 
(b) Same as (b) of the 
mechanism (2). 

Estimated time 
taken to write a 
new Transfer 
Log parcel 

44 ms: 
 Recognizing which entires 

are for the newest and oldest 
Transfer Log parcel, by 
looking at the new element: 
≈ 120 [ns] << 1 [ms] 

 Recognizing the value of 
address AOldest included in 
the entry for the oldest 
Transfer Log parcel: ≈ 120 
[ns] << 1 [ms]. 

 Seek time (15 ms) and 
rotational latency (6 ms) to 
move the head/pickup from 
the place above LSCurrent

†3 to 

28 ms: 
 Recognizing which entries 

are for the newest and oldest 
Transfer Log parcel, by 
estimating the value of the 
flag (“1” (newest) or “0” 
(not newest)): ≈ 240 ∙ 254 
(all entries) ≈ 61 micro 
seconds [μs] (at most) << 1 
[ms] 

 Seek time (15 ms) and 
rotational latency (6 ms) to 
move the head/pickup from 
the place above LSCurrent to 
the place above LSTLPNew

†6. 

22 ms: 
 Recognizing which entries 

are for the newest and oldest 
Transfer Log parcel, by 
estimating the value of the 
flag (one or zero): ≈ at most 
(240 ∙ 4)†8 ∙ 254 ≈ 244 micro 
seconds [μs] << 1 [ms] 

 Seek time (15 ms) and 
rotational latency (6 ms) to 
move the head/pickup from 
the place above LSCurrent to 
the place above LSTLPNew

†6. 
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the place above LSE#New
†4. 

 Seek time (15 ms) and 
rotational latency (6 ms) to 
move the head/pickup from 
the place above LSE#New to 
the place above LSTLPOld

†5. 

 Rotational latency†7 (6 ms) 
to move the heads/pickups 
from the place above 
LSTLPNew

†6 to the place 
above LSTLPOld

†5. 

†1 It is impossible to allocate physical sectors to store the number of the entry where the newest 
Transfer Log parcel is stored so as to be adjacent to any block of physical sectors in partition #1. 

†2 It takes seek time and rotational latency everytime a new Transfer Log parcel is written to TL-
Storage, in cases where TL-Storage is implemented on disk media. It is presumed that the time to 
move the heads/pickups is shorter than that on the mechanism (1), because allocating two blocks 
of physical sectors in the partition #1 for adjacent entries to be continuous is possible if TL-
Storage is implemented on sequential physical sectors and no defects occurred on some of them 
(substitute physical sectors away from the original ones are usually assigned to the address value 
for the original ones, when some defects occurred on the original ones). 

†3 Logical sector, above which the head/pickup is floating at the time, where E-BUs, metadata 
described in Chapter 4 and 4, and so forth are stored. 

†4 Logical sector, where the entry number for the newest Transfer Log parcel is written. An entry in 
the table for the oldest Transfer Log parcel is next to the entry in the table for the newest Transfer 
Log parcel. 

†5 Logical sector, where the oldest Transfer Log parcel is stored. A new Transfer Log parcel is going 
to be written there. 

†6 Logical sector, where a Transfer Log parcel which is the newest at the time is stored. The value of 
the flag is modified from “newest” to “not newest” (ex. “1”  “0”). 

†7 It is possible to assume that both LSTLPNew and LSTLPOld are in the same track in many cases. 
Therefore, we assume that seek time is not consumed to move the head/pickup from the place 
above LSTLPNew to the place above LSTLPOld. On the other hand, it is considered that rotational 
latency is consumed. 

†8 We roughly estimate the time to complete executing the processes shown in Figure 6.21 by 
multiplying 4 by 240, which is estimated just before this table. 

    
As described in Table 6.9, storage spaces consumed in mechanism (2) and (3) are larger than that in the mechanism 

(1). However, the difference is approximately 250 bytes, and it may be neglectable. On the other hand, the time 
taken to write a new Transfer Log parcel in mechanism (3) is the shortest among the three mechanisms. Taking a 
few ten milli seconds (ms) to write a new Transfer Log parcel may negatively affect writing and reading data with 
high bit rate such as digital video content data, if the operations are concurrently executed. We select the mechanism 
(3) and introduces Entry Index from the views. 
 OIUQ, HashSPR*AndSPRID 

They are elements for an original IUQ and H(SPR*) with SPRID, which are stored or kept in a source storage or 
host entity. No value is set to OIUQ if the UCO Transfer stage is executed to transfer an H(SPR*). Similarly, no 
value is set to HashSPR*AndSPRID if the stage is executed to transfer an IUQ. 

In cases where a source entity is a storage entity, a bridge entity transmits the value of QLA designating the logical 
sector where a target IUQ or H(SPR*) is stored. 

The values of an IUQ and an H(SPR*) written to TL-Storage are those which are originally stored on the logical 
sectors before the entity receives the request. 
 IUQID 

A value of IUQID is set to the element. For the same reason (ref. OIUQ, HashSPR*AndSPRID), no value is set 
to the element IUQID if UCO Transfer stage is executed to transfer an H(SPR*). Due to a process in which the host 
entity or the bridge entity transmits a value of IUQID to the entity B at the first step of UCO Recovery stage, the 
entity B recognizes the Transfer Log parcel necessary to execute UCO Recovery stage. 
 SPRID 

A value of SPRID is set to the element. For the same reason (ref. OIUQ, HSPR*WithSPRID), no value is set to 
the element SPRID if UCO Transfer stage is executed to transfer an IUQ. Due to a process in which the host entity 
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or the bridge entity transmits a value of SPRID to the entity B at the first step of UCO Recovery stage, the entity 
recognizes the Transfer Log parcel necessary to execute UCO Recovery stage. 
 SessionSpecifier 

A value of Ktr[B], which is created while the entity A and B executes UCO Transfer stage, is set to the element. 
Setting the value of Ktr[B] to Transfer Log must be completed at the both entities before an IUQ is actually transferred. 
This brings that a Transfer Log parcel for the UCO Transfer stage does not exist in the entities and therefore the 
UCO which was attempted to transfer in the stage cannot be recovered, if the value of Ktr[B] was not recorded. Such 
cases may happen when a process to transfer an UCO is not completed by sudden stop of power-supply after the 
entity A has transmitted the IUQ and before the entity B receives the UCO. 
 PST and PSR, and StoredUCOStatus (SUCOS) 

If coincidence of the values of Ktr[B];A and Ktr[B];B is checked, the entity A determines whether recovery of the 
target UCO is permitted or not by evaluating the values of PST, PSR, and SUCOS, which are explained using Table 
6.10 in the following. 

Forcing to set a value corresponding to a state “Transmission Prepared” to PST and record it as Transfer Log 
before transmitting the requested UCO, the entity A can check whether the entity started executing UCO Transfer 
stage to transmit the UCO or not, by evaluating the value of PST. The view is applied to the rule on the moment to 
record the value corresponding to a state “Reception Prepared” to PSR at the entity B. That is, the operation must 
be completed before completing to write the UCO to the memory medium that the entity received. 

Aside from setting initial values set to PST and PSR, it is obliged to update the values of PST and PSR to 
“Transmission Completed” and “Reception Completed” before transmitting the requested UCO and completing 
writing the UCO to the memory medium. The rules follow that on the moment to update values indicating progress 
status, which is described at the beginning of this article. 

However, when recording values of PST and PSR, transmitting an UCO, and writing the UCO to Q-Storage are 
executed in the described order, a case where a user lose the UCO may occur, even if values of PST and PSR are 
respectively “Transmission Completed” and “Reception Completed”. The situation occurs if the system is halted 
after the UCM[B] Ctrl updates the value of PSR corresponding to “Reception Completed” and before UCM[B] Ctrl 
completes to write the UCO to the storage medium such as Q-Storage. To prevent losing the UCO in such cases, it 
is effective to investigate what UCO is stored on the logical sector on which the UCO will be written and transfer 
the result together with the value of PSR to the entity A. Due to the reason, we introduce a new variable SUCOS, 
which indicates the result. Values set to SUCOS are shown in Table 6.10. 

Table 6.10  Values set to SUCOS 

Value Destination 
Entity Explanation 

Not Exist Storage There are two cases: 
 No UCO is stored†1. 
 A valid†2 UCO is stored, but the value of the identifier of the UCO differs from 

that which the entity received†3. 
 Host There are two cases: 

 No UCO is kept in UCMH. 
 A UCO having the following characteristics is kept in UCMH: 

- The value of the identifier is equal to that, which the entity transmitted, with the 
request for creating SUCOS. 

- The entity has not executed the target operation yet†4. 
Valid Storage A valid†2 UCO, whose value of the identifier is equal to one which the entity 

received†3, is stored. 
 Host -†5 
Invalid Storage A UCO, whose value of the identifier is equal to one which the entity received†3, is 

stored, though it is invalid†2. 
 Host -†5 
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†1 The place is a logical sector designated by the value of DA of the Transfer Log parcel stored in the 
entity. 

†2 If writing a UCO to the logical sector in the storage entity succeeded and the UCO was moved to 
another storage entity, the UCO continues existing on the logical sector with a flag, whose value is 
“invalid” (cf. explanations on Permitted Generation Number below Table 3.1). 

†3 If it is not tampered on the transfer, the value is equal to that which the host entity or bridge entity 
transmitted. 

†4 The following cases, which satisfy the listed conditions, are those where the host entity has not 
executed the target operation yet: 
 Case 1 

- The UCO stored in the source storage entity is an IUQ 
- A finite value is set to PPN in the IUQ 
- The host entity had received the IUQ to play a BU, but the entity has not actually played it, 

which is otained from the E-BU by decrypting it using KBU in the IUQ, yet. 
 Case 2 

- The UCO stored in the source storage entity is an IUQ 
- The value of GCS is 0 (= Permitted Generation Number; ref. Table 3.5) 
- The host entity had received the IUQ to move it to another entity, but the entity has not 

transmitted it the entity or exported the BU, which is obtained from the E-BU by decrypting it 
using KBU in the IUQ, to the other usage-controlled domain. 

 Case 3 
- The UCO stored in the source storage entity is an IUQ 
- The value of GCS is 1 (= Permitted Copy Number; ref. Table 3.5) 
- The host entity had received the IUQ to copy it to another entity, but the entity has not 

transmitted it to another storage entity or exported the BU, which is obtained from the E-BU by 
decrypting it using KBU in the IUQ, to the other usage-controlled domain. 

 Case 4 
- The UCO stored in the source storage entity is an H(SPR*) 
- The value of UCAI is 1 (copying SPR is prohibited; cf. Table 3.8) 
- The host entity had received the H(SPR*) to move it to another entity, but the entity has not 

transmitted it to another storage entity or exported the SPR* to the other usage-controlled 
domain. 

†5 In such cases, the destination is the host entity, which transmits all the requests which require the 
storage entity to execute the specified processes and knows whether the entity has already received 
the target UCO or not. Therefore, the host entity does not ever transmit the request which requires 
the storage entity to create SUCOS. 

   
If recovering a UCO in cases where SUCOS is “Not Exist” is permitted, the UCO is not lost. On the other hand, 

when the entity B completes writing the UCO to Q-Storage, SUCOS is set to “Valid”. As for such cases, recoverying 
the UCO is prohibited. Here, we add further explainations about the description †2. As described in case 1 of the 
description †4, if the target UCO is an IUQ, in which PPN of IURS is nonzero and the UCO Transfer stage is 
executed to play the BU, which is otained from the E-BU by decrypting it with KBU in the IUQ, the value of PPN 
of the source IUQ is reduced just before the entity A transmits it. Then, if the transfer of the IUQ is regularly 
completed, PST and PSR are set to “Transmission Completed” and “Reception Completed”. However, if the system 
suddenly halted before the host entity transmits the BU to an output entity or quits exporting the BU to the other 
usage-controlled domain, recovery of the IUQ should be permitted in order that a user lose rights to use the BU. 
Therefore, in such cases, setting SUCOS to “Not Exist” should be permitted. On the contrary, if the entity has done 
the processes, recovery must be prohibited. To realize the prohibition, he forces the entity to set PSR to “Invalid” in 
such cases. The value expresses a state where execution of UCO Transfer stage to transfer the IUQ has been 
completed and the BU, which is obtained by decrypting the E-BU with KBU in the IUQ, has already been transmitted 
to an output entity or exported to the other usage-controlled domain. The situations described in the case 2, 3, and 
4 of description †4 are similar to the above. 

Recovery of a target UCO is permitted or prohibited based on the values of PST, PSR, and SUCOS as shown in 
Table 6.11. 
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Table 6.11  Conditions for permitting recovery of a target UCO 

No 
Values Permission of 

Recovery Brief reason 
PST PSR SUCOS 

1 Transmission 
Prepared 

Reception 
Prepared 

Arbitrary Prohibited The entity has not updated the state of the UCO yet. 

2 Transmission 
Completed 

Reception 
Prepared 

Arbitrary Permitted The entity B has not received the UCO. 

3 Transmission 
Completed 

Reception 
Completed 

Not Exist Permitted The original UCO Transfer stage has not been 
completed, or the UCO Transfer stage has been 
completed but the target processes for the UCO such 
as writing it to the target logical sector in Q-Storage 
has not been executed yet at all, or the target logical 
sector is overwritten with another UCO (after 
completing execution of UCO Transfer stage to 
receive the UCO and before executing UCO Transfer 
stage to transmit it, namely the UCO is not used at all) 

4 Transmission 
Completed 

Reception 
Completed 

Valid Prohibited The original UCO Transfer stage has been completed 
and the transferred UCO is stored on the right logical 
sector. 

5 Transmission 
Completed 

Reception 
Completed 

Invalid Prohibited The original UCO Transfer stage has been completed 
and the target processes using the UCO has already 
been executed. 

      
 SA and DA 

The value of the address designating a logical sector where a requested UCO is stored in the entity A is set to SA. 
In cases where the entity A is a storage entity, a host entity or a bridge entity, which mediates the transfer of the 
UCO, needs to transmit the value to the entity A. On the other hand, in cases where the entity A is a host entity, the 
entity writes the value to TL-Storage by itself, because only the entity knows it. If the entity A judged that recovery 
of the target UCO is permitted, the entity writes OIUQ or HashSPR*AndSPRID included in the Transfer Log parcel 
to the logical sector designated by the value of SA. 

The value of the address designating a logical sector where an IUQ or a pair of an H(SPR*) and SPR*L will be 
stored at the entity B is set to DA. In cases where the entity B is a storage entity, a host entity or a bridge entity needs 
to transmit the value to the entity B. On the other hand, in cases where the entity B is a host entity, the entity 
determines the value by itself. Writing the value of AW is not essential for the entities, but effective for actual devices. 
If the entity B does not store the value as a log, the entity must investigate entire space of Q-Storage in itself with 
an IUQID or SPRID, in order for the entity A to know that the IUQ or H(SPR*), which will be recovered in the 
entity A, does not exist anywhere in Q-Storage in the entity B. As for IUQ, it is inferred that executing the processes 
takes a few seconds, if the capacity of N-Storage of entity A exceeds 1 TB18 and the storage entity does the processes 
only. On the other hand, if the entity B sets DA to the value, the entity has only to investigate the value stored on 
the logical sector designated by the value. If the entity B receives a request, which requires the entity to transmit the 
status of the target UCO, the entity B checks a datum stored on the logical sector designated by the value of DA and 
set SUCOS to an appropriate value according to Table 6.10. 

The following is a supplementary explanation on Figure 6.19. 

                                                        
18 The conclusion is derived by estimating the number of IUQs stored in the storage entity. In the estimation, the following six items are assumed: bit 
rate of a ContObjs is 2 MiB/s (cf. subsection 3.5.1), the capacity of N-Storage is 1 TiB, the size of an IUQ is less than 512 bytes and therefore each IUQ 
is stored in a logical sector, Q-Storage is implemented on magnetic disks, the size of a BU to which an IUQ is assigned is 120 MiB (cf. 1-minute 
prohibition rule described in section 4.2), and the capacity of work memory in UCMS is 128 KiB (= 512 bytes (a logical sector size) ∙ 256 (maximum 
transferable number of sectors in a operation in ATA [5])). In the case, the total number of IUQs assigned to all the ContObjs reaches more than 17,000. 
To investigate all the IUQs, UCMS Ctrl needs to execute operations to load IUQs from Q-Storage into the work memory about 70 times. The time is 
estimated to be greater than 700 ms, because 10 ms for rotational latency is taken between the two operations at least. Adding the time to compare two 
IUQIDs, it will add up to a few seconds. Under the above assumption, it is estimated that about 300 ContObjs are stored in the storage entity. If ten 
SPRs are assigned to every ContObj, total number of SPRs, which is equal to the number of H(SPR*), stored in the storage entity is 3,000. Therefore, 
it is inferred that the critical cases are those to search TL-Storage for an IUQ. 
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 In cases where the entity A and B are storage entity, they can understand the progress status of UCO Transfer 
stage, but they cannot start execution of UCO Recovery stage when the execution of UCO Transfer stage does 
not complete. This is the reason why transmission of UCOID by the host entity or the bridge entity at Step 3.1 
is a starting process of UCO Recovery stage. 

 Transfer of KtrHashTransferStatus[B] from the entity B to A corresponds to the process of “Check the existence 
of U1” at Step 8 in Figure 6.2. The datum includes a hash value calculated with TLP[B].Ktr[B]. TLP[B] and TLP[A] 
are the newest one among the Transfer Log parcels, which are stored in each entity and includes the value of 
UCOID n. TLP[B].Ktr[B] and TLP[A].Ktr[B] are respectively keys shared at Step 5 and Step 2 in Figure 6.2. 
Consequently, the value of KtrHashTrasferStatus[B] which the entity A calculates is not equal to that which the 
entity A receives and the entity does not recover the UCO. We explain the characteristic in Table 6.12 again. 

 Crackers cannot decrypt the E-BU by pilferage of any TransferStauts[B] while it is transferred on a public channel, 
as long as they do not acquire the original UCO for the E-BU. Therefore, we do not introduce any method to 
prevent TransferStatus[B] from pilferage. 

 If PSR or SUCOS is tampered, UCM[A] Ctrl may judges that recovering the original UCO is permitted at Step 
7.4 in Figure 6.19. Therefore, a component mechanism to detect tampering needs to be incorporated into the 
sequence. It is the reason why concatenating KtrHashTransferStatus[B] of a keyed hash value to TransferStatus[B] 
at Step 4.5 in Figure 6.19. Encrypting TransferStatus[B] can be another method to prevent TransferStatus[B] from 
tampering, but we use the keyed hash value here. The advantage is that the bridge entity can get to know the 
values of PSR and SUCOS and determine whether to transmit SignedTransferStatus[B] or not at Step 6, because 
TransferStatus[B] is in plaintext19. In such cases, although the length of the keyed hash value needs to be selected 
in order for the strength of it in cryptography to balance with the strength of an UCO in encrypted form. However, 
we do not currently study further on the matter except for a comment that the length should be more than 256 
bits20. In section 4.3, we mentioned that SHA-256/384/512 are promising candidates, and the view is also 
applicable here. Hence, we adopt SHA-256, which generates a hash value whose length is 256 bits [69]. 

 A reason why two keys, which is TLP[B].Ktr[B] and Ktr[B], are used to calculate the keyed hash value KtrHash-
TransferStatus[B] is to restrict entities, which can calculate the correct hash value, to those sharing secret datum 
whose length is 256 bits. The information amount is equal to that necessary to decrypt an UCO in encrypted 
form for transfer. The role of each key is as follows. 
 TLP[B].Ktr[B]: The fact that TLP[B].Ktr[B] and TLP[A].Ktr[B] are equal implies that UCO Transfer stage to 

transfer the UCO most recently, which is a target for recovery, is that from the entity A to B, not between the 
entity A and C or B and C, where C is an entity neither A or B. If UCO Transfer stage to transfer the UCO 
has been executed, a Transfer Log parcel newer than TLP[A] or TLP[B], whose value of UCOID is equal to the 
value of UCOID of the target UCO, is stored. 

 Ktr[B]: Due to using the key, length of a datum shared secretly becomes 256 bits. 
 Values of IUQID, SPRID, SA, and DA are those which the entity A or B actually received. That is, the values 

are not necessarily those which the partner or the bridge entity transmitted. The values differ from those which 
the partner or the bridge entity actually transmitted, if they are tampered during being transferred on a public 
channel. However, such cases are not problems in terms of controlling the use of an E-BU, because whether to 
execute UCO Recovery stage or abort the request for recovery is determined according only to the result of 
verification of the keyed hash value and the relation among the values of PSR, SUCOS, and PST, even if an 

                                                        
19 As long as the purpose of tampering is to recover the UCO fraudulently, it is to modify the value of PSR and SUCOS included in the TransferStatus[B] 
to “Reception Prepared” and “Not Eixist” from others, not to modify them to “Reception Completed” and “Valid” or “Invalid”, because the UCO is 
never recovered regardless of the value of PST if the values of PSR and SUCOS are the second ones. If they are tampered like the first one, the bridge 
entity transmits the request to the entity A at Step 6.1 in Figure 6.19, but the UCO is not recovered because verification of the keyed hash value 
KtrHashTransferStatus[B] does not succeed. On the other hand, if the values of PSR and SUCOS are the second ones, it is not necessary to make the 
entity A execute Step 7.1, ..., 7.4, because the UCO is not recovered. Consequently, it is more efficient that the bridge entity does not transmit the request 
at Step 6.1, and it is for the bridge entity to determine it, if TransferStatus[B] is transferred in plaintext. 
20 256 is twice the length of 128, which is the length of Ktr[B] and *Kpu[B] used to encrypt a UCO. However, we have not obtained any trustworthy 
comparison result on the strength of the algorithms. It may be difficult to show it analytically, because the purpose and the generated result is quite 
different. We will select another adequate algorithm if such results are presented. 
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original UCO included in the found Transfer Log parcel is not that, which users or crackers actually intend to 
recover. 

 All Transfer Log parcels are invalidated if the stored RCL is updated. The policy follows the policy of 
invalidation of all Connection Log parcels when the stored RCL is updated, as described in article (1) in division 
6.5.4.1. We consider that cases where execution of UCO Recovery stage is actually demanded are right after the 
two entities could not regularly complete execution of UCO Transfer stage. Therefore, impossibility of 
completion of UCO Recovery stage after executing Initial Connection stages with other entities will be 
acceptable for general users. 

Finally, it can be confirmed that completing the sequence of processes shown in Figure 6.2 becomes impossible 
by recording Transfer Log, due to analyizing the following four cases. It is accomplished by the values of Transfer-
Status transferred at Step 8 from Storage Entity 1 to Host Entity 1. Here, U1 is an UCO, whose value of ID is nUCO. 
The reasons why Host Entity 1 aborts the processes to recover the UCO are listed in Table 6.12. 
Case 1 Host entity 2 and storage entity 2 are separate entities from Host Entity 1 and Storage Entity 1. 
Case 2 Host entity 2 and storage entity 2 are actually Host Entity 1 and Storage Entity 1. 
Case 3 Host entity 2 is a distinct one from Host Entity 1 and storage entity 2 is actually Storage Entity 1. 
Case 4 Host entity 2 is actually Host Entity 1 and storage entity 2 is a separate one from Storage Entity 1. 

Table 6.12  Reasons why recovery of the UCO is aborted 

Case Values of the Transfer Log parcel 
stored in Host Entity 1 

Values of TransferStatus transferred at Step 8 Reasons 
to Abort 

 Ktr PST/PSR Ktr PST/PSR SUCOS  
1 Shared at Step 2 

with SE1 
Transmission 
Completed 

Shared at Step 5 
with HE2 

Transmission 
Completed 

Invalid ‡1, ‡2, ‡3 

2 Shared at Step 5 
with SE1 

Transmission 
Completed 

Shared at Step 5 
with HE1 

Reception 
Completed 

Valid ‡3 

3 Same as Case 1 Same as Case 1 Same as Case 1 Reception 
Completed 

Valid ‡1, ‡3 

4 Shared at Step 5 
with SE2 

Transmission 
Completed 

Shared at Step 5 
with HE1 

Transmission 
Completed 

Invalid ‡1, ‡2, ‡3 

Reasons why Host Entity 1 aborts the processes for recovery 
‡1 Verification of KtrHashTransferStatus fails due to disaccordance of two values of Ktr included in 

the found Transfer Log parcels. 
‡2 Values of PST and PSR in TransferStatus, which Storage Entity 1 transmitted, do not satisfy the 

condition to recover the UCO (ref. Table 6.11). 
‡3 Value of SUCOS in TransferStatus, which Storage Entity 1 transmitted, does not satisfy the 

condition to recover the UCO (ref. Table 6.11). 
   Abbreviations:      
 SE: Storage Entity, HE: Host Entity   
       

6.5.4.3 Unification of Connection Log and Transfer Log, and Construction of Reconnection Stage 
and UCO Recovery Stage with the Log 

As described in Table 6.5, the value of Ktr[B] is recorded as an element of not only Transfer Log but also 
Connection Log. We specify the policy based on the view that Reconnection stage should be completed using the 
data shared in the last state, as long as it is possible. Therefore, the value of Ktr[B] in a Connection Log parcel is 
updated every time UCO Transfer stage is executed while the virtual private channel is active. Then, if it is 
impossible to implement CL-Storage and TL-Storage other than disk type storage media in a storage entity such as 
a HDD, it always takes time to move the head/pickup between on two blocks of physical sectors, on each of which 
a Connection Log and a Transfer Log parcel is respectively stored, every time new Ktr[B] is shared and the Ktr[B] is 
written to the storages. The reason is that allocating the two blocks of physical sectors sequentially at any time is 
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impossible. The time taken to settle the head/pickup increases proportional to the number of execution of UCO 
Transfer stage. The overheads surely put pressure on physical resources on the storage entities, which are used to 
write and read E-BUs and UCOs. 

One of the effective methods to reduce the overheads is to unify a Connection Log parcel described in Table 6.5 
and a Transfer Log parcel described in Table 6.8 into a log parcel. We describe the log and the storage space to store 
the log as “Unified Connection Transfer Log” (UCT Log) and UCTL-Storage. 

Table 6.13 shows elements of a UCT Log parcel. Characteristics of each element is basically the same as those 
described in Table 6.5 and Table 6.8. 

Table 6.13  Elements of a UCT Log parcel 

Element  Entity 
Field name Value A B 
Entry Index 0, ..., N + 1†1 ∗ ∗ 
Connection Specifier Kcn[A] ∗ ∗ 
Destination Entity Public Key Kpu[B] ∗ - 
Session Specifier Ktr[B]Latest ∗ ∗ 
Acceptable IUQ Type Acceptable IUQ Type[B] ∗ - 
Partner Entity Identifier Ex. Product Serial Number 

of a partner entity (optional) 
∗ ∗ 

Target UCO Either values of an IUQ or a pair of SPRID and H(SPR*) ∗ - 
Target UCOID Either the value of IUQID or SPRID - ∗ 
PST Transmission {Prepared, Completed} ∗ - 
PSR Reception {Prepared, Completed} - ∗ 
SA A value of address designating a logical sector where a 

target UCO is stored 
∗ - 

DA A value of address designating a logical sector where a 
target UCO is written 

- ∗ 

∗ Recorded    
- Not recorded    

†1 See Figure 6.21 and the related explanation 
     

In cases where a Connection Log and a Transfer Log parcel are recorded as a UCT Log, a new UCT Log parcel 
is written to UCTL-Storage every time UCO Transfer stage is executed. This means that two entities can logically 
complete execution of Reconnection stage as long as each of them stores a UCT Log parcel including the same 
Ktr[B] and Kcn[A] and a new UCT Log parcel including a new Kcn[A] shared in the Reconnection stage has not been  
written to UCTL-Storage21. The situation does not completely conform to the policy introduced in article (1) in 
section 6.5.4.1, which means that execution of Reconnection stage can be completed without using *Kpu[B] (= 
*Kpr[B]) shared at the last state. However, it is interpreted that there are essentially not problems due to the two facts 
that identifying the very last state is specifying a Ktr[B] and every UCT Log parcel includes a Ktr[B]. 

Table 6.14 shows an overview of the characteristics of UCTL-Storage, and UCO Recovery stage using UCT Log. 

Table 6.14  Characteristics of UCTL-Storage and UCO Recovery stage using UCT Log 

Items Characteristics 
Structure of UCTL-Storage Similar to CL-Storage and TL-Storage; 

The storage consists of two partitions - the size of the partition and a table 
relating entry numbers to the values of logical address designating logical sectors 
in UCTL-Storage (UCTLLA) are stored in the partition #0, and actual UCT Log 
is stored in the partition #1. 

Algorithm of searching UCTL- Same as the mechanism (3) in Figure 6.20. 
                                                        
21 Kcn[A] is not written to UCTL-Storage at the moment when execution of the Reconnection stage is completed. 
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Storage for the newest and oldest 
UCT Log parcel and writing a 
new UCT Log parcel to UCTL-
Storage 
Processes executed in UCO 
Recovery stage 

Same as the UCO Recovery stage using Transfer Log shown in Figure 6.19. 

  
(1) Reconnection and UCO Transfer stage using UCT Log 

Sequences of the processes of Reconnection stage and UCO Transfer stage are basically equal to the sequences 
shown in Figure 6.16 and 5.17. The differences are the following. 
 UCT Log parcels and UCTL-Storage are used instead of Connection Log parcels and CL-Storage. 
 UCM Ctrls load all the UCT Log parcels into UCMs when the entities are booted. 
 The datum which bridge entity transmits at Step 1.1 in Figure 6.16 is the value of UCOID of the target UCO. 
 UCM[A] Ctrl searches the work memory in UCM[A] for a UCT Log parcel including the value of UCOID, which 

the entity A have received. 
 A UCT Log parcel is updated or written to UCTL-Storage while the entity A and B execute UCO Transfer stage. 
 In execution of UCO Transfer stage after Reconnection stage, UCM[A] Ctrls copy Kpu[B], Acceptable IUQ Type[B] 

in the UCT Log parcel used in the Reconnection stage for a new UCT Log parcel in UCM[A], because they are 
necessary to create MRCN_AB and judge whether transmission of the IUQ to the entity B is permitted or not. 

Figure 6.22 shows the sequences of the processes of Reconnection stage and UCO Transfer stage, in which UCT 
Log is used. In the figure, a key K extracted from a UCT Log parcel UCTLP is described as UCTLP.K, similar to 
keys extracted from a Transfer Log parcel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reconnection 
stage 

B (Destination) A (Source) 

6.1  Search UCM[B] for a UCTLP with nUCO;[B] 
6.2  Extract Ktr[B], Kcn[A] from the found UCTLP: 
6.3  Decrypt MRCN_AB with Kpr[B], UCTLP[B].Ktr[B] 

D(UCTLP[B].Ktr[B], D(Kpr[B], MRCN_AB)) 
= UCTLP[A].Kcn[A] ‖ Kcn[A] 

6.4  Compare UCTLP[A].Kcn[A] with UCTLP[B].Kcn[A] 

Bridge Entity 

3.1  Search WM for a UCTLP with nUCO;[A] 
3.2  Extract Kpu[B], Ktr[B], Kcn[A] from the found UCTLP 
3.3  Create a new Kcn[A] 
3.4  Encrypt UCTLP[A].Kcn[A] ‖ Kcn[A] with UCTLP[A]. 

Ktr[B], UCTLP[A].Kpu[B] 
MRCN_AB = E(UCTLP[A].Kpu[B], E(UCTLP[A].Ktr[B], 
                  UCTLP[A].Kcn[A] ‖ Kcn[A])) 

3.5  Concatenate nA (= UCOID) and MRCN_AB 

4.2 nUCO;[A] ‖ MRCN_AB 

5.1  Request 
(Write; UCOID ‖ MRCN_AB) 

5.2 nUCO;[BR] ‖ MRCN_AB 

1.1  Load all UCTLPs from UCTL-
Storage to WM into UCM[A] 

2.1 Request (Write; UCOID) 

2.2 nUCO 

1.2  Load all UCTLPs from UCTL-
Storage to WM into UCM[B] 

4.1  Request 
(Read; UCOID ‖ MRCN_AB) 
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Figure 6.22  Reconnection stage and UCO Transfer stage using UCT Log in Unidirectional Transfer mode 

[Reconnection stage] 
Step 1 Loading all the UCT Log parcels from UCTL-Storage into UCM. 

Step 1.1 Load all UCT Log parcels from UCTL-Storage in the entity A into UCM[A]. 
Step 1.2 Load all UCT Log parcels from UCTL-Storage in the entity B into UCM[B]. 

Step 2 Transfer of a request and UCOID nUCO from the bridge entity to the entity A. 
Step 2.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires UCM[A] Ctrl to execute Step 3.1, ..., 3.5. 
Step 2.2 The bridge entity transmits nUCO to the bridge entity. 

Step 3 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 
Step 3.1 Search the work memory in UCM[A] for a UCT Log parcel, which satisfies the following conditions. 

UCO Transfer 
stage 

  Abbreviations  
UCTLP: UCT Log Parcel  
AIUQT: Acceptable IUQ Type 
PEID: Partner Entity Identifier 
UCO: IUQ or (SPR* || H(SPR*)) 
UCOID: IUQID or SPRID 
RP, RC: Reception {Prepared, Completed} 
TP, TC: Transmission {Prepared, Completed} 
AS:  Value of QLA where the target UCO is stored  
AW:Value of QLA where the target UCO is written 

4.1  Create Ktr[B]n 
4.2  Create UCTLP[B]New 
4.3 Copy PEID in UCTLP[B] to UCTLP[B]New, set 

Entry Index, Kcn[A], Ktr[B]n, UCOID (= mUCO;[B]), 
PSR (= RP) to UCTLP[B]New 

4.4  Write UCTLP[B]New to UCTL-Storage 
4.5  Encrypt Ktr[B]n with Ktr[B]n-1, Kcn[A]: 

ESS-Ktr[B]n = E(Kcn[A], E(Ktr[B]n-1, Ktr[B]n)) 

5.2 ESS-Ktr[B]n 

11.1  Decrypt ESS-UCOT with *Kpr[B], Ktr[B]n: 
D(Ktr[B]n, D(*Kpr[B], ESS-UCOT)) = UCOT 

11.2  Modify UCOT (if it is necessary) 
11.3  Set PSR, AW;[B] to RC, UCTLP[B]New 
11.4  Write UCTLP[B]New to UCTL-Storage 
11.5  Write UCOT to the logical sector designated 

by AW;[B] 

7.1  Decrypt ESS-Ktr[B]n with Kcn[A], Ktr[B]n-1: 
D(Ktr[B]n-1, D(Kcn[A], ESS-Ktr[B]n)) = Ktr[B]n 

7.2  Create UCTLP[A]New 
7.3  Copy Kpu[B], AIUQT[B], PEID in UCTLP[A] to 

UCTLP[A]New, set Entry Index, Kcn[A], Ktr[B]n, 
target UCO, PST (= TP), AS;[A] to UCTLP[A]New; 
Write UCTLP[A]New to UCTL-Storage 

3.1  Request 
(Write; Target UCOID) 

3.2 mUCO 

6.1  Request (Write; ESS-Ktr[B]n) 

6.2 ESS-Ktr[B]n 

8.2 ESS-UCOT 

10.1  Request 
 (Write /w AW; ESS-UCOT) 

10.2 ESS-UCOT 

  Conventions 
Request message transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 
Format: “Request” (Objective /w Parameter; Target Data) 

“Objective” is the objective of the data transfer - Read or Write 
“/w” is “with”; “Parameter” is a parameter accompanied by the 
request message 
The value of “OPR” is “Copy” or “Move” or “Play” 

Data transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 

5.1  Request (Read; ESS-Ktr[B]n) 

1.1  Request 
(No Data /w AS; UCO) 

2.1  Load a UCO from the logical sector 
designated by AS;[A] into WM in UCM[A] 

9.1  Create UCOT to transmit from the UCO 
based on “OPR”; 
Modify UCO (if it is necessary) 

9.2  Encrypt UCOT with Ktr[B]n, *Kpu[B]: 
ESS-UCOT = E(*Kpu[B], E(Ktr[B]n, UCOT)) 

9.3  Set PST (= TC) to UCTLP[A]New 
9.4  Write UCTLP[A]New to UCTL-Storage 
9.5 Write UCO to logical sector designated by 

AS;[A] (if UCO was modified at 9.1) 

8.1  Request (No Data 
/w OPR; UCOT) 
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 Include nUCO;[A], which the entity A actually received at Step 2.2. nUCO;[A] is equal to nUCO, if it is not 
tampered. 

 Include Kpu and Acceptable IUQ Type. 
 The newest among the UCT Log parcels, which satisfies the above two conditions. 
The search consists of three substeps. 

Step 3.1.1 Evaluate the values of Entry Index in UCT Log parcels and find the newest one. 
Step 3.1.2 Compare nUCO;[A] with the values of UCOID in UCT Log parcels from the newest to the older 

ones. 
Step 3.1.3 Check whether Kpu and Acceptable IUQ Type are included in the found UCT Log parcel or not. 

If they are not included, UCM[A] Ctrl executes Step 3.1.2 again. 
Step 3.2 Extracts Kpu[B], Ktr[B] (= UCTLP[A].Ktr[B]), and Kcn[A] (= UCTLP[A].Kcn[A]) from the found parcel 

UCTLP[A]. 
Step 3.3 Create a new Kcn[A] and MRCN_AB. 
Step 3.4 Create MRCN_AB = E(Kpu[B], E(Ktr[B], UCTLP[A].Kcn[A] || Kcn[A])). 
Step 3.5 Concatenate the value of UCOID and MRCN_AB. 

Step 4 Transfer of a request from the entity A to the bridge entity and a datum nUCO;[A] ‖ MRCN_AB from the entity 
A to the bridge entity. 

Step 4.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires the entity A to transmit nUCO;[A] ‖ MRCN_AB. 
Step 4.2 The entity A transmits nUCO;[A] ‖ MRCN_AB to the bridge entity. 

Step 5 Transfer of a request and a datum nUCO;[BR] ‖ MRCN_AB from the bridge entity to the entity B. nUCO;[BRD] is 
equal to nUCO;[A], if it is not tampered. 

Step 5.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires the entity B to receive nUCO;[BR] ‖ MRCN_AB and 
UCM[B] Ctrl to execute Step 6.1, ..., 6.4. 

Step 5.2 The bridge entity transmits nUCO;[BR] || MRCN_AB to the entity B. 
Step 6 Processes which UCM[B] Ctrl executes. 

Step 6.1 Searches the work memory in UCM[B] for a UCT Log parcel, which satisfies the following conditions. 
 Include nUCO;[B], which the entity B actually received at Step 5.2. nUCO;[B] is equal to nUCO;[BR], if it is not 

tampered. 
 Does not include Kpu and Acceptable IUQ Type. 
 The newest among the UCT Log parcels, which satisfies the above two conditions. 
The search consists of three substeps. 

Step 6.1.1 Same as Step 3.1.1. 
Step 6.1.2 Compare nUCO;[B] with the with the values of UCOID in UCT Log parcels from the newest to the 

older ones. 
Step 6.1.3 Check whether Kpu and Acceptable IUQ Type are not included in the found UCT Log parcel or 

not. If they are included, UCM[B] Ctrl executes Step 6.1.2 again. 
Step 6.2 Extract Ktr[B] (= UCTLP[B].Ktr[B]), and Kcn[A] (= UCTLP[B].Kcn[A]) from the found parcel UCTLP[B]. 
Step 6.3 Calculate *Kpr[B], decrypt MRCN_AB with *Kpr[B] and UCTLP[B].Ktr[B], and extract UCTLP[A].Kcn[A] || 

Kcn[A]. 
Step 6.4 Compare UCTLP[A].Kcn[A] with UCTLP[B].Kcn[A]. If the values are different, the entity B aborts the 

process. 
[UCO Transfer stage] 
Step 1 Transfer of a request with a parameter whose value is AS from the bridge entity to the entity A. AS is a value 

of QLA. 
Step 1.1 The bridge entity transmits the request with AS, which requires UCM[A] Ctrl to execute Step 2.1, to 
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the entity A. 
Step 2 A process which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 

Step 2.1 Load a UCO stored on the logical sector designated by AS;[A], which the entity A received at Step 1.1, 
into UCM[A]. 

Step 3 Transfer of a request and a datum mUCO from the bridge entity to the entity B. mUCO is a value of UCOID 
(IUQID or SPRID, depending on the target UCO). 

Step 3.1 The bridge entity treansmits the request, which requires the entity B to receive mUCO and UCM[B] Ctrl 
to execute Step 4.1, ..., 4.5, to the entity B. 

Step 3.2 The bridge entity transmits mUCO to the entity B. 
Step 4 Processes which UCM[B] Ctrl executes. 

Step 4.1 Create Ktr[B]n, which is a nonce which UCM[B] Ctrl generated n-thly after execution of Initial 
Connection stage or Reconnection stage is completed. On the first UCO Transfer stage to transfer a 
UCO from the entity A to B, Ktr[B]1 (n = 1) is created. 

Step 4.2 Create a new UCT Log parcel UCTLP[B]New in UCM[B]. 
Step 4.3 Copy the values of Partner Entity Identifier (PEID) in UCTLP[B], which was used in Reconnection 

stage, to UCTLP[B]New and set Entry Index, Kcn[A], Ktr[B], UCOID, and PSR in UCTLP[B]New to the 
values. The values are the following. 

 Entry Index: (The value of Entry Index of the newest UCT Log parcel + 1) modulo (N + 1), where the 
storable number of UCT Log parcels is N – 1 

 Kcn[A]: The value of Kcn[A] shared in Reconnection stage 
 Ktr[B]: The value of Ktr[B]n created at Step 4.1 
 UCOID: mUCO;[B], which the entity B actually received at Step 3.2; mUCO;[B] is equal to mUCO if it is not 

tampered 
 PSR: Reception Prepared (RP) 

Step 4.4 Write the UCTLP[B]New to UCTL-Storage in the entity B. 
Step 4.5 Create ESS-Ktr[B]n = E(Kcn[A], E(Ktr[B]n-1, Ktr[B]n)) 

Step 5 Transfer of a request from the bridge entity to the entity B and a datum ESS-Ktr[B]n from the entity B to the 
bridge entity. 

Step 5.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires the entity B to transmit ESS-Ktr[B]n. 
Step 5.2 The entity B transmits ESS-Ktr[B]n to the bridge entity. 

Step 6 Transfer of a request and a datum ESS-Ktr[B]n from the bridge entity to the entity A. 
Step 6.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires the entity A to receive ESS-Ktr[B]n and UCM[A] 

Ctrl to execute Step 7.1, 7.2, 7.3. 
Step 6.2 The bridge entity transmits ESS-Ktr[B]n to the entity A. 

Step 7 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 
Step 7.1 Decrypt ESS-Ktr[B]n with Kcn[A] and Ktr[B]n-1. 
Step 7.2 Create a new UCT Log parcel UCTLP[A]New in UCM[A]. 
Step 7.3 Copy the values of Kpu[B], Acceptable IUQ Type AIUQT[B], PEID in the UCTLP[A], which was used 

in Reconnection stage, to UCTLP[A]New and set Entry Index, Kcn[A], Ktr[B], and OIUQ or HashSPR*-
andSPRID, PST, and AS in UCTLP[A]New to the values. The values are the following. 

 Entry Index: (The value of Entry Index of the newest UCT Log parcel + 1) modulo (N + 1), where the 
storable number of UCT Log parcels is N – 1 

 Kcn[A]: The value of Kcn[A], which UCM[A] Ctrl created in Reconnection stage 
 Ktr[B]: Ktr[B]n extracted at Step 7.1 
 OIUQ or HashSPR*andSPRID: The target UCO loaded from Q-Storage into UCM[A] at Step 2.1 
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 PST: Transmission Prepared (TP) 
 SA: AS;[A], which the entity A actually received at Step 1.1; the value is equal to AS, if it is not tampered 

Step 8 Transfer of a request with a parameter whose value is OPR from the bridge entity to the entity A and a 
datum ESS-UCOT from the entity A to the bridge entity. OPR is a value indicating the kind of target 
operation (copy, move, or play). 

Step 8.1 The bridge entity transmits the request with OPR, which requires UCM[A] Ctrl to execute Step 9.1, ..., 
9.5, to the entity A. 

Step 8.2 The entity A transmits ESS-UCOT to the bridge entity. 
Step 9 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 

Step 9.1 Create a UCOT, which the entity A will transmit, from the UCO kept in UCM[A], based on OPR, which 
the entity A received at Step 8.1, and modify the values of IURS, if the UCO is an IUQ and the 
modification based on the rules explained in Chapter 3 is necessary. 

Step 9.2 Encrypt the UCOT with Ktr[B]n and *Kpu[B]. 
ESS-UCOT = E(*Kpu[B], E(Ktr[B]n, UCOT)) 

Step 9.3 Sets PST in UCTLP[A]New to the value. 
 PST: Transmission Complete (TC) 

Step 9.4 Write the UCTLP[A]New to the logical sector in UCTL-Storage, which is designated by the value of 
UCTLLA described in an entry of entry number - UCTLLA table loaded from the partition #0. The 
entry corresponds to the newest UCT Log parcel. 

Step 9.5 Write the UCO to the logical sector in Q-Storage, designated by AS;[A]. 
Step 10 Transfer of a request with a parameter whose value is AW and a datum ESS-UCOT from the bridge entity to 

the entity B. AW is a value of QLA. 
Step 10.1 The bridge entity transmits the request with AW, which requires the entity B to receive ESS-UCOT and 

UCM[B] Ctrl to execute Step Step 11.1, ..., 11.5. 
Step 10.2 The bridge entity transmits ESS-UCOT to the entity B. 

Step 11 Processes which UCM[B] Ctrl executes. 
Step 11.1 Decrypt ESS-UCOT with *Kpr[B] and Ktr[B]n, and extract UCOT. 

UCOT = D(Ktr[B]n, D(*Kpr[B], ESS-UCOT)) 
Step 11.2 Modify IURS, if the UCOT is an IUQ and the modification based on the rules explained in Chapter 3 

is necessary. 
Step 11.3 Set DA and PSR in UCTLP[B]New to the values. 

 DA: AW;[B], which the entity B actually received at Step 10.1; AW;[B] is AW if it is not tampered 
 PSR: Reception Complete (RC) 

Step 11.4 Write the UCTLP[B]New to UCTL-Storage, which is designated by the value of UCTLLA described in 
an entry of entry number - UCTLLA table loaded from the partition #0. The entry corresponds to the 
newest UCT Log parcel. 

Step 11.5 Write the UCOT to the logical sector designated by AW;[B]. 
(2) UCO Recovery stage using UCT Log 

Figure 6.23 shows a sequence of processes for UCO Recovery stage using UCT Log and UCTL-Storage. The 
sequence is the same as those based on Transfer Log shown in Figure 6.19. The differences are that UCT Log and 
UCTL-Storage are used instead of Transfer Log and TL-Storage. Therefore, we omit to explain each step. 
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Figure 6.23  UCO Recovery stage using UCT Log in Unidirectional Transfer mode 

6.6 Stages in Bidirectional Transfer Mode 

In this section, we construct five stages classified in section 6.2 for Bidirectional Transfer mode. The stages are 
for (1), (2), ..., (5) in the section, as it is for Unidirectional Transfer mode. However, we do the work based on the 
following two items, which are not assumed on construction of the stages for Unidirectional Transfer mode. 
 Entity A and B are respectively a host entity and a storage entity. A bridge entity is not assumed. 
 A host entity is connected to storage entities with the interface natively implemented on them. 

These premises are assumed based on the facts that a host entity, which can play BUs, and storage entities are in 
the relationship described in the second item in the situations, where Bidirectional Transfer mode is demanded and 
practically useful, in section 6.2. 

6.6.1 Initial Connection Stage 

In this subsection, we construct a mechanism of Initial Connection stage. Based on the fundamental construction 
policy of Bidirectional Transfer mode, the stage should be constructed in order that the entity A obtains the same 

B (Destination) A (Source) 

State where A, B have *Kpu[B] (= *Kpr[B]), Kcn[A] 
and Kch[B] as Ktr[B]0 

Reconnection stage 
Disconnection 

5.2  SignedTS[B] 

3.1  Request 
(Write; UCOID) 

1.1  Recognize the target 
UCO for recovery 

It is not necessary 
if A and B do not 
disconnect 

Bridge Entity 

UCO Transfer stage 

6.1  Request (Write; SignedTS[B]) 

6.2  SignedTS[B] 

5.1  Request (Read; SignedTS[B]) 

4.1 Search UCM[B] for the newest 
UCTLP[B](nUCO;[B]) 

4.2 Check the datum stored on LS(UCTLP[B] 
(nUCO;[B]).DA), set a value to SUCOS 

4.3  Create TS[B] 
4.4  Calculate KtrHashTS[B] 
4.5  Create SignedTS[B] 

7.1  Search UCM[A] for the newest UCTLP[A](nUCO;[B]) 
7.2  Calculate KtrHashTS[A] 
7.3  Compare KtrHashTS[A] with KtrHashTS[B] 

7.4  Check the values of PST, PSR, and SUCOS - 
determine whether to recover UCO(nUCO;[B]) or not: 
If the recovery is permitted, 

Write UCO(nUCO;[B]) to 
LS(UCTLP[A](nUCO;[B]).SA) 

Else, 
Abort the process 

2.1  Load all UCTLPs from UCTL-Storage 
into UCM[A], if they are not kept there 

2.2  Search UCM[A] for the newest UCTLP, 
if UCM[A] Ctrl does not know it 

2.3  Load all UCTLPs from UCTL-Storage 
into UCM[B], if they are not kept there 

2.4  Search UCM[B] for the newest UCTLP, 
if UCM[B] Ctrl does not know it 

3.2 nUCO 

Write a UCTLP on the 
transfer of UCO(nUCO) to 
UCTL-Storage 

Write a UCTLP on the 
transfer of UCO(nUCO) to 
UCTL-Storage 

  Abbreviations 
UCTLP: UCT Log Parcel 
UCTLP(n): UCTLP including UCOID n 
TS: TransferStatus 
LS(A): Logical Sector designated by the 
value of A 

  Conventions 
Request message transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 
Format: “Request” (Objective; Target Data) 
 “Objective” is the objective of the data transfer - Read or Write 
Data transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 
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kinds of secret keys, which the entity B obtains, when the entity A completes execution of Initial Connection stage 
in Unidirectional Transfer mode, by adding some appropriate processes to the sequence of processes shown in 
Figure 6.14. If the construction is achieved according to the above method, strength of virtual private channel to 
transfer UCOs from the entity B to A in cryptography balances with the strength of virtual private channel to transfer 
UCOs from the entity A to B. 
(1) Basic concept and sequence of processes 

When execution Step 12.4 in Figure 6.14 is completed, the entity A and B share Kcn[A] and *Kpu[B] (= *Kpr[B]). 
Consequently, keys which should be shared when they completes execution of Initial Connection stage in 
Bidirectional Transfer mode are Kcn[B] and *Kpu[A] (= *Kpr[A]), which are symmetrical to Kcn[A] and *Kpu[B]. To 
share the new keys, it is necessary to add new processes to transfer them in the stage. Aside from increase of the 
number of processes, we take the following items into account when adding the processes to share the keys to the 
stage in Unidirectional Transfer mode. 
 It generally takes the time to transfer data on the external interface longer than the time to transfer them between 

modules in an entity, because overhead due to transfer of requests and responses generally occurs. Hence, we 
should aim to minimize the increase, as far as possible. 

 We place a process to transfer data to share Kcn[B] and *Kpu[A] after the process to transfer the data to share 
Kcn[A] and *Kpu[B], because the characteristics Kcn[B] and *Kpu[A] are the same with Kcn[A] and *Kpu[B]. 

 We assert that a Connection Log parcel is written to CL-Storage in each entity after the entity completes 
execution of the last process of the stage. However, the elements of the log are not specified in the subsection. 
We study them in division 6.6.4.1. 

 The element of Connection Log List in Bidirectional Transfer mode is “Partner Entity Identifier” only, because 
it is permitted to transfer UCOs in both directions (see Table 6.6). 

Figure 6.24 is a sequence of processes for Initial Connection stage in Bidirectional Transfer mode based on the 
above views. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supplementary 
processes 
(see Figure 6.18) 

2.1  Request 
(Read; EID, SCLPN) 

3.1 Request (Read; CLL) 2.2 EID[B] ‖ SCLPN[B] 

3.2 CLL[B] 4.1  Search CLL[A] for an entry 
including EID[B] 

4.2  Search CLL[B] for an entry 
including EID[A] 

1.1 Recognize EID[A]; Load CLL[A] to MM 

B (Storage Entity) A (Host Entity) 
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Figure 6.24  Initial Connection stage in Bidirectional Transfer mode 

[Suppementary processes; the processes correspond to the Step 1 and 3 in Figure 6.18] 
Step 1 Recognition of the EID[A] and loading CLL[A] stored in some non-volatile storage medium into the main 

memory. EID[A] is the value of the identifier of the entity A and CLL[A] is a Connection Log List which the 
entity A stores. 

Step 1.1 A processor in the entity A recognizes EID[A] and loads CLL[A] from the non-volatile storage medium 
into the main memory 

Step 2 Transfer of a request from the entity A to B and data EID, SCLPN from the entity B to A. EID is the value 
of the identifier of each entity, and, SCLPN is the maximum number of Connection Log parcels which each 
entity can store. 

Step 2.1 The entity A transmits the request, which requires the entity B to transmit EID and SCLPN. 
Step 2.2 The entity B transmits EID[B] and SCLPN[B], which are the values stored in a read-only storage space 

implemented in the entity B. 
Step 3 Transfer of a request from the entity A to B and a datum CLL from the entity B to A. CLL is Connection 

Initial Connection 
stage 

6.1, ..., 6.5: 9.1, ..., 9.5 in Figure 6.14 
6.6  Concatenate Kcn[A] and Kpu[A]: 

M0,F6.24 = Kcn[A] ‖ Kpu[A] 
6.7  Encrypt M0,F6.24 with Kch[B]: 

ES-M0,F6.24 = E(Kch[B], M0,F6.24) 
6.8  Concatenate ES-M0,F6.24 and RCL[A] depending 

on Flag.RCL: 
If Flag.RCL = 1, M1,F6.24 = ES-M0,F6.24 ‖ RCL[A] 
 Else (Flag.RCL = 0), M1,F6.24 = ES-M0,F6.24 

6.9  Encrypt M1,F6.24 with Kpu[B]: 
EP-M1,F6.24 = E(Kpu[B], M1,F6.24) 

8.1  Decrypt EP-M1,F6.24 with Kpr[B]: 
D(Kpr[B], EP-M1,F6.24) = ES-M0,F6.24 (‖ RCL[A]) 

8.2 , 8.3: 12.2, 12.3 in Figure 6.14 
8.4  Decrypt ES-M0,F6.24 with Kch[B]: 

D(Kch[B], ES-M0,F6.24) = Kcn[A] 
8.5  Create Kcn[B] 
8.6  Encrypt Kcn[B] with Kcn[A], Kpu[A]: 

EPS-Kcn[B] = E(Kpu[A], E(Kcn[A], Kcn[B])) 
8.7  Write a CLP[B] to CL-Storage 

10.1  Decrypt EPS-Kcn[B] with Kpr[A], Kcn[A]: 
D(Kcn[A], D(Kpr[A], EPS-Kcn[B]) = Kcn[B] 

10.2  Write a CLP[A] to CL-Storage 

1.1 Request (Read; M0,F6.9) 

1.2 M0,F6.9 2.1, ..., 2.4: 2.1, ..., 2.4 in Figure 6.9 
3.1 Request (Write; M3,F6.9) 

3.2 M3,F6.19 4.1, ..., 4.7: 6.1, ..., 6.7 in Figure 6.14 
5.1 Request (Read; ES-M0,F6.14) 

5.2 ES-M0,F6.14 

7.1  Request 
(Write; EP-M1,F6.24) 

7.2 EP-M1,F6.24 

9.1  Request 
(Read; EPS-Kcn[B]) 

9.2 EPS-Kcn[B] 

State where A, B have Kcn[A], Kcn[B], new RCL, 
*Kpu[B] (= *Kpr[B]), and *Kpu[A] (= *Kpr[A]) 

  Abbreviations 
MM: Main Memory 
EID: Entity Identifier 
CLL: Connection Log List 
CLP: Connection Log Parcel 

  Conventions 
Request message transfer; Entity A  Entity B 
Format: “Request” (Objective; Target Data) 
 “Objective” is the objective of the data transfer - Read or Write 
Data transfer; Entity A  Entity B 
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Log List. 
Step 3.1 The entity A transmits the request, which requires the entity B to transmit CLL[B] to the entity A. 

CLL[B] is CLL stored in N-Storage of the entity B. 
Step 3.2 The entity B transmits CLL[B] to the entity A. 

Step 4 Retrieval of a target entry in CLL. 
Step 4.1 The processor in the entity A searches CLL[A] for an entry including “EID[B]”. It is assumed that such 

an entry is not found. 
Step 4.2 The processor in the entity A searches CLL[B] for an entry including “EID[A]”. It is assumed that such 

an entry is not found. 
[Initial Connection stage] 
Step 1 Transfer of a request from the entity A to B and the certificate C(KprCA, KpuCert[B] || Identifier[B]) from the 

entity B to A. 
Step 1.1 The entity A transmits the request, which requires the entity B to transmit the certificate C(KprCA, 

KpuCert[B] || Identifier[B]) (= M0,F6.9) installed in the entity. 
Step 1.2 The entity B transmits M0,F6.9 to the entity A. 

Step 2 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 
Step 2.1 Same as Step 3.1 in Figure 6.14. 
Step 2.2 Same as Step 3.2 in Figure 6.14. 
Step 2.3 Same as Step 3.3 in Figure 6.14. 
Step 2.4 Same as Step 3.4 in Figure 6.14. 

Step 3 Transfer of a request and a datum M3,F6.9 from the entity A to B. 
Step 3.1 The entity A transmits the request, which requires the entity B to receive M3,F6.9 and the UCM[B] Ctrl 

to execute Step 4.1, ..., 4.7, to the entity B. 
Step 3.2 The entity A transmits a datum M3,F6.9 to the entity B. 

Step 4 Processes which UCM[B] Ctrl executes. 
Step 4.1 Same as Step 6.1 in Figure 6.14. 
Step 4.2 Same as Step 6.2 in Figure 6.14. 
Step 4.3 Same as Step 6.3 in Figure 6.14. 
Step 4.4 Same as Step 6.4 in Figure 6.14. 
Step 4.5 Same as Step 6.5 in Figure 6.14. 
Step 4.6 Same as Step 6.6 in Figure 6.14. 
Step 4.7 Same as Step 6.7 in Figure 6.14. 

Step 5 Transfer of a request from the entity A to the entity B and a datum ES-M0,F6.14 from the entity B to A. 
Step 5.1 The entity A transmits the request, which requires the entity B to transmit ES-M0,F6.14, to the entity B. 
Step 5.2 The entity B transmits ES-M0,F6.14 to the entity A. 

Step 6 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 
Step 6.1 Same as Step 9.1 in Figure 6.14. 
Step 6.2 Same as Step 9.2 in Figure 6.14. 
Step 6.3 Same as Step 9.3 in Figure 6.14. 
Step 6.4 Same as Step 9.4 in Figure 6.14. 
Step 6.5 Same as Step 9.5 in Figure 6.14. 
Step 6.6 Concatenate Kcn[A] and Kpu[A]. 

M0,F6.24 = Kcn[A] ‖ Kpu[A] 
Step 6.7 Encrypt M0,F6.24 with Kch[B]. 

ES-M0,F6.24 = E(Kch[B], M0,F6.24) 
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Step 6.8 Concatenate ES-M0,F6.24 and RCL[A], if Flag.RCL is 1. 
M1,F6.24 = ES- M0,F6.24 ‖ RCL[A], if Flag.RCL = 1; 
M1,F6.24 = ES- M0,F6.24, if Flag.RCL = 0 

Step 6.9 Encrypt M1,F6.24 with Kpu[B]. 
EP-M1,F6.24 = E(Kpu[B], M1,F6.24) 

Step 7 Transfer of a request and a datum EP-M1,F6.14 from the entity A to B. 
Step 7.1 The entity A transmits the request, which requires the entity B to receive EP-M1,F6.24 and UCM[B] Ctrl 

to execute Step 8.1, ..., 8.6, to the entity B. 
Step 7.2 The entity A transmits a datum EP-M1,F6.24 to the entity B. 

Step 8 Processes which UCM[B] Ctrl executes. 
Step 8.1 Decrypt EP-M1,F6.24 with Kpr[B] and extract ES-M0,F6.24 and RCL[A], if RCL[A] is included. 
Step 8.2 Same as Step 12.2 in Figure 6.14. 
Step 8.3 Same as Step 12.3 in Figure 6.14. 
Step 8.4 Decrypt ES-M0,F6.24 with Kch[B]. 
Step 8.5 Create Kcn[B]. 
Step 8.6 Encrypt Kcn[B] with Kcn[A] and Kpu[A]. 

EPS-Kcn[B] = E(Kpu[A], E(Kcn[A], Kcn[B])) 
Step 8.7 Write a Connection Log parcel CLP[B] to CL-Storage. 

Step 9 Transfer of a request from the entity A to B and a datum EPS-Kcn[B] from the entity B to A. 
Step 9.1 The entity A transmits the request, which requires the entity B to transmit EPS-Kcn[B], to the entity B. 
Step 9.2 The entity B transmits EPS-Kcn[B] to the entity A. 

Step 10 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 
Step 10.1 Decrypt EPS-Kcn[B] with Kpr[A] and Kcn[A]. 
Step 10.2 Write a Connection Log parcel CLP[A] to CL-Storage. 

(2) Prevention of unpermitted recovery of UCOs 

Preventing completion of the sequence of processes to recover UCOs shown in Figure 6.2 is not considered in 
article (1). We study measures to achieve it in constructing Reconnection stage and UCO Recovery stage in 
subsection 6.6.4, as in the case of Unidirectional Transfer mode. The reason is the same as that described in article 
(5) in subsection 6.5.1. 

6.6.2 UCO Reference Stage 

In this subsection, we construct a mechanism of UCO Reference stage. It is sufficient to construct the stage so as 
to include UCO Reference stage in Unidirectional Transfer mode. However, he adds another mechanism to make a 
storage entity generate and transmit Masked IUQ with a keyed hash value. The structure is as follows: 

Masked IUQ with a keyed hash value = Masked IUQ ‖ KeyedHashMIUQ; 

where, KeyedHashMIUQ = H(Masked IUQ ‖ Ktr[A] ‖ Ktr[B]), the Ktrs are those being currently shared. 

Masked IUQ with a keyed hash value is essentially necessary to be able to recover the IUQ in UCO Recovery 
stage for Bidirectional Transfer mode. The reason is that storage entities do not write any log while it executes UCO 
Transfer stage. The necessity and methods to use it is explained in subsection 6.6.3 and 6.6.4. 

Since Masked IUQ with a keyed hash value does not include KBU as with Masked IUQ, entities are permitted to 
execute UCO Reference stage at any time, after they complete execution of Initial Connection or Reconnection 
stage. 
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6.6.3 UCO Transfer Stage 

In this subsection, we construct a mechanism of UCO Transfer stage. In the stage, strength of a UCO in encrypted 
form in cryptography should be uniform regardless of directions of transfer. Based on the view, it is rational to 
specify a sequence of processes as Step 1 through Step 6 in Figure 6.15 for the stage, for both transfer directions. 
Figure 6.25 shows such sequence of processes. The meanings of the symbols used in the figure are the same as those 
in Figure 6.15. We omit to explain each step because the sequences are similar to Figure 6.15. However, we add a 
comment on Ktr[A], which is not used in Unidirectional Transfer mode. In Bidirectional Transfer mode, UCM[A] Ctrl 
creates Ktr[A]s in the stage. We specify to use the latest Ktr[A] as Kcn[A], which is used to encrypt a Ktr[B] generated 
newly in Unidirectional Transfer mode. The key is also used to encrypt the newer Ktr[A], which is created in the 
sequence to transfer UCOs from the entity A to B. 

In the sequence, we assert that Transfer Log parcels are written to TL-Storage in the entity A at appropriate 
moments. The elements of the log are not specified here, but studied in division 6.6.4.2. As for recording of Transfer 
Log, there is a point that we need to make comments. That is, storage entities do not write Transfer Log parcels in 
Bidirectional Transfer mode, as described in page 91. Therefore, host entities need to obtain original IURSs of IUQs 
and write them to TL-Storage as Transfer Log, if the direction of transfer of UCO is from the entity B to A, target 
UCOs are IUQs, and the storage entities modify the values of IURSs before the entities transmit the IUQs. Then, 
integrity of the values of IURSs need to be ensured. This is the reason why Masked IUQ with the keyed hash is 
transferred with Step 1.1BA, 1.2 BA, 2.1 BA, 2.2 BA, and 2.3 BA. 
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B (Storage Entity) A (Host Entity) 

Initial Connection stage 

3.1AB  Create Ktr[B]n 
3.2 AB  Encrypt Ktr[B]n with Ktr[B]n-1, Ktr[A]m: 

ESS-Ktr[B]n = 
   E(Ktr[A]m, E(Ktr[B]n-1, Ktr[B]n)) 1.2AB ESS-Ktr[B]n 

State where A, B have Kcn[A], Kcn[B], new RCL, 
*Kpu[B] (= *Kpr[B]), and *Kpu[A] (= *Kpr[A]) 

7.2BA ESS-UCOT 

5.2BA ESS-Ktr[A]m 6.1BA  Decrypt ESS-Ktr[A]m with Ktr[B]n, Ktr[A]m-1: 
D(Ktr[A]m-1, D(Ktr[B]n, ESS-Ktr[A]m)) 
= Ktr[A]m 

4.1AB  Decrypt ESS-Ktr[B]n with Ktr[A]m, Ktr[B]n-1: 
D(Ktr[B]n-1, D(Ktr[A]m, ESS-Ktr[B]n)) = 
Ktr[B]n 

4.2AB Encrypt the UCO with Ktr[B]n, *Kpu[B]: 
ESS-UCO = E(*Kpu[B], E(Ktr[B]n, UCO)) 

4.3AB  Set values to a TLP[AB]; 
Write the TLP[AB] to TL-Storage 

4.1BA  Create Ktr[A]m 
4.2BA  Encrypt Ktr[A]m with Ktr[A]m-1, Ktr[B]n: 

ESS-Ktr[A]m = 
   E(Ktr[B]n, E(Ktr[A]m-1,  Ktr[A]m)) 

UCO 
Transfer 
 A  B 

UCO 
Transfer 
 B  A 

Alternately 
Executable 

1.1AB  Request 
(Read; ESS-Ktr[B]n) 2.1AB  Prepare UCOs 

to transmit in  
UCM[A] 

5.1AB  Request (Write /w AW; 
ESS-UCO) 

5.2AB ESS-UCO 6.1 AB  Decrypt ESS-UCO with *Kpr[B], Ktr[B]n: 
D(Ktr[B]n, D(*Kpr[B], ESS-UCO)) = UCO 

6.2AB  Modify UCO (if it is necessary) 
6.3AB  Write UCO to the logical sector designated 

by AW;[B] 

5.1BA  Request 
(Write; ESS-Ktr[A]m) 

2.1BA  Load an IUQ on the logical sector 
designated by AS into WM in UCM[A] 

2.2BA Create MIUQ and calculate 
KeyedHashMIUQ 

2.3BA  Create MIUQKH: 
MIUQKH = MIUQ ‖ KeyedHashMIUQ 

1.1BA Request (Read /w AS; Masked IUQ) 

3.1BA  Extract KeyedHashMIUQ from 
MIUQKH and verify it 

3.2BA  Set a TLP[BA] to a value; 
Write the TLP[BA] to TL-Storage 

1.2BA MIUQKH 

It is necessary if the 
UCO is an IUQ and 
UCM[B] Ctrl modifies 
the IURS on the 
transfer of the IUQ 

8.1BA  Create a UCOT to transmit from the UCO 
based on OPR; 
Modify UCO (if it is necessary) 

8.2BA  Encrypt UCOT with Ktr[A]m, *Kpu[A]: 
ESS-UCOT = E(*Kpu[A], E(Ktr[A]m, UCOT)) 

8.3BA  Write UCO to the logical sector designated 
by AS (if UCO was modified at 8.1BA) 

7.1BA  Request (Read  
/w OPR; ESS-UCOT) 

9.1BA  Decrypt ESS-UCOT with *Kpr[A], Ktr[A]m: 
D(Ktr[A]m, D(*Kpr[A], ESS-UCOT)) = UCOT 

9.2BA   Modify UCOT (if it is necessary) 
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Figure 6.25  UCO Transfer stage in Bidirectional Transfer mode 

6.6.4 Reconnection Stage, UCO Recovery stage, and Log Management 

In this subsection, we construct mechanisms of Reconnection stage and UCO Recovery stage. In the work, we 
use the words Connection Log and Transfer Log, as the words in Unidirectional Transfer mode. That is, Connection 
Log includes data to reconnect two entities through execution of Reconnection stage, which consists of processes 
less than the processes of Initial Connection stage, and Transfer Log includes original UCOs or IURs to recover an 
IUQ to the original one through execution of UCO Recovery stage, if the conditions described in division 6.5.4.2 
are satisfied. 

In UCO Transfer stage for Bidirectional Transfer mode, storage entities do not write Transfer Log parcels. 
However, the policy does not prohibit that (1) host entities and storage entities record logs in Initial Connection 
stage and Reconnection stage, and (2) host entities record logs in UCO Transfer stage. We introduce two kinds of 
logs, which are Connection Log and Transfer Log, similar to Unidirectional Transfer mode. 

The purposes of using the logs are the same as those for Unidirectional Transfer mode. Connection Log includes 
data necessary to reconnect two entities through execution of Reconnection stage, which is simpler than Initial 
Connection stage. Transfer Log are used to recover UCOs to the original one, if their state has been changed by 
execution of UCO Transfer stage. 

6.6.4.1 Connection Log and Reconnection Stage 

(1) Basic concepts and clarification of problems 
Constructing Reconnection stage for Bidirectional Transfer mode, taking the following characteristics into 

account is necessary. 
 Initial Connection stage in Bidirectional Transfer mode includes the processes to transfer Kpu[A] from the entity 

A to the entity B and Kcn[B] from the entity B to the entity A. 
 Not only the entity A but also the entity B needs to store Acceptable IUQ Type of the partner entity as an element 

of log when they execute Reconnection stage, because transfer of UCOs from the entity B to A is also permitted 
in Bidirectional Transfer mode. 

 The advantage of Bidirectional Transfer mode is that storage entities do not write any log during executing UCO 
Transfer stage, as described in section 6.2. This means that a new Ktr is not written to CL-Storage and TL-
Storage or UCTL-Storage every time entities execute UCO Transfer stage in the mode. Therefore, it is necessary 
to construct Reconnection stage, which differs from the stage for Unidirectional Transfer mode. 

When specifying the structure of Connection Log in Bidirectional Transfer mode, it is easy and rational to expand 
the structure of Connection Log for Unidirectional Transfer mode, so as to follow the above views. On the other 
hand, due to the third characteristic, it is not possible to put the basic view determined at the time when constructing 
Reconnection stage for Unidirectional Transfer mode as a basic view for Bidirectional Transfer mode. The view is 
that “Reconnection stage should consist of a sequence of processes using data shared at the last state”. Therefore, 
we moderates the policy as described below without deteriorating the strength of the data in encrypted form in 
cryptography, which will be transferred between the two entities. 

The fact that arbitrary two entities share secret data as keys by completing execution of Initial Connection stage 
proves that they are authorized ones. It means that we can manage to admit to complete execution of Reconnection 
stage using the keys, though they are not necessarily the keys used at the last state where a virtual private channel 

  Abbreviations 
TL: Transfer Log 
TLP: Transfer Log Parcel 
MIUQ: Masked IUQ 

  Conventions 
Request message transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 
Format: “Request” (Objective /w Parameter; Target Data) 

“Objective” is the objective of the data transfer - Read or Write or No Data 
“/w” is “with”; “Parameter” is a parameter accompanied by the request message 
The value of “OPR” is “Copy” or “Move” or “Play” 

Data transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 
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is active between the entities. Based on the view, we specify that two entities share keys by using the keys shared 
in Initial Connection stage or previous Reconnection stage for Bidirectional Transfer mode, even if UCO Transfer 
stage is executed. 

In such cases, it is rational to specify a sequence of processes to transfer MRCN_AB and MRCN_BA shown in Table 
6.15 as Reconnection stage. The strength of MRCN_AB and MRCN_BA in cryptography are almost equal to the strength 
of MRCN_AB used in Unidirectional Transfer mode in cryptography. The Differences are that keys used for encryption 
are CLP[A].Kcn[B] and CLP[B].Kcn[A] instead of UCTLP.Ktr[B] and UCTLP.Kcn[A], and CLP[A].Kcn[A] and 
CLP[B].Kcn[B] are not included in the source data of MRCN_AB and MRCN_BA. A reason for the second difference is that 
the entity A and B can essentially check whether the entity B and A store CLP[B].Kcn[A] and CLP[A].Kcn[B] respectively 
or not by the result of decryption of MRCN_BA and MRCN_AB. That is, success of the decryption means that the entities 
store right Kcn[A] and Kcn[B] in each CL-Storage. Kinds of data shared through execution of Reconnection stage are 
the same as those shared through execution of Initial Connection stage. 

Table 6.15  Elements of Connection Log and data transferred in Reconnection stage 

 Elements of Connection Log 
 Stage where the data are written Initial Connection 
 Data to be written Property 

Entity Private Public 

 A Kcn[A], Kpu[B], Kcn[B] Acceptable IUQ Type[B], 
Partner Entity Identifier (B)†1 

 B Kcn[A], Kpu[A], Kcn[B] Acceptable IUQ Type[A], 
Partner Entity Identifier (A)†1 

 Moment to be written A After 10.2 in Figure 6.24 
 B After 8.5 in Figure 6.24 
 Data transferred between A and B 
 Data to be transferred A  B MRCN_AB

†5 = E(CLP[A].Kpu[B]
†2, E(CLP[A].Kcn[B]

†2†3, Kcn[A]
†4)) 

 B  A MRCN_BA
†5 = E(CLP[B].Kpu[A]

†3, E(CLP[B].Kcn[A]
†2†3, Kcn[B]

†4) 
 †1 The same as †1 of Table 6.5 
 †2 CLP[E].Kxx are the keys extracted from a Connection Log parcel CLP[E] stored in the entity 

E. “xx” is either “pu” or “cn”. 
  CLP[A].Kcn[B] and CLP[B].Kcn[A], which are stored as a element of a Connection Log parcel 

in the entity A and B, are written to CL-Storage at Initial Connection stage and updated at 
Reconnection stage. 

 †4 Kcn[A] and Kcn[B] are Connection keys created newly in the entity A and B. 
 †5 MRCN_AB = R[A] ‖ E(CLP[A].*Kpu[B], E(CLP[A].Kcn[B], Kcn[A])) 

MRCN_BA = R[B] ‖ E(CLP[B].*Kpu[A], E(CLP[B].Kcn[A], Kcn[B])) 
  where, 

 R[E] = r[E] ∙ G; r[E] is a random number generated at the entity E, and G is a base point. 
 CLP[E].*Kpu[Y] is *Kpu (see equation (5.3)) calculated from CLP[E].Kpu[Y]. 

     
Figure 6.26 and the descriptions after the figure are the sequence of processes for Reconnection stage described 

in Table 6.15. In the figure, supplementary processes are also described in addition to the sequence of processes for 
Reconnection stage. The purpose and mechanism of the processes are the same as that shown in Figure 6.18, except 
that the entity A plays the role of the bridge entity in Figure 6.18. 
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Figure 6.26  Reconnection stage using Connection Log in Bidirectional Transfer mode 

[Supplementary processes] 
Step 1 Same as Step 1 in supplementary processes in Figure 6.24. 

Step 1.1 Same as Step 1.1 in supplementary processes in Figure 6.24 
Step 2 Same as Step 2 in supplementary processes in Figure 6.24. 

Step 2.1 Same as Step 2.1 in supplementary processes in Figure 6.24. 
Step 2.2 Same as Step 2.2 in supplementary processes in Figure 6.24. 

Step 3 Same as Step 3 in supplementary processes in Figure 6.24. 
Step 3.1 Same as Step 3.1 in supplementary processes in Figure 6.24. 
Step 3.2 Same as Step 3.2 in supplementary processes in Figure 6.24. 

Step 4 Retrieval of a target entry in CLL. 
Step 4.1 The processor in the entity A searches CLL[A] for an entry including “EID[B]”. It is assumed that the 

B (Storage Entity) A (Host Entity) 

2.2 MRCN_AB 

4.1  Request 
(Read, MRCN_BA) 

5.1  Extract Kcn[A] from CLP[A]: CLP[A].Kcn[A] 
5.2  Decrypt MRCN_BA with Kpr[A], CLP[A].Kcn[A]: 

D(CLP[A].Kcn[A], D(Kpr[A], MRCN_BA)) 
= Kcn[B] 

5.3  Replace Kcn[A], Kcn[B] in CL-Storage: 
Overwrite CLP[A].{Kcn[A], Kcn[B]}in CL-
Storage with the new Kcn[A], Kcn[B] 
 

State where A, B have Kcn[A], Kcn[B], 
*Kpu[B] (= *Kpr[B]), and *Kpu[A] (= *Kpr[A]) 

Supplementary processes (Figure 6.24, Upper chart) 

1.1  Load CLP[A] in nCLP;A entry of CL-Storage 
into UCM[A] 

1.2  Extract Kpu[B], Kcn[B] from CLP[A]: 
CLP[A].{Kpu[B], Kcn[B]} 

1.3  Create Kcn[A] 
1.4  Encrypt Kcn[A] with CLP[A].{Kcn[B], Kpu[B]}: 

MRCN_AB = 
   E(CLP[A].Kpu[B], E(CLP[A].Kcn[B], Kcn[A])) 

2.1 Request (Write /w nCLP;B; 
MRCN_AB) 

3.1  Load CLP[B] in nCLP;B[B] entry of CL-Storage 
into UCM[B] 

3.2  Extract Kcn[B], Kpu[A], Kcn[A] from CLP[B]: 
CLP[B].{Kcn[B], Kpu[A], Kcn[A]} 

3.3  Decrypt MRCN_AB with Kpr[B], CLP[B].Kcn[B]: 
D(CLP[B].Kcn[B], D(Kpr[B], MRCN_AB)) = Kcn[A] 

3.4  Create Kcn[B] 

3.5  Encrypt Kcn[B] with CLP[B].{Kcn[A], Kpu[A]}: 
MRCN_BA = 
   E(CLP[B].Kpu[A], E(CLP[B].Kcn[A], Kcn[B])) 

3.6  Replace Kcn[A], Kcn[B] in CL-Storage: 
Overwrite CLP[B].{Kcn[A], Kcn[B]}in CL-
Storage with the new Kcn[A], Kcn[B] 

4.2 MRCN_BA 

  Abbreviations 
CL: Connection Log 
CLP: Connection Log Parcel 

  Conventions 
Request message transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 
Format: “Request” (Objective /w Parameter; Target Data) 

“Objective” is the objective of the data transfer - Read or Write 
“/w” is “with”; “Parameter” is a parameter accompanied by the request message 

Data transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 
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found entry number is nCLP;A. 
Step 4.2 The processor in the entity A searches CLL[B] for an entry including “EID[A]”. It is assumed that the 

found entry number is nCLP;B. 
[Reconnection stage] 
Step 1 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 

Step 1.1 Refers the table shown in Figure 6.17 and loads a Connection Log parcel CLP[A] designated by nCLP;A  
from CL-Storage into UCM[A]. 

Step 1.2 Extracts Kpu[B] and Kcn[B] from CLP[A]. 
Step 1.3 Creates a new Kcn[A]. 
Step 1.4 Create MRCN_AB = E(Kpu[B], E(Kcn[B], Kcn[A])). 

Step 2 Transfer of a request with a parmeter whose value is nCLP;B and a datum MRCN_AB from the entity A to B. 
nCLP;B is the number of entry selected at Step 4.2 in the supplementary processes. 

Step 2.1 The entity A transmits the request with nCLP;B, which requires the entity B to receive MRCN_AB and the 
UCM[B] Ctrl to execute Step 3.1, ..., 3.6. 

Step 2.2 The bridge entity transmits MRCN_AB to the entity B. 
Step 3 Processes which UCM[B] Ctrl executes. 

Step 3.1 Refer the table shown in Figure 6.17 and load a Connection Log parcel CLP[B] designated by nCLP;B[B], 
which the entity B actually received at Step 2.1, from CL-Storage into UCM[B]. 

Step 3.2 Extracts Kcn[B], Kpu[A], and Kcn[A] from CLP[B]. 
Step 3.3 Calculate *Kpr[B], decrypt MRCN_AB with the *Kpr[B] and CLP[B].Kcn[B], and extract Kcn[A]. 
Step 3.4 Create a new Kcn[B]. 
Step 3.5 Create MRCN_BA = E(CLP[B].Kpu[A], E(CLP[B].Kcn[A], Kcn[B])). 
Step 3.6 Replace the CLP[B].Kcn[A] and CLP[B].Kcn[B] in CL-Storage with the new Kcn[A] and Kcn[B]. 

Step 4 Transfer of a request from the entity A to the entity B and a datum MRCN_BA from the entity B to A. 
Step 4.1 The entity A transmits the request, which requires the entity B to transmit MRCN_BA, to the entity B. 
Step 4.2 The entity A transmits a datum MRCN_BA to the entity B. 

Step 5 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 
Step 5.1 Extracts Kcn[A] from CLP[A]. 
Step 5.2 Calculate *Kpr[A], decrypt MRCN_BA with the *Kpr[A] and CLP[B].Kcn[A], and extract Kcn[B]. 
Step 5.3 Replace the CLP[A].Kcn[A] and CLP[A].Kcn[B] in CL-Storage with the new Kcn[A] and Kcn[B]. 

 Policy of keeping Kcn in UCM 
When the entities create or receive a new Kcn[A], they keep it in UCM until Ktr[A] is shared in UCO Transfer 

stage. Similarly, as for Kcn[B], they keep it in UCM until Ktr[B] is shared in UCO Transfer stage. The directions 
of transfer of UCOs are respectively from the entity B to the entity A and from the entity A to the entity B. The 
values of Kcn[A] and Kcn[B] of the Connection Log parcel, which was used in Reconnection stage, is overwritten 
with the values of new Kcn[A] and Kcn[B], when they created or the entities received them, as they are not for 
Unidirectional Transfer mode. 

 Property of the data stored as the elements of Connection Log 
Property of “public” and “private” are the same as the property of Connection Log used in Unidirectional 

Transfer mode. 
 Structure of Connection Log and management of the log 

The log may contain multiple parcels. Data described in a row in Table 6.15 are included in a parcel. However, 
it is not sufficient to allow containing multiple parcels merely, because the entity A of a host entity can recover 
UCOs whose recovery are not permitted through authorized sequence of processes shown in Figure 6.2. We 
analyze the problems in detail and constructs a mechanism to solve them in next division. 
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6.6.4.2 Transfer Log and UCO Recovery Stage 

(1) Management of Transfer Log 
Before constructing a mechanism to recover a UCO, which prevents completing the sequence shown in Figure 

6.2, we clarify characteristics of Transfer Log for Bidirectional Transfer mode and specify elements of it, based on 
the characteristics of Bidirectional Transfer mode and referring to the elements of Transfer Log for Unidirectional 
Transfer mode. 
 Elements PST and PSR used in Unidirectional Transfer mode are not necessary in Bidirectional Transfer mode, 

because a partner storage entity does not store them and they are consequently included in TransferStatus which 
the storage entity transmits. 

 In cases to transfer an IUQ to copy it or play BUs, there surely is a connection where a storage entity is a source 
and a host entity is a destination. Then, the host entity can transmits a value of PCN or PPN of the IUQ, which 
UCMS Ctrl in the storage entity sets, with a request to the storage entity. If execution of UCO Transfer stage for 
the purposes is terminated before it is completed, the host entity needs to recover the IUQ to the original state in 
the storage entity. The recovery process includes an operation to set PCN or PPN to the origital values, but there 
is not any measure for the host entity to know them in Bidirectional Transfer mode. The reason is that UCMS 
Ctrl does not record any datum as Transfer Log in the mode, though only UCMS Ctrl can obtain the value. 
Therefore, we specify a sequence of processes for UCO Reference stage, which is not specified in Unidirectional 
Transfer mode, in the mode. Through execution of the processes, UCMH Ctrl can obtain the values with small 
processing load, before executing UCO Transfer stage. In fact, original Masked IUQs instead of original IUQs 
are transferred in the sequence. It is obvious that a mechanism to detect tampering is necessary, differing from 
the UCO Reference stage for Unidirectional Transfer mode. We explain the details in next article. 

 Defining a sequence of processes to transfer UCOs, parts of which are masked, from a source storage entity to 
a destination host entity is not necessary for other kinds of UCOs. The reasons are the following. Kinds of 
operations permitted for PPILs are only copy and the number of the executable times is unlimited (cf. Table 6.7). 
Therefore, UCMS Ctrl in the source entity does not modify anything related to PPILs including their validity 
when UCMS Ctrl transmits them. Kinds of operations permitted for H(SPR*)s are copy and move. As for copy 
operation, as long as it is permitted, the number of the executable times is unlimited (cf. Table 3.8 and Table 6.7). 
For move operation, UCMS Ctrl merely modifies the values of validity on H(SPR*)s from “valid” to “invalid” 
just before UCMS Ctrl transmits them. Therefore, it is sufficient to revert the values to “valid” to recover them. 

 SA and DA are necessary for UCMS Ctrl in a partner storage entity to check the state of the UCO stored on the 
logical sector designated by the values and create SUCOS based on the result. UCMH Ctrl records a value of SA 
or DA exclusively as Transfer Log when the host entity is a destination or a source. Each of the vlalues designates 
a logical sector in a partner storage entity. 

 A new element to indicate the purpose of UCO Transfer stage is necessary. We describe it as “Transfer Purpose” 
(TP). TP is used for a host entity to judge whether recovery of the target UCO is permitted or not, by estimating 
the values of it and SUCOS, which is transferred from a partner storage entity. Values of SUCOS and their 
conditions are the same as those in Unidirectional Transfer mode, which are described in Table 6.10. Values of 
TP is determined according to Table 6.16. Table 6.17 shows conditions for permitting recovery of target UCOs, 
based on the values of TP and SUCOS. 

Table 6.16  Values of TP 

Values of TP Role Target UCO Operations which the host entity executes 
Source Source IUQ, 

H(SPR*) 
To write IUQs or H(SPR*)s, which are transferred from 
another storage entity, to the destination storage entity 

DestinationCopy Destination IUQ To receive IUQs or H(SPR*)s, which are read and transferred 
from the source storage entity to copy them 

DestinationMove Destination IUQ, To receive IUQs or H(SPR*)s, which are read and transferred 
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H(SPR*) from the source storage entity to move them 
DestinationPlay Destination IUQ To receive IUQs, which is read and transferred from the source 

storage entity to play the BUs, whose use is controlled by them 
    

 

Table 6.17  Conditions for permitting recovery of a target UCO 

Values of TP 
Values of SUCOS 
Not Exist Invalid Valid 

Source Permitted Prohibited Prohibited 
DestinationCopy Prohibited Prohibited Permitted 
DestinationMove Prohibited Permitted Prohibited 
DestinationPlay Prohibited Prohibited Permitted 
    

Cells in Table 6.17 filled with “Permitted” correspond to the normal states of a datum stored on a logical sector 
in Q-Storage when execution of UCO Transfer stage is not completed. On the other hand, the other cells do not 
correspond to the states where UCO Transfer stage has not been simply completed. That is the reason why they are 
filled with “Prohibited”. 

Consequently, we specify elements of Transfer Log for Bidirectional Transfer mode as Table 6.18. 

Table 6.18  Elements included in a Transfer Log parcel for Bidirectional Transfer mode 

Element  Role of the entity A 
Name Value Source Destination 
Entry Number Entry Number ∗ ∗ 
Partner Entity 
Identifier 

Ex. Product Identifier of 
a partner entity (optional) 

∗ ∗ 

Transfer Purpose TP ∗ ∗ 
OUCO Original UCO ∗ - 
MIUQ Masked IUQ - ∗ 
Address SA - ∗ 
  DA ∗ - 
∗  Recorded    
- Not recorded    
     

Structure of TL-Storage and the method to find a target Transfer Log parcel are same as Figure 6.20 mechanism 
(3) and Figure 6.21, which are for Unidirectional Transfer mode. UCMH Ctrl determines whether to recover the 
target UCO or not, by estimating the values of TP and SUCOS according to Table 6.17. 
(2) Clarification of the problems 

Three kinds of vulnerabilities exist in the sequence of processes shown in Figure 6.2, if the sequence is executed 
according to the way specified in Unidirectional Transfer mode under Bidirectional Transfer mode. They stem from 
a characteristic that storage entities do not write any data related to the progress status on UCO Transfer stage. The 
following explains the details. For a term UCOID used in the explanations, IUQID and SPRID are applicable. 
 A storage entity writes a UCO U1 on a logical sector designated by the value of QLA, which the entity received, 

even if the value has been tampered after the host entity transmitted U1 at Step 2. As a result, the storage entity 
cannot find U1 on the logical sector designated by QLA A1 at Step 8 and transmits a result “U1 Not Exist”, if the 
host entity writes the value A1 as an element of a Transfer Log parcel at Step 2 and transmits a request with A1 
to search for U1 to the storage entity. 

 Even if a cracker does not tamper A1, Storage Entity 1 can never find the U1 at Step 8, if the logical sector at 
Step 6, on which U1 is stored, is overwritten with another UCO U2. Moreover, the impossibility is not overthrown 
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even if the storage entity searches entire storage space of Q-Storage for U1. 
 In Unidirectional Transfer mode, a bridge entity or source host entity transmits a value of UCOID to a destination 

storage entity at the first step of UCO Recovery stage. The process corresponds to that to transfer the request 
from Host Entity 1 to Storage Entity 1 at Step 8 in Figure 6.2. In such cases, a storage entity needs to investigate 
entire storage space of Q-Storage with the value, which the entity received in Bidirectional Transfer mode, and 
it is not processable as explained in article (2) in division 6.5.4.2. Therefore, the host entity needs to transmit the 
values of QLA designating the logical sectors, which the entity transmitted in UCO Transfer stage, to the storage 
entity, besides the value of UCOID. Then, if the values of QLA are transferred in plaintext, crackers can easily 
tampers them. In such cases, the storage entity creates wrong investigation results and transmits them to the host 
entity at Step 8. Consequently, the host entity may recover the UCOs, even if they are not intrinsically permitted. 

In Unidirectional Transfer mode, the value of SUCOS, which a destination entity creates and transmits to a source 
entity in UCO Recovery stage, is truly reliable, because UCMS Ctrl in the destination entity writes the values of 
QLA designating logical sectors where target UCOs are stored and the values of UCOID of the UCOs, which the 
entity received, to UCTL-Storage as UCT Log, in cases where the destination entity is a storage entity. That is, 
UCMS Ctrl checks the values of UCOID and the state of the UCOs stored on the logical sectors designated by the 
values of QLA included in the UCT Log parcel, even if the values of QLA are tampered during execution of UCO 
Transfer stage. In such cases, UCMS Ctrl writes the “tampered” values as an element of UCT Log and the UCOs 
are written on logical sectors designated by the “tampered” values. Due to the characteristic, the first vulnerability 
does not exist in Unidirectional Transfer mode. 

The second and the third vulnerabilities do not exist in Unidirectional Transfer mode. The reason of unexistence 
of the second vulnerability was that the newest UCT Log parcel on the transfer of U1 stored in Storage Entity 1 
includes the data related to the transfer of U1 from Storage Entity 1 to Host Entity 2 at Step 5. Due to the 
characteristic, Host Entity 1 understands that it does not recover U1 through the evaluation of the value of the datum 
including SUCOS at Step 8. The reason of unexistence of the third vulnerability is that a destination entity records 
UCT Log in the mode, similar to the first vulnerability. 

Due to the above reasons, construction of a mechanism whose characteristics differ from that for Unidirectional 
Transfer mode is necessary. In the work, paying attention to the following facts is crucial. 
 It is impossible to prevent completing execution of Initial Connection stage or UCO Transfer stage other than 

Step 7 in Figure 6.2, because executing the stages are normal if the target entities are connected for the first time. 
That is, we must abandon a method to prohibit executing one of the stages in Step 4. 

 On the other hand, it is allowed to prohibit executing Initial Connection stage at Step 7, because Host Entity 1 
and Storage Entity 1 are permitted to record Connection Log parcel and they can connect through execution of 
Reconnection stage with the data included in the parcel. In general utilization form, connecting two entities 
through Reconnection stage is considered rather normal, in such situations. 

Under the second fact, integrating the following mechanisms into UCO Transfer stage and Initial Connection 
stage for host entities becomes possible. They partly achieve the purpose. 
 Transfer Log parcels created in UCO Transfer stage must be associated to a Connection Log parcel, which are 

created or updated in the “underlying” Initial Connection stage or Reconnection stage. Here, the word 
“underlying” stage means a stage to share Kcn[A] and Kcn[B] used to share the first Ktr[A]1 and Ktr[B]1. 

 All the Transfer Log parcels associated to a Connection Log parcel including a Kpu[S] are invalidated when a 
host entity completes execution of Initial Connection stage with the storage entity S. 

Due to introducing the above mechanism, the UCO, which is attempted to recover at Step 8, is invalidated when 
Host Entity 1 completes execution of Initial Connection stage at Step 7. It seems that the invalidation does not bring 
serious inconvenience to users, because cases where a mechanism to recover an UCO is requisite are only those 
where UCO Transfer stage to transfer the UCO has not been completed and the target entities are permitted to 
connect through Reconnection stage. 

Consequently, it is necessary to introduce another mechanism to prevent the recovery of the UCO if the entities 
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connect at Step 7 through Reconnection stage. To construct such a mechanism, we explain where there are problems 
on the sequence of processes shown in Figure 6.2 in detail using Figure 6.27, especially in terms of transition of the 
Connection Log parcels stored in each entity. Since the objective is to show the problem clearly, message of requests 
are omitted in the figure. The following items are rules of notations and premises on the sequence in the figure. 
 Major numbers assigned to each process, which are a in a.b or a.b.c, correspond to the numbers of the steps in 

Figure 6.2. 
 A Connection Log parcel, which is stored in i-th entry of CL-Storage equipped in an entity X for a partner entity 

Y and updated j-th times, is described as CLX#i{Yj}. {Yj} is sometimes omitted if it is obvious. 
 A Transfer Log parcel, which is stored in k-th entry of TL-Storage and associated with a Connection Log parcel 

CLX#i{Y}, is described as CLX#i{Y}.TL#k{Z}, where Z is the elements of TL#k. 
 No Connection Log parcels and Transfer Log parcels are stored in the four entities before executing Step 1 for 

simplicity. 
 UCOs transferred between the entities are IUQs. Generality is not lost by adopting the policy, because the view 

is based on the following fact. If some vulnerability exists in the sequence under an assumption that UCOs 
transferred in it are all IUQs, for which kinds of permitted operations are more than other kinds of UCOs 
described in Table 6.7 and subsection 6.6.2, and a mechanism to eliminate the vulnerability is constructed, the 
situation where the vulnerability does not exist is ensured in cases where UCOs except for IUQs are transferred. 
Therefore, an original IUQ is set to OUCO, which is an element of Transfer Log, and the value of IUQID is set 
to ID in the sequence. 

 Operations and symbols with bold types are active. 
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Host Entity 1 Storage Entity 1 Host Entity 2 Storage Entity 2 

 

 

2.1 Update CLH1#1.TL 
 Add CLH1#1{S11}. 
         TL#1{OIUQ(n), A1} 

to A1 IUQ(n) 

at A1 IUQ(n)  
4.1.2 Update CLH2 
 Add CLH2#1{S21} 

4.1.1 Update CLS2 
 Add CLS2#1{H21} 

 
from A1 IUQ(n) 

 

5.4 Update CLH2#2.TL#2 
 CLH2#2.TL#1 (Ref. 5.2) 
 Add CLH2#2{S11}. 
         TL#2{OIUQ(n), A2} 

to A2 IUQ(n) 

 

6.1 Update TLH1#3 
 CLH2#2.TL#1 (Ref. 5.2) 
 CLH2#2.TL#2 (Ref. 5.4) 
 Add CLH2#2{S11}. 
         TL#3{OIUQ(m), A1} 

to A1 IUQ(m) 

7.1 Disconnection 
 

7.2.2 Update CLH1 
 Update CLH1#1{S12} 

7.2.1 Update CLS1#1 
 Update CLS1#1{H12} 
 CLS1#2 (Ref. 4.2.1) 

IUQ(n) 

at A1 IUQ(m) 

 
8.1 Search for CLH1#1.TL 
 CLH1#1{S12}. 
   TL#1{ OIUQ(n), A1} 

8.3 Compare n[SE1] with 
IUQID at LS(A1) 
 IUQ(n) is NOT Stored 

STT (NOT Stored) 
8.5 Recovery 
   of IUQ(n) 

 
4.2.1 Update CLS1 
 CLS1#1{cf. 1.1} 
 Add CLS1#2{H21} 

4.2.2 Update CLH2 
 CLH2#1 (cf. 4.1.2) 
 Add CLH2#2{S11} 

 Abbreviations 
CLX#i{Yj}: Connection Log parcel for a partner entity Y 
stored in the entry i of the entity X, the order is j 
CLX#i{Yj}.TL#k: Transfer Log parcel stored in the entry k 
and associated with a Connection Log parcel CLX#i{Yj} 
S: Source, D: Destination 
OIUQ: Original IUQ, MIUQ: Masked IUQ 
HK: Keyed hash value 
IUQ(n): IUQ whose IUQID value is n 
LS(A): Logical Sector designated by A 
STT: SignedTransferStatus[S1] 

3. Disconnection 

2.3 IUQ Writing 
to Q-Storage 

1. Initial Connection stage 

2. UCO Transfer stage 

4.2 Initial Connection stage 

4.1 Initial Connection stage 

IUQID “n” 

5.3 UCO Transfer stage 

5.5 UCO Transfer stage 

6.2 UCO Transfer stage 

7.2 Reconnection stage 

8. UCO Recovery stage 

5.5.2 IUQ Writing 
to Q-Storage 

at A2 

5.3.1 IUQ Transfer 
(for Reading; Move) 

6.2.1 IUQ Transfer 
(for Writing) 

8.4 Status 
Transfer 

2.2 IUQ 
Transfer 
(for Writing) 

8.2 IUQID Transfer 
with A1 (for Retrieval) 

6.2.2 IUQ Writing 
to Q-Storage 

 5.1 UCO Reference stage 

5.2 Update CLH2#2.TL#1 
 Add CLH2#2{S11}. 
         TL#1{MIUQ(n), A1} 

MIUQ(n) ‖ HK 
 

5.5.1 IUQ Transfer 
(for Writing) 

1.2 Update CLH1 
 Add CLH1#1{S11} 

1.1 Update CLS1 
 Add CLS1#1{H11} 
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Figure 6.27  Detailed sequence of processes shown in Figure 6.2 

Step 1 Execution of Initial Connection stage between Host Entity 1 and Storage Entity 1. 
Step 1.1 Storage entity 1 creates a Connection Log parcel for Host Entity 1 and writes it to the first entry of 

CL-Storage (CLS1#1{H11}). 
Step 1.2 Host entity 1 creates a Connection Log parcel for Storage Entity 1 and writes it to the first entry of 

CL-Storage (CLH1#1{S11}). 
Step 2 Execution of UCO Transfer stage to transfer an IUQ from Host Entity 1 to Storage Entity 1 and writing of 

a Transfer Log parcel on the transfer before Host Entity 1 executes the stage. 
Step 2.1 Host Entity 1 writes a Transfer Log parcel including IUQ(n) and A1 to the first entry of TL-Storage, 

associating with Connection Log parcel CLH1#1 (CLH1#1.TL#1{OIUQ(n), A1}). Here, OIUQ(n) is 
the original IUQ(n), n is the value of IUQID of the IUQ, and A1 is the value of QLA designating the 
logical sector, where the IUQ is written, in Storage Entity 1. 

Step 2.2 Host Entity 1 prepares IUQ(n) in UCMH and transmits it with A1 to write it to Storage Entity 1. 
Step 2.3 UCMS Ctrl in Storage Entity 1 writes IUQ(n) on the logical sector designated by A1, which the entity 

received. 
Step 3 Disconnection between Host Entity 1 and Storage Entity 1. Then, recognition of the application module is 

not updated (cf. Step 3 in Figure 6.2). 
Step 4 Execution of Initial Connection stages between Storage Entity 1, Host Entity 2, and Storage Entity 2. The 

order of the execution is arbitrary. 
Step 4.1 Execution of Initial Connection stage between Host Entity 2 and Storage Entity 2; execution order of 

Step 4.1.1 and Step 4.1.2 is determined in the stage. 
Step 4.1.1 Storage Entity 2 creates a Connection Log parcel for Host Entity 2 and writes it to the first entity. 

It is described as CLS2#1{H21}. 
Step 4.1.2 Host Entity 2 creates a Connection Log parcel for Storage Entity 2 and writes it to the first entity. 

It is described as CLH2#1{S21}. 
Step 4.2 Execution of Initial Connection stage between Host Entity 2 and Storage Entity 1; execution order of 

Step 4.2.1 and Step 4.2.2 is arbitrary. 
Step 4.2.1 Storage Entity 1 creates a Connection Log parcel for Host Entity 2 and writes it to the second 

entity. It is described as CLS1#2{H21}. 
Step 4.2.2 Host Entity 2 creates a Connection Log parcel for Storage Entity 1 and writes it to the second 

entity. It is described as CLH2#2{S11}. 
Step 5 Execution of UCO Transfer stage to transfer IUQ(n) from Storage Entity 1 to Host Entity 2 and writing of 

a Transfer Log parcel on the transfer before Host Entity 2 executes the stage. 
Step 5.1 Host Entity 2 obtains Masked IUQ(n) with a keyed hash value through the execution of UCO 

Reference stage. 
Step 5.2 Host Entity 2 writes a Transfer Log parcel including the Masked IUQ and A1 to the first entry of TL-

Storage, associating with the Connection Log parcel CLH2#2 (CLH2#2.TL#1{MIUQ(n), A1}). 
Step 5.3 Execution of UCO Transfer stage to transfer IUQ(n) from Storage Entity 1 to Host Entity 2 to move 

it. 
Step 5.3.1 Storage Entity 1 transmits IUQ(n) and UCMS Ctrl in Storage Entity 1 invalidates IUQ(n) stored 

on the logical sector designated by A1. 
Step 5.4 Host Entity 2 writes a Transfer Log parcel including IUQ(n) and A2 to the second entry of TL-Storage, 

associating with the Connection Log parcel CLH2#2 (CLH2#2.TL#2{OIUQ(n), A2}). Here, A2 is the 
value of QLA designating the logical sector in Q-Storage of Storage Entity 2, where IUQ(n) is written. 

Step 5.5 Execution of UCO Transfer stage to transfer IUQ(n) from Host Entity 2 to Storage Entity 2. 
Step 5.5.1 Host Entity 2 transmits IUQ(n) with A2 to write it to Storage Entity 2. 
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Step 5.5.2 UCMS Ctrl in Storage Entity 2 writes IUQ(n) on the logical sector designated by A2, which the 
entity received. 

Step 6 Execution of UCO Transfer stage to transfer IUQ(m), which differs from IUQ(n), from Host Entity 2 to 
Storage Entity 1. The target value of QLA is A1, as it is for Step 2. 

Step 6.1 Host Entity 2 writes a Transfer Log parcel including IUQ(m) and A1 to the third entry of TL-Storage, 
associating with the Connection Log parcel CLH2#2 (CLH2#2.TL#3{OIUQ(m), A1}). 

Step 6.2 Execution of UCO Transfer stage to transfer IUQ(m) from Host Entity 2 to Storage Entity 1. 
Step 6.2.1 Host Entity 2 prepares IUQ(m) in UCMH and transmits it with A1 to write it to Storage Entity 1. 
Step 6.2.2 UCMS Ctrl in Storage Entity 1 writes IUQ(m) on the logical sector designated by A1, which the 

entity received. 
Step 7 Disconnection between Host Entity 2 and Storage Entity 1 and reconnection between Host Entity 1 and 

Storage Entity 1. 
Step 7.1 Storage Entity 1 is disconnected from Host Entity 2. 
Step 7.2 Execution of Reconnection stage between Host Entity 1 and Storage Entity 1 using Connection Log 

parcels CLH1#1{S11} and CLS1#1{H11}. 
Step 7.2.1 Storage Entity 1 updates the Connection Log parcel for Host Entity 1, which is stored in the first 

entry of CL-Storage (CLS1#1{H12}). 
Step 7.2.2 Host Entity 1 updates the Connection Log parcel for Storage Entity 1, which is stored in the first 

entry of CL-Storage (CLH1#1{S12}). 
Step 8 Execution of UCO Recovery stage between Host Entity 1 and Storage Entity 1. 

Step 8.1 An application module in Host Entity 1 recognizes that the state is left in “UCO Transfer stage which 
was previously executed at Step 2 has not been completed”. UCMH Ctrl extracts A1, which is stored 
as SA for IUQ(n), from the Transfer Log parcel. 

Step 8.2 Host Entity 1 transmits a request to Storage Entity 1. It requires the storage entity to check whether 
the value of IUQID of the IUQ stored on the logical sector designated by A1 is n and respond the 
result to the host entity. 

Step 8.3 UCMS Ctrl checks the value of IUQID of the IUQ stored on the logical sector designated by A1 and 
recognizes that the value is not n. 

Step 8.4 Storage Entity 1 responds the result to Host Entity 1. 
Step 8.5 UCMH Ctrl extracts IUQ(n) from the Transfer Log parcel and restores it to the logical sector 

designated by A1. 
As described in Step 5.1 and Step 5.2, it is necessary to write a Transfer Log parcel including the original state of 

an IUQ in Host Entity 2 before the IUQ is actually transferred, when the entity is a destination. In such cases, the 
host entity needs to obtain the value of IUQ and the original value of IURs at least before executing UCO Transfer 
stage, to be able to recover the IUQ later. This is the reason why transferring Masked IUQ(n) and recording the 
Transfer Log parcel including the values in Masked IUQ(n) are executed at the steps. However, mere transfer of the 
Masked IUQ alone is inappropriate, because crackers can tamper the values included in the Masked IUQ before the 
host entity receives. It is also vulnerability of the sequence shown in Figure 6.2, if the stages in the sequence are for 
Bidirectional Transfer mode. 

In the next article, we construct UCO Recovery stage so as to solve the above three vulnerabilities. 
(3) Solution 
(3-1) Solution to solove the first vulnerability 

A simple method to eliminate the first vulnerability is concatenating A1 with IUQ(n) and encrypting the whole 
datum as E(*Kpu[B], E(Ktr[B], IUQ(n) ‖ A1)). A destination storage entity extracts the value of the address from the 
decrypted datum. Here, we note that the method may be challenging in terms of implementation, because the values 
of the address are transferred as one of the parameters associated with a request, which a host device transmits and 
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which requires the target entity to write data, in conventional major logical interface architecture for storage devices. 
Accordingly, internal architecture of the storage devices is usually designed to suit it. One of the typical examples 
is ATA. There is a concern on the matter, but we do not go into it further, since it depends on the actual design. 
(3-2) Measure to the second vulnerability 

The following measures are those which should not be adopted to prevent the recovery of IUQ(n), which is 
described as the second vulnerability. 
 Prohibiting the execution of UCO Transfer stage 

If the policy is active, some or all of Step 5.3, Step 5.5 and Step 6.2 are aborted. However, it may be unacceptable 
for general users and goes against the purpose of this research to construct a mechanism workable for detachable 
storage entity, because the two entities are authorized ones and execution of the operations are not prohibited in 
terms of Acceptable IUQ Type, IUR and SPR. 
 Prohibiting writing of IUQ to Q-Storage 

If the policy is active, Step 5.5 and Step 6.2 are aborted. However, it is also unacceptable for general users 
according to the same reason as described in the first item. 
 Prohibiting execution of Reconnection stage 

If the policy is active, Step 7.2 is aborted. This is accomplished in cases where the number of Connection Log 
parcels which Storage Entity 1 can store is limited to one, because CLPS1#1 in Storage Entity 1 is overwritten with 
the datum as to Host Entity 2 at Step 4.2.1 and no other Connection Log parcel is stored in it. However, it goes 
against the policy introduced in division 6.6.4.1. 
 Prohibiting execution of processes from Step 8.1 to Step 8.4 

Prohibiting execution of the processes are impossible, because they are the processes to check whether IUQ(n) is 
stored or not and Host Entity 1 must do it to judge whether recovery of the IUQ is permitted or not. 

Based on the above facts and views, we conclude that the mechanism should have a characteristic to make 
completion of Step 8.5 impossible. The following mechanism has the characteristic by invalidating TLPH1#1 before 
executing Step 8.5. 
 Momemt of invalidation 

A moment when Host Entity 1 executes Reconnection stage with Storage Entity 1. That is, Step 7.2, in the 
sequence of Figure 6.27. 
 Invalidation mechanism 

 Setting or updating the value of “Recovery-Permitted Host Entity Indicator” (RPHEI) 
UCMS Ctrl in a storage entity sets or updates the value of RPHEI and exercutes the related processes when the 

first execution of UCO Transfer stage is completed. The value is written to the static memory media equipped 
in UCMS, to which no interface to access from the outside with the storage entity interface is provided. The 
moments to write the value are the following: 

- Completing to write IUQs, which UCMS Ctrl in the storage entity received, to the logical sectors which the 
host entity specified 

- Completing to transmit IUQs that the host entity requested 
UCMS Ctrl executes the processes not only in Bidirectional Transfer mode but also in Unidirectional Transfer 

mode. In Bidirectional Transfer mode, a value desinating a Connection Log parcel used in Initial Connection 
stage or Reconnection stage, which underlies UCO Transfer stage, is set to RPHEI. On the other hand, a value 
which does not designate any Connection Log parcel is set to RPHEI when once UCO Transfer stage is executed 
in Unidirectional Transfer mode. 
 Setting the value of “Recovery Permission Indicator” (RPI) 

RPI is a datum which a storage entity transmits to a host entity in Reconnection stage. It is included in MRCN_BA 
concatenated with a new Kcn[B]: 

 MRCN_BA = E(Kpu[A], E(Kcn[A], Kcn[B] ‖ RPI)) 
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When a storage entity starts execution of Reconnection stage, UCMS Ctrl in the storage entity compares two 
Connection Log parcels. One is a parcel designated with the value of RPHEI and the other is that for the partner 
entity. UCMS Ctrl sets either of the values to RPI based on the result of the comparison: 

- InvalidateTLPs 
In cases where the Connection Log parcels are different or RPHEI does not designate any Connection Log 
parcel. 

- KeepTLPs 
 In cases where the Connection Log parcels are same. 

A partner host entity determines whether to invalidate Transfer Log parcels associated to the Connection Log 
parcel used in Reconnection stage or not, depending on the value of RPI: 

- The value is “InvalidateTLPs” 
UCMH Ctrl invalidates the Transfer Log parcels 

- The value is KeepTLPs 
UCMH Ctrl leaves the Transfer Log parcels as they are. 

If the sequence shown in Figure 6.27 is executed, a Connection Log parcel which RPHEI designates in Storage 
Entity 1 is updated as the following: 
 When Step 2.3 is completed, RPHEI designates CLPS1#1{H11} 
 When Step 5.3.1 is completed, the value of RPHEI is updated to another one designating CLPS1#2{H21}, if 

Initial Connection stage in Step 4.2 is for Bidirectional Transfer mode. If the stage is for Unidirectional 
Transfer mode, the value is updated so as to designating no Connection Log parcel. The update operation is 
done in cases where Step 4.2 is Reconnection stage and the mode is Unidirectional Transfer mode. 

 When Step 6.2.2 is completed, the value of RPHEI remains the same. 
As described above, RPHEI designates CLS1#2{H21} or does not designate any entry of CLS1 when the storage 

entity starts to execute Reconnection stage at Step 7.2. Consequently, UCMS Ctrl in Storage Entity 1 sets 
“InvalidateTLPs” at the step and Host Entity 1 invalidates all the Transfer Log parcels associated to CLH1#1{S11} 
after receiving MRCN_BA. As a result, UCMH Ctrl in Host Entity 1 cannot extract the original IUQ(n), which is once 
stored as CLH1#1{S11}.TL#1{OIUQ(n), A1}. Figure 6.28 shows the picture. 
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Figure 6.28  Prevention of recovery on the sequence shown in Figure 6.27 by RPHEI and RPI 

(3-3) Solution to solove the third vulnerability 
A problem steming from the third vulnerability is eliminated, if Host Entity 1 discards the investigation result 

which the entity received in cases where the storage entity investigated the state of the logical sector and created the 
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result referring the value of QLA different from that which the host entity had transmitted in UCO Transfer stage. 
This is accomplished if the mechanism includes either of the following two functions in the processes shown in 
Figure 6.27: 
 Host Entity 1 creates a tamper detection code for the value of QLA and transmits the code with the value of QLA 

at Step 8.1 and Storage Entity 1 verifies the code at first at Step 8.3. The storage entity determines whether to 
execute the objective processes or not according to the result. 

 Host Entity 1 transmits the value of QLA without any tamper detection code at Step 8.2. Instead, Storage Entity 
1 calcuates a keyed hash value using the value of QLA which the entity actually received and the investigation 
result at Step 8.3. The storage entity transmits the investigation result with the keyed hash value to Host Entity 
1 at Step 8.4 and Host Entity 1 calculates the keyed hash value with the result, which the entity received, and the 
value of QLA which the entity keeps, compares it with the value which the entity received. Host Entity 1 
determines whether to recover the target IUQ or not, according to the comparison result. 

(3-4) Other vulnerability - Necessity of protection for Masked IUQ 
Writing a Transfer Log parcel including an original IUQ to TL-Storage is essential to to be able to recover IUQs 

in a source storage entity in cases where a destination host entity fails to receive the IUQs in Bidirectional Transfer 
mode. It can be realized by executing UCO Reference stage with the following restrictions. 
 A host entity sets only Masked IUQs, which is transferred as Masked IUQ with a keyed hash value, to a Transfer 

Log parcel. 
 UCMS Ctrl in a storage entity merely invalidates IUQs stored in Q-Storage if they are loaded to move them. 

The first restriction is introduced in order for the host entity to be able to detect that the Masked IUQ is tampered. 
If a part of the Masked IUQ with a keyed hash value is tampered, the keyed hash value differs from that which is 
dynamically calculated with the Masked IUQ in the transferred datum, Ktr[A], and Ktr[B]. In the case, the host entity 
does not set the Masked IUQ to a Transfer Log parcel. 

The second restriction is introduced to make an IUQ physically be on the logical sector even after it is transmitted 
to move, though it is logically permitted to overwrite the logical sector with a useless datum such as zeros or a 
random number. Due to the restriction, a KBU, which a stoage entity does not transmit in UCO Reference stage, 
remains on the logical sector. As a result, UCMS Ctrl can reconstruct the original IUQ with the Masked IUQ and 
the KBU, if the entity receives the Masked IUQ with a request, which requires UCMS Ctrl to reconstruct the IUQ and 
write it to Q-Storage. Such a request is not necessary in Unidirectional Transfer mode. 

Consequently, we construct the sequence of processes for UCO Recovery stage in Bidirectional Transfer mode as 
shown in Figure 6.29 and Figure 6.30. In the figures, the following items are assumed and symbols described in 
Table 6.19 are used. 
 Assumptions 

 The entity A is a host entity and the entity B is a storage entity. 
 The value of IUQID to be recovered is n for both direction of transfer. 
 Before executing UCO Recovery stage to transfer the IUQ from the entity A to B, the entity A writes a 

Transfer Log parcel on the transfer to TL-Storage. 
 Before executing UCO Recovery stage to transfer the IUQ from the entity B to A, the entities execute UCO 

Reference stage, through which the entity A obtains the Masked IUQ and the entity A sets it to a Transfer 
Log parcel. 

Table 6.19  Additional symbols 

Symbols Descriptions 
IUQ(n) IUQ whose value of IUQID is n. 
n[B] The value of IUQID, which the entity B actually receives. 
AW The value of QLA, which the entity A transmitted with an IUQ during execution of UCO Transfer stage. 
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The value is also set to DA of a Transfer Log parcel including the IUQ. 
AW;[B] The value of QLA, which the entity B actually received, when the entity A transmitted AW. 
nQS The value of IUQID of the IUQ stored on the logical sector designated by AW;[B]. 
AS The value of QLA designating the logical sector where the target IUQ is stored at the entity B. The value 

is also set to SA of a Transfer Log parcel including the Masked IUQ. 
AS;[B] The value of QLA, which the entity B actually received, when the entity A transmitted AS. 
Ktr[X];E The latest Ktr[X] stored in the entity E at the moment, where X is either A or B. If the entities have 

completed execution of Reconnection stage and have not executed UCO Transfer stage, Ktr[X];E is 
Kcn[X];E. 

TLP A Transfer Log parcel, which the entity A manages. 
TLP.X An element X of a Transfer Log parcel, which the entity A manages. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.29  UCO Recovery stage in Bidirectional Transfer mode in cases where a host entity is a source 
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(Read; SignedTS[B]) 

4.2  SignedTS[B] 

  Abbreviations 
TL: Transfer Log, TLP: TL parcel 
LS(A): Logical Sector designated 
by A 
TS: TransferStatus 
TP: Transfer Purpose 

  Conventions 
Request message transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 
Format: “Request” (Objective /w Parameter; Target Data; Target Storage) 

“Objective” is the objective of the data transfer - Read or Write 
“/w” is “with”; “Parameter” is a parameter accompanied by the request message, 
described only in cases where it is necessary 

Data transfer; Entity A  Entity B 

2.2 nW 

Disconnection 

1.1AB  Load all TLPs from TL-Storage into 
UCM[A], if they are not kept there 

1.2AB  Search UCM[A] for the newest TLP, 
if UCM[A] Ctrl does not know it 

1.3AB  Recognize the value of UCOID of 
the UCO for recovery 

1.4AB Search UCM[A] for the target TLP, 
and extract AW from the TLP 
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Entry Index included in each parcels, if UCM[A] Ctrl does not know it. The algorithm is explained in 
the description on Entry Index. The number of an entry for the newest Transfer Log parcel is kept in 
UCM[A]. 

Step 1.3 Recognize the value of UCOID nW of the UCO to recover. 
Step 1.4 Search UCM[A] for the target Transfer Log parcel TLP and extract AW from the TLP. 

Step 2 Transfer of a request with a parameter, whose value is AW, and nW from the entity A to B. AW is a value of 
QLA. 

Step 2.1 The entity A transmits a request, which requires the entity B to receive UCOID and UCM[B] Ctrl to 
execute Step 3.1, ..., 3.4. 

Step 2.2 The entity A transmits nW to the entity B. 
Step 3 Processes which UCM[B] Ctrl executes. 

Step 3.1 Load UCO stored on the logical sector designated by AW;[B] into UCM[B], check the validity of the 
UCO, and compare nW;[B] with nQS. AW;[B] and nW;[B] are the values which the entity B actually received 
at Step 2.1 and 2.2, and nQS is the value of UCOID of UCO stored on the logical sector designated by 
AW;[B]. If nW;[B] and nQS are equal, UCM[B] Ctrl sets a value to SUCOS according to Table 6.10. 

Step 3.2 Create TransferStatus[B] by concatenating UCOID, SUCOS, and AW;[B]: 
TransferStatus[B] = UCOID ‖ SUCOS ‖ AW;[B] 

Step 3.3 Calculate a keyed hash value KtrHashTransferStatus[B]: 
KtrHashTransferStatus[B] = H(Ktr[A] ‖ Ktr[B] ‖ TransferStatus) 

Step 3.4 Create SignedTransferStatus[B] by concatenating TransferStatus[B] and KtrHashTransferStatus[B]: 
SignedTransferStatus[B] = TransferStatus[B] ‖ KtrHashTransferStatus[B] 

Step 4 Transfer of a request from the entity A to B and SignedTransferStatus[B] from the entity B to A. 
Step 4.1 The entity A transmits a request, which requires the entity B to transmit SignedTransferStatus[B], to 

the entity B. 
Step 4.2 The entity B transmits the SignedTransferStatus[B] to the entity A. 

Step 5 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 
Step 5.1 Compare nW and nW;[B], which is included in SignedTransferStatus[B]. If they are different, UCM[A] 

Ctrl aborts the process. 
Step 5.2 Search the work memory in UCM[A] for a Transfer Log parcel TLP(nW), which includes nW. UCM[A] 

Ctrl extracts the value of UCOID from the newest Transfer Log at first, and does the values from the 
older parcels one-by-one, if they are different. The found TLP(nW) is the newest among Transfer Log 
parcels whose value of UCOID are nW. 

Step 5.3 Calculate a keyed hash value KtrHashTransferStatus[A]: 
KtrHashTransferStatus[A] = H(Ktr[A];A ‖ Ktr[B];A ‖ TransferStatus[B]) 
where, TransferStatus[B] is extracted from the the SignedTransferStatus[B] that the entity received. 

Step 5.4 Compare KtrHashTransferStatus[A] with KtrHashTransferStatus[B]. 
Checks whether KtrHashTransferStatus[A] and KtrHashTransferStatus[B] are equal or not. If they differ, 
UCM[A] Ctrl aborts the process. 

Step 5.5 Check the values of TP and SUCOS, and determines whether to recover the target UCO or abort the 
process according to Table 6.17. 
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Figure 6.30  UCO Recovery stage in Bidirectional Transfer mode in cases where a host entity is a destination 

 UCO Recovery stage for UCO Transfer stage (B  A) 
Step 1 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes. 

Step 1.1 Same as Step 1.1 of UCO Recovery stage for UCO Transfer stage (A  B). 
Step 1.2 Same as Step 1.2 of UCO Recovery stage for UCO Transfer stage (A  B). 
Step 1.3 Same as Step 1.3 of UCO Recovery stage for UCO Transfer stage (A  B), except that the value of 

UCOID is nS. 
Step 1.4 Same as Step 1.4 of UCO Recovery stage for UCO Transfer stage (A  B), except that the the value 

of SA extracted from the TLP is AS. 
Step 2 Transfer of a request with a parameter, whose value is AS, and nS from the entity A to B. AS is a value of 

QLA. 
Step 2.1 The entity A transmits a request, which requires the entity B to receive UCOID and UCM[B] Ctrl to 

execute Step 3.1, ..., 3.4. 
Step 2.2 The entity A transmits nS to the entity B. 

B (Storage Entity) A (Host Entity) 

Reconnection stage 
Disconnection 

3.1BA, ..., 3.4BA: Same as 3.1AB, ..., 3.4AB,  
where target UCO is a datum stored on 
LS(AS;[B]) 

UCO Transfer stage (B  A) 

UCO Reference stage 
MIUQ(n), ... with a Keyed Hash value 

7.1BA Decrypt ESS-MRCV with *Kpr[B], Ktr[B]: 
D(Ktr[B];B, D(*Kpr[A], ESS-MRCV)) 
= MRCV 

7.2BA  Reconstruct IUQ(nS) with MRCV and KBU 
stored on the LS(AS;[B]) 

7.3BA Write the IUQ(nS) to LS(AS;[B]) and 
validate it 

5.1BA, ..., 5.5BA: Same as 5.1AB, ..., 5.5AB 
5.6BA  Create MRCV 
5.7BA  Encrypt MRCV with Ktr[B], *Kpu[B]: 

ESS-MRCV = E(*Kpu[B], E(Ktr[B], MRCV)) 

State where A, B have Kcn[A], Kcn[B], 
*Kpu[B] (= *Kpr[B]), and *Kpu[A] (= *Kpr[A]) 

Write TLP including MIUQ(n), 
TP, AS to TL-Storage 

It is not necessary 
if the entities do not 
disconnect 

2.1  Request 
(Write /w AS; UCOID) 

4.2 SignedTS[B] 

4.1  Request 
(Read; SignedTS[B]) 

6.1  Request 
(Write; ESS-MRCV) 

6.2 ESS-MRCV 

  Abbreviations 
TL: Transfer Log, TLP: TL parcel 
MIUQ: Masked IUQ 
LS(A): Logical Sector designated 
by A 
TP: Transfer Purpose 
TS: TransferStatus 

  Conventions 
Request message transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 
Format: “Request” (Objective /w Parameter; Target Data; Target Storage) 

“Objective” is the objective of the data transfer - Read or Write 
“/w” is “with”; “Parameter” is a parameter accompanied by the request message, 
described only in cases where it is necessary 

Data transfer; Entity A  Entity B 

2.2 nS 

1.1BA, 1,2BA: Same as 1.1AB, 1.2AB 
1.3BA  Same as 1.3AB, except that the value 

of UCOID is nS 
1.4BA Same as 1.4AB, except that the value 

of SA extracted from the TLP is AS 
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Step 3 Processes which UCM[B] Ctrl executes. 
Step 3.1 Same as Step 3.1 of UCO Recovery stage for UCO Transfer stage (A  B), except that the value of 

QLA of the logical sector where the target UCO is stored is AS;[B], and the value of UCOID which the 
entity B received at Step 2.2 is nS;[B]. 

Step 3.2 Same as Step 3.2 of UCO Recovery stage for UCO Transfer stage (A  B), except that the values of 
UCOID and SUCOS and AS;[B] are concatenated. 

Step 3.3 Same as Step 3.3 of UCO Recovery stage for UCO Transfer stage (A  B). 
Step 3.4 Same as Step 3.4 of UCO Recovery stage for UCO Transfer stage (A  B). 

Step 4 Transfer of a request from the entity A to B and SignedTransferStatus[B] from the entity B to A. 
Step 4.1 Same as Step 4.1 of UCO Recovery stage for UCO Transfer stage (A  B). 
Step 4.2 Same as Step 4.2 of UCO Recovery stage for UCO Transfer stage (A  B). 

Step 5 Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes.. 
Step 5.1 Same as Step 5.1 of UCO Recovery stage for UCO Transfer stage (A  B), except that the values of 

UCOID to be compared are nS and nS;[B]. 
Step 5.2 Same as Step 5.2 of UCO Recovery stage for UCO Transfer stage (A  B), except that the target 

Transfer Log parcel is that including nS. 
Step 5.3 Same as Step 5.3 of UCO Recovery stage for UCO Transfer stage (A  B). 
Step 5.4 Same as Step 5.4 of UCO Recovery stage for UCO Transfer stage (A  B). 
Step 5.5 Same as Step 5.5 in UCO Recovery stage for UCO Transfer stage (A  B). 
Step 5.6 Create MRCV by concatenating UCOID and IURS, if the result of Step 5.5 shows that recovery of the 

target UCO is permitted. IURS, which is extracted from TLP(nS), is concatenated only in cases where 
the recovery target UCO is IUQ. 

MRCV = UCOID (= nS) (‖ IURS) 
Step 5.7 Create ESS-MRCV 

ESS-MRCV = E(*Kpu[B], E(Ktr[B];A, MRCV))) 
Step 6 Transfer of a request and MRCV from the entity A to B. 

Step 6.1 The entity A transmits a request, which requires the entity B to receive ESS-MRCV and UCM[B] Ctrl to 
execute Step 7.1, ..., 7.3. 

Step 6.2 The entity A transmits ESS-MRCV to the entity B. 
Step 7 Processes which UCM[B] Ctrl executes. 

Step 7.1 Decrypt ESS-MRCV with *Kpr[B] and Ktr[B], and extract MRCV. 
Step 7.2 Compare nS and the value of UCOID of the UCO, which is loaded into UCM[B] at Step 3.1. If they 

are not equal, UCM[B] Ctrl aborts the process. If they are equal, UCM[B] Ctrl validates the UCO stored 
on the logical sector designated by AS;[B]. If MRCV consists of the values of UCOID and IURS, UCM[B] 
Ctrl sets the IURS to the IUQ in UCM[B] before validating the IUQ. 

Step 7.3 Writes the IUQ to the logical sector designated by AS;[B] and validate it. 

6.7 Mode Management 

Since any storage entity is passive type, a host entity or a bridge entity needs to determine the mode of virtual 
private channel to be built between them and notify the result to the storage entity. On the other hand, any storage 
entity is thoretically permitted to build multiple virtual private channels with multiple entities through a bridge entity 
in Unidirectional Transfer mode. Therefore, if a mechanism to determine and notify the mode to use is not 
implemented on the host entity, bridge entity, and storage entities, storage entities needs to repeat decryption of the 
message with session keys which they keep at the time until it is confirmed that the structure of the decrypted 
messages conforms to the specified structure. 
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Thus, we specify a simple sequence of processes to achieve the purpose. They are the modified one of the sequence 
of processes shown in Figure 6.18. Figure 6.31 shows them, in which Reconnection stage and UCO Transfer stage 
are executed in Unidirectional Transfer mode. The sequence of processes before Reconnection stage is indepent of 
the mode. In the figure, it is assumed that UCT Log is used. The processes to transfer Connection Log List need to 
be executed only in cases where the stages are executed in Bidirectional Transfer mode. If Reconnection stage is 
executed in Bidirectional Transfer mode, the entity A playing the role of the bridge entity transmits the channel 
number as a parameter of requests, similar to Reconnection stage in Unidirectional Transfer mode shown in the 
figure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.31  Sequence of the processes to determine the mode to use 

Step 1 Transfer of a request from the bridge entity to the entity B and data EID, SCLPN, BCN_UT from the entity 
B to the bridge entity. EID is the entity identifier of each entity, SCLPN_BT is the maximum number of 
Connection Log parcels in Bidirectional Transfer mode which each entity can store, and BCN_UT is the 
maximum number of virtual private channels in Unidirectional Transfer mode which the entity can manage 
at a time. 

Step 1.1 The bridge entity transmits the request, which requires the entity B to transmit EID, SCLPN_BT, and 
BCN_UT. 

Step 1.2 The entity B transmits EID[B], SCLPN_BT[B], and BCN_UT[B]. 

  Abbreviations 
EID: Entity Identifier 
SCLPN: Storable CLP Number 
BCN: Buildable virtual private 
Channel Number 
UT: Unidirectional Transfer 
BT: Bidirectional Transfer 
CLL: Connection Log List 
CLP: Connection Log parcel 
 

  Conventions 
Request message transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 
Format: “Request” (Objective /w Parameter; Target Data; Target Storage) 

“Objective” is the objective of the data transfer - Read or Write or No Data 
“/w” is “with”; “Parameter” is a parameter accompanied by the request message, 
described only in cases where it is necessary 

Data transfer; Bridge Entity  Entity A or B 
Data transfer; Read Only Storage Space  Entity B Interface 

Reconection stage 

9.1 Request (Write /w CHN[B]; MRCN_AB) 
9.2 MRCN_AB 

B 
(Destination) 

1.1 Request (Read; EID, SCLPN_BT, BCN_UT) 
1.2 EID[B] ‖ SCLPN_BT[B] ‖ BCN_UT[B] 

 
Entity Identifier 
(= EID[B]) 
Storable CLP number for 
BT mode (= SCLPNBT[B]) 

A 
(Source) 

Bridge 
Entity 

2.1 Same as 1.1 

Read only 
Storage Space 

8.1  Request (Read 
/w CHN[A]; MRCN_AB) 

Buildable Channel 
Number for UT mode 
(= BCHNUT[B]) 

4.1 Request (No Data /w Mode[B], CHN[B]) 

Executed only when Bridge Entity is Host Entity and Mode = BT 

2.2  EID[A] ‖ 
SCLPN_BT[A] ‖ 
BCN_UT[A] 

6.1 Request (Read; CLL) 
6.2 CLL[B] 7.1 Same as 6.1 

7.2 CLL[A] 

5.1  Request (No Data 
/w Mode[A], CHN[A]) 

8.2 MRCN_AB 

UCO Transfer stage 

3.1 Recognize unused CHN, select 
Mode[A], CHN[A] for Bridge 
Entity - Entity A communication 

3.2 Same as 3.1, except that target 
entity is B 
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Step 2 Same as Step 1, except that the target entity is A. 
Step 2.1 Same as Step 1.1, except that the target entity is A. 
Step 2.2 The entity A transmits EID[A], SCLPN_BT[A], and BCN_UT[A]. 

Step 3 Determination of the mode and channel numbers. 
Step 3.1 The processor in the bridge entity recognizes the mode which has already been used and channel 

numbers which have not been used for the virtual private channels between the entity A and the bridge 
entity, if they are built. After that, the bridge entity determines the mode Mode[A] and the channel 
number CHN[A], which will be assigned to a virtual private channel to be built with the entity A. 

Step 3.2 Same as Step 3.1, except that the target entity is B and the determined mode and channel number are 
Mode[B] and CHN[B]. 

Step 4 Transfer of a request with parameters, which are the mode and the channel number determined at Step 3.2, 
from the bridge entity to the entity B. The mode is either Unidirectional Transfer or Bidirectional Transfer. 

Step 4.1 The bridge entity transmits the request with Mode[B] and CHN[B] to the entity B. If the entity B has 
already used CHN[B], the entity rejects the request. 

Step 5 Transfer of a request with parameters, which are the mode and the channel number determined at Step 3.1, 
from the bridge entity to the entity A. The mode is either Unidirectional Transfer or Bidirectional Transfer. 

Step 5.1 The bridge entity transmits the request with Mode[A] and CHN[A] to the entity A. If the entity A has 
already used CHN[A], the entity rejects the request. 

Step 6 Transfer of a request from the bridge entity to the entity B and a datum CLL from the entity B to the bridge 
entity. CLL is Connection Log List. The bridge entity executes the process only if the entity is a host entity 
and the host entity will build a virtual private channel with the entity B in Bidirectional Transfer mode. 

Step 6.1 Same as Step 3.1 in Figure 6.18. 
Step 6.2 Same as Step 3.2 in Figure 6.18. 

Step 7 Same as Step 6, except that the target entity is A. 
Step 7.1 Same as Step 4.1 in Figure 6.18. 
Step 7.2 Same as Step 4.2 in Figure 6.18. 

Step 8 Transfer of a request with a parameter CHN[A] from the bridge entity to the entity A and a datum MRCN_AB 
from the entity A to the bridge entity. 

Step 8.1 The bridge entity transmits the request with a parameter CHN[A], which requires UCM[A] Ctrl to 
execute Step 2.1, ..., 2.5 in Figure 6.16. 

Step 8.2 Same as Step 1.2 in Figure 6.16. 
Step 9 Transfer of a request with a parameter CHN[B] and a datum MRCN_AB from the bridge entity to the entity B. 

Step 9.1 The bridge entity transmits the request with CHN[B], which requires the entity B to receive MRCN_AB 
and UCM[B] Ctrl to execute Step 4.1, ..., 4.5 in Figure 6.16. 

Step 9.2 Same as Step 3.2 in Figure 6.16. 
The bridge entity always attaches CHN[A] or CHN[B] to every request following to the above Reconnection stage. 

UCM[A] Ctrl and UCM[B] Ctrl manage the state transition on the processes and select appropriate keys to encrypt or 
decrypt message based on the number, if they are necessary. If the bridge entity is a host entity and the entity A and 
B are connected to the host entity in Bidirectional Transfer mode, the host entity does in the same way. 

We finally note that transferring channel numbers in plaintext does not cause problems. The reason is that any 
UCM Ctrl cannot obtain the correct messages in plaintext, because UCM Ctrl attempts to decrypt the messages with 
wrong keys, if the attached channel numbers are tampered while they are transferred between the host entity or the 
bridge entity and the storage entity. 
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6.8 Relations between the Processes Related to SPR and Stages 

The sequences of the processes to play BUs according to an SPR and transfer UCOs to write them to the storage 
entity, which are essential to accomplish the operation to play the BUs, are described in Figure 3.8 and 3.10 in 
section 3.5. We note that the sequences to build the virtual private channel in the figures correspond to Initial 
Connection stage or Reconnection stage and the sequences to transfer UCOs through the virtual private channel 
correspond to UCO Transfer stage. 

6.9 Summary 

In this chapter, we explained the concrete sequences of the processes for two entities to build virtual private 
channels and transfer UCOs from one entity to the other entity through the virtual private channel. The virtual 
private channel is the logically protected channel realized by encrypting the target UCO. Keys to encrypt the target 
UCO is shared between the source entity and the destination entity secretly in the processes for authentication and 
previous transfer of UCO. We constructed the sequence based on public key infrastructure, because it have had a 
good track record on the communication in the internet and we assumed that storage entities had processors capable 
of executing cryptographic operations. 

In section 6.3, we mentioned that a public key cryptosystem which could complete encryption and decryption 
with small arithmetic operations should be used in two sections, because the performances of the processors 
implemented on recorders, players, and storage devices such as HDDs were rather lower than the performance of 
CPUs installed in PCs. We explained the method to generate encrypted messages with RSA and elliptic curve 
cryptosystem, which are representative examples of public key cryptosystem. On top of that, we mention that it is 
estimated that the amount of arithmetic operations to generate an encrypted message with a level of strength in 
cryptography with elliptic curve cryptosystem is less than the amount of arithmetic operations to generate an 
encrypted message with the similar level of strength with RSA cryptosystem. According to the result, we decide to 
use elliptic curve cryptosystem in the mechanism. 

In section 6.4, we pointed to the representative cracking methods to decipher the messages in encrypted form and 
explains the methods which we need to pay attention. Based on the result, as to UCOs, we explained that encrypting 
doubly with two different keys with the algorithm of a symmetric key cryptosystem is an appropriate solution when 
they are transferred between two entities, taking the performance of the processors into account. 

In section 6.5 and 6.6, we constructed two sets of the following five sequences of the processes in detail, based 
on the above views. We described each sequence as stage. The characteristics of each stage are as follows. 
 Initial Connection stage: The sequence of the processes, in which two entities authenticate mutually, exchange 

the list of the revoked entities, and share temporal keys to encrypt UCOs with AES-128 algorithm. 
 Reconnection stage: The sequence of the processes in which two entities, which have completed execution of 

Initial Connection stage in the past, authenticate mutually, with the processes less than those of Initial Connection 
stage. 

 UCO Transfer stage: The sequence of the processes, in which two entities share a new temporal key, encrypt the 
target UCO, and transfer them between the two entities, which have completed execution of Initial Connection 
stage or Reconnection stage. 

 UCO Reference stage: The sequence of the processes, in which the host entity or the bridge entity gets some 
elements of UCOs, which are permitted to transfer through the public channel. 

 UCO Recovery stage: The sequence of the processes, in which the source entity and the destination entity check 
whether the target UCO is stored or not and the source entity restores the UCO on the logical sectors where the 
UCO were originally stored, if the UCO does not exist either in both entities. 

Moreover, we described the set of five stages as mode, and constructs two kinds of modes. We described them as 
Unidirectional Transfer mode and Bidirectional Transfer mode. The following are the characteristics of each mode. 
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 Unidirectional Transfer mode 
 An entity can build multiple virtual private channel with multiple entities in parallel. 
 The source entity and the destination entity is fixed. 
 It is assumed that any kinds of devices can be the source entity and the destination entity. 
 Both the source entity and the destination entity record the progress status to UCTL-Storage, while the entities 

execute UCO Transfer stage. We describe the log as UCT Log. 
 The mode is useful in the situations where a remote server transmits UCOs to multiple host entities and 

storage entities in parallel, through the internet. 
 Bidirectional Transfer mode 

 An entity can build a virtual private channel with an entity at a time. 
 Both entities which have completed execution of Initial Connection stage or Reconnection stage are permitted 

to be the source entity. 
 It is assumed that an entity is host entity, at least. 
 Only a host entity records the progress status to TL-Storage, while the entities execute UCO Transfer stage. 

We describe the log as Transfer Log. 
 The mode is useful for systems such as digital TV content recorder/player, in which a host entity and a storage 

entity are closely connected, and users may want to record a content and play a content in parallel using the 
system. 
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Chapter 7 Performance Estimations 

7.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we estimates the time to complete the sequences of the processes corresponding to some 
representative use scenes. To do this, we assume that host entities and storage entities are typical devices available 
in the actual market. As for storage entities, we especially assume HDDs, in terms of the capacity of a device unit 
bit unit price. This means that the performances of the processors in the entities are considerably lower than those 
in PCs and the capacity of the work memory to execute the processes is small.  

We achieve the estimation by assuming that the sequences consist of requests, responses, and processes explained 
in Chapter 6 and considering the effectivity of the mechanism in terms of usability. In the estimation, we do not 
estimate the time to create BUs, encrypt BUs, decrypt E-BUs, and decode BUs, which are executed in the host entity, 
because they vary greatly depending on the performances of UCMH Ctrl and CECH and the capacity of video RAM. 

7.2 Premises 

(1) Performance of the CECS and UCMS Ctrl 
According to sites [98][99], Cortex-R4 processors are widely implemetend on HDDs. The page as to their 

performance in the site says that their maximum clock frequency is above 1.4 GHz. Therefore, we assume that the 
clock frequency of CECS and UCMS Ctrl are approximately 20% of it1 (namely, 280 MHz), DMIPS/MHz is 1.68 
[100], and DMIPS value is 480 (= 1.68 ∙ 280). 
(2) Performance of the public key cryptographic engine 

Strength of the datum encrypted with an algorithm of a public key cryptosystem and the load of encryption and 
decryption generally increase proportional to the key length, as the same with the cases where an algorithm of 
symmetric key cryptosystem is used. Therefore, it is surely preferred for host entities if the key length is as short as 
possible. Furthermore, it is necessary for the data encrypted with an algorithm of a public key cryptosystem to have 
the strength not being below the strength of the data encrypted with AES-128 algorithm. 

From the above point of view, we select a public key cryptosystem based on the strength comparison result shown 
in the table described in the documents [83][84]. It mentioned that the length of a private key in elliptic curve 
cryptosystem which balances with AES-128 is 256 bits. Consequently, we assume to use an elliptic curve 
cryptosystem as a public key cryptosystem, whose length of a private key and a radix is 256 bits, and the radix is a 
prime number. 

It is not reasonable to implement the engine for public key cryptographic operations as hardware, because the 
price will be higher than software programs though the engine is used only in Initial Connection stage and 
Reconnection stage and therefore the improvement of the usability is small. Consequently, we assume to implement 

                                                        
1 Reduction of the gate size and the power consumption are strongly demanded, especially for the actual embedded devices like HDDs. We set the rate 
by taking them into account. 
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the engine as software programs. 
We estimate the time taken to multiply a point on the elliptic curve by a positive integer using the software program, 

referring the values in Table 3.12 and 5.5 in the book [85] and assuming the following. 
 The algorithm adopted in the software program is Binary NAF. 
 DMIPS of 800 MHz Pentium III is 2,739 [100]. It is described that the processor is used to measure the time to 

be taken on the field operations [85]. 
We adopt the first condition because no points are statically stored in entities in Binary NAF. It is favorable for 

embedded systems with the restricted memory resources. 
Under the above assumption, we roughly estimate the time to multiply a point on the elliptic curve to be 23 ms. 

The time is estimated by using the values given in Table 3.12 and 5.5 in the book [85]. 
Step 1 Estimate the number of a field operation of multiplication in a case where a point on the elliptic curve is 

multiplied by a positive integer based on Binary NAF method (coordinates is Jacobian-affine). The number 
is obtained by multiplying the value described in the Table 3.12 by the ratio of 256/192, because it is 
proportional to the key length. As for inversion, the number remains one. 

Step 2 Estimate the time taken on a multiplication and reduction based on the values described in Table 5.5. The 
time is obtained by multiplying the values of DMIPS by the ratio of the processors, which is 2,739/480. 

Step 3 Add the time taken on a reduction to the time taken on a multiplication, and perceive the result as the time 
taken on a field operation of multiplication based on Binary NAF method. The reason is that a reduction 
operation is surely included in a field operation of multiplication based on Binary NAF method. The result 
is approximately 6.4 micro seconds. 

Step 4 Multiply the time estimated at Step 3 by the number of field operation of multiplication estimated at Step 
1. The result is approximately 18 ms. 

Step 5 Add 30% margin to the time estimated at Step 4, by considering cases where programmers cannot 
sufficiently optimize the program code due to restriction of the capacity of the static and dynamic memory 
to store the code. Consequently, we estimate the time consumed on an operation of point multiplication to 
be 23 ms. 

(3) Performance of symmetric key cryptographic engine 
According to the view explained in section 5.2 and 6.3, we assume to use AES-128 as the algorithm of symmetric 

key cryptosystem. Hardware engine for symmetric key cryptographic operations has recently been implemented on 
many HDDs [101]. The main purpose is to encrypt data transferred in plaintext from a host device in real time 
before storing them on magnetic disks, and decrypt them if a HDD receives a request for reading data. The function 
is specified in TCG Storage technology [32]. We estimate the performance under the following assumption. 
 The frequency of the ASIC is 280 MHz (see (1)). 
 It takes 11 clocks to encrypt 128 bit datum [87]. 

As a result, the performace of the engine is estimated to 3.08 Gbps (= 385 MiB/s). If the size of a target datum to 
be encrypted or decrypted is less than 3.85 ∙ 5 = 19.25 KiB, the time taken by encryption and decryption is less than 
50 micro seconds. The time is less than 1% of seek time, rotational latency, and integral multiple of a point on the 
elliptic curve. Therefore, we omit the time to encrypt and decrypt a datum, whose length are less than 9.6 KiB, if 
the number of the operations is less than two. 

Since it is considered that the performance of UCMH Ctrl is generally higher than UCMS Ctrl, we also omit the 
time taken by the operations in host entities. 
(4) Performance of the hash engine 

In division 6.5.4.2, we described to use SHA-256 as the hash algorithm. Similar to public key cryptographic 
engine, cases where the hash engine is used are only the following three situations: (1) a storage entity calculates 
H(SPR*) before playing BUs according to the SPR, (2) an entity verifies the partner entity’s certificate and RCL in 
Initial Connection stage, (3) a storage entity creates the Masked IUQ with a keyed hash value. Therefore, we assume 
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that the engine is implemented as software program. 
In the site [102], the performance in a case where Intel Core 2 1.83 GHz is used is given. The value is 111 MiB/s. 

Therefore, we estimate the performance of the engine to 17 ≃ 111 ∙ 280 / 1,830 MiB/s. If the size of the target datum 
is 1,024 bytes, the time taken to calculate the hash value is approximately 59 micro seconds. The time is less than 
1% of seek time, rotational latency, and integral multiple of a point on the elliptic curve. Therefore, we omit the 
time taken to calculate a hash value of a datum whose length is less than one KiB. 
(5) Size of each certificate, RCL, and SPR 

We assume that the sizes of each certificate, RCL, and SPR are less than 1 KiB. Consequently, we omit the time 
taken to calculate the hash values of them, according to the description in (4). 
(6) Time to compare two data 

We assume that CECS and UCM Ctrl are 32 bit processors and they compares two 32 bit data as the following 
steps. 
Step 1 Interrupt 
Step 2 Unload the data in the registers of the processors to the main memory 
Step 3 Load the target data from the main memory into the registers 
Step 4 Compare the two data in the registers 
Step 5 Unload the result of the comparison to the main memory 

We also assume that each step consume two clocks. Under the assumptions, comparison of two 32 bit data 
consumes 10 clocks (= approximately 37 nano seconds). In cases where the length of the data to be compared are 
512 bytes, the time is estimated to 4.6 micro seconds. The time is less than 0.1% of seek time, rotational latency, 
and integral multiple of a point on the elliptic curve. Therefore, we omit the time taken to execute it, if the length 
of the data are less than 64 bytes and the number of comparison times is less than 128. 
(7) Time for UCM Ctrl to recognize rules described in IUR 

UCM Ctrl recognizes the values of PCN, PGN, and PPN in IURS to determine whether to transmit the requested 
IUQ or not. Although the operations include comparison and addition/subtraction, we omit the time taken to execute 
them, because the sizes of the target data are less than 32 bit, the total number of operations is less than 10, and 
therefore the total time taken to execute the processes is estimated to less than 100 micro seconds. 

Due to the same reason, we omit the time taken for UCMH Ctrl to recognize the rules described in IURH, too. 
(8) Storable number of UCT Log parcels 

We assume that the number of UCT Log parcels, which any entity can store, is 127. 
(9) Storable number of Connection Log parcels 

We assume that the number of Connection Log parcels, which any entity can store, is 16. 
(10) Other application programs in operation on host entities 

No applicaton programs other than those to process ContObjs and the data related to them are in operation on a 
host entity and a bridge entity. The assumption is advisable for host entities such as embedded system. If a host 
entity is a PC, the premise is sometimes harsh, but reasonable to prevent unauthorized use of restricted contents 
with other software programs. 
(11) Time taken to transmit/receive data to/from storage entity interface 

Interface of most of the HDD products as of now is Serial ATA Revision 3.0 [6] or later one. The actual data 
transfer rate is 600 MB per second. That is, we can estimate that the time taken to transfer a request and a datum 
whose size is less than 10 KiB is less than 20 micro seconds, unless writing/reading the datum to/from the disks are 
executed. Since the time is shorter than that for UCM Ctrl to calculate a hash value, we omit the time taken on the 
operations. 
(12) Time taken to write/read data to/from Q-Storage, UCTL-Storage, CL-Storage, and TL-Storage 

On HDDs, Q-Storage, UCTL-Storage, CL-Storage, and TL-Storage may be logically implemented on magnetic 
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disks. Therefore, it takes time to move the head to the above of the target physical sector after a storage entity 
receives a request which requires UCMS Ctrl to write/read a UCO, UCT Log parcel, Connection Log parcel, and 
Transfer Log parcel. We assume the time to be 21 milli seconds, which is obtained by adding 6 ms of average 
rotational latency and 15 ms of average seek time. The values are described just before Table 6.9. 

On the other hand, we omit the latency to load data into UCMH or main memory on a host entity, because processes 
which surely take time to move the heads and so forth are not executed in the entity. 

As for UCTL-Storage, CL-Storage, and TL-Storage in host entities, it is realistic to implement them using 
semiconductor memory. As of now, flash memory is a prospective candidate. Referring the maximum transfer rate 
of a flash memory product for embedded system [103], we can estimate that the time taken to write/read data whose 
size is less than 5 KiB to/from the memory is less than 50 micro seconds, if we assume the average transfer rate is 
100 MiB/s (50% of the maximum transfer rate). On top of that, rotational latency and seek time are not taken when 
data are written/read from/to the memory. Therefore, we omit the time taken to write/read data to/from the storage 
media, if the size of the target data is less than 5 KiB. 
(13) Interval of request issuance 

We assume that interval time between two successive actions which a host entity or a bridge entity execute is 1 
milli second, irrelevant to the putpose, under situations where the premise described in (9) is satisfied. That is, the 
host entity does not execute processes to encrypt BUs, decrypt E-BUs, and decode BUs, which consume many 
resources of CEC 2. Such typical successive actions are receiving data transferred from a storage entity and 
transmitting a new request to a storage entity. 
(14) Size of a PPI, positions where PPIs are inserted 

We assume that the size of a tag and a PPI is respectively 4 and 16 bytes, a PPI is interpolated between two GOPs, 
and PPIs are interpolated every two GOPs (cf. 3.5.1). 
(15) Rule described in SPR, characteristics of PPI and PPIL, and the structure of the payload of a restricted content 

to which the SPR is assigned 
We assume that the rule described in SPR imposes to play BUs as shown in Figure 3.4, on a restricted content, to 

which SPRs are assigned. We also assume that the structure of the payload of a restricted content is as the following: 
 The payload consists of 16 partial payloads. 
 To play BUs constituting partial payload 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14, UCMS Ctrl needs to manage the automaton 

shown in Figure 3.13, and UCMH Ctrl needs to extract PPIs from the BUs and transmits them to the storage 
entity. 

 It is permitted to play BUs in partial payload 1 from any position, if playing the last BU of partial payload 0 is 
completed. The similar rule is applied to partial payload 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15. 

 The time taken to play a BU in partial payload 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 at the normal speed is 15 seconds. 
Each partial payload consist of eight BUs. Consequently, the size of PPIL for the SPR is 16 [bytes] ∙ 15 ∙ 8 = 
1.92 KiB. UCMS Ctrl load the datum into UCMS at F3.8-11 in Figure 3.8, until the other SPR is selected. 

 Play Completion Comdition in the SPR is 15, which means that the SPR requires for the host entity to play entire 
BUs. 

 1-minute prohibition rule is applied to partial payload 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15. Therefore, the time taken to 
play a BU in the partial payloads at the normal speed is one minute, as described in. 4.2. Each partial payload 
consists of thirteen BUs. 

                                                        
2 The assumed interval time 1 ms is determined through averaging the results of the experiments, where a host device simply writes and reads files 
to/from an HDD under the described situation. The operating system is either Linux or Windows. 
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7.3 Time Taken in Use Scenes in Unidirectional Transfer Mode 

Table 7.1, …, 7.5 show the estimated average time3 taken to complete execution of Initial Connection stage 
between two storage entities, three UCO Transfer stages (the first one is to transfer a UCO between two storage 
entities to copy and move it, the second one is to transfer a UCO from a host entity to a storage entity to write it to 
the storage entity, and the third one is transfer a UCO from a storage entity to a host entity to play BUs in cases 
where SPRA in IURS is zero (no SPR is assigned)), and Reconnection stage between two storage entities in 
Unidirectional Transfer mode, based on the premises described in section 7.2. In the column for Step in the tables, 
we describe the number of Step in Figure 6.14 and 6.22. 

In Table 7.1, we assume that the issue date of RCL[A] is newer than the issue date of RCL[B]. In Table 7.3 and 7.4, 
we describe the estimated times in a case where a virtual private channel in Unidirectional Transfer mode is built 
between a host entity and a storage entity, though the sequence of processes for the operations were not concletely 
described in subsection 6.5.3. We estimate the time by listing the time-consuming tasks and cryptographic 
operarions for the operations, referring to the lower chart of Figure 6.22 and elimiting the tasks related to moving 
the heads and the interval of the request issuance between the bridge entity and the storage entity A or B appropriately. 

We obtain the total time by summing up the time taken by cryptographic operations and the tasks, which take 
more than 1 ms. 

Table 7.1  Estimated time taken to complete execution of Initial Connection stage between two storage entities 
(cf. Figure 6.14) 

Step Remarkable tasks and operations Estimated time (ms)  
1.1, 1.2 Move the head to the above of the target 

logical sector to load the certificate 
Seek time + rotational latency 21 

2.1, 2.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
 Move the head to the above of the target 

logical sector to load the certificate 
Seek time + rotational latency 21 

3.1 Verify the digital signature of the certificate 
which the entity A received 

Calculate digital signature (= calculate the 
hash value + 2 ∙ (multiply a point on the 
elliptic curve by an integer)) 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

3.2, 3.3, 
3.4 

Create M1,F6.9 (encrypt Kch[A] with KpuCert[B]) 2 ∙ (multiply a point on the elliptic curve by 
an integer) + encrypt the target datum with 
AES-128 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

4.1, 4.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
5.1, 5.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
6.1 Verify the digital signature of the certificate 

which the entity B received 
Calculate digital signature (= calculate the 
hash value + 2 ∙ (multiply a point on the 
elliptic curve by an integer)) 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

6.2 Decrypt M1,F6.9 with KprCert[B] Multiply a point on the elliptic curve by an 
integer + decrypt the target datum with AES-
128 

23 

6.3, 6.4, 
6.5 

Create EP-M2,F6.13 (encrypt M2,F6.13 with 
KpuCert[A]) 

2 ∙ (multiply a point on the elliptic curve by 
an integer) + encrypt the target datum with 
AES-128 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

6.6, 6.7 Create ES-M0,F6.14 (encrypt M0,F6.14 with 
Kch[A]) 

Encrypt the target datum with AES-128 - 

7.1, 7.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
8.1, 8.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
9.1 Decrypt ES-M0,F6.14 with Kch[A] Decrypt the target datum with AES-128 - 
9.2, 9.3 Verify the digital signature of RCL which the 

entity A received (only in cases where RCL is 
Calculate digital signature (= calculate the 
hash value + 2 ∙ (multiply a point on the 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

                                                        
3 Seek time and rotational latency to be used are the average time. The time will be longer depending on the position of the head and the target logical 
sectors 
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included in the datum) elliptic curve by an integer)) 
9.4 Decrypt EP-M2,F6.13 with KprCert[A] Multiply a point on the elliptic curve by an 

integer + decrypt the target datum with AES-
128 

23 

9.5, 9.6 Create ES-Kcn[A] (encrypt Kcn[A] with Kch[B]) Encrypt the target datum with AES-128 - 
9.7, 9.8 Create EP-M1,F6.14 (encrypt M1,F6.14 with 

Kpu[B]) 
2 ∙ (multiply a point on the elliptic curve by 
an integer) + encrypt the target datum with 
AES-128 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

10.1, 10.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
11.1, 11.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
12.1 Decrypt EP-M1,F6.14 with Kpr[B] Multiply a point on the elliptic curve by an 

integer + decrypt the target datum with AES-
128 

23 

12.2 Verify the digital signature of RCL which the 
entity B received (only in cases where RCL is 
included in the datum) 

Calculate digital signature (= calculate the 
hash value + 2 ∙ (multiply a point on the 
elliptic curve by an integer)) 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

12.3 Move the head to the above of the target 
logical sector to write the RCL 

Seek time + rotational latency 21 

12.4 Decrypt ES-Kcn[A] with Kch[B] Decrypt the target datum with AES-128 - 
  Total 461 
    
On the above table, it is estimated that Initial Connection stage is completed within 1 second even in cases where 

two storage entitis execute the stage. In the estimation, we can suppose that the stage is executed under the situations 
where the host entity does not transmit requests which require the storage entity to write/read data. Therefore, we 
think that the estimated time is nearly equal to the time in the actual usage of the system and users do not mind if 
the host entity does not execute any other processes and the storage entity does not return any responses during the 
time. 

Table 7.2  Estimated time taken to complete execution of UCO Transfer stage between two storage entities, to 
copy or move a UCO (cf. Figure 6.22, lower chart) 

Step Remarkable tasks and operations Estimated time (milli second (ms))  
1.1, 2.1 Move the head to the above of the target 

logical sector to load the UCO 
Seek time + rotational latency 21 

3.1, 3.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
4.1, 4.2, 
4.3, 4.4 

Move the head to the above of the target 
logical sector to write the created UCT Log 
parcel 

Seek time + rotational latency 21 

4.5 Create ESS-Ktr[B]n (encrypt Ktr[B]n with Ktr[B]n-

1, Kch[A]) 
2 ∙ (encrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 

5.1, 5.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
6.1, 6.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
7.1 Decrypt ESS-Ktr[B]n with Kch[A], Ktr[B]n-1 2 ∙ (decrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 
7.2, 7.3 Move the head to the above of the target 

logical sector to write the created UCT Log 
parcel 

Seek time + rotational latency 21 

8.1, 8.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
9.1, 9.2 Create ESS-UCOT (encrypt UCOT with Ktr[B]n, 

*Kpu[B]) 
2 ∙ (encrypt the target datum with AES-128) 1 

9.3, 9.4 Move the head to the above of the target 
logical sector to write the updated UCT Log 
parcel 

Seek time + rotational latency 21 

9.5 Move the head to the above of the target 
logical sector to write the updated UCO 

Seek time + rotational latency 21 

10.1, 10.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
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11.1, 11.2 Decrypt ESS-UCOT with *Kpr[B], Ktr[B]n 2 ∙ (decrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 
11.3, 11.4 Move the head to the above of the target 

logical sector to write the updated UCT Log 
parcel 

Seek time + rotational latency 21 

11.5 Move the head to the above of the target 
logical sector to write the updated UCO 

Seek time + rotational latency 21 

  Total 153 
    

Table 7.3  Estimated time taken to complete execution of UCO Transfer stage between a host entity and a storage 
entity, to write a UCO (cf. Figure 6.22, lower chart) 

Step Remarkable tasks and operations Estimated time (milli second (ms))  
1.1, 2.1 Not executed  - 
3.1, 3.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
4.1, 4.2, 
4.3, 4.4 

Write the created UCT Log parcel to UCTL-
Storage in the storage entity 

Seek time + rotational latency 21 

4.5 Create ESS-Ktr[B]n (encrypt Ktr[B]n with Ktr[B]n-

1, Kch[A]) 
2 ∙ (encrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 

5.1, 5.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
6.1, 6.2 Not executed - - 
7.1 Decrypt ESS-Ktr[B]n with Kch[A], Ktr[B]n-1 2 ∙ (decrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 
7.2, 7.3 Write the created UCT Log parcel to UCTL-

Storage in the host entity 
Time to write the UCT Log parcel to UCTL-
Storage in the host entity 

0 

8.1, 8.2 Not executed - - 
9.1, 9.2 Create ESS-UCOT (encrypt UCOT with Ktr[B]n, 

*Kpu[B]) 
2 ∙ (encrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 

9.3, 9.4 Write the updated UCT Log parcel to UCTL-
Storage in the host entity 

Time to write the UCT Log parcel to UCTL-
Storage in the host entity 

1 

9.5 Not executed - - 
10.1, 10.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
11.1, 11.2 Decrypt ESS-UCOT with *Kpr[B], Ktr[B]n 2 ∙ (decrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 
11.3, 11.4 Write the updated UCT Log parcel to UCTL-

Storage in the storage entity 
Seek time + rotational latency 21 

11.5 Write the modified UCOT to Q-Storage Seek time + rotational latency 21 
  Total 67 
    

Table 7.4  Estimated time taken to complete execution of UCO Transfer stage between a host entity and a storage 
entity, to play BUs (cf. Figure 6.22, lower chart) 

Step Remarkable tasks and operations Estimated time (milli second (ms))  
1.1, 2.1 Move the head to the above of the target 

logical sector to load the UCO 
Seek time + rotational latency 21 

3.1, 3.2 Not executed - - 
4.1, 4.2, 
4.3, 4.4 

Write the created UCT Log parcel to UCTL-
Storage in the host entity 

Time to write the UCT Log parcel to UCTL-
Storage ini the host entity 

0 

4.5 Create ESS-Ktr[B]n (encrypt Ktr[B]n with Ktr[B]n-

1, Kch[A]) 
2 ∙ (encrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 

5.1, 5.2 Not executed - - 
6.1, 6.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
7.1 Decrypt ESS-Ktr[B]n with Kch[A], Ktr[B]n-1 2 ∙ (decrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 
7.2, 7.3 Write the created UCT Log parcel to UCTL-

Storage in the storage entity 
Seek time + rotational latency 21 
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8.1, 8.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
9.1, 9.2 Create ESS-UCOT (encrypt UCOT with Ktr[B]n, 

*Kpu[B]) 
2 ∙ (encrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 

9.3, 9.4 Move the head to the above of the target 
logical sector to write the updated UCT Log 
parcel 

Seek time + rotational latency 21 

9.5 Move the head to the above of the target 
logical sector to write the updated UCO 

Seek time + rotational latency 21 

10.1, 10.2 Not executed - - 
11.1, 11.2 Decrypt ESS-UCOT with *Kpr[B], Ktr[B]n 2 ∙ (decrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 
11.3, 11.4 Write the updated UCT Log parcel to UCTL-

Storage in the host entity 
Time to write the UCT Log parcel to UCTL-
Storage ini the host entity 

0 

11.5 Not executed - - 
- (Decrypt E-BUs and play the BUs)   
  Total 86 
    
Using the values shown in the above three tables, we estimate whether a host entity can play a part of a BU or not, 

which the output entity needs to render on the display for one second at the normal speed, in the following two 
scenes. We do it in terms of only transfer of E-BU and UCOs. In the scenes, the following items are assumed. 
 The virtual private channel to transfer UCOs has already been built in every case. 
 The payload of the restricted content consisting of the BUs is an MPEG2 stream, whose bit rate is 20 Mbps (2.5 

MiB/s). A part of the payload to play for one second at the normal speed consists of two GOPs (cf. subsection 
3.5.1). 

 1-minute prohibition rule is assigned to the BUs. 
 In the scene 2, the host entity receives parts of E-BUs only for I-picture and play them to render on the display 

of the output entity at the speed higher than the normal one. The target speeds are double, decuple, and 60-tuple. 
As for playing parts of the BUs at double and decuple speed, the host entity receives all the I-pictures from the 
storage entity. Meanwhile, as to playing parts of the BUs at 60-tuple speed, the host entity receives an I-picture 
every four I-pictures. We assume that I-pictures occupy 60% of the BU. That is, the size of a part of the BU is 
approximately 1.5 MiB. 

 The storage entity is an HDD. The average transfer rate at the interface is 60 MiB per second, which is 
approximately 0.5 ∙ maximum media transfer rate [97]. 

The following are the scenes which we estimate. 
Scene 1: The host entity transmits E-BUs and UCOs for the E-BUs to the storage entity to write them, while the 
host entity receives the other E-BUs and UCOs for them from the storage entity, and plays the BUs at the normal 
speed. 
Scene 2: The host entity transmits E-BUs and UCOs for the E-BUs to the storage entity to write them, while the 
host entity receives the other E-BUs and UCOs for them from the storage entity, and plays the BUs with double, 
decuple, 60-tuple speed. In the cases, the host entity receives and plays parts of BUs for I-picture. 
[Scene 1] 

It takes approximately 42 ms (= 2.5 MiB / 60 MiB per second) to transfer a part of an E-BU and write it to N-
Storage in the storage entity. Similarly, it takes the same time to read and transfer a part of an E-BU from N-Storage 
in the storage entity to the host entity to render it on the display of the output entity at the normal speed. In addition 
to that, it takes 67 and 86 ms, to complete execution of UCO Transfer stage to write/read a UCO to/from Q-Storage 
respectively. The total time is 237 ms. Consequently, it is presumed that the video is smoothly rendered. 
[Scene 2] 
 Play BUs at the double speed 

It takes approximately 50 ms (= 2 ∙ 1.5 MiB / 60 MiB per second) to read and transfer a part of an E-BU from N-
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Storage in the storage entity to the host entity to render on the display of the output entity at the double speed. When 
the host entity needs to receive a UCO (once every 30 seconds), it additionally takes 86 ms to complete execution 
of UCO Transfer stage to transfer a UCO from the storage entity to the host entity. Moreover, it takes 42 ms to 
transfer and write a part of an E-BU to N-Storage in the storage entity, and 67 ms to complete execution of UCO 
Transfer stage to write a UCO to Q-Storage. The total time is 245 ms. Consequently, it is presumed that the video 
is rendered as expected. 
 Play BUs at the decuple speed 

It takes approximately 250 ms (10 ∙ 1.5 MiB / 60 MiB per second) to read and transfer a part of an E-BU from N-
Storage in the storage entity to the host entity to render on the display of the output entity at the decuple speed. 
When the host entity needs to receive a UCO (once every 6 seconds), it additionally takes 86 ms to complete 
execution of UCO Transfer stage to transfer a UCO from the storage entity to the host entity. Moreover, it takes 42 
ms to transfer and write a part of an E-BU to N-Storage in the storage entity, and 67 ms to complete execution of 
UCO Transfer stage to write a UCO to Q-Storage. The total time is 445 ms. Consequently, it is presumed that the 
video is rendered as expected. 
 Play BUs at 60-tuple speed 

It takes approximately 375 ms (60 / 4 ∙ 1.5 MiB / 60 MiB per second) to read and transfer a part of an E-BU from 
N-Storage in the storage entity to the host entity to render on the display of the output entity at the 60-tuple speed. 
When the host entity needs to receive a UCO (every second), it additionally takes 86 ms to complete execution of 
UCO Transfer stage to transfer a UCO from the storage entity to the host entity. Moreover, it takes 42 ms to transfer 
and write a part of an E-BU to N-Storage in the storage entity, and 67 ms to complete execution of UCO Transfer 
stage to write a UCO to Q-Storage. The total time is 570 ms. Consequently, it is presumed that the video is rendered 
as expected. 

Table 7.5  Estimated time taken to complete execution of Reconnection stage between two storage entities (cf. 
Figure 6.22, upper chart) 

Step Remarkable tasks and operations Estimated time (milli second (ms))  
1.1, 1.2 Move the head to the above of the target 

logical sector to load all the UCT Log parcels 
in the entity A and B 

Seek time + rotational latency 21 

2.1, 2.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
3.1, 3.2 Compare the value of UCOID which the 

entity A received with the values of UCOID 
in the UCT Log parcels to find UCTLP[A] 

127 ∙ (compare two values of UCOIDs) 0 

3.3, 3.4, 
3.5 

Create MRCN_AB (encrypt UCTLP[A].Kcn[A] ‖ 
Kcn[A] with Ktr[B] and Kpu[B] in UCTLP[A]) 

2 ∙ (multiply a point on the elliptic curve by 
an integer + encrypt the target datum with 
AES-128) 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

4.1, 4.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
5.1, 5.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
6.1, 6.2 Compare the value of UCOID which the 

entity B received with the values of UCOID 
in te UCT Log parcels to find UCTLP[B 

127 ∙ (compare two values of UCOIDs) 0 

6.3 Decrypt MRCN_AB with Kpr[B], Ktr[B] in 
UCTLP[B] 

Multiply a point on the elliptic curve by an 
integer + 2 ∙ (decrypt the target datum with 
AES-128) 

23 

6.4 Compare Kcn[A] which the entity B received 
with Kcn[A] in UCTLP[B] 

Compare two Kcn[A]s 0 

  Total 93 
    
As shown in Table 7.5, it is estimated that the time taken to complete execution of Reconnection stage between 

two storage entities is approximately 100 ms. We think that the objective to specify Reconnection stage, which is to 
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reduce the time to complete execution of Initial Connection stage, is achieved in the sense that the time to complete 
execution of Reconnection stage is one fifth of the time taken to complete execution of Initial Connection stage. 

7.4 Time Taken in Use Scenes in Bidirectional Transfer Mode 

Table 7.6, ..., 7.9 show the estimated average time taken to complete execution of Initial Connection stage, two 
UCO Transfer stage (the first one is to transfer a UCO from a host entity to a storage entity to write it to the storage 
entity, and the second one is transfer a UCO from a storage entity to a host entity to play BUs), and Reconnection 
stage in Bidirectional Transfer mode, based on the premises described in section 7.2. In Table 7.6, it is assumed that 
the issue date of RCL[A] is newer than the issue date of RCL[B]. Technically, time to (1) move the head to write the 
updated RPHEI in UCO Transfer stage, and (2) compare the specified entry number and the value of RPHEI in 
Initial Connection stage and Reconnection stage, need to be estimated. However, the operation (1) is executed only 
at the first UCO Transfer stage after executing UCO Transfer stage with another entity, and, the time taken to execute 
the operation (2) is presumed to be less than 10 micro seconds (cf. (6) in section 7.2). Therefore, we do not take the 
time for the operations into account in the following estimations. 

Similar to the tables shown in section 7.3, we obtain the total time by summing up the time taken by cryptographic 
operations and the tasks, which take more than 1 ms. 

Table 7.6  Estimated time taken to complete executiuon of Initial Connection stage between a host entity and a 
storage entity (cf. Figure 6.24) 

Step Remarkable tasks and operations Estimated time (milli second (ms))  
Supplementary processes   
1.1 Load Connection Log list from N-Storage 

into the main memory of the host entity 
Load CLL[A] from N-Storage into the main 
memory of the host entity 

0 

2.1, 2.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
3.1, 3.2 Move the head to the above of the target 

logical sector to load CLL[B] 
Seek time + rotational latency 21 

4.1, 4.2 Compare the value of EID[B] with the values 
of EID in CLL[A]; 
Compare the value of EID[A] with the values 
of EID in CLL[B]; 

2 ∙ 16 ∙ (compare two values of EIDs) 0 

Initial Connection stage   
1.1, 1.2 Move the head to the above of the target 

logical sector to load the certificate 
Seek time + rotational latency 21 

2.1 Verify the digital signature of the certificate 
which the entity A received 

Calculate digital signature (= calculate the 
hash value + 2 ∙ (multiply a point on the 
elliptic curve by an integer)) 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

2.2, 2.3, 
2.4 

Create M1,F6.9 (encrypt Kch[A] with KpuCert[B]) 2 ∙ (multiply a point on the elliptic curve by 
an integer) + encrypt the target datum with 
AES-128 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

3.1, 3.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
4.1 Verify the digital signature of the certificate 

which the entity B received 
Calculate digital signature (= calculate the 
hash value + 2 ∙ (multiply a point on the 
elliptic curve by an integer)) 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

4.2 Decrypt M1,F6.9 with KprCert[B] Multiply a point on the elliptic curve by an 
integer + decrypt the target datum with AES-
128 

23 

4.3, 4.4, 
4.5 

Create EP-M2,F6.13 (encrypt M2,F6.13 with 
KpuCert[A]) 

2 ∙ (multiply a point on the elliptic curve by 
an integer) + encrypt the target datum with 
AES-128 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

4.6, 4.7 Create ES-M0,F6.14 (encrypt M0,F6.14 with 
Kch[A]) 

Encrypt the target datum with AES-128 0 
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5.1, 5.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
6.1 Decrypt ES-M0,F6.14 with Kch[A] Decrypt the target datum with AES-128 0 
6.2, 6.3 Verify the digital signature of RCL which the 

entity A received (only in cases where RCL is 
included in the datum) 

Calculate digital signature (= calculate the 
hash value + 2 ∙ (multiply a point on the 
elliptic curve by an integer)) 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

6.4 Decrypt EP-M2,F6.13 with KprCert[A] Multiply a point on the elliptic curve by an 
integer + decrypt the target datum with AES-
128 

23 

6.5, 6.6, 
6.7 

Create ES-M0,F6.24 (encrypt M0,F6.24 with 
Kch[B]) 

Encrypt the target datum with AES-128 0 

6.8, 6.9 Create EP-M1,F6.24 (encrypt M1,F6.24 with 
Kpu[B]) 

2 ∙ (multiply a point on the elliptic curve by 
an integer) + encrypt the target datum with 
AES-128 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

7.1, 7.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
8.1 Decrypt EP-M1,F6.24 with Kpr[B] Multiply a point on the elliptic curve by an 

integer + decrypt the target datum with AES-
128 

23 

8.2 Verify the digital signature of RCL which the 
entity B received (only in cases where RCL is 
included in the datum) 

Calculate digital signature (= calculate the 
hash value + 2 ∙ (multiply a point on the 
elliptic curve by an integer)) 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

8.3 Move the head to the above of the target 
physical sector to write the RCL 

Seek time + rotational latency 21 

8.4 Decrypt ES-M0,F6.24 with Kch[B] Decrypt the target datum with AES-128 0 
8.5, 8.6 Create EPS-Kcn[B] (encrypt Kcn[B] with Kch[A], 

Kpu[A]) 
2 ∙ (multiply a point on the elliptic curve by 
an integer) + 2 ∙ encrypt the target datum with 
AES-128 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

8.7 Move the head to the above of the target 
logical sector to write CLP[B] 

Seek time + rotational latency 21 

9.1, 9.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
10.1 Decrypt EPS-Kcn[B] with Kpr[A], Kcn[A] Multiply a point on the elliptic curve by an 

integer + 2 ∙ decrypt the target datum with 
AES-128 

23 

10.2 Write the created CLP[A] to CL-Storage in the 
host entity 

Write CLP[A] to CL-Storage 0 

  Total (Supplementary processes + Initial 
Connection stage) 

22 + 527 
= 549 

    
On the above table, it is also estimated that Initial Connection stage is completed within 1 second in Bidirectional 

Transfer mode. Similar to Unidirectional Transfer mode, we can suppose that the stage is executed under the 
situations where the host entity does not transmit requests which require the storage entity to write/read data. 
Therefore, we think that the estimated time is nearly equal to the time in the actual usage of the system and users 
do not mind if the host entity does not execute any other processes and the storage entity does not return any 
responses during the time. 

Table 7.7  Estimated time taken to complete execution of UCO Transfer stage to write a UCO between a host 
entity and a storage entity (cf. Figure 6.25, upper chart) 

Step Remarkable tasks and operations Estimated time (milli second (ms))  
1.1AB, 1.2AB Interval of the request issuance - 1 
2.1AB, 3.1AB, 
3.2AB 

Create ESS-Ktr[B]n (encrypt Ktr[B]n with Ktr[B]n-

1, Ktr[A]m) 
2 ∙ (encrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 

4.1AB Decrypt ESS-Ktr[B]n with Kch[A], Ktr[B]n-1 2 ∙ (decrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 
4.2AB Create ESS-UCO (encrypt UCO with Ktr[B]n, 

*Kpu[B]) 
2 ∙ (encrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 

4.3AB Write the created Transfer Log parcel to TL- Time to write the Transfer Log parcel to TL- 0 
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Storage in the host entity Storage in the host entity 
5.1AB, 5.2AB Interval of the request issuance - 1 
6.1AB Decrypt ESS-UCO with *Kpr[B], Ktr[B]n 2 ∙ (decrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 
6.2AB, 6.3AB Move the head to the above of the target 

logical sector to write the updated UCO 
Seek time + rotational latency 21 

  Total 23 
    

Table 7.8  Estimated time taken to complete execution of UCO Transfer stage to play BUs between a host entity 
and a storage entity (cf. Figure 6.25, lower chart) 

Step Remarkable tasks and operations Estimated time (milli second (ms))  
1.1BA, 1.2BA Interval of the request issuance - 1 
2.1BA Move the head to the above of the target 

logical sector to load the UCO 
Seek time + rotational latency 21 

2.2BA, 2.3BA Create Masked IUQ with the keyed hash Calculate the keyed hash value 0 
3.1BA,  Verify the value of the keyed hash Calculate the keyed hash value, compare the 

value with that in Masked IUQ 
0 

3.2BA Write the created Transfer Log parcel to TL-
Storage in the host entity 

Time to write the Transfer Log parcel to TL-
Storage in the host entity 

0 

4.1BA, 4.2BA Create ESS-Ktr[A]m (encrypt Ktr[A]m with Ktr[A]m-

1, Ktr[B]n) 
2 ∙ (encrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 

5.1BA, 5.2BA Interval of the request issuance - 1 
6.1BA Decrypt ESS-Ktr[A]m with Ktr[B]n, Ktr[A]m-1 2 ∙ (decrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 
7.1BA, 7.2BA Interval of the request issuance - 1 
8.1BA, 8.2BA Create ESS-UCOT (encrypt UCOT with Ktr[A]m, 

*Kpu[A]) 
2 ∙ (encrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 

8.3BA Move the head to the above of the target 
logical sector to write the UCO 

Seek time + rotational latency 21 

9.1BA, 9.2BA Decrypt ESS-UCOT with *Kpr[A], Ktr[A]m 2 ∙ (decrypt the target datum with AES-128) 0 
- (Decrypt E-BUs and play the BUs)   
  Total 45 
    
In the following, we estimate the time taken in the two scenes described in section 7.3. 

[Scene 1] 
It takes approximately 42 ms (= 2.5 MiB / 60 MiB per second) to transfer a part of an E-BU and write it to N-

Storage in the storage entity. Similarly, it takes the same time to read and transfer a part of an E-BU from N-Storage 
in the storage entity to the host entity to render it on the display of the output entity at the normal speed. In addition 
to that, it takes 23 and 45 ms, to complete execution of UCO Transfer stage to write/read a UCO to/from Q-Storage 
respectively. The total time is 152 ms. Consequently, it is presumed that the video is smoothly rendered. 
[Scene 2] 
 Play BUs at the double speed 

It takes approximately 50 ms (= 2 ∙ 1.5 MiB / 60 MiB per second) to read and transdfer a part of an E-BU from 
N-Storage in the storage entity to the host entity to render on the display of the output entity at the double speed. 
When the host entity needs to receive a UCO (once every 30 seconds), it additionally takes 45 ms to complete 
execution of UCO Transfer stage to transfer a UCO from the storage entity to the host entity. Moreover, it takes 42 
ms to transfer and write a part of an E-BU to N-Storage in the storage entity, and 23 ms to complete execution of 
UCO Transfer stage to write a UCO to Q-Storage. The total time is 160 ms. Consequently, it is presumed that the 
video is rendered as expected. 
 Play BUs at the decuple speed 

It takes approximately 250 ms (10 ∙ 1.5 MiB / 60 MiB per second) to read and transdfer a part of an E-BU from 
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N-Storage in the storage entity to the host entity to render on the display of the output entity at the decuple speed. 
When the host entity needs to receive a UCO (once every 6 seconds), it additionally takes 45 ms to complete 
execution of UCO Transfer stage to transfer a UCO from the storage entity to the host entity. Moreover, it takes 42 
ms to transfer and write a part of an E-BU to N-Storage in the storage entity, and 23 ms to complete execution of 
UCO Transfer stage to write a UCO to Q-Storage. The total time is and 360 ms. Consequently, it is presumed that 
the video is rendered as expected. 
 Play BUs at 60-tuple speed 

It takes approximately 375 ms (60 / 4 ∙ 1.5 MiB / 60 MiB per second) to read and transdfer a part of an E-BU 
from N-Storage in the storage entity to the host entity to render on the display of the output entity at the 60-tuple 
speed. When the host entity needs to receive a UCO (every second), it additionally takes 45 ms to complete 
execution of UCO Transfer stage to transfer a UCO from the storage entity to the host entity. Moreover, it takes 42 
ms to transfer and write a part of an E-BU to N-Storage in the storage entity, and 23 ms to complete execution of 
UCO Transfer stage to write a UCO to Q-Storage. The total time is and 485 ms. Consequently, it is presumed that 
the video is rendered as expected. 

Table 7.9  Estimated time taken to complete execution of Reconnection stage between a host entity and a storage 
entity (cf. Figure 6.26) 

Step Remarkable tasks and operations Estimated time (milli second (ms))  
Supplementary processes (cf. Table 7.6) 24  
Reconnection stage   
1.1, 1.2 Load a Connection Log parcel from CL-

Storage into UCM[A] in the host entity 
Load CLP[A] from CL-Storage into UCM[A] in 
the host entity 

0 

1.3, 1.4 Create MRCN_AB (encrypt Kcn[A] with Kcn[B] 
and Kpu[B] in the Connection Log parcel) 

2 ∙ (multiply a point on the elliptic curve by 
an integer + encrypt the target datum with 
AES-128) 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

2.1, 2.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
3.1, 3.2 Load a Connection Log parcel from CL-

Storage to UCM[B] in the storage entity 
Seek time + rotational latency 21 

3.3 Decrypt MRCN_AB with Kpr[B], Kcn[B] in the 
Connection Log parcel 

Multiply a point on the elliptic curve by an 
integer + 2 ∙ (decrypt the target datum with 
AES-128) 

23 

3.4, 3.5 Create MRCN_BA (encrypt Kcn[B] with Kcn[A] 
and Kpu[A] in the Connection Log parcel) 

2 ∙ (multiply a point on the elliptic curve by 
an integer + encrypt the target datum with 
AES-128) 

23 ∙ 2 = 
46 

3.6 Write the modified Connection Log parcel to 
CL-Storage in the storage entity 

Seek time + rotational latency 21 

4.1, 4.2 Interval of the request issuance - 1 
5.1, 5.2 Decrypt MRCN_BA with Kpr[A], Kcn[A] in the 

Connection Log parcel 
Multiply a point on the elliptic curve by an 
integer + 2 ∙ (decrypt the target datum with 
AES-128) 

23 

5.3 Write the modified Connection Log parcel to 
CL-Storage in the host entity 

Write the Connection Log parcel to CL-
Storage in the host entity 

0 

  Total 22 + 182 
= 204 

    
As shown in Table 7.9, it is estimated that the time taken to complete execution of Reconnection stage between a 

host entity and a storage entity is approximately 210 ms. We think that the objective to specify Reconnection stage, 
which is to reduce the time to complete execution of Initial Connection stage, is achieved in the sense that the time 
to complete execution of Reconnection stage is approximately one third of the time for Initial Connection stage. 
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7.5 Time Taken to Play BUs according to an SPR in Bidirectional Transfer Mode 

In this section, we estimate the time taken to play BUs at the normal speed according to an SPR. Premises 
described in (14) and (15) in section 7.2 specifies the structure of the payloads of restricted contents, the rules 
described in the SPR, and the positions where PPIs are interplated. 

We do the estimation referring to the processes shown in Figure 3.8. On the estimation, we assume that the host 
entity and the storage entity completed execution of Initial Connection stage or Reconnection stage in Bidirectional 
Transfer mode, a user has already selected the SPR, and SPR* and PPIL have already been loaded into UCMS. That 
is, the processes from F3.8-1 to F3.8-12 have already been completed. 

Table 7.10 shows the estimated time taken on a case where a BU included in the partial payload 0 (or 2, 4, ...) is 
played, PPIs are transferred, and whether playing the BUs is completed or not is judged. It is the most critical case 
in cases where such a BU is played. 

Table 7.10  Estimated time taken to play BUs included in the partial payload 0 on the most critical case, except 
for the time to transfer E-BUs (F3.8-16, ..., 38 in Figure 3.8) 

Step Remarkable tasks and operations Estimated time (milli second (ms))  
F3.8-16, 17, 
20, 21 

Interval of the request issuance - 1 

F3.8-18 Move the head to the above of the target 
logical sector to load the UCO 

Seek time + rotational latency 21 

F3.8-19 Compare two values of BUID (cf. F3.8-19) to 
recognize which partial payload include the 
BU identified by IUQ. BUID 

Time to compare two values of BUID 0 

F3.8-22, ..., 
29 

UCO Transfer stage to transfer an IUQ from 
the storage entity to the host entity 

Table 7.8 45 

F3.8-30, ..., 
32 

Decrypt an E-BU and play the BU Time to decrypt an E-BU and play the BU; 
not take the time into account 

- 

F3.8-33 Extract 15 PPIs (which are interpolated in one 
BU) from the BU 

Time to extract the PPIs from the BU 0 

F3.8-34, ..., 
37 

UCO Transfer stage to transfer the PPIs from 
the host entity to the storage entity 

Table 7.7, except for step 6.3AB 2 

F3.8-38 Compare the PPIs with the PPIs in PPIL Time to compare the PPIs with the PPIs in 
PPIL 

0 

  Total 69 
    
If processes to write the payload of a restricted content to the storage entity in parallel with the processes described 

in Table 7.10, it takes 42 and 23 ms, which are respectively to write E-BUs to N-Storage and to complete execution 
of UCO Transfer stage to write an IUQ to Q-Storage, in addition to 69 ms. The total time is 134 ms. From the result, 
it is presumed that the video is rendered as expected, even if UCMS Ctrl and UCMH Ctrl execute the processes to 
play BUs according to the SPR. 

7.6 Summary 

In this chapter, we estimated the time when users executed the following operations, assuming the performance 
of the cryptographic engine, the time for the processor in the entity to compare two bit strings, and interval time 
between two consecutive requests which a bridge entity or a host entity transmits. Furthermore, we assumed that 
the storage entity was an HDD, and the target restricted contents were Japanese digital broadcast contents. 
 Operations under the situation where virtual private channels in Unidirectional Transfer mode is built 

 Initial Connection stage is executed between two storage entities, mediated by a bridge entity 
 UCO Transfer stage is executed between two storage entity to copy or move a UCO 
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 UCO Transfer stage is executed between a host entity and a storage entity to play BUs at the normal/double/ 
decuple/60-tuple speed while the host entity writes the payload of a restricted content and the UCOs for it to 
the storage entity 

 Reconnection stage is executed between two storage entities, mediated by a bridge entity 
 Operations under the situation where a virtual private channel in Bidirectional Transfer mode is built 

 Initial Connection stage is executed between a host entity and a storage entity 
 UCO Transfer stage is executed between a host entity and a storage entity to play BUs at the normal/double/ 

decuple/60-tuple speed while writing the payload of a restricted content and the UCOs for it 
 Reconnection stage is executed between a host entity and a storage entity 
 The time to play BUs according to an SPR at the normal speed while the host entity writes the payload of a 

restricted content and UCOs for it to the storage entity 
The estimation results showed that the video would be rendered on the display of the output entity as intended. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion 

In this study, we have constructed the mechanism for detachable storage devices, which control the use of 
commercial digital video contents with high pilfer/tamper resistance. We have addressed the work assuming the 
rules on move and copy operations which have actually been applied to Japanese digital broadcast content. On top 
of that, we showed the other two kinds of rules, which would be valuable for the use of commercial digital video 
contents to expand, and addressed constructing the mechanism for the rule, too. 

In Chapter 1, we explained the social context and demands for the mechanism. They are summarized as the 
following. 
 In Japan, trend of watching commercial digital video contents rapidly grows. Especially, digital broadcast 

programs are widely watched. 
 Content owner strongly requires content distributers and device manufacturers to construct mechanisms to 

control copy of commercial digital video contents and to implement the mechanisms to the devices to record, 
store, and play the contents. 

 It is necessary for users to force watching CM parts to some extent, ensuring usability as far as possible, if a 
commercial digital video content includes them. The behavior will prevent creating such contents from 
deterioration. 

In Chapter 2, we explained the characteristics of the conventional storage media, host devices, terminal devices 
such as display. They are summarized as the following. 
 Storage media and recorder/player products conforming to the storage media have already been available in 

consumer electronics device market. However, only host devices execute processes to control copy of the 
contents in the technologies. Moreover, as for Japanese digital broadcast industry perceives the storage media as 
the terminal media, and does not permit to transfer digital broadcast contents stored on them to another one. 

 Any technology to control the use of commercial digital video content utilizing the processor in the storage 
devices effectively has not been constructed yet. 

On top of that, we asserted that it is possible to construct systems with usability and pilfer/tamper resistance higher 
than the usability and pilfer/tamper resistance which the conventional systems have, by encrypting the digital 
contents, writing them and the keys to a storage device, and making the storage device judge whether to transmit 
the keys or not. 

Based on the above views, we explained the basic characteristics of the mechanism which we would construct in 
the research, function elements which need to be implemented in host entities and storage entities for the system 
operating according to the characteristics, and described the terms which we introduced. The characteristics are the 
following. 
 Split a digital content, to which some usage rules are assigned, into multiple block units, which are described as 

BUs. 
 Assign an IUQ to each BU; an IUQ includes identifier of the IUQ, KBU to encrypt and decrypt the BU, 
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independent usage rules on the BU, and identifier of the BU. 
 Usage control objects (UCOs), which are the data necessary to be protected and includes IUQ, are stored in Q-

Storage. Q-Storage is a special storage space implemented in entities, which host entities and bridge entities can 
access only in cases where execution of the specified sequence of the processes for authentication with the 
partner entity has been completed. 

 Whether a host entity plays a BU or not is controlled by whether the storage entity transmits the IUQ for the BU 
or not. 

In Chapter 3, we described and proposed the concrete usage rules which we assumed on the construction of the 
mechanism. They are as follows. 
 Two kinds of rules on copy operation, which are “Copy One Generation” and “Dubbing Ten”. They are actually 

applied to Japanese digital broadcast contents. 
 Two kinds of rules on play operation, one of which is on the number of times of the operations, and the other of 

which is to force playing some parts of a digital content sequentially. They have not been widely operated, but 
we thought they are valuable. 

After showing the rules, we proposed the primary sequences of the processes, where the storage entities play the 
essential role on the above four kinds of usage controls, and described the characteristics of the data which need to 
be introduced to execute the sequences and examples of the data structure including the rules. 

In Chapter 4, we proposed the method to manage the location of IUQ stored in Q-Storage, the method to manage 
the locations of usage rules to play BUs sequentially (SPR) and the metadata related to SPR, the method to associate 
BUs in encrypted form (E-BUs) with IUQs, and the method to associate E-BUs with SPRs. Locations where data 
are stored are usually managed by file system. The reason is that a single storage space may be used by various 
application software programs. However, taking the fact that developing a new stable file system showing good 
performance empirically takes long time more than a few years into account, it is better to use conventional file 
system which has already been implemented on many devices and PCs. Based on the view, we decided using 
Universal Disk Format (UDF), which is supported by Windows and Linux, and added some new metadata which 
are necessary in the method following the conventional rules specified in UDF. 

In Chapter 5, we proposed the concrete method to encrypt BUs. We mentioned using AES-128 as the algorithm 
of the symmetric encryption cryptosystem with the reason why we adopted it. We established the method so that 
the special rule specified by Japanese broadcast industry is not violated and re-encrypting some parts of the content 
does not become necessary if the content stored in a storage medium is split into two parts and copied to another 
storage medium. 

In Chapter 6, we concretely constructed five kinds of the sequences of the processes and estimated the possibility 
to write a digital content to a storage entity and to play a digital content at the normal, double, decuple, and 60-tuple 
speed from the storage entity in parallel. The sequences the processes which we constructed were as follows. 
 The sequence for two entities to authenticate each other for the first time and to build a virtual private channel. 
 The sequence for two entities to re-authenticate each other after execution of the sequence for the first 

authentication has been completed between them. 
 The sequence to transfer UCOs between two entities through the virtual private channel 
 The sequence to transfer some elements of UCOs, which are permitted to disclose to any entities, between two 

entities through the public channel 
 The sequence to check whether a target UCO is stored either in the source entity or the destination entity and to 

recover the UCO in the source entity if the UCO is not stored in both entities. 
Transfer of data through a virtual private channel is realized by encrypting them with the keys shared in the 

sequence for authentication based on PKI and transferring the data through the conventional physical interface. 
Since it is considered that actual devices to be entities are embedded system, on which processor whose performance 
is lower than the performance of the processor in PCs is implemented, we proposed using elliptic curve cryptosystem 
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instead of RSA cryptosystem in the sequence for authentication. 
We described the set of five sequences as mode and specified two kinds of modes, which are Unidirectional 

Transfer mode and Bidirectional Transfer mode, aiming to provide the mechanism appropriate for various use scenes 
of commercial digital video contents. 

In Chapter 7, we showed that some representative usage of restricted contents are executable, assuming the 
performances of the cryptographic engines, the time taken to compare two data, the characteristics of the storage 
entity, and so forth. 
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Annex A Prevention of Building Multiple Virtual Private Channels 

Case 1 Sequential two requests, which require the entity A to execute Reconnection stage 
 Situation 

The bridge entity sequentially transmits two requests to the entity A, which requires UCM[A] Ctrl to execute the 
first process of Reconnection stage. The bridge entity assigns the values of channel identifier mCH1;A and mCH2;A to 
the processes on the requests. 
 Processes 

Figure A - 1 shows how the entity A aborts the requests. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A - 1  Two requests which the bridge entity transmits to the entity A and require UCM[A] Ctrl to execute 
Reconnection stage 

Figure A - 2 shows processes which CEC and UCM[A] Ctrl execute at Step 2.1 in Figure A - 1. At the step, CEC 
checks whether mCH1;A is used or not, and, UCM[A] Ctrl checks whether the active virtual private channels were built 
using Kpu[B] or not. At Step 4.1, they execute the same processes, except that mCH1;A is replaced with mCH2;A, and 
UCM[A] Ctrl aborts the process as the result of the processes shown in Figure A - 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.1: 1.1 in Figure 6.16 with mCH1;A, n[A].B 
2.1, ..., 2.5: 2.1, ..., 2.5 in Figure 6.16 1.2: 1.2 in Figure 6.16 (Transfer MRCN_AB) 

3.1: 1.1 in Figure 6.16 with mCH2;A, n[A].B 
4.1, ..., 4.5: 2.1, ..., 2.5 in Figure 6.16 
UCM[A] Ctrl aborts the process at 
Step 4.1 

A Bridge Entity  B  
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†1 n[A].B is the entry number of the Connection Log parcel, which was used to build the virtual private channel 
identified by mCH1;A. 

†2 If the values of Kpus used to build the active virtual private channels have already been flushed from 
UCM[A], UCM[A] Ctrl loads Connection Log parcels from CL-Storage to UCM[A] again using the designator 
for the Connection Log parcels. 

Figure A - 2  Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes to judge whether to execute Reconnection stage or not in 
Case 1 

Only the entity A executes the processes shown in Figure A - 2, because the entity B does not receive Kpu[A]. 
Case 2 Sequential two requests, which require the entity A to execute Initial Connection stage 
 Situation 

The bridge entity sequentially transmits two requests to the entity A, which requires UCM[A] Ctrl to execute the 
first process of Initial Connection stage, with the certificate C(KprCA, KpuCert[B] ‖ Identifier[B]), which the entity B 
transmitted. The bridge entity assigns channel identifiers mCH1;A and mCH2;A to the processes on the requests. 
 Processes 

Figure A - 3 shows how the entity A aborts the requests. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Keep mCH1;A and n[A].B†1 
in UCM 

Continue to execute Abort 

Reception of a channel identifier mCH1;A and 
a designator for a CLP n[A].B 

 Abbreviations 
CL: Connection Log, CLP: CL Parcel 
ChID: Channel Identifier 
VPC: Virtual Private Channel 

Is ChID mCH1;A 
being used? 

Is Kpu[B] used to 
build VPC identified 
by ChID mCH1;A†1? 

Are there VPCs identified 
by the other ChIDs? 

Is Kpu[B] used to build one 
of the VPCs identified by 
the ChIDs†2? 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 
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†1 If the values of Kpus used to build the active virtual private channels have already been flushed from 
UCM[A], UCM[A] Ctrl loads Connection Log parcels from CL-Storage to UCM[A] again using the designator 
for the Connection Log parcels. 

Figure A - 3  Two requests which the bridge entity transmits to the entity A and require UCM[A] Ctrl to execute 
Initial Connection stage 

Figure A - 4 shows the process which CEC and UCM[A] Ctrl executes after Step 9.4 in Figure A - 3. At the step, 
CEC checks whether mCH1;A is used or not, and, UCM[A] Ctrl checks whether the active virtual private channels were 
built using Kpu[B] or not. After Step 9.4 in the second Initial Connection stage, they execute the same processes, 
except that mCH1;A is replaced with mCH2;A, and UCM[A] Ctrl aborts the process as the result of the processes shown 
in Figure A - 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Bridge Entity B 

 Abbreviations 
CL: Connection Log, CLP: CL Parcel 
VPC: Virtual Private Channel 

Initial Connection stage (1.1, ..., 8.2 in Figure 6.14) 

Initial Connection stage (10.1, ..., 12.4 in Figure 6.14) ∗ Treatment of Kpu[B] 
If UCO Transfer stage is executed, 
  Kpu[B] is written to CL-Storage and 
  flushed from UCM[A] 
Else 
  Kpu[B] is kept in UCM[A] associated 
  with mCH1;A 

UCO Transfer stage 

2.1: Request (Write /w mCH1;A) 
2.2: M0,F6.9 

8.1: Request (Write /w mCH1;A) 
8.2: ES-M0,F6.14 

9.1, ..., 9.4: 9.1, ..., 9.4 in Figure 6.14 
After Step 9.4, UCM[A] Ctrl compares Kpu[B] with 
Kpus kept in UCM[A] 
9.5, ..., 9.8: 9.5, ..., 9.8 in Figure 6.14 

Load CLPs used to build the other active 
VPCs from CL-Storage into UCM[A], if 
they are not kept in UCM[A]†1 

Initial Connection stage (1.1, ..., 8.2 in Figure 6.14) 
2.1: Request (Write /w mCH2;A) 

2.2: M0,F6.9 

8.1: Request (Write /w mCH2;A) 
8.2: ES-M0,F6.14 

9.1, ..., 9.4: 9.1, ..., 9.4 in Figure 6.14 
After Step 9.4, UCM[A] Ctrl compares Kpu[B] with 
Kpus kept in UCM[A], and aborts 9.5 as the result 
of the comparison 
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†1 If the values of Kpus used to build the active virtual private channels have already been flushed from 
UCM[A], UCM[A] Ctrl loads Connection Log parcels from CL-Storage to UCM[A] again using the designator 
for the Connection Log parcels. 

†2 n[A].B is the entry number of the Connection Log parcel, which was used to build the virtual private channel 
identified by mCH1;A. 

†3 New Connection Log parcel including the Kpu[B] and Kcn[A]New will be created in the first execution of 
UCO Transfer stage. 

†4 An element of Kcn[A] is overwritten with the Kcn[A]New in the first execution of UCO Transfer stage. 

Figure A - 4  Processes which UCM[A] Ctrl executes to judge whether to execute Initial Connection stage or not 
in Case 2 

Only the entity A executes the processes shown in Figure A - 4, because the entity B does not receive Kpu[A]. 
Case 3 Sequential two requests, which require the entity A to execute Reconnection stage and Initial Connection 

stage 
 Situation 

The bridge entity sequentially transmits two requests to the entity A, which require UCM[A] Ctrl to execute the 
first process of Reconnection stage and the first process of Initial Connection stage. This is a case where the second 
Initial Connection stage in Figure A - 3, to which mCH2;A is assigned, is executed, after the first Reconnection stage 
in Figure A - 1, to which mCH1;A is assigned, is executed. 
 Processes 

If mCH1;A and mCH2;A are different, UCM[A] Ctrl aborts the process required by the second request through execution 

Is Kpu[B] used in one of 
the VPCs identified by 
the used ChIDs†1? 

Reception of a channel identifier mCH1;A and 
Kpu[B] at Step 8.2 in Figure 6.14 

 Abbreviations 
CL: Connection Log, CLP: CL Parcel 
ChID: Channel Identifier 
VPC: Virtual Private Channel 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Keep mCH1;A, 
Kpu[B], Kcn[A]New in  
UCM[A]†3 

Continue to execute 

Abort 

Is ChID mCH1;A 
being used? 

Is Kpu[B] used in the 
VPC identified by 
mCH1;A†1? 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Load CLPs for the active VPC 
from CL-Storage into UCM[A] 

Does one of the 
CLPs include Kpu[B]? Yes; 

i-th CLP 
includes Kpu[B] 

Keep mCH1;A, i, 
Kpu[B], Kcn[A]New in  
UCM[A]†4 

Keep mCH1;A and n[A].B†2 
in UCM[A] 

Are there VPCs identified 
by the other ChIDs? 
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of the processes shown in Figure A - 4. 
Case 4 Sequential two requests, which require the entity A to execute Initial Connection stage and Reconnection 

stage 
 Situation 

The bridge entity sequentially transmits two requests to the entity A, which require UCM[A] Ctrl to execute the 
first process of Initial Connection stage and the first process of Reconnection stage. This is a case where the second 
Reconnection stage in Figure A - 1, to which mCH2;A is assigned, is executed, after the first Initial Connection stage 
in Figure A - 3, to which mCH1;A is assigned, is executed. 
 Processes 

If mCH1;A and mCH2;A are different, UCM[A] Ctrl aborts the process required by the second request through execution 
of the processes shown in Figure A - 2. 
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